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ABSTRACT
The nineteen forties and nineteen fifties, acknowledged as the
decades in which New York first emerged as a locus for modern art
production of international stature (particularily the so-called
'New York School '), also witnessed its developient into a market
for modern art, both European and Iinerican, and it is upon this that
this study focuses.
A modern art market is a 'support-system' which consists of
not only the producer-artists and consumer-collectors but also of a
number of 'intermediaries'. This ccrriplex, in addition to the actual
purchase of art works, serves, for instance: to disseminate a
knowledge about modern art in general; to select particular artists
and promote their work in the public eye; to support contemporary
artists financially; and to enhance the sphere of collecting
activity. The groups or institutions involved in in these
functions vary according to historical circumstances, and the first
part of this study identifies the key constituents of the 'supportsystem' in the New York art market in this period as: New York
museums concerned with modern and contemporary art, both foreign and
native, private dealer-galleries, and collectors; and examines what
parts each played in the structure of the art market as a whole,
paying particular attention to the influence of wider socio-economic
factors upon this.
This 'support-system' structure discussed in the first part
may be considered as synchronic. The second part of this study,
however, concentrates upon an examination of changing trends in
prices and in collectors' preferences for different artistic
expressions (particularily the relative status of American as
against European modern art). Emphasis is placed in this upon
demonstrating where possible how such developmonts were related to
the functioning of the support system as discussed; and to
situating the behaviour of the New York art market of the period
into a wider national socio-econanic context.
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THE ORGANISATION AND

FUNCTIONING OF THE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MODERN

ART IN NEW YORK.

HP2I'ER

1: INrROWO'ION

The characteristic structures of the art market in its modern
form were initially developed in Paris in the latter nineteenth
century, in response to the problems then experienced of bringing
the work of contemporary artists to an ever more diffuse public.
Basically, the modern art market can be typified as a cultural
organisation consisting of an integrated network of groups or
'organisation-sets' which each perform a number of basic roles in
the reception and consumption of modern art. Briefly, the functions
of these can be defined as those of: first, the support of the
artist, either directly or indirectly - the role of patron';
second, the selection of the artist (generally from a wider mass of
producers) - the role of 'gatekeeper'; and lastly, the presentation
of this artist to the public or potential consumer) - the role of
promoter'. In this the modern art market can be likened to a
number of other cultural industry systems such as publishing and
film-making which too involve the selection of productive
individuals and the marketing of their work to the cons
Although in these industry systems these functions might be
undertaken by agents, publishers or distributors, within the art
market the major organisation-sets characteristically consist of
groups or institutions such as modern art museums, national or local
government boards or quangos, commercial dealers or galleries,
critics and collectors, which together form what is called the
'support system' for the contemporary artist.
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The characteristic role of 'gatekeeper' is that in which an
'organisation-set' acts as a filter between the artist and the
public by sifting through the mass of producers and selecting sane
of these artists for public exposure. In the case of the dealergallery grouping one can note a variety of responses to this
function. Sane might be cal led primary gatekeepers' for they
concentrate upon new or unknown artists and give these their initial
exhibition exposure in the art centre in question. This role is
facilitated by the dealer's unique opportunities for contact with
the artist, openings not normally available to either the private
collector or the public institution. In this dealers are probably
the nearest to the ideal-typical 'gatekeeper' role. The critic
can be close to the dealer in fulfilling a primary gatekeeper
function, for he/she can serve to introduce artists to members of
other organisation-sets either via his/her writings, the use of
direct social contacts, or by the organisation of
gallery/institutional "new talent" shows.. In many instances,
however, the critic has a more passive reportorial role, which
situates him/her more within the role of secondary gatekeeper'
position, the initial selection having already been undertaken. A
dealer of this latter 'secondary' type tends to be one who chooses
to show only artists who have already acquired sane critical and/or
cairnercial reputation (possibly via galleries of the 'primarygatekeeper' type or establishments in other art centres). The
public institution or museum would appear to act basically as a
'secondary gatekeeper'. This is the case even when an institution
has a programme of 'new talent' exhibitions, for the artists
included in such shows are usually selected by the muSeum's staff
from work already presented in corrinercial galleries. This secondary
position is generally a necessary function of public status and the
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concomitant responsibilities which such a position are thought to
incur. The private collector can theoretically be a 'primary
gatekeeper' if he/she is in a position whereby he/she has direct
access to artists, and is thereby able to by-pass the selection
process undertaken by public institutions, ccnirercial galleries or
critics. However, this tends to be rare because the very nature of
the nDdern art market as consisting of diffuse and alienated groups
of producers and consumers makes it difficult for collectors to gain
access to a selection of artists. In fact, this state of affairs
effectively situates many collectors in a 'tertiary gatekeeper'
position because pre-selection of their choices has already been
undertaken at several levels.

The role of 'promoter' encompasses, on the one hand, the
impression of the artist upon the consciousness of the art public
and, on the other, the encouragement of art purchases by potential
collectors (whether private or institutional). It is necessary for
the dealer to assume such a prontional role because, as dealer
Martha Jackson has said,
"people won't buy art unless they're familiar with the
artist.....Very few people just fall in love with an
individual painting and buy it." [3]
If one looks at how dealers accomplish the first part of their
tastemaking function one finds that perhaps the most important
activity is the staging of temporary exhibitions. However, these
can be supplemented by a number of means such as the comissioning
of critical pieces (generally in the form of catalogue forewords but
occasionally also monographs or articles), discursive writing by the
dealer him/herself, the presentation of public lectures by the
dealer, or the dispersal of publicity material such as press
releases. The second part of a dealer's promotional role, that of
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encouraging wider art ownership, primarily accomplished at the
level of personal contact between the dealer and his/her clients and
gallery visitors, is necessary because
"The average artist isn't able to call up critics, or
museum people, or big collectors and say "You've got to
come down and see my most recent thing".... But a dealer
who's on the ball will do just that." [4]
Variations on sane of the more general promotional strategies such
as special exhibitions devoted to existing private collections or
the use of art in specific surroundings (such as architecture) can
also be used to encourage a wider art buying public.

One finds that the public institution functions as a
promotional tastemaker in two ways. In the first it presents,
promulgates and explicates the variety of modern art developments
to the wider public via its own permanent collection, its temporary
exhibition schedule, its production of books and other scholarly
written material such as catalogues, its presentation of lectures,
and its dispatch of specially formulated travelling shows. In the
second, the encouragement of collecting activity, the museum can
hold up its permanent collections as a yardstick by which a
potential collector can judge what modern art is important:
publicity given to improving values of works either already in, or
entering, the institution's permanent collections can be used to
reiterate the message of the rising status of modern art.
Furthermore, reference, possibly via exhibitions, to the social
status of those already associated with the museum either as
collectors or as donors to the permanent collections (persons in the
main drawn from the local socio-economic elite) can enhance the
pedigree of art collecting. Finally, the museum can provide a
direct advisory service for collectorsJ51
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The role of critics as promoters can be related to the more
general raising of the level of public knowledge about modern art;
but the most significant as pranoters are those who proselytise in
support of a particular stylistic developrient - either in their
writings, whether these be in the form of books or periodical
articles, or in their organisation of expository exhibitions.
Private individuals can act as tastemakers if their socio-econornic
or cultural standing is sufficient to stimulate emulation of their
choices, or if they have sufficient assets to

be

able to found a

private museum or gallery. In the latter case if the collector is
able to provide an endowment sufficient to enable the presentation
of temporary exhibitions in addition to the quasi-private core
collection then the impression of professionalism can increase
tastemaking potential.

The role of 'patron' in the context of the modern art market
involves a somewhat loose use of the term as implying both the
indirect and direct support of the artist, but not necessarily an
individualised or sustained artist-patron relationship. Instead,
it can vary from agreed regular payments by the members of an
'organisation-set' to an artist to the boost which approbation and
exhibition can give to an artist's self-esteem and career prospects.
The form of patronage characteristic of the private collector is
basically the purchase of individual art works. The most camonly
cited of the variety of motives for this is "pleasure" but this
aesthetic response can

be

canplicated by other considerations such

as social prestige, decoration or investnentJ 61 As noted by the
critic Aline Saarinen:
"Art is conveniently endowed with exactly the right
characteristics to make its pursuit not only pleasurable,
but also wise and virtuous ... it stands for beauty .... It
can be considered educational. And its personal
10

accumulation can be justified in terms of public benefit.
Art ... can be used as the most conspicuous of objects
consumed but, it need not be so necessarily employed......
wisely chosen art has again and again proved in the long
run to be a sound, ... profitable investrnent."[7J
In the modern period it is uncamon for collectors to cotmiission
specific art works, and even more unusual for them to patronise
artists in the form of regular financial support. In the case of
the institution one must consider the patronage role as signifying
the accumulation of works in the permanent collections, preferably
by purchase but also by the accretion of gifts and bequests.

If one perhaps considers the caturcial relationship between
dealer-gallery and artist as being within the ainbit of the role of
'patron' then a number of varied responses by this particular 'set'
to the question of patronage are discernible. The payment of a
stipend, the nearest the dealer typically cones to the traditional
norm of patronage, usually involves the dealer and artist agreeing
to a contract in which the former pranises certain cash advances or
other regular payrrents to the artist in return for which he/she
receives an agreed amount of the artist 's new work or has the right
of first refusal on the artist's future production for a specified
length of time. The other most widespread variation on dealer
support for the artist is the 'sale-on-consignment' system, wherein
the dealer agrees t? show the artist's work and takes a conmission
(usually 33 to 50 per cent) on any sales arising from that
exhibition but returns any unsold works to the artist after a
period. Under this form of arrangement, while there is no element
of assured incane for the artist, the dealer might make direct
advances to the artist on an ad-hoc basis depending upon his/her
resources.
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The alternatives discussed above relate to the modern art
market in general, the permutations of characteristic roles
possible, and the groups or institutions which could putatively
constitute organisation-sets' within the structure of any "supportsystem". These functions are 'ideal-typical' in that no two
constituents of any system fulfil them in the same way: but within
the basic roles discussed, it is possible to discern the emphasis
which a particular organisation-set might place upon any its
activities. However, factors governing the functioning of each
'organisation-set' mean that the methodologies usable in deducing
structural differentiations within the boundaries of different
support-system groupings are not identical.

Firstly, the economic structure of a museum is likely to affect
the emphasis which it places upon its roles of patronage (the
building of a permanent collection) or tastemaking. Within the
context of the 'dealer-set' the constituent position of different
establishments can be influenced by the corrniitment of a dealer to
novelty of production (some might be more identified with new
artists and recent stylistic developments while others concentrated
upon established names or past art),[8] by the respective
orientation of each toward the producer-artist and the consumercollector, and by the emphasis placed by each dealer upon his/her
'cultural' (the prestige of being associated with pure' creation)
as opposed to his/her ccmrercial role. [91 For instance, although
all dealers have, in practice, to merchandise works successfully to
survive, those characterised as 'gatekeepers' put more stress upon
the producer than the consumer.

Finally, although the more conventional manner of discussing
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collectors emphasises the individuality and a-historicality of the
aesthetic response, it is possible to structure this 'organisationset' in a number of, albeit often inter-related, ways. One is to
divide the individuals concerned by rrans of their motivations for
collecting. The most important of these are social prestige and
distinction, socio-cultural conformity (collecting as a means of
indicating membership of a peer grouping), cultural esteem (whether
from connoisseurship or association with the avant-garde), and
econcniics (speculation and investment). [10 Alternatively, the
organisation of the collector-grouping can be influenced by a
component individual 's attitude toward the nature of artistic
production and his/her relative openness to novelty, a division
termed by the dealer Samuel Kootz as that between the "avant-garde"
and the "on-guard"J- Moreover, in assessing the orientation of
specific members of the last organisation-set' one can consider
the socio-economic and/or cultural (including educational)
backgrounds of collectors, for the location of collectors in the
same social class or socio-professional groupings may be influential
in determining the position of an individual within the structure of
the whole 'collector-set'. [12]

In the context of the role of patron' one finds that three of
the possible 'organisation-sets' cited earlier contributed to this
function in the New York art market of the period under
consideration - the rrodern art museum, the caniercial dealer-gallery
and the private (or private-corporate) collector. The importance
of any museum as a patron was contingent upon the budget available
for acquisitions. In the case of institutions founded by single
benefactors the core collections were supplemented by regular
purchase funds (either derived fran the income from the original
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endcrrent or in the form of gifts from the founder) which enabled
the institutions to augment the founder's original collections.
Such institutions acted almost as private buyers, acquiring most of
their purchases from dealers and sane directly from artists (in the
latter category it was usually the case that the artist had been
shown in some open entry group exhibition or was a prize-winner in
some canpetition). However, if the endcment was small, as at the
Museum of MDdern Art in New York, then the museum's effectiveness as
a patron and the growth of its permanent collections depended upon
its success at stimulating art collecting among, and encouraging
donations from, the public.

With regard to the dealer-gallery's functioning in the role of
patron, defined as the financial relationship between dealer and
artist, one finds that only a certain minority sector of New York
dealers acquired works outright from artists. Instead, the great
majority worked under the norm of 'sale-on-consignment', handling
sales on a corrrnission basis and making no direct investment in an
artist's production or maintenance. This dealer-artist
relationship was expressed thus by Edith Halpert, a contanporary
dealer:
"You see, a dealer in living American art is not a dealer.
He does not buy cheap and sell high.....nor can he be a
patron. Actually, he is merely an agent working on a
cctiuiission....."[13]
The levels of coninission charged by the dealer in New York in the
period under discussion were as a rule set at 33 per cent for sales
effected in the gallery itself, and 15 to 20 per cent for those
arranged by the artist in his/her own studio. Under this norm
artists were, as a rule, charged for all or most exhibition expenses
such as publicity, catalogues, invitations, postage, framing,
photographs; although the proportion of these paid by any artist
14

varied according to his/her status or the prestige and financial
situation of the gallery. On occasion some dealers asked for a gift
of a work included in an exhibition to reccxnpense them for their
presentation-related expensesJ 141 Prices were generally set by
consultation between dealer and artist, but the forrrer generally
reserved the right to make deductions (as a rule 10 per cent) when
selling to a museum or a particularly prestigious private collector
because of the benefits which such a sale might have for an
artist s marketability. Although there was little formal caimitment
to subsidy on any dealer's part, some did countenance suppirt in the
form of loans during the period it took to for an artist to achieve
a significant turnover of work (a number of New York dealers of the
time estimated this period as up to 4 or 5 years)J 151 A handful
of dealers concerned primarily with younger American artists did
attempt to diverge from the canmission norm detailed above, and
attempted to institute alternative contract arrangements based on
the so-called "French System" of dealer subsidy and purchase with
their American artists, but such experiments were in the main shortlived. [16] Where a New York dealer diverged from the sale-onconsignment norm, the reason lay primarily in the nationality of
work in which the dealer specialised - if he/she dealt in European
art then he/she was more likely to hold stocks to which he/she held
title. This division had its roots in the fact that the norm
obtaining in the premier European art centre, Paris, ideally
involved the dealer in a a considerable degree of direct investment
in the form of purchases [17] whereas conditions on the New York
market had not encouraged New York dealers of American art to make
the investment necessary for purchasing works outright from even
their more saleable artistsJ18'
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The first consequence of the carmission system in New York was
to stress continuing co-operation in the relationship between dealer
and artist - or, as Edith Halpert put it
"The relationship between artist and dealer should be and
in many cases is that of a partnership with mutual
interests to protect and promote. The artist contributes
his creative talent. The dealer contributes the
setting...." [19]
This sense of coimiunality arose from the fact that, as the artist
did not sell his/her work to the dealer on or near the time of
production, he/she remained a participant in the market and thus
directly benefitted from any rise in the prices of his/her work.
?.treover, the fact that much the same terms were offered by the
great majority of New York dealers meant that it was the exception
- improving
rather than the rule for American artists whose cote was
to be tempted by better terms and more financial security to move
from one gallery to another. Indeed, many artists stayed with the
same dealers throughout their exhibiting careers.

The nearest that the great majority of private collectors in
this period came to patronage was to amass a substantial group of
works by an artist, although the occasional collector did help to
subsidise an American artist's maintenance or set up an
institutional purchase fund for the acquisition of works by young
Hiever, regular purchases did not necessarily mean
any substantial element of personal contact between producer and
consumer as these were usually made via a dealer and only
occasionally straight from the artist's studio - although if works
were regularly acquired over an extended period a social
relationship might eventually develop between the collector and
artist following intercession by the intermediary dealer. There was
some carrnissioning of art works, particularly in the corporate
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sector, but such sponsorship appears to have formed only a
negligible proportion of the total dand for modern art in New York
in any one year.

If one turns to examine which of the theoretical 'organisationsets' fulfilled the role of 'tastemaker' within the New York art
market one finds that only two groupings had any real significance
in this respect - the modern art museum and the dealer-gallery.
However, the significance of the latter was tempered by the
economics of the 'sale-an-consignment' norm governing the dealerartist relationship for as the artist was normally liable for
publicity costs few dealers undertook any of the potential
promotional options open to them other than the tomporary solo or
group exhibition. For the same reason, catalogues when produced
were rarely more than checklists of the works on display; and
although some New York dealers did produce critical pieces such as
catalogue introductions or articles in their own right, it was very
rare for any independent critic to be hired to write catalogue
forewords or other promotional material. This placed considerable
stress upon the individual dealer and his/her particular success at
encouraging a knowledge of modern art and purchases of such work
among mnbers of the art public via contacts made in the gallery
itself.

Another factor militating against the tastemaking potential of
the critic, as against the dealer-gallery, was the very scale of the
New York art market of the period under consideration, for in purely
physical terms it was primarily associated with a fairly
circumscribed area of Manhattan, the 'uptown' area bounded by
Fiftieth and Sixtieth Streets on or around the axes of Fifth and
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Madison Avenues, with the great majority of galleries located along
Fifty Seventh Street. [21] The quite circumscribed nature of the
location of most New York galleries in this era, and their low
numbers, meant that contemporary collectors could, and often did,
visit the great majority of exhibitions on at any one time rather
than using critics or reviewers as pre-selectors, as is necessary if
there are a large and/or diffuse number of exhibition outlets.[221
In this area, too, all the major museums concerned with modern art
were located (at one time or another in the years under discussion)
- the Museum of Modern Art, the Museum of Non-Objective Painting,
and the Whitney Museum of American Irt. [231 This locale only became
less central from approximately 1954 onwards, when there was some
drift of galleries from Fifty-Seventh Street up into the Upper East
Side (approximately Sixty-Fifth East to Ninetieth East Streets)
because premises on the former, as it changed into a corporate
business district, became progressively more expensive.1 24] A
secondary area downtown in Greenwich Village, approximately
between Eighth and Fourteenth Streets, [25]

was of some

significance near the introduction and conclusion of the period
under consideration. In the early nineteen forties, a number of
galleries concerned with contemporary American art were clustered
around the Whitney Museum for American Art, then located on Eighth
Street. Although most of these eventually disappeared from this
area, in the nineteen fifties a number of artist-controlled cooperative galleries specialising in the work of young Americans
opened in the vicinity of Tenth and ¶[elfth Streets.

The blurring of the division between gatekeeping and
promotional roles was expressed quite simply in the geographic
situation of New York galleries, for all kinds (from those concerned
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primarily with the work of new artists and leading a hand-to-mouth
existence to the most prestigious merchandisers of French lTodern
masters') were to be found almost cheek-by-jowl in the same
circumscribed 'uptown locality; and there was none of the division
by locale and prestige to be found in Paris and there epitanised by
the split between the galleries of the "rive gauche" and the "rive
droite"J 26] The one time that location did give sane clues as to
status and emphasis was when a gallery was situated downtown' in
the Greenwich Village district, for this was then the domicile of
a large proportion of local artists and any establishment there was
likely to be concerned with contemporary production by Pmericans.

The 'sale-on-consignment - system had a further effect upon the
promotional role of dealers in New York for, by allowing the
handling of an artist's work without significant cash outlays in the
way of purchases and advances, it encouraged a relatively large
gallery stable. It also meant that dealers, even if they were
already associated with older or known artists, were encouraged to
refresh their gallery groups by taking on new or as-yet
unestablished artists and to promote new and old side-by-side.
However, such large groups meant that the vigour with which a
dealer was able to present the artist as an entity, an 'oeuvre',
patiently building up his/her reputation by exhibition and other
critical means, was likely to be diminished. This kind of effort
was effectively limited to those dealers who had resources over and
above their coritnission on sales and whatever exhibition expenses
might be deducted f ram the artist. [27]

st dealers were only able

to "offer more artists less." [28]

The pecuniary pressures which militated against a dealer
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undertaking a deliberate long-term promotional strategy were
reinforced by the rronopolistic structure engendered by the sale-onconsignment system. Under this an artist was prorroted by one dealer
at a time, with any dealer losing all control over an artist's work
should the latter terminate his/her relationship with the dealer.
This meant that any dealer had no guarantee that he/she would
continuously share in any improvement in the artist's 'cte' which
might result from his/her prantional efforts. Cie significant
consequence of this was that the auction house played a relatively
unimportant role in the structure of the market for nodern art in
New York in this period. Dealers in New York, particularly those
specialising in the work of Jinericans, did not apparently use the
auction sale to manipulate the market values of artists in whom they
were interested. Moreover, although dealers in European art, forced
by normal practice to purchase their stocks outright, must have used
auctions as a means of supply, the dealer in contemporary American
art did not do so as a rule because such purchases were regarded as
creating a conflict of interest between dealer and gallery.
This made auction sales unreliable as indicators of an artist's
market value, as they occasionally set market records but were ofttimes considerably lower than the corrinercial gallery charge for
works of equivalent quality. In what may also be a consequence of
the coniiiission norm (which meant usually that a dealer need not pay
an artist the proceeds of a sale until these were received) New York
dealers in contemporary production actively publicised the
availability of credit as a method of attracting new collectors or
stimulating turnover. The efforts of dealers to stimulate a wider
ownership of art were also influenced by coeval perceptions about
the socio-econanic character of the potential art market of the
time, in particular the belief that a national redistribution of
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wealth and income was taking place. One result of this was a
tendency to try and distance the merchandising of art from its
traditional litist associations and to pralote the possibility of
collecting across a wide spectrum of incae brackets.

If one looks at the role of modern art museums as pranotional
tastemakers in the context under consideration it is obvious that a
number of major factors were influential. The first was that,
theoretically at least, all museums were constituted as educational
establishments as a consequence of a 1917 law which had excluded
from Federal taxes all "institutions operated exclusively for
religious, charitable, scientific, literary or educational
purposes." [30] However, the actual strength of any particular
museum s ccmmitment to its titular legal status was contingent upon
its financial structure. It must be remembered that in the United
States most museums, even if chartered as 'public were quasiprivate in nature, and only the very occasional institution was
subsidised by government (whether Federal, state or city)
funds. 31 '

Instead museums depended upon endrrents, and the

income derived from them, for the monies both to build up a
permanent collection and for operational expenses. In
institutions such as the Museum of Non-Gbjective Painting and the
Whithey Museum of rinerican 2\rt, founded primarily as a result of
the generosity of a single benefactor, there was a less active
commitment to tastemaking than in those where endowments were
limited (as at the Museum of M3dern Art). Conversely, the continued
existence and growth of the latter depended upon its ability to
attract the attention of both the general and more specialised artbuying public via exhibitions and published material, and so
stimulate admission revenues and membership fees and make up some of
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the shortfall created by the paucity of endowment income.

By the same token, the financial structure of a museum
influenced its attitude tctiard private collectors. In the cases of
the Museum of Non-Objective Painting and the Whitney Museum of
American Art, both of which had large core collections provided by
their respective benefactors, for many years it was not deemed
necessary to cultivate a supportive body of collector-donors. If
acquisitions funds were either limited or irregular (or both), as at
the Museum of Modern Art, donors of works or contributions toward
purchases were always actively encouraged, as will be seen in the
next chapter. This situation of dependence upon donors was
ameliorated by the legal status of museums as discussed above, for
not only did 'tax-exempt' mean that a museum was not liable to pay
taxes in its own right, it also meant that donations to such
institution were tax-negative. 321 In consequence a donor was
able to reduce his/her tax liabilities by deducting the price or
market value (if the work had been owned for some time and had
appreciated in monetary worth) of the work to be donated up to a
limit of 15 to O per cent of the donor's adjusted gross income
(gross income minus business-related expenses) from his/her income
tax liabilities. [331 Such tax-negative status also applied to
bequests. If a donor wished to give assets worth more than the
normal exemption level, then these were taxed at a relatively low
rate compared to income taxes. 3 ' The prospective donor did not
even have to cede complete control over any work donated, for the
'life-interest' provision meant that the donor could, if he/she
wished, keep the work in his/
her own home for a period, deducting a
proportion of the work s value or price from their tax liabilities
according to a sliding scale set down by the Department of Inland
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Revenue.[35] Indeed, museums could be most acconidating about the
provisions of such gifts, even allowing a donor to keep a work in
his/her own hane although the institution might have full title to
it and the full deduction had been taken by the donori36j
Because of the manner in which deductions were made these provisions
made donations to charitable' institutions most attractive to the
very wealthyj37]

Certain provisions of the tax code also gave sane encouraganent
to corporate art patronage. The first of these, introduced in 1935,
allowed contributions to charity up to 5 per cent of adjusted gross
income to be deducted from a company's annual tax liabilities.[38'
Of more direct influence, however, were the rules which allowed a
canpany to amortise over 10 years the cost of purchase of an art
work bought for the purpose of decorating the ccnipanys offices
(in the same manner as furniture and fixtures); the second allowed
the writing-off of the cost of an art work as an advertising
expense if it was acquired for reproduction in an in-house company
journal or as an advertisement in the mediaj39'

This leads to the question of the nature of the art public, and
more particularly of the art collector, in the United States in the
period under consideration. In the context of an attempt to
determine the potential collector, it is worth noting the critic
James Thrall Sobys dictum that
"The basic difference between the picture buyer and the
collector is that the one acquires a work of art for an
empty wall space, the other buys for himself." [40]
A collector is, by definition, one who acquires works with some
regularity, which in turn implies a certain level of knowledge and
enthusiasm and wealth sufficient for such outlays. With this in
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mind, as one reads American art periodicals of the early nineteen
forties one becomes aware of a widespread notion that established
patterns of art patronage were breaking down with the apparent
decline of great individual fortunes; and the concomitant hope that
a new, more widely-based art buying public would replace the earlier
norm of the wealthy few. The greater public receptivity to modern
art which the art media thought it could detect was considered to be
the result of the Federal art patronage of the nineteen thirties,
which had not only introduced art to carimunities in which original
art had hitherto been unknciwn but had seningly increased the status
of American artists by subsidising them. According to the critic
Edgar Alden Jewell, the Federal Art Projects had
"served to revolutionise the whole attitude taiard art in
this country ... The true significance of this effort lies
in the general stimulus that has resulted in the quickened
appreciation on the part of millions of people whose
lives art had not before touched." [41]
In part at least the hopes for a wider market base appear to have
been derived from the greatly expanded figures for museum
attendance, which rose from 25 million persons in 1935 to more than
50 million in 1950. But it also derived from the proliferating
sales of reproductions and art books, upon higher attendances at art
auctions, 42 and the fact that the improved prosperity of the era
meant that the public was spending more on leisure and luxuries. [431

The belief that patterns of art patronage were changing
occurred against the background of the prosperity and the improved
financial situation of the upper middle classes when, during the
years of World War II middle income groups saw their average weekly
earnings rise by some 70 per centi 44 Because of this
cariintators in the nineteen forties stressed the importance of
sectors other than the very wealthy when they discussed what groups
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were, or could be, significant as collectors of modern art. For
instance, in a 1944 article entitled "Who Buys What in the Picture
Boom" the critic Aline Louchheim stressed the proportionate
importance to the art market of the time of the "new
collector" who "... belong(ed) to the upper middle class stratum"
and was drawn from those who, while not exactly wealthy, were
professionals or in businesses that were "doing a little better".
Later, in 1946, the critic James Thrall Soby estimated that
the most important group with respect to contemporary art was what
he termed the "comfortably-fixed" (with incomes in the range $7,500
- $25,000), whom Soby thought were able regularly to acquire
perhaps two or three art works per annum at prices ranging from
$250 - $1,500 per itemJ 461 In 1949 the dealer Edith Halpert
estimated that there were then 8,060,000 hones in the United States
that could theoretically afford to purchase some form of original
art. ait of this total there were, according to her: 5,500,000
persons earning between $3,000 - $5,000 each year who should be
able to afford to buy a drawing each year for $25 - $100, almost
2,000,000 who accrued between $5,000 - $10,000 annually who should
be able to acquire watercolours or other works up to a value of $500

and, finally, sane 655,000 whose earnings per annum totalled $10,000
or more whom she considered able to "support a large number of
artists". [471

However, despite the optimism of the earlier nineteen forties
certain factors militated against any truly substantial broadening
of the base from which the art collecting public was drawn.
Whereas the percentages in the middle and upper middle income
brackets appeared to improve more than fourfold during the nineteen
forties [48] f ran the 1941 levels of the 2.2 per cent of "family
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units" with annual incomes in excess of $7,500 and 1.3 per cent with
ones of $10,000 or more, [491 in the decade after the end of the
Second World War there was a negligible increase in the real value
of incomes and little real redistribution of wea1thJ

0 Although

the average annual personal income (per family unit) rose from $2145
(1939) to $3,450 (1945), then to $4,440 and finally to $6,820 (1960)
[51] this apparent improvement was devalued by the 72 per cent
inflation in the nineteen forties and a further 25 per cent decline
in purchasing power in the nineteen fiftiesJ 52 In real terms,
between 1947 and 1960 the total of families in the lower 4 quintiles
($9,999 and below) hardly changed at all - although the second
($3,000 - $4,999) and third quintiles declined proportionately in
favour of the fourth ($7,000 - $9,999). However, there was some
increase in the numbers in the uppermost quintile from 1953
onwardsJ 53 ' Moreover, whereas in 1922 the top 0.5 per cent of the
population had owned 30 per cent of all privately held assets, in
the middle nineteen fifties this same tiny percentage still
controlled 25 per cent of the same (a recovery from the 19 per
cent level of 1949); while the upper 11 per cent held nearly 60 per
cent of total private assetsJ 54 ' In Dollar terms, this meant
that in 1953 only 7 per cent of spending units (persons or families)
possessed estates worth $50,000 or more, while it was estimated that
50 per cent had a average rth of only $1,800.[55h1

In reaching her income divisions Halpert, in the foregoing,
appears to have used a range of 5 to 10 per cent of disposable
income as a yardstick by which the potentiality of income groups as
art purchasers could be calculated, while Soby set his margin at a
slightly higher rate of approximately 10 per cent. Although in
practice the proportion of available income which a collector might
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spend varies substantially, these percentages would appear to be a
sensible theoretical tool by which to arrive at the widest
parameters of the potential art collecting public for they help to
locate the lcMest income levels which could sustain art collecting.
However, the importance of income as a determinant of collecting
priorities could be affected to some extent by a dealers
willingness to provide the collector with credit facilities and the
latter's willingness to use such means.

Beyond this, in an

assessment of collecting potential, one must consider the price
levels of different categories of art works. For example, if the
price range of the paintings in which the collector was interested
was $500 - $3,000 (which was the market level of a number of
established American contemporary painters in the early nineteen
forties) then for any person to purchase more than one work yearly
his/her income would have had to be somewhat in excess of $10,000
per annum. If the potential collector was interested in the socalled European "modern masters" (whose individual prices might be
in excess of $5,000 even by the early nineteen forties) then the
minimum income enabling the assemblage of a collection was higher
still. The import of this was that art collecting, rather than the
occasional purchase of works for decorative purposes, remained
firmly associated with the uppermost income strata, whose members
were employed in higher or middle management or in relatively
remunerative professions such as law.

A corollary of the belief in the increasing derrocratisation of
the art market was the notion that the new collector was no longer
as concerned with status as had been the earlier tycoon: instead of
the conspicuous consumption which had characterised the latter the
new collector was thought to buy primarily for reasons of individual
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preference. As dealer Edith Halpert phrased it in 1941,
"Famous narres are not as important a consideration as in
the past. Good works of art by lesser names seem more
valuable to the newer buyers. Their approach is more
adventurous and they buy new narres far more readily if they
like what's above the signature." [56]
Collectors were thought to be better able to make their own
judgements because, as Parke-Bernett director Spencer Samuels said,
"Art education through picture books, movies and wellplanned museum exhibitions [had I contributed much toward
liberating the client and boosting his confidence ....
[57]
However, although such hopes were held particularly strongly by
those involved with American art,

8 ' it would seem that the

effects which these supposed changes in attitude had upon the
potential for the growth of an art market, already circumscribed
by econanic factors, were further restricted by questions of
context and familiarity. As noted by DiMaggio and Useem
"appreciation and understanding of the fine arts is related
to the context in which they are presented, and the context
is generally more familiar to the middle and upper classes
than to others". [59]
In 1943 the critic Eugenia Lea hitridge noted that art collecting
on the grounds of individual taste required a degree of knowledge
and confidence unlikely to be present in those, like the newly
prosperous, who had no tradition of exposure to or involvement in
the fine arts; and she pointed out that any true expansion of the
American art buying public would be contingent upon "enlarged
knowledge and feeling, in other words, education for buying"J60
Moreover, in the United States, education, especially at the
tertiary level, was effectively synonymous with higher income levels
arid the social elite.[61] Indeed, Halpert's optimism of the early
nineteen forties would appear to have diminished over the decade,
for in 1949 she doubted whether, despite the millions of dollars
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spent annually upon leisure activities, 2,000 persons out of the
more than half a million theoretically able to support the
contemporary artist bought with any regularity J162]

Furthermore, the question of status or conspicuous consumption
did not, after all, die away as a concomitant of art collecting,
although it is true that such purchases were less likely to be made
within the framework of the ostentatious consumption which Theodor
Veblen had commented upon in earlier years - when the prestige
accruing to the collector from the ability to pay enormous sums for
a 'masterpiece' had seemed as, if not more, important than the
historical worth of the work itself, and collectors such as Henry
Clay Frick and Samuel H. Kress had vied with each other to build up
the most prestigious collections. [63] In the period under
consideration there was less of this sense of individualistic
competitiveness. Instead, purchases were used as tangible
expressions of a collectors status as a member of a particular
social circle or, alternatively, of the intention to join a
particular (almost certainly socially elevated) groupingJ 64 In a
similar fashion, status was an important accompaniment to corporate
collecting, for not only was it used to promote overall corporate
identity and image, but was also utilised increasingly from the
early nineteen fifties onwards to denote executive differentiation
within an increasingly hcniogenised work environment.[65]

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that there were
only 3 'organisation-sets' - those of the modern art museum, the
dealer-gallery and the private and corporate collector - which
played, to any significant extent, the major roles open to a
constituent of the New York "support system" - gatekeeper, promoter
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and tastemaker - whether it be to a greater or lesser degree.
Consideration of an individual 'sets' relation to a particular
characteristic role can, however, only provide a partial answer to
the question of the nature of internal structure of each
'organisation-set' and the relative position of an individual unit
(a specific museum, dealer, collector) within this grouping, or of
the relation of each 'set' to the whole "support-system". To
ascertain the internal structure of each 'set' the individual
ccrnponents of each (individual museum, gallery, person or canpany)
will be examined also in the light of their aesthetic orientation.
In the case of museum and the dealer-gallery dealer, this is
demonstrated by the dichotomous bias toward either the producer or
the public or, to put it another way, that between patronage or
tastemaking (emphases which can be profoundly influenced by the
financial position of the institution in question). In the case of
the collector, orientation can be discerned in the twin
polarities of caution about artistic change and receptivity to
novelty, the difference between the "on-guard and the "avant-garde".
With respect to the 'collector-set', an analysis by aesthetic
orientation has appeared to be the most productive, even possibly
the only, alternative open to an analysis of this 'organisation-set'
within the historical context under consideration. The narrowness
of the socio-econanic base from which the American art collectors
of this period were drawn means that similar cultural attitudes and
educational experiences were cannon to the great majority of the
individual collectors. This created great difficulties for any
differentiation along the lines of class or socio-professional
grouping, as the possible divisions which such an analysis offered
tended to result in diffuse and confused lumpen masses.

But

motivation in the sense of social prestige or cultural distinction
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will be discussed as often as is pertinent to the analysis of the
functional structure of the 'collector-set'.
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CHAPTER 2: THE MODERN ART MUSEUM AS PATRON - THE GROWTH OF THE
PERMANENT COLLECTIONS (MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, WHITNEY MUSEUM OF
AMERICAN ART, MUSEUM OF NON-OBJECTIVE PAINrING/SOLCt'XJN R. GUGGENHEIM
MUSEUM)
The foundations of the 3 New York institutions devoted to
modern art in the decade before the Second World War can be
attributed to the improvoment in the critical status of modern art
in the United States which occurred from the time of the First World
War onwards: in turn the result of the efforts of critics and other
partisans such as collectors Alfred Gallatin (with his Museum of
Living Art) and Katherine Dreier (and the Socit Anonyrre), or as a
consequence of large scale exhibitions such as the 1913 Armory Show.
These 3 institutions had another trait in cannon, for all owed their
foundation to the efforts of wealthy individuals within the New York
social iite. However, with respect to their roles a "patron",
i.e. the growth of these institutions as significant acquirers of
modern art, both the Whitney Museum of American Art (it opened in
November 1931 on West Eighth Street) and the Museum of Non-Objective
Painting (which opened in 1939) were distinguished from the Museum
of Mudern Art by the fact that both were, in important respects,
extensions of the private philanthropy of their respective founders;
and the culmination, if not the object, of these individuals
previous collecting careers - as Mrs Whitney stated at the time of
the Whitney Museum 's opening,
"For twenty-five years I have been intensely interested
in American art. I have collected during these years the
work of American artists because I believe in our native
creative talent. Now I am making this collection the
nucleus of a museum devoted exclusively to American art - a
museum which will grow and increase in importance as we
ourselves grow. "[2]
- whereas the Mudern was founded by a small group of collectors
without a core collection, with the intention that it would both
exhibit modern art and serve as a receptacle for the bequest of
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private collections. The initial recognition of such a need had
come in 1924, when the lack of a suitable institution to which the
works owned by collector John Quinn could be donated had led to its
dispersal in a series of auction sales. However, although two
collectors of European modernism, Elizabeth Bliss and Mary Quinn
Sullivan, apparently discussed the possibility of founding some kind
of permanent institution at this time, [31 it was not until the
death of artist Arthur B. Davies in 1928 brought these two
collectors together with another, Abby Aldrich Rockefeller, that
matters were set in train [411 (with the assistance of another
collector, Conger A. Goodyear), with the museum opening its doors in
November 1929.

As the collections which Mrs Whitney and SolalDn Guggenheim had
built up formed the respective cores, if not the bulk, of these
museums' collections, and as the careers of Whitney and Guggenheim
prior to the establishment of their respective museum were so
important to the future structure of these institutions, it is
necessary to discuss these first before discussing the museum
collections themselves. For the 25 years prior to 1931 Mrs Whitney
had been involved with contemporary American art, both as a
practising sculptor and as a patron of American artists, via a
number of sequential channels: the Whitney Studio (from 1914 1918), the Friends of Young Artists (founded in 1915), the Whitney
Studio Club (from 1918 - 1928), and the Whitney Studio Galleries
(1928 - l929)J 6] The Whitney Studio, which later expanded into
the Whitney Studio Club, was primarily an exhibition venue which
aimed to provide exposure for living American artists at a time
when the only dealers in New York willing to show contemporary
American art were the Daniel, Macbeth and tntross Galleries, with
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Alfred Steiglitz's 291 Gallery" showing Nnerican modernists
alongside their European counterparts. [71 At the Studio a series
of juried competitions were held where, after 2 years of cash
prizes, purchase prizes were instituted (these works then went into
Mrs whitney's collection). The Whitney Studio Club not only
provided a social centre for artists, but was an exhibition venue
whose policy was to include artists in shows as much to encourage
nascent talent as to signify existing artistic quaiity.[8] Works
were acquired frcxn these exhibitions for the Whithey collection.
Again there was a philanthropic element present in the purchases,
for some served as grants-in-aid or helped finance study trips
abroad. Off icially the Club charged dues of $5 but these were often
waived. The Club was dissolved in 1928, in part because it had
become too large (it had more than 400 members and a long waiting
list), but also because it was felt that the Club's original
pioneering purpose had been fulfilled to the extent that there was
a more receptive attitude on the part of the art establishment, and
to sortie degree the public, towards contemporary inerican art. [9]
The Studio Galleries exhibited foreign and native work with no
particular emphasis on any particular school and, unlike previous
efforts, were run on strictly corrniercial lines. It was closed when
Mrs Whitney decided that she wished to retire from any active
involvement in the art world. However, as she was anxious to gain
wider recognition of her collection, and museum validation of the
work therein, she offered her collection (with an endcMrrent for its
upkeep) to the ?tropolitan Museum. It was the rejection of this
offer which inspired her to found a separate museum.
"The great adventure of a museum would raise the collection
out of storage into gallery light for the world to see
it would jump the place out of the amateur into the
professional .....This would really be doing sanething for
artists .....For the first time they could see their
achievement which now they saw piecemeal. Mrs Whithey
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made up her mind swiftly and gaily.[1OJ
Solomon R. Guggenheim began to collect modern, and more
especially so-called "non-objective" art, in the late nineteen
twenties as a consequence of his neeting the Baroness Hula von
Rebay in 1927 - l928.1 Previous to this meeting Guggenheim and
his wife had collected art but had focused on Italian and French
Primitives, nineteenth century American landscape painting and the
French Barbizon group. 12 By mid-1929 Rebay had persuaded
Guggenheim to start a collection of nDdern art; and he had purchased
his first Wassily KandinskyJ 13 By the end of 1930 the
collection had grown rapidly to include works by Rudolph Bauer, Marc
Chagall, Robert Delaunay, Albert Gleizes, Kandinsky, Arnedeo
tx5igliani and Lazlo Mcholy-Nagy. 141 Although the focus of the
collection was to be "non-objective" painting, which Rebay
considered to be the culmination of modern art, works by early
twentieth century "precursors" were included to indicate the
historical position of "non-objective" artJ5'

Whereas the decision to found a museum came alrtDst accidentally
to Mrs Whitney after many years of private patronage, Guggenheim s
collecting was apparently always consciously directed toward the
idea of a personal public mnorial. At the outset he envisaged
presenting the future collection to some suitable institution,
preferably the Metropolitan Museum.[l.61 However, by 1936
Guggenheim had apparently decided against this course, and was

considering founding his own permanent showcase for his collection.
This possibility had been given a first stimulus in 1933 when
Nelson Rockefeller and Wallace K. Harrison (architect of the
Rockefeller Centre) had suggested that a home for Guggenheim's
collection might be included in a projected developrent within the
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Rockefeller Centre.[17] Although this proposal came to nought, it
gave great incentive to Guggenheim's collecting in subsequent years.
The growing collection was shown in a number of special exhibitions
from 1936 onwards. Its first public exhibition, in March - April
1936 in Charleston, South Carolina (where Guggenheim had his winter
home) featured paintings belonging to both Guggenheim and Rebay,
and consisted of 108 "non-objective" works and 20 "precursor"
(figurative and near-abstract) paintings - the former including
examples by Bauer (61), Kandinsky (28), Moholy-Nagy (5) and Rebay
(4); the latter Chagall, Delaunay and Gleizes (5)[18]
A second
exhibition, in Philadelphia in February 1937,

included 138 "non-

objective" works by 12 artists (among thom 67 works by Bauer and 43
by Kandinsky) and 60 paintings by "near-abstractionists".1-91
When the collection (now known as that of the Guggenheim Foundation)
was displayed at Charleston in March 1938, the representation of
Bauer had increased to 95 paintings and of Kandinsky to 47
works. [20]
The period from May 1938 to March 1939 saw the most
dramatic growth in the collection with approximately 400 works
added, to bring the total up to 726)21]

In its role as 'patron' the Museum of Modern Art started off
with a clean slate to the extent that there was no core collection
to pre-create any bias. The intention of the founders, as stated in
1929 was to establish
a museum .... based on the general principle of the
Luxembourg and the Tate, but with important
modifications. '[221
The "chief objective" of the n museum was, as museum director
Alfred H. Barr later phrased it, to "acquire and exhibit works of
the finest quality .....' [23] for its collections, but within
this remit it was proposed that the collections would be divided
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into two strands of emphasis.

For the first of these, the irore

historical, it was intended to
"establish a very fine collection of the iniiiediate
ancestors, American and European, of the modern movement;
artists whose paintings are still too controversial for
universal acceptance." [24]
On the other it was planned that as wide as possible a selection of
current production would be purchased:
"The Museum is aware that it may often guess wrong in its
acquisitions. When it acquires a dozen recent paintings it
will be lucky if in ten years one should survive. For the
future the important thing is to acquire this one; the
other nine will be forgiven - and forgotten. But meanwhile
we live in the present, and for the present these other
nine will seem just as necessary and useful." [25]
This latter emphasis was to be particularly important with regard to
the Modern's purchases of American art, for the policy in this
respect was not to aim for a comprehensive collection but to acquire
works of a "daring" and "national" character, [261 particularly by
younger and less well-known artists whose work was "....
contribut[ing] to the evolution of a recognizably [American]
contemporary art" free of European influence. [27]

Initially, it was intended that the collections of the Museum
of Modern Art would be fluid in their composition, and resemble, as
Barr put it,
"a torpedo moving through time, its nose in the ever
advancing present, its tail the ever receding past of fifty
to a hundred years ago .... the bulk of the collection
would be concentrated in the early years of the twentieth
century, tapering off into the nineteenth century, with a
propeller representing background collections." [28]
This conception resulted from Barr 's belief that modern art was
"... any art, original or progressive in character,
produced in the last three decades, but includes also the
'pioneer ancestors' of the nineteenth century." [29]
Indeed, during the museum's early years the need for any kind of
perrranent' collection at all was debated within the museum. [30]
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The theoretical fluidity of the collections was finally abandoned in
the early nineteen fifties, when it was announced that the aim in
future would be to build a permanent collection consisting of
"outstanding paintings which it [the museum] considers have passed
the test of time" and to "acquire additional works of art of equal
excellence for permanent retention"J 311 However, the original aim
of fluidity was retained to the extent that the permanent collection
was to form no more than a core, with the majority of works still
subject to review and possible de-accession.

If the initial announcement of the Whitney Museum is studied,
it is obvious to what extent the new museum was to be determined by
Mrs Whitney's extant collection. [32]
"The Whitney Museum of Prnerican Art presents to the public
a collection, for the most part by living artists, of some
five hundred paintings in oil and water-colours, one
hundred and fifteen pieces of sculpture, drawings,
etchings, lithographs, and works in other mediums, to
the number of seven hundred. The collection, while
comprehensive, is not complete and forms only a nucleus of
an ever-growing organism. By means of frequent
acquisitions, the Museum will keep pace with every vital
manifestation in contemporary American art..... " [33]
The new Museum was envisaged as continuing the emphasis upon
patronage of the contemporary American artist previously shcin by
Mrs Whitney in her private collecting, albeit with none of the
philanthropic element present previously. As befits a public
institution more stress was to

be

placed on quality -

"While this museum will emphatically not be merely a
repository for relics, no museum can be a place for
experiment ... our objective will be the formation of a
collection .... whose merit alone will make them worthy of
being preserved in a public collection." [34]
Within the guiding criterion of quality it was hoped that a wide,
catholic representation of artists and their works would be
achieved. As art historian and later Whitney director Lloyd
Goodrich stated,
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"We do not think that all virtue resides in one of two or
three schools; .... we try to recognise the artists who
seems most creative, regardless of whether they are in the
advance guard, the rear guard or the middle guard.
we would rather err on the side of inclusiveness than
exclusiveness." [35]
The main thrust was to be acquisitions of coetaneous
production, by both established artists and by new talent. It was
stressed that the Whithey would pursue a
"vigorous campaign of acquisition in the effort to discover
fresh talents and to stimulate the creative spirit of the
artist before it has been deadened by old age." [36]
Hcever, it was also intended that the Whithey collection should
include some nineteenth century works and examples by significant
artists of the recent past to provide a background for the
contemporary work in the collection and to
"suniarise the achievement of American art to an extent
sufficient to establish whatever relation may exist between
the present and the past." [37]
In June 1937 it was announced that the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Foundation had been inaugurated
to establish, maintain and operate, or to contribute
for the establishment, maintenance and operation of a
museum, or museums .... for the public exhibition of art;
.." [38]
Although the announcement of the Foundation was so generalised, it
was the "non-objective" painting which formed the bulk of
Guggenheim's collection which was to form the nucleus of any future
museum collection and determine the future museum's biasJ 39 For
instance, the collection consisted almost entirely of paintings and
related graphic works, for Rebay, who was to be curator, [40] was
hostile to most sculpture as she thought it too "objective".[
The museum itself opened in 1939 (on West Fifty-Fourth Street) as
the "Museum of Non-Cbjective Painting" with an exhibition entitled
"The Art of 'Ibmorrow"J 2This opening exhibition, featuring 415
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"non-objective" works from the Guggenheim Foundation collection
included 215 paintings by Bauer and 103 by KandinskyJ43

Once open, the history of each museum as patron, that is, the
growth of their permanent collections, was markedly dissimilar. One
basic differentiation was caused by the financial structures of
these museums: a division which separated the Museum of Modern Art
from the other two, for both the Whitney and Guggenheim Museums re
provided with large endowments by their respective founders, in
addition to their core collections, which theoretically enabled
regular purchases without recourse to other sources of funding. For
instance, from 1930 - 1935 Mrs Whitney provided all running
expenses, including an annual purchase fund of $20,000 (this
declined subsequently to about $10,000 per annum as a result of a
contraction of endowment income caused by a depreciation in the
value of stocks given by Mrs Whitney as part of her 1935 endowment
[44] to enable the purchase of art works "as rapidly as is
necessary to keep abreast of American artistic activities"J 4In
1935 - 1936, when the Whitney Museum was chartered,

Mrs Whitney

endowed it with $l,822,500J46' On her death in 1942 she bequeathed
a further 2,500,000•[47J After this date general running
expenses were paid from the endowment income, but the museum
trustees provided nxney for extraordinary expenses such as the
costs of building the Museum's new Fifty-Fourth Street premises
(adjacent to the Museum of Modern Art) in the early nineteen
fiftiesJ 48 After it had rrxved to its new home on Fifty-Fourth
Street in 1954 the value of the whitney's purchase fund was $17,000
per annum, of which the great majority originated from the income
from the original endowments, but some was derived from the
proceeds of a 1949 auction of nineteenth century works from the
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Museum collection.[49] When the Guggenheim Foundation was
incorporated in 1937 Guggenheim endowed it with $3 million, fran
which purchase funds arid general expenses were takenJ 501 On his
death in 1949 he bequeathed a further $8 million, of which $6
million was to provide for the maintenance of the collection and $2
million was for the building of Frank Lloyd Wright's projected
design for a permanent home for the Foundation collection.''

It was only in 1949 that either the Whithey or the Guggenheim
utilised any purchase funds supplementary to those derived f ran
their founders. At the Whithey the first of these, specifically
designated for the purchase of works by artists under 30 years of
age, was the Juliana Force PurchaseJ 52 To further increase
available purchase funds at this institution it was decided in the
early nineteen fifties to form a "Friends of the Whithey Museum"
organisation, consisting of collectors known for their interest in
nerican artJ 3 So as not to destroy what was considered to be
the Museum's intimate character, [54] the potential size of this
organisation was deliberately restricted by the charging of a
relatively high annual contribution of

The money raised

from these subscriptions went into an Acquisition Fund in parallel
to that of the Museum properi 561However, despite the
deliberately restrictive nature of the organisation it grew rapidly,
and the money raised in this manner greatly amplified the Whithey 'S
purchase funds. [571 Indeed, in the first 2 1/2 years of its
existence $70,738 was raised for the purchase of work by living
artists, an effective doubling of the museum's available fundsJ8
This situation lasted until the early nineteen sixties, when the
money f ran the Friend's subscriptions were subsumed into the same
fund as the Museum's, and tbe Friends lost control over purchases
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made with their subscriptions.[59} At the Guggenheim Museum,
however, no efforts were made in its first t decades to attract
supplementary purchase funds.

Although the funds provided by their founders formed such a
fundamental portion of the resources available for accessions at the
Whitney and Guggenheim museums, at the Museum of Modern Art the
founders did not themselves provide a central endowment (the
traditional means of providing an institution with a financial core
and the wherewithal with which to build up any collection). [601
Instead, it appears that they intended that the new museum's
collections be formed by gifts from a variety of private
collectors. 61 ' This meant that there was little or no certainty
that the new institution would indeed function as a 'patron'.
However, although Barr early on expressed his concern to Abby
Rockefeller about the lack of sufficient funds with which to build
up a collection, [62] it was only in the early nineteen thirties
that any efforts were made to raise any endowment at al1i63
However, this endowment was not intended to provide funds for the
purchase of new works, but was occasioned by the need to raise $1
million to fulfill the requirement of the 1931 Elizabeth Bliss
bequest that, before her collection passed to the museum she had
helped found, such a sum be raised to ensure the safekeeping of the
collection and the long-term existence of the museum. However, in
light of the econanic difficulties of the time this requirement was
lowered to $750,000, of which $600,000 had been pledged by 1934.
[64]

The ability of the Museum of Modern Art to fulfil a patronage
role was indeed intimately tied up with gifts. Even with regard to
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purchase funds the Museum of Modern Art was as dependent upon acts
of individual generosity as it was for donations of actual art
works. It was 1935, when Abby Rockefeller gave $1,000 (which Barr
spent upon avant-garde European art whilst preparing for the
"Abstract Art and Cubism" and "Fantastic Art, Dada and Surrealism"
exhibitions held in 1936 - 1937) before the museum had any monies
for purchasing workJ 65I'

Also in 1935 the Junior Advisory

Committee raised a separate fund (which between then and 1939
provided the museum with $4,500). In 1936 Rockefeller anonymously
presented two further amounts - $2,500 for the acquisition of
American art, and $2,000 for the purchase of foreign works. In
all, available funds between 1935 and 1937 totalled $8,650. It was
only in 1938 that the museum had its first significant purchase
funds. [66] The first of these, $20,000 for general purchases, was
provided by Abby Rockefeller (and suppinented by an additional
$11,500 from her son, Nelson). This fund was renewed at the same
level in 1939, but subsequently diminished in value. [67] The
second arose when Mrs Simon Guggenheim offered to furnish funds for
Initially specific sums were

the acquisition of 'masterpieces'.

given - for instance, in 1938 she gave $10,000 to buy Pablo
Picassos "Girl Before a Mirror" (1932), [68]

and in 1939

presented the $30,000 necessary to acquire Henri (le Douannier)
Rousseaus "Sleeping Gypsy" (1897)•[69J However, from circa 1940
onwards an annually renewable fund was made available (at first it
was about $50,000, but by the early nineteen sixties had risen to
This fund meant that the Museum of xern p.rt was
able, for the first time, to buy highly-priced works of major
importance, works which it was felt would make a valuable
In addition, from the early

ctrntribution to the collection.

nineteen forties onwards, there were a number of relatively small
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purchase funds, in the main provided by museum trustees such as
A. Conger Goodyear and Janes Thrall sobyJ 721 Although most of
these smaller funds were unrestricted, one of the larger, the
"Inter-American Purchase Fund' ($25,000 provided anonymously by
Nelson Rockefeller for the acquisition of Latin American art) was
notJ 73 ' In 1942 Barr has estimated that the purchase funds then
available were s80,680J741 It was only in the late nineteen
fifties that the museum was given another significant new purchase
fund, this time by the collector Larry Aldrich. In this Aldrich
provided a sum of $10,000 per annum (with a ceiling price of $1,000
set on the works bought), exclusively for the purchase of work by
young unjcnownsJ 751 However, these individual purchase funds
were, on the whole, unimportant in the numerical growth of the
museum's collections (by 1948 they had provided only some 25 per
cent of accessions) [761 - although the Mrs Simon Guggenheim Fund
did enable the museum to buy 69 of its most important and expensive
works - such as Roger de la Fresnaye's "Conquest of the Air" (1913),
Fernand Lgers "Three Women" (1921), Henri Matisse's "The Red
Studio" (1911), plus Picasso's "Three Musicians" (1921) and "Night
Fishing at Antibes" (1939). [77]

Gifts of art works were undoubtedly the most important means by
which the Museum of Modern Art 's collections grew. Indeed in its
first decade the value of gifts ($645,260) was more than ten times
that of purchases.

81 In the first half of the nineteen forties

(at a time when a number of purchase funds were available) gifts and
bequests (more important paintings and sculptures only) appear to
have approximately equalled purchase. In the first half of the
nineteen fifties the former outnumbered purchases by approximately
two to one. The most notable of the large bequests were: the
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Elizabeth Bliss Bequest of 69 mainly late nineteenth and early
twentieth century European paintings and sculptures (most
importantly 11 Czanne oils and 15 watercolours), Abby Rockefeller's
predaninantly American collection of 36 oils and 105 watercolours
given in 1935, the Katherine Dreier Bequest of 102 works ranging
fran Archipenko to Kurt Schwitters (given in 1953) and the Philip
Goodwin collection of some 3 dozen works (bequeathed in l958).'
During the period in question the Museum was also promised large
numbers of art works, works which entered the museum collections in
the subsequent two decades. Collections built up during the
period in question, and promised to the Museum in their entirety or
in part included those of Nelson Rockefeller, James Thrall Soby and
Sidney janis j801 The great majority of gifts were, not
unexpectedly, of single works (although in the case of some donors
these might over the years come to total a substantial group). [81]

The degree of dependence of the Modern upon gifts made it
vulnerable to the fact that its collections might represent, not the
nest significant in modem art, but artists and works favoured by
trustees and donorsJ 82j The degree to which the Whitney and
Guggenheim museums relied upon a single source for their finance
concentrated a great deal of power in the hands of the founders, and
subsequently the founders' families, [83] although the degree to
which this power was exercised did differ between the two
institutions. Mrs Whitney was content to remain in the background,
leaving the running of the museum to Mrs Force. Subsequently the
Whithey family appear to have been content to play an executive
role, overseeing financial matters but leaving policy decisions to
the museum staff. 84 ' They did exhibit, however, something of a
proprietorial attitude toward the museum. [85] The power relation
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between patron and institution had a distinctly more overt
expression at the Guggenheim where the trustees took a more
positive role in policy decisions. In particular, they appear to
have been responsible for the change in emphasis in the early
nineteen fifties from non-objective painting to a more
comprehensive collection of irodern art.

Eventually pressures built up which forced both the Whithey and
Guggenheim Museums to look for support to supplement their
founders" generous endowments. In both cases the stimulus was the
need to augment existing acquisition funds, under pressure from
rising prices and the spiralling costs of the museums' running
expenses caused for the most part by the expansion of their
premises. At the Whitney Museum independence from any outside
sources was maintained until 1948, at the Guggenheim Museum until
the early nineteen fifties. At the Whithey the refusal to accept
gifts had been due to fears that pressure might be put on the museum
by outside donors (whether collectors, artists or dealers). The
first gift of an art work to enter the collection was Ben Shahn's
"The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti" (1931-32), given by collectors
Edith and Milton Lowenthal in "merrory" of Juliana ForceJ 86

At

the Guggenheim Museum gifts were for the first time accepted after
1952, with the change-over from the directorship of the museum from
Rebay to Sweeney. Approximately a quarter of accessions at the
latter museum between 1952 - 1959 were gifts (of a total of 240, 178
were purchases and 62 gifts). 8 The most important single
donation of the period was the Katherine Dreier Bequest in 1953,
which added 28 works to the collection. [88j

Both the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney Museum used
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special sales of work in their collections as a means to to augment
their acquisition funds. In both institutions, hcMever, the policy
was that public sales did not include the work of living American
artists (lest such sales jeopardise the artist's reputation).891
In 1944 the Modern held an auction of some nineteenth century
works and pieces which were duplicates or not considered to be
"worthy of an ideal collection"J 90] In particular, the proceeds
of this sale ($64,070) were intended to provide funds for the
purchase of more modern works to fill lacunae in the collections on the one hand of more expensive 'master-works' and on the other,
for the relatively modestly-priced work of living (particularly
American) artists. In addition to this sale, money for the purchase
of more recent work was also raised when the Modern sold 26 works
considered "classic" rather than "modern" to the Metropolitan
Museum under the terms of the "Three Museum Agreement" (1947 l948)J 11 The Whithey disposed of its 'historical' collection in
1949, after the cancellation in 1948 of plans to amalgamate the
Whitney and the Metropolitan Museum, [92] and the subsequent
announcement of future co-operation between the Museum of Modern
Art and the Whitney in their purchasing of American artJ93
Subsequently the $250,000 realised at this sale was used to buy
works by living artists.

1 In 1952, the proceeds from a benefit

exhibition held at the Wildenstein Galleries were spent within the
year on works by living artistsi95'

The very different financial structures of these museums,
however, meant that reactions to these sales were quite different.
cxing to the fact that the monies for accessions at the Whitney all
came, in the last resort, fran Mrs Whithey, no controversy appears
to have accompanied this auction. However, because of the Modern 's
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dependence upon donations and concern that the growth of the
museum's collection might be jeopardised if potential donors were
antagonised by the possibility that their gifts might at sane point
be publicly disposed of, [96] such deaccessioning by the Mzdern
was controversial and, despite the claim in the sale catalogue that
"it is our intention to perpetuate the generosity of donors ... by
making sure that their names are applied only to works canparable in
importance to those originally given ..." and the theoretical
fluidity of the permanent collections, such a sale was never again
repeated. [971

Despite the lack of any endowment incane which could be used
for purchases, the success of the Modern's staff in attracting
donations, together with the proceeds f ran the sale of unwanted
works, enabled the Modern's spending upon accessions to rise
substantially f ran the $8,650 total spent in the first 8 years to
the $50,000 - $100,000 spent annually by the early nineteen
fifties, [98]

and the size of the painting and sculpture

collections to increase dramatically over the years. The first
work to be given to the r vkjdern (by Stephen C. Clark) was Edward
Hopper's "The House the Railroad" (1925), and by the end of the
year the collection consisted of 12 works (all gifts)) 99 ' The next:
3 years saw the addition of only 9 more works (one was the first
important European ntdern painting to enter the collection, Otto
Dix's "Dr Mayer-Hermann", 1926) but in 1935, after the Bliss
Bequest, the collection canprised 73 paintings and 18 sculptures
(given by 17 donors). 1-°° By 1940 there were 713 paintings and
sculptures with a total value of $707,664. This total broke dcn
into 324 American paintings and sculptures (by 75 artists), 45
nineteenth century French works and 214 School of Paris pieces (by
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81 artists). Out of this the French works constituted 79 per cent of
the total value of the collection. 1 °- ] In the mid-forties the
'bdern owned 827 paintings and sculptures and some 400 works on
paper by European artists, [102] 326 pieces by Latin American
artists, and 1645 works by 300 North 1mericans. [103] The Modern 's
policy with regard to American art, of concentrating upon new
production rather than building a canprehensive collection, meant
that although such art numerically constituted about half of the
collection, [104] few American artists were featured in any depth
and many were for a long time only represented by an early work
rather than mature pieces. Just prior to the Museum's twenty-fifth
anniversary in 1954 the painting and sculpture collections numbered
829 paintings and 210 sculptures, with a total value of
$2,500,000 . [ 05 ] By the time of the third edition of the catalogue
in 1958 1360 works by artists of 40 different nationalities were
listed.

Although the fundamental factor governing the character of a
museum's functioning as 'patron' was the provision (or not) of
assured purchase funds - a circumstance which would suggest that the
Whitney and Guggenheim museums would function in much the same
manner - the respective histories of the Whitney and Guggenheim
Museums did differ in practice. The collection of the Whitney grew
steadily within its remit of "keeping pace with every vital
manifestation in contemporary American art", while that of the
Guggenheim increased only sporadically and patchily.

At the Whitney, over the period 1932 -1936, 154 works were
bought for the permanent collection (including 53 paintings and 14
sculptures). [106] By 1937 185 items (including 66 paintings and
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16 sculptures) had been added.[l07] In the latter year the
collection had grown to 800 paintings, 134 sculptures and 1,000
graphic works (included in this total are a series of murals done
by Thomas Benton for the Museum library and 63 American folk
paintings). [108] The Museum made 295 acquisitions between 1938 and
1948, of which 51 were sculptures.

09Frart 1949 to 1954 249
works were added to the collection, [1101 which in 1954 totalled
1033 works, including 490 paintings and 134 sculptures. The
majority of accessions came from shows held in the museum, in
particular the painting and sculpture Mnuals, in continuation of
the tradition of the Vhithey Studio Club. The apparent decrease in
the collections size in the early nineteen fifties is accounted for
by the sale of nineteenth century works. The rate of accession
actually increased after 1951, with 24 accessions in 1950 and 55 in
1953. [112]

At the Museum of Non-Objective Painting, the large core
collection of approximately 800 works belonging to the Guggenheim
Foundation in 1939 remained the greater part of the collection for
many years, as the frenetic buying activity of the late nineteen
thirties was quickly curtailed once the Museum of Non-Objective
Painting opened its doors. During the first three quarters of the
nineteen forties little more than 100 works (dominated by 40
additional works by Kandinsky and a group of 20 paintings and
objects by bho1y-Nagy) [113] were added (in comparison to the 400
added in the two years 1937 - l939)J 141 There was a stress on
buying "only what .....would be an improvement to our
collection". The most important addition to the Foundation
collection for many years cane almost accidentally in 1948, when the
estate (approximately 550 paintings) of the recently-deceased dealer
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Karl Nierendorf was acquired: bringing the total number of
Kandinskys in the museum collection up to 180. [116] This paucity
of accessions was due to the fact that both Guggenheim and Rebay
apparently considered the collection to be a finite unit by the
middle nineteen forties, although the addition of the occasional
important work might be contplated. [117] The camiission of the
architect Frank Lloyd Wright to design a permanent home for the
Foundations collection,

18 ' one in which the paintings could be

installed in a fixed display (Rebay envisaged having the paintings
built into the walls), demonstrates thisJ 119 However, with the
addition of the Nierendorf and Guggenheim estates, the total
Foundation collection by 1951 consisted of more than 1400 works
by approximately 200 artists. [120] There was a complete hiatus
in the growth of the collection between 1949 (when Guggenheim died
and bequeathed the remainder of his private collection to the
Foundation) and 1952 (when Rebay was forced to retire for reasons of
ill-health), [121] and it was only under the directorship of
James Johnson Sveney that a vigorous acquisition prograrwre was recommenced. Under Sweeney buying, for the first time, did not
concentrate primarily on "non-objective" painting and particular
attention was paid to filling saiie of the lacunae created by the
previous acquisition policy [122] - in particular sculpture (when
Rebay retired in 1952 the only three-dimensional work in the
collection was a limited number of "structures" by Naum Gabo and
Moholy-Nagy),

and works by post-war European and ZInerican

artists. 1231 By 1959 the sculpture collection had been built up
to 44 pieces including 9 by Constantin BrancusiJ 124 ' Altogether,
between 1952 - 1959, the collection grew by 240 works and, by 1959,
when the Guggenheim Museum opened in its new Frank Lloyd Wright
designed premises, the collection totalled more than 2500
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works. [125]

At the Museum of dern Art all prospective accessions had to
be presented before a 10 mnber Acquisitions Cctrrnittee consisting of
trustees, the Director of Collections (Barr), and departmental
directors, and all had to be approved by the committee as a
wholeJ 126 Suggestions for possible accession could theoretically
be made by any member of the committee, but in practice such
proposals usually came from the museum staff. Prior to any
neeting staff would frequent exhibitions and galleries, and make
sane initial pre-selections. If the work could not be reserved,
then the trustees on the Canmittee would be contacted and asked to
view the work individually so that a collective decision could be
taken. [127]

The guiding light behind the direction and composition of the
collections appears to have been the Director of Collections, Barr,
if one is to believe curator Dorothy Miller [128]
we had a wonderful acquisitions cctmiittee, ... Barr
would make these incredibly eloquent speeches as to why we
should get that particular [work] .....the corrmittee was
just mesmerised by Alfred's conviction, and would be
convinced and buy the works." [129]
It is, of course an exaggeration to suggest that Barr got every work
he wanted through the Canmittee. However, failing this, he was
sonetines able to resort to persuading a trustee or collector to buy
the disputed work, with the idea that he/she would present it to
the museum at some later date (in this case it would almost
certainly be accepted): [130] a tactic most often used with
respect of work of a more radical nature which jarred the
sensibilities of the older and nre conservative trustees. The
museum staff had no discretion for many years to initiate any
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purchases without first referring to the corrinittee. Indeed, it was
only in the nineteen fifties that Barr was given the dispensation to
spend small sums without prior permission. Barr apparently also had
considerable influence in preventing certain gifts, or prospective
gifts, fran being accepted by the Corrmittee. A minor work might be
accepted if the collections were lacking in exanles of that style
or artist and/or it was hoped that an exchange might be effected
later. If the work was not considered good enough, or if it was
thought that it was being offered for promotional reasons, then it
was likely to be politely declined. [131]

At the Whitney there were some changes in acquisition
procedures over the years. From 1931 until the her death in 1948
Juliana Force had sole responsibility for acquisition choices.
Following her death an Acquisitions Committee was introduced,
consisting of the Director, the Assistant Director, the curators and
the trustees. However, control over acquisitions remained
effectively in the staffs' hands as the committee only met about
once a year and the trustees were content to rubber-stamp the
staffs' choicesJ 132 Although reviews of the collection were held
periodically any rigorous weeding and pruning of the collection was
precluded by the museum's policy never to sell the work of a living
merican artist, unless it was to obtain a rrore important piece by
the same artist: in consequence, the only major de-accessioning
was the afore-mentioned group of nineteenth century works.

At the Museum of Non-Objective Painting there does not appear
to have been the same system of committees. It would seem that
Foundation/museum purchases post-1937 continued to be made in much
the same manner as Guggenheim 's cn private ones earlier in the
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decade. There does not appear to have been a set purchase fund
within which Rebay had discretion to buy and, according to her,
Guggenheim, while consulting her, exercised a personal veto over
entrants to the museum collection. [1331 ]\n important degree of
control over the funds available for acquisitions appears to have
passed to the trustees after Guggenheim's death, for they were
apparently able to curtail Rebay 's available purchase funds sharply
in the years 1949 - 1952 when dissatisfied with her administration
of the museum. Sweeney had sole control over the critical
canplexion of acquisition decisions after 1952, although the board
of trustees reserved the right of budgetary approval.

The tightly controlled nature of the acquisitions procedures at
the Whitney and Guggenheim museums meant that the function of these
institutions did indeed adhere quite closely to the pre-ordained
paths laid out by the founders and/or museum directors. However,
at the Modern, despite the insistence of Barr that any work to enter
the collections should be "the authorative indication of what
the Museum stands for ..... [134] the Modern s dependence on
gifts did cause a number of divergences between the actual
development of the collections and policies as outlined in 1929.
First, although the initial aim was to build a collection of art too
"controversial" for other New York museums, for years the museum
collections were weighted towards late nineteenth and early
twentieth century works. For instance, in 1940 48 out of 713 works
(6.7 per cent) in the Modern 's collection were nineteenth century
French (and constituted 45 per cent of the total value of the
collection), [135] while 193 (27 per cent) were dated 1920 or
before. In 1948 190 paintings out of a total of 797 were pre-1920,
that is, approximately 25 per cent. In 1953, accessions in the previous
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3 years had totalled 197 paintings and sculptures by 119 artists of these 112 had been executed 1923 or before and 56 caine from two
pre-1930 collections bequeathed to the museum. Second, although in
1948 some 60 per cent of paintings in the American collection had
been produced 1930 or after, the museum found it difficult to
fulfil its stated aim of building a "daring" and "exclusive"
collection of American art, [136] a fact which was admitted by Barr
after the Museum's first decadeJ37

These discrepancies reflected the relatively conservative taste
of many early donors, the lack of any substantial regular
unrestricted purchase funds, and the greater willingness of
collectors to make donations of the critically more prestigious
European ITK:x1ern art. With respect to gifts, over the decade 1945 1955, nearly six times more important European works were given than
1mnerican (the great majority of the former were from 1930 or before,
the latter post-1940). In terms of relative anDunts spent upon
European and American art, only a small proportion of the whole
budget was generally spent upon the latter - for instance, in 1949 1950, of the $90,000 spent only $14,000 was used to buy American art
[138] - although this imbalance was in part attributable to the the
museum's purchase of highly priced European master-works (nearly 90
per cent of purchases made with the Mrs Simon Guggenheim Fund during
the period under discussion were of European art). Another
manifestation of how dependence on donors affected the composition
of the collections was the influence that restricted purchase funds
could have: the Inter-American Fund, for example, pushed the museum
into acquiring art that was more a reflection of the donor's
political interests than the aim of the museum collections.
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Conversely, it was the strict adherence to the policies of
their founders which led to problems for the Whitney and Guggenheim
museums in fulfilling their roles as public institutions. At the
Whitney, its concentration on the Pnnuals as a source of accessions
meant that the quality of its collection tended to reflect the
standard of the work shcMn - sanething which, until the museum took
the decision in 1940 to select both artists and the specific works
included in the Annuals, was not under the museum's total
control j140 ' Moreover, there were other problems, and although
the intention had been to build a collection which emphasised "the
present and the future" [141] it would be more accurate to state
that purchases for many years (although exclusively of living
artists) tended to emphasise older artists who had achieved their
mature styles by the nineteen twenties or early nineteen thirties
(particularly those who had been associated with earlier Whitney
ventures). Indeed, although the majority of purchases over the
years were of recent production, an analysis of contemporary artists
who entered the collection in the two decade up to 1954 reveals that
some 25 per cent had been born by 1890 or between 1890 - 1900
respectively, while about a third had been born 1900 - 1910.
Moreover, by 1954, son 60 per cent of the total of works which had
entered the collection since 1932 were by artists born before 1900.
The stress upon catholicity and contemporaneity of production had
the advantage that work by established artists was included
alongside early purchases of new talent; but the disadvantage that
the latter were not necessarily follcMed up to create an in-depth
representation of an artist's work as he/she became established - in
consequence the collection became rather thinly spread. [142]

The deliberate emphasis which the Whitney placed upon
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functioning as a patron of the contemporary Pimerican artist was
applauded by some quarters, as for instance by the artist Andrew
Dasburg in 1936.
"Occasional museum purchases favoring men with established names do not contribute to the general welfare of
artists. An outstanding exception is the Whitney Museum
which has gone beyond the academic collecting of
reputations It has created a living relationship with
artists ......Its liberal attitude supports and seeks
all intelligent means of assistance ......It not only
brings the new generation before the public, but makes
discriminating purchases by way of encouragement." [143]
However, the Whitney drew criticism from other quarters for becoming
"a de-luxe kind of orphan asylum for the abandoned American
artist". [144] It was pointed out that the kind of (effectively
private) patronage pattern which the I4useum followed, and the
resulting composition of its collection, was not necessarily
compatible with its function as a public institution.

In summation of the functioning of these institutions as
effective 'patrons - the Guggenheim and Whitney museums, as has been
seen, continued the private enthusiasms of their founders and, in
consequence, their role as patrons, as accumulators, must be seen
as the prime rationale behind their existence (despite their
situation in the public domain as incorporated 'educational'
institutions):

they were "glorified private collection(s) at the

public service". 1 Conversely, it was perhaps inevitable that
the Museum of Modern Art. 's financial structure, and its projected
role as necessarily a beneficiary of public largesse, would create
tensions between the aims for the collection and the actuality,
particularly in the developint of this collection; and mean that
this museum 's role as patron was relegated to a secondary position
in relation to its overwhelming need to create a public for modern
art and itself, its role as 'tasternaker'.
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CWWITER 3: THE MJDERN ART MUSEUM AS TASTE7KER (MUSEUM OF IDDERN
ART, WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART, MUSEUM OF NON-OBJECTIVE
PAINrING/SOLCt4ON R GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM)
The commitment to a tastemaking role, that is, the
promulgation of modern art in general and the promotion of both
appreciation and a wider ownership, of the 3 museums concerned
varied between a considerable and constant emphasis to patchy and
irregular attempts to fulfil this function. At one pole one finds
the Museum of Modern Art, whereat great and constant stress was
placed upon this field of activity from the start. The founders of
this institution apparently thought that the time had come when a
more formalised public institution would be the best way to promote
rrcdern art. [11

This was stressed at the time the museum was

founded, for it was stated that the new museum would exist for
"the direct benefit of the public and for the indirect
benefit of artists through educating the public to enjoy
and buy contemporary art......our first responsibility as
an educational institution is to the public. nd we have
felt that helping the public to admire and enjoy the art
of its own time is the surest way to help living artists."
[2]
The initial proclamation of intent in 1937 of the Guggenheim
Foundation too appeared to envisage a public role for its
forthcoming institution, for it was stated that the projected
institution was intended
"to provide for the promotion of art and for the mental and
moral improvement of men and women by furthering their
education, enlightenment and aesthetic taste, and by
developing the understanding and appreciation of art by the
public.. ."[3]
The aims of the Whitney Museum, as announced in 1930, were
somewhat more modest, however, for it was only hoped that the new
establishment would be able
"to discover how the gifted artist of today is reacting to
the life which we share with them, to be rrade aware of the
relation of the artist of today with the life of today."[41
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Indeed, the initial announcement almost appeared to reject any
active tastemaking role, for it was asserted that
"It is no longer necessary for this organisation to help
the younger artist gain a hearing. What is needed is a
depot where the public may see fine examples of Tiinerican
production - and it is this need that we hope to fill
[5]
Some change from the initial aims expressed above was apparent
over time. After nearly 30 years Alfred Barr surrmed up the role
of the Mdern as a tastemaker with much the same conviction shown in
the initial statement:
"... we must show the many disparate ... significant kinds
of art our .... civilization has produced, and show them
continuously in permanent galleries so that the public may
have at all tines a panoramic perspective of the visual
arts of our period (and incidentally will not suppose that
the museum is exclusively corrllrlitted to the one kind of art
which happens to be on display at the manent ... )" [6]
Over the years the Whitney's carmitment to an active promotional
role appears to have deepened from the caution of the first
intentions - to the extent that in 1954 the then Director, Lloyd
Goodrich, could claim of the Whitney that
"Its purpose is to promote the progress of inerican art,
and to spread the knowledge and enjoyment of it among the
people of this country and other countries......the
Museum's most valuable function is not merely conserving
tradition but playing an active part in the creative
processes of its time." [7]
However, although the projected Guggenheim Foundation and its
intended showcase had such a general brief the Baroness Rebay (who
helped direct the Foundation's activities) apparently held beliefs
antipathetic to any serious tastemaking intention and visualised the
future museum as
".... a precious, priceless, non-commercial, and
distinctive nucleus of influential masterpieces ... it is
to be a quiet, peaceful, elevating sanctuary for those who
need a cultural life ...." [8]
Even under a change in directorship and name in 1952, the Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum did not eagerly embrace the role of active
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tastemaker, for James Johnson Sweeney asserted that
"Unlike other museums we have neither the responsibility
for, nor interest in history.....We want to present an
inspirational stimulant by showing the high points of what
is going on in the world of modern art." [9]
If the actual functioning of these institutions is examined it
can be seen that this was closely related to their respective
financial structures. As has been noted in the previous chapter,
there was a major functional split between the 1'bdern, which had no
central endowment, and the Whitney and Guggenheim Museums, which had
ample funds for running expenses and growth provided by their
founders. This differentiation effectively meant that whereas the
Guggenheim and Whitney Museums could be largely self-reliant (and
were for most, if not all of the period under consideration) the
Modern had to constantly seek to stimulate outside interest to
ensure its continuing existence and growth. 'I counter the fact
that incane from its endowment covered only a small percentage of
annual costs, indeed never more than 11 per cent, [10] the bdern
was forced to stimulate as wide a support base as possible. One
means was to attract support from the wealthy elite, 1 - 1 either
directly in the form of cash subscriptions or indirectly by raising
the status of private collecting among them and so encouraging the
flow of donations of art works to supplement the collections. The
second was to stimulate interest on the part of the general public.
Unlike the Whitney, the Modern instituted a menhership organisation,
with a three-tier system of membership to attract as many people as
possible, in order to bolster general revenuei12]

If the histories of these 3 institutions is examined the
relative importance to each of their tastemaking roles is clearly
visible in their respective exhibition schedules.
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At the Modern

the special exhibition was the primary means of attracting the
public. This institution had a wide-ranging exhibition schedule,
designed to cover not only large historical retrospectives; but also
periodic resurns of significant new developments in art, the
occasional controversial show to stimulate discussion, educational
exhibitions, shows which stressed the museum's own achieverrents; and
displays which derronstrated the museum's carmitnent to the idea of
the interrelationship of the arts. In the three decades following
its establishment the Museum put on - in addition to regular
displays of recent acquisitions, groups of works fran the permanent
collections and occasional sumner loan shows - approximately 650
exhibitions in all (covering not only the fine arts but
architecture, dance, design, theatre, photography and posters).
Of the nearly 500 temporary (loan) exhibitions sorre 70 (of those
specialising in the fine arts) were group or survey shows, sane 110
concerned a single or a couple of artists, 14 were special displays
of works in the museum's own collections and 13 were of works f ran
private collections. In addition, the Modern sent out many shows
(by 1955 it had sent out 253) via its Department of Circulating
Exhibitions. Of these some had previously been staged at the
Modern, while others were small, tailor-made displays designed for
carrnunity centres and educational establishrnentsJ14

At the Whithey, each season, two portions of the permanent
collection were presented, plus an exhibition of new production (the
Annuals) and a large solo retrospective. Moreover, the occasional
large show of a irore general nature, either historic or thematic,
was also put on. Altogether by 1960 the Whithey had staged - in
addition to the Annuals (one each year 1931 - 1936, two per annum
from 1937 onwards) and regular displays from the permanent
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collections - sane 38 individual retrospectives and 33 group shows.
The temporary exhibitions staged at the Guggenheim consisted of, in
addition to regular selections from the museum collections, small
group show displays of non-objectivists plus occasional major
individual retrospectives. The actual tally of shows at the
Guggenheim was not large: between 1940 and 1952 only 21 shows of
the forrrer type were staged plus six of the latter, while fran 1953
to 1960, excluding selections from the museum collections, there
were only 6 individual retrospectives and 2 mixed group shows.

At the tvbdern perhaps the most significant shows with respect
to its function as a prarulgator of modern art in general were the
'survey exhibitions and the cultural theme shows.

11 The

former covered a wide range of developments in twentieth century
modern art: twentieth century German art in 1930 and 1953
(particularly Expressionism), European Cubism and Abstraction in
1936 and Dada and Surrealism in the sane year, the Bauhaus in 1938,
Italian (Futurist) art in 1949, American abstract art in 1951, De
Stijl and Fauvism in 1952, Art Nouveau in 1960. Some of these
exhibition introduced recent manifestations of European art in a
manner which attracted a good deal of pibl ic attention - perhaps the
best known of these were the 1936 "Cubism and Abstract Art" and
"Fantastic Art, Dada and Surrealism" shows. In addition to these
more narrowly-focused historical exhibitions the Modern staged a
number of survey shows which were either didactic (such as the 1945
"what is Modern Painting?"), and thematic (for instance, the 1936
"New Horizons in American Art", the 1938 "American Folk Art", the
1943 "Romantic Painting in America", "Timeless Aspects of Modern
Art" in 1948 or "Sculpture of the Twentieth Century" in 1953). The
'cultural - surveys encompassed both the fine and applied arts within
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a linking thne - these included the 1934 "Machine Art" and the 1949
"Modern Art in Your Life" (this stress on cultural overview was
also reiterated in the Museums quinquennial anniversary shcs, such
as the 1939 "Art in Ow Time"). The major exposure given to new
developiients (in European and American art) was via an irregular
series of mixed group shows, the first of which was "Americans
1942: Eighteen Artists from Nine States" (others included the 1952
"Fifteen Americans", the 1955 "The w Decade: 'I\enty-10 European
Painters and Sculptors" and the 1959 "The New American
Painting")J161

At the Modern individual artist retrospectives covered a wide
gamut of twentieth century painters and sculptors, from 'masters' of
European modern art - such as Constantin Brancusi (1954), Pierre
Bonnard (1948), Marc Chagall (1946 & 1957)), Paul Klee (1941 &
1949), Henri Matisse (1951), Pablo Picasso (1939, 1941), Georges
Rouault (1945 & 1953) and Vincent van Gogh (1935) - to younger
artists such as Baithus (1956), Salvador Dali (1942), Matta (1957),
Joan Mire (1942 & 1959), Henry Moore (1946) and Yves Tanguy (1955).
Although fewer individual retrospectives of American artists were
staged a similar range was exemplified in these - from Edward
Hopper (1933), John Mann (1936) and Niles Spencer (1954) to
Alexander Calder (1943), Jackson Pollock (1956), Ben Shahn (1947)
and David Smith (1957). As can be seen from the dates of these
exhibitions some of the artists were well-known by the time of their
first presentation by the Modern, others were still somewhat
controversial at the time of their first display but were
established by the time of any subsequent show.

At the Whithey individual artist retrospectives were, until
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1948, restricted to the work of dead or recently- deceased artists;
[17]

and included exhibitions by artists such as Gaston Lachaise

(1937), Winslow Harer (1944) and Albert P. Ryder (1947). After
this policy was amended in 1948 to allow the inclusion of living
artists most of the retrospectives held featured these, or, as in
the case of John Sloan (1952), those recently deceased (he died
during the period taken to research the show). The stylistic range
of the shows continued to be very wide. Just over half of the
artists shown - such as Yasuo Kuniyoshi (1948), Hopper (1950),
Charles Burchfield (1956) and Mann (1957) - were of an older
generation that had been exhibiting in New York since the nineteen
twenties, while the great majority of the remainder were post-war
artists such as Arshile Gorky and Mark Tobey (both shown in 1951),
Morris Graves (1956) and Hans Hofmann (1958).[18] Survey
exhibitions over the years covered a wide range of historical,
thematic or regional subjects. Historical exhibitions included such
titles as "Abstract Painting in America" in 1935, "The Hudson River
School" and "The Pioneers of Modern Art in America" (both in 1946)
and "The New Decade: 35 American Painters and Sculptors" (1955),
thematic shows included the 1949 "Juliana Force and American Art"
and "Nature in Abstraction" in 1958, while regionally-inspired
exhibitions (predominantly associated with the nineteen thirties)
included such shows as the 1937 "Paintings by Philadelphia Artists"
and the 1941 "This is New York" (selected from the permanent
collection). Although the Whitney was devoted to the presentation
of rrenican art it did stage two exhibitions of non-American artists
(both inspired by the presence of European artist-emigrs in New
York during the Second World War) - "European Artists in America"
(1945) and "Painting in France 1939 - 1946" (1946)J19'
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A major portion of the Whithey's exhibition schedule was its
large mixed annual exhibitions, which were intended to be a
"comprehensive type of exhibition in which the recent work of
Jrrerican artists may be seen under favourable circumstances". [20]
These initially alternated between painting one year and sculpture,
watercolours, drawings and prints the next (prints were excluded
from these shows after 1941), but from 1937 onwards an annual
exhibition of each was staged (painting in Novnber and the other
media in the early spring) to enable the inclusion of irore artists.
This pattern continued with only the occasional interruptions (the
1939 - 1940, 1942 - 1943 and 1944 - 1945 seasons) for the rest of
the period in question. [21] Participation in these Annuals was by
invitation only, and the selection of the artists to be invited
was made solely by the museum staff (it was felt that their better
opportunities for regularly viewing current production made then
better qualified to make the necessary choices than a jury) [22]
In the nineteen thirties the artists selected were allowed to choose
which work they wished to exhibit, but from 1940 onwards the museum
staff reserved this right for themselves. After this the only
Annual where the artists were allowed to make their own selection
was that in 1953J23] In the selection of these artists country of
origin was not considered, but the artist's career had to have
become identified with Prnerican artJ 24 '

Each Annual included

between 150 and 160 artists, each represented by one work. Of this
number approximately one-quarter to one-half would not previously
have been includedJ 25 Altogether, in the years up to 1954 nore
than 1300 artists were included in these showsJ 26 ' In contrast
to the policy governing individual retrospectives, for many years
only living artists qualified for inclusion in the Annuals,
although this was later amended on occasion to allow the inclusion
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of works by recently deceased artists (this change in policy was
occasioned by the museum's continuing loyalty to a number of older
artists who had been associated with the Whitney in its various
manifestations over many years).

At the Guggenheim Museum fran 1940 - 1952, apart from regular
selections from the Foundation collection, the main area of
temporary exhibition activity was small loan exhibitions featuring
recent prcxluction by contemporary non-objective painters (nDstly
Mricans), whose work complemented the permanent display. As a rule
groups of 3 to 15 artists were shown together, although there were
occasional solo showsJ 271 st of those shown (including Ilya
Bolotowsky, Penrod Centurion, Gerorre KamrcMski, Mary Ryan, Roiph
Scarlett and Jean Xceron) had received scholarships from the
Guggenheim Foundation. Only rarely in these years were there any
substantial camenDrative exhibitions: the major exceptions were
those of "In mory of Wassily Kandinsky" (1945), "In Mroriam:
MDholy-Nagy" (1947), and "Hilla Rebay" (l949).[28] In addition The
Museum of Non-Objective Painting had a regular prograrrrne whereby
small groups of works from the permanent collection were sent out to
regional centres without galleries. [29] In 1953 a prograimie of
long-term loans (a minimum of 6 months) from the permanent
collection to regional art museums was initiated, to compensate for
the collection's invisibility during its building prograrrrne.°
From 1952 onwards there were no more shows of American nonobjectivists. The main body of the exhibition schedule in the
nineteen fifties consisted of selections from the permanent
collections (which for the first time included works from the
Guggenheim Foundation collection by the so-called "precursors" of
non-objectivity).

1Although their number was still
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relatively sinai 1 (sane 5 per annum), temporary exhibitions in the
nineteen fifties were also more varied in subject: individual artist
retrospectives included "Robert Delaunay" in 1955 and "Piet
P'bndrian, the Earlier Years" (1957), while group shcMs included the
1955 "Younger American Painters: A Selection" and the 1959 "Nenty
Contemporary Painters f ran the Philippe Dotremont Collection". [32]

With its exhibitions the kdern was regarded as setting new
standards in style and content. Allied to the concern to demonstrate
a construct of modernism was the desire to be experimental in
exhibition layout, and during the planning of these displays
outside professional design staff were sometimes employed to help
provide the most striking and effective layouts. For the first
time in an American museum art works were hung with the emphasis on
indicating the intellectual and chronological links between
different pieces, rather than on arranging them decoratively
according to size or subject. These displays were accompanied by
wall labels, either explaining an individual work or the
interrelationships between works in the sane room, "to make the
people understand what they were seeing". [33] For temporary
exhibitions dramatic installations were often used and the art
works themselves being accompanied by additional visual material
such as captions, charts and chronologiesJ34

This manner of presentation at the M)dern must be compared to
the rather differing styles of the Guggenheim and Whitney Museums,
as exemplified by the display of their permanent collections. This
was especially the case at the Museum of Non-Objective Painting,
where it was initially planned that the permanent collection would
constitute the only art displayed in the museum.
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Although this

restriction was sonewhat relaxed, much of this collection (albeit
only the non-objective painting) - and rrore particularly works by
Herbert Bauer and Wassily Kandinsky - always predominated in the
museum galleries (2 floors of the original three-storey building on
East Fifty Fourth Street were reserved for this purpose). The works
themselves were presented in luxuriously- appointed galleries with
soft grey wall hangings and deep pile carpets, with the paintings
hung low on the walls in heavy gilt or silvered frames. In this
display, which was entirely restricted to the non-objective works
belonging to the Foundation, [351 there was no attempt at
chronology or at pointing to links between different works. Instead
Rebay favoured hanging works so that they might be viewed in
isolation as far as possible. [361 When wall captions accompanied
paintings these did not directly refer to works (as might be the
case at the Museum of Mcx5ern Art) but purported to instruct the
viewer on how best to appreciate non-objectivity - for instance, the
viewer might be asked to
"feel the rhythm that binds the entire creation into a unit
of endless vibration for aesthetic enjoyment." [37]
m complete the ambience thought necessary for the proper viewing of
non-objectivity the music of Bach and Scarlatti was piped into the
galleries. When Sweeney took over the Directorship, the style of
presentation was changed so that a small careful selection of
approximately 150 major works representing the full scope of the
museums collection were presented in galleries which, although
still preserving an atirosphere of luxury, had been stripped of all
decorative features such as heavy frames. [38] However, Sweeney did
continue some elements of Rebays manner of presentation: in
particular, the wide spacing of works so that they could be studied
in effective isolation, and the down-playing of historical
chronology.
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The style of presentation favoured by the Whitney at its
premises on Eighth Street was similarly domestic, for the galleries
created out of the converted townhouses were decorated by Mrs Force
with tasteful colour schemes, drapes and wallpaper to create a
sequence of different galleries and a central sculpture court.
The emphasis upon this decorative effect, in particular the
use of different colour schemes, meant that the stress was upon the
creation of an harmonious effect by a careful hanging of works.
[391 When it moved to new premises next-door to the Modern, the
permanent collections were presented in galleries of a flexible
modern design more reminiscent of the Modern, although these were
still thought to retain some of the "warmth and intimacy of
character that endeared it to art lovers" by a use of movable
partitions to create small galleriesJ 4 Cxiing to the restricted
space available and the museum's exhibition corrinitments only a
small portion of the very large collection was on view at any one
time. However, what was shown was displayed in a chronological
sequence as much as possible, and was selected to demonstrate what
the Whitney considered to be the major developments.

The statement of intent by the Modern as to the role of its
permanent collections - which were intended to be
"for the public the authorative indication of what the
Museum stands for in each of its departments. ... a
permanent visible demonstration of the MUseum's essential
program, its scope, its canons of judgement, taste and
value, ..." [41]
- would suggest that they should have played a similarly prominent
role as at the Whitney and Guggenheim. However, this was not really
the case, although from the early nineteen forties onwards galleries
were reserved for this purpose. The first gallery, showing the
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museum's collection of modern primitives was opened in 1941, [42]
and other rooms were gradually reserved for this purpose over the
years (in 1953 five new galleries were freed by the building of a
new annexe)J

1 The pressures of the temporary exhibition

schedule meant that major presentations of the Mdern's collections
were restricted to periodic selections of works (the first such
show was 1933 when total holdings were only 12 works). Although a
selection was shown in 1937, the "first general exhibition" of some
300 paintings and 75 sculptures by 115 artists was held in 1945,
[44] when the work shown was grouped under stylistic headings. In
the sequence, two rooms of "modern primitives" preceded a gallery of
"European Masters" (Czanne to Van Gogh) and two of the School of
Paris (Andr Derain to Henri Matisse), followed by "American
Painting - the International Tradition" (Walt Kuhn, John Mann) and
3 galleries devoted to Cubism and derivatives (from Pablo Picasso's
"Demoiselles dAvignon" (1908) through Stuart Davis' 1930 "Egg
Beater" to Piet MDndrian). The third floor had rooms devoted to
"Realism and Romanticism" (Eugene Berman to Edward Hopper),
'protest' painting (William Gropper, Diego Rivera), "Pioneers of
Fantastic Art" (Marc Chagall, Paul Klee), "Fantasy" (Max Ernst, Yves
Tanguy) and finally "Allegory" (Max Beckmann, Peter Blunie).
The next major selection from the Moderns collections was of its
American holdings in 1948. In this 159 paintings (about half of its
holdings) were also arranged according to category rather than
chronology: the gallery sequence started with the "cubist tradition"
(Lyonel Feininger to Karl Knaths), followed by "conservative
classic" (Kuhn, Maurice Prendergast), "American scene" (Charles
Burchfield, Hopper), "sharp-focus realism" (Ivan Albnight, Andrew
Wyeth), "corrinent" (Blurre, Jack Levine), "romantic" (Darrel Austin,
Loren Maclver), "poetic form and symbol" (Arthur Dove, Jackson
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Pollock), "geometric precision" (Balcombe Greene, Irene Rice
Pereira) and, finally, "primitives" (John Kane). [46] The consensus
about the last exhibition appears to have been that a conservative
tenor prevailed, for the majority of significant rks pre-dated
1939 and/or were representational, and that although the Mcidern had
proved itself in the field of European art neither in exhibitions
nor acquisitions had it done so with respect to American art.
Selections from the collections were shown in 1954 to coincide with
the twenty-fifth anniversary celebrations, and in 1959 a "special"
installation marked the thirtieth anniversary.

The exhibition schedule of these institutions was
supplemented by publishing activities. Once again the extent of
these varied, once again the strength of commitment of these
institutions can be measured by the scope of their efforts in this
respect. The most constant in publishing activity of the 3 museums
concerned was the Modern, which by the middle nineteen fifties was
producing about 8 books annuaiiyJ 47 A major part of its
publishing activity was the catalogues which it produced to
accompany special exhibitions: catalogues which the Modern s staff
saw as a means of disseminating information about modern art to a
broad public, [481 and which were, for this reason, written
"expressly for simple, democratically minded peopie"J 49 ' These
catalogues were not only well-illustrated and annotated with
scholarly introductory essays dealing clearly with the career of
artist-in-question or the theme of the exhibition concerned, they
also reflected the display and theme of the exhibitions in their
layout. The catalogues, to reinforce the impression of modernity,
often used striking typographic patterns borrowed from European
constructivist art in conjunction with the most functional and
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'modern-looking' typefaces to produce striking results. It was
museum policy to attempt to accompany every major exhibition with a
book quality catalogue, both as a record of the scholarship involved
and to provide a future reference sourceJ0j

Alongside these catalogues the Modern produced a variety of
other publications. Some of these grew out of catalogues, for
instance, Alfred Barr's "Picasso - 50 Years of his Art" was
developed from the catalogue for the 1939 exhibition "Picasso
- 40 Years of his Art"; others were conceived as separate studies
within the Museum 's remit to disseminate knowledge about irodern art
and range from Barr's "Matisse - His Art and His Public" (1951) to
subject histories by members of the museum's staff such as
Beaumont Newball 's "The History of Photography" (1949) and "Sculpture
of the Thentieth Century" (1952) by Andrew Ritchie. The glossy
illustrated "Masters of Modern Art" (1954) conTnemorated the Modern s
own collection on the occasion of its twenty-fifth anniversary. One
of the most popular Museum publications for many years was Alfred
Barr's "What is Modern Painting?" (1943), seen by many as being of
seminal importance as a basic primer on modern art - its popularity
can be judged from the fact that it was (re)printed 8 tines between
1943 and 1963 (150,000 copies in total). The Museum also
cormiissioned outside authors to write definitive histories - of
which perhaps one of the best known is John Rewald's "History of
Inipressionism"(1946).

In 1951 the Modern s catalogues were described as "the best in
the world"; [5h11 while Russell Lynes, in Good Old Modern quotes an
unnamed university art director as saying that Barr deserved credit
for effecting a "revolution ... in making the catalogue of an
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exhibition a basic part of the exhibition itself and a permanent
record for posterity [52] Sane catalogues, such as "Bauhaus
1919 - 1928", or those concerned with contemporary American
painters, assumed particular importance in the absence of
alternative publications; [531 others, particularly those produced
to accanpany individual (European) artist retrospectives, provided a
useful addition to the literature available on the subject.
However, the greatest importance of these catalogues was that, in
providing texts aimed primarily at the layperson, they reached a
far larger audience than one might have expected for literature on
such ostensibly specialist subjects. The success of all museum
publications in reaching the public can be judged fran the sales
figures. In 1939 sales of these (by this time covering some 50
titles) totalled 75,000 since the inception of the service
(excluding the 25,000 given free to members). Of these 6,000 had
been sold the year beforeJ 541 By 1945 these sales had increased
to 50,000 books (including catalogues) per annum, an increase in the
3 years 1942 - 1945 of 300 per centJ 5 By 1951 the Modern had
produced 165 books, of which 675,000 copies had been sold (exclusive
of the 350,000 distributed to members), and by the time of the
twenty-fifth anniversary 204 titles had been published - making it
perhaps the largest producer of art books in the world. [56]

In

1954 - 1955 receipts f ran publications anounted to 160,000J57]

Although the initial announcement of the Whitney Museum in 1930
announced that the museum would produce a variety of publications on
individual artists and "subjects pertinent to art in general and to
American art in particular" [58] the museums actual publishing
activities re rather sporadic. Originally 17 books (written by
independent critics such as Royal Cortissoz, Guy Pene du Bois and
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Forbes Watson) in this "lrrerican Artists Series" were intended to
coincide with the Whitney 's opening, an additional 13 were planned
to appear the following year. The standardised format included a
short critical essay, a short biography and bibliography and 20
plates; the tone was that of a "friendly aim to boost rather than
criticism"J :591 However, the series was discontinued after those
17 titles published in 1931, and the 4 in 1932. Of the 21
published 6 books dealt with non-living artists and 5 with artists
who had died within the preceding decade, [60]

while 12

(including those on Alexander Brook, Arthur B. Davies, Edward
Hopper, Maurice Prendergast and Eugene Speicher) [61] were the
first published on that artist. A booklet written by poet-critic
Virgil Barker, entitled "A Critical Introduction to American
Painting", was also produced in 1931. Subsequently, the Whitney
only published the occasional nonograph - the first on Thomas Eakins
(1933), the second on Winslow Homer (1944) - both written by Lloyd
Goodrich, who had a research post at the Whitney. The Whitney did
not accompany its exhibitions with book-quality catalogues until the
latter nineteen forties: [62]

the first accompanied the Yasuo

Kuniyoshi retrospective of 1948J631 However, in the mid-fifties
the Whitney obviously placed more stress upon publishing as a
legitimate activity, and sought a grant that would enable it to
publish a wider selection of works on American art; and in 1959 the
Friends of the Whitney organisation reccmrended an annual publishing
grant of $5,000 to be used to finance cataloguesJ I64 As the
introduction of substantial catalogues or nonographs cane so late in
the Whitney Museum's career these were inevitably judged in
comparison to the standards set by the Museum of Modern Art - for
instance, although the Kuniyoshi monograph was well received by the
press it was considered to be rather more conservative and less
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consciously styled in layout than the Museum of Modern Art's
publications. [65]

Publishing activity by the Museum of Non-Objective Painting or
Guggenheim Foundation was very sparse before 1952. Large format
glossy catalogues - which included numerous illustrations, an essay
by Rebay on non-objective art and checklists of works - were
produced to accompany most of the initial exhibitions of the
Guggenheim Collection between 1936 - 1939. However, in the
follciing decade the only substantive catalogues produced [66] were
those which accompanied the 1945 Kandinsky and 1947 M3holy-Nagy
Memorial exhibitions and the 1949 Hula Rebay solo show,[67:j
which (in the case of the former two) included biographies of the
artists and writings by them concerning their work and the concept
of "non-objectivity". However, critical reception of Rebay's
writings on non-objectivity was not generally favourable, for her
prose was somewhat impenetrable and prolix, particularly in the
catalogue essays:

it was even considered to be "deliberately

mystifying" by critic Alfred FrankfurterJ68] In the nineteen
forties the only non exhibition-linked publications produced by the
Guggenheim Foundation were translations of Kandinsky's "Concerning
the Spiritual in Art" in 1946, and his "Point and Line to Plane" in
1947J 6 ' Under the directorship of Sweeney small booklet-format
catalogues, which generally included a foreword by Sweeney himself
and short essays by outside critics, were produced to accompany the
major loan exhibitions.j701

The MDdern ran a permanent Education Department under Victor
d'Arnico from 1937 onwards (funded initially by the Junior Advisory
Committee and subsequently by the General Education Board of New
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York), which concentrated upon encouraging art appreciation among
the young (and their teachers) as a way of stimulating a wider
audience for ntxern art in generations to comeJ During the
nineteen fifties the Junior Council inaugurated a separate progranine
of lectures for members, initially entitled "The Related Arts of
nday", and subsequently organised symposia and a variety of film
and media projects.[721

Activities on the educational front were, however, rather more
sporadic in the case of the other two institutions. Initially the
Whitney Museum intended to supplement its exhibition prograirne with
a series of lectures "on every phase of art".

31 In all 18

lectures by a range of historians and critics were scheduled between
1932 - In addition, occasional symposia on topics
relating to ncdern art were hosted. [75] After 1935, however, such
activities were discontinued as it was felt that the Museum had
insufficient funds to cover the costs. [761 For the same reason the
Whitney Museum did not have a permanent education department, though
it did have a part-time docent in later years to give gallery
talks. [77] Under Rebay 's directorship the Museum of Non-Objective
Painting did not have a formal educational progranine, although Rebay
herself gave talks in connection with non-objective art, either
informally in the museum [78] or at outside venues (particularly
if a loan exhibition from the museum was showing locally). [791 In
1953, regular bi-monthly gallery talks (during the winter art
season) were instituted which dealt with either works fran tnporary
exhibitions or those from the permanent collectionJ 801 The
Guggenheim Foundation 's other major attanpts to encourage nonobjectivity were artist-oriented. During Rebay s tenure a small
number of annual scholarships which were awarded to American non-
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objectivists [81] or small grants given for artiSt's
materialsj 82 ' In 1956 the Foundation instituted a bi-ennial
juried International AwardJ831

Of considerable importance to this study is the extent to which
these institutions managed to encourage the patronage of modern art
in the United States. Again, the emphases which these different
institutions placed upon this function differed considerably and,
again, it was the Modern which was most active. One tactic which
this institution employed to stimulate a taste for modern art (most
notably among the moneyed elite) was by appealing to snobbery - in
particular making reference to the social standing of those
already involved in the museum. The involvement of "social
register" families such as the Rockefellers and the Whitneys was
especially important in this respect. Where before members of this
elite had generally turned their backs on modern art,
"the provocative spectacle of the thickest pillars of
conservative society upholding a distinctly radical
artistic cabal, and upholding it not merely with cash but
with vigorous personal effort" [841
helped to make involvement with the Modern a socially desirable
activity. Attempts were also made to break down the common
Imerican (male) prejudice against art and culture as a nonproductive 'female' preserve [85] by stressing art and its
accumulation as a financially respectable activity. This was done
in the first instance by a stress on the business credentials of
those men already involved, either with the museum itself or in the
activity of collecting modern art. Later the improving market
values of the art espoused were emphasised by publicising details
of prices and current values of work belonging to the Museum
collections (both in press releases and in the Museum's own
published reports and Bulletins))86]
90

Furtherrrore, the Modern staged various exhibitions intended to
encourage private collecting of modern art by indicating the
identities of persons already involved in the activity. One strand
of such displays was exhibitions of works given or promised to the
museum. Sate of these were self-contained shows of work from one
person's collection as bequeathed to the museum. Those belonging to
persons previously known as trustees included: the 1931 and 1934
showings of the Lillie Bliss collection, the 1936 and 1949 shows of
works donated by Mrs John D. Rockefeller Jr, the Sam Lewisohn
Bequest in 1952, and that of Philip Goodwin in 1958. Gifts from
those with no previous regular involvement included the Alfred
Steiglitz Collection in 1947 and the Katherine Dreier Bequest in
1953 . [ 87 ]

The occasional large mixed show was also staged as

publicity tool for the museum: for example, the 1958 exhibition of
"Works of Art: Given or Promised" was held soon after fire had
damaged the museum building and a number of works in it. [88]

The

Modern, from 1935 onwards, 89 also occasionally displayed a
number of well-known private nDdern art collections (generally of
persons associated with the museum as trustees or officers). A few,
such as that Edward G. Robinson in 1953, were devoted to a single
collector, but 4 shows (1946, 1948, 1951, 1955) were anthologies of
works from several different collections.[90] Such displays tended
to concentrate upon older, better-known collectors, but the Junior
Council staged the occasional show focused exclusively upon young
collectors, in an attempt to further encourage this area. The first
of these, in 1954, was mixed, but shows of single collectors such as
Walter Bareiss (1958) were staged iaterJ911

As part of its efforts to encourage the consumption of rrcdern
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art, the Modern also tried to stimulate sales through its own
exhibitions. A number of Christmas shows of low-priced art work
were held (in much the same vein as the "Gocd Design" Shows) in
the hope of encouraging the purchase of work by demonstrating to the
public that modern art was available at reasonable prices. From the
mid-forties onwards signs were posted in exhibitions to the effect
that certain works on show were for sale, with the price list
available at the main desk. Members enjoyed an increased benefit
from this service as members' previews were held of all major
exhibitions. In addition, regular "New Talent" shows were held in
the Members' Penthouse in the nineteen fifties, where works were on
sale to members with the specific aim of encouraging purchases of
work by younger, less well-known artistsJ 92 As part of the same
strategy, in 1950 the Museum's Junior Council proposed the setting
up of an 'Art Lending Library', in the hope that
"By sending good originals into the home and giving our
clients the chance to test their quality by daily
experience, we hope to demonstrate that contemporary art
belongs to everyday life as well as on the museum wall
We may secondly do much to enlarge public taste;
borrowers .....may be tempted to fresh experience.
And since our clients will include people who have never
owned works of art, as well as collectors, we expect to
foster an expanded market for original works." [93]
The works available from this service were of living Americans
already represented in the Museum collections, thus reassuring the
timid as to their quality. The selected works, borrowed for the
purpose from a number of New York galleries, [94] ranged in price
from $25 - $750. Members could rent works for 2 - 3 months, with
the charge calculated according to the work s value up to a maximum
of $50. Special rates were introduced to encourage borrowing by
businesses. If the borrower decided to buy the work then the
rental charge was deducted from the purchase price, and the museum
asked the galleries concerned to pay them a 10 per cent 'handling
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charge' (in truth commission) on any sales.[96] Although
initially there was sane resistance to the riore expensive works (the
average rental in the first years was between $5 and $22, that is,
the simal 1 and medium-priced works), the success of this service can
be judged from the fact that by 1960 the Service had made 4231
rentals to 1762 borrowers (all Museum members), and had sold 926
works for a total of $165,085. Moreover, by this date the ratio of
sales to rentals had increased f ran 1 to 8 in the first years to
1 to 3.5 by the late nineteen fifties. [97]

It was only in the nineteen fifties that the Whitney staged any
exhibitions which might be construed as encouraging collecting. The
cause of this apparent reserve about encouraging collectors of
contemporary American art probably lay in the Museum 's belief that
it could best serve contemporary American artists by building up its
own collections using the resources provided by its founder. Only
after gifts were first allowed in 1948 did the Whitney began to
present private collections. The first to be shown was that of
Edith and Milton Lowenthal in 1952, and the second that of Roy R.
Neuberger in 1956 [98] (both were noted assemblages of contemporary
American painting begun in the early nineteen forties whose owners
had built up strong personal links with the Whitney and its staff).
The formation of the Friends of the Whitney Museum in 1955, an idea
prompted by the preparations for the former exhibitions but also a
response to the greater openness of the Whitney towards outside
sources of aid, was considered in part to be a means of encouraging
the collecting of contemporary American art. [991 As part of this
strategy the Friends from 1958 onwards sponsored a series of
exhibitions relating specifically to the private collecting of
contemporary American art - the first show consisted of a selection
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of American twentieth century works belonging to Friends.[100]
The Guggenheim Museum, however, although allowing gifts after 1953,
did not attempt to foster collecting by any means such as
exhibitions of outside private collections until 1959, when both the
Philippe Dotremont collection and a selection of gifts were
presented. [101]

Neither the Whitney Museum nor the Guggenheim Museum did much
directly to encourage sales of the art they presented. Instead,
they appear largely to have been content to be, as the Whitney
Museum stated in its announcement of intent in 1930,
"a depot where the public may see fine examples of ......
production - ... " [102]
The Whitney did make sane efforts to foster the sale of American
contemporary art via its Annuals, but even here it was stressed that
the museum was "not going into the auction business" and this
encouragement did not take the form of any direct intervention.
Instead the Museum did indeed act as a depot: no more was done than
to put works on display and to include full p3rticulars of each
artist's address in the accanpanying catalogue of each show, so as
to enable an interested spectator to contact the artist concerned
directly. The museum distanced itself by not taking any carimission
f ran sales made in this way. [1031 At the Museum of Non-Objective
Painting the loan exhibitions of contemporary American nonobjectivists were held, Rebay asserted,
"... to get the American public in contact with the
painter direct - to encourage him .... to start small
collections of paintings at the time of their production."
[104]
However, as at the Whitney, there was no direct involvement in the
selling process nor was any ccrrimission charged on sales effected.
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Its efforts to stimulate the potential market for modern art
were so successful, and the prestige which the museum built up was
so great, that by the mid-forties the Mx3ern was being mentioned by
dealers as the single most important influence on the modern art
marketJ' 05 ' By the late nineteen fifties the Ibderns reputed
market influence was such that it had become, as curator Andrew
Ritchie put it
• .the Bourse. Everything we did the dealers knew about
before we did it,and prices were affected accordingly."
[106]
It is difficult to quantify just how much influence the Whitney
Annuals had upon the New York art market. The Whithey itself claimed
in 1954 that the volume of sales from these shows rose steadily,
[107] but John I.H. Baur has admitted that this volume was probably
never high enough to stimulate the market directlyJ 1081 The
potential for influence of these Annuals was probably diminished by
the composition of the shows themselves, made up as they were of a
heterogeneous mass of contemporaneous production. Mc)reover, the
New York media does not remark upon the Whitney as being influential
in market terms, unlike the Museum of Modern Art; nor are the
Whitney shows (and in particular the Annuals) mentioned as an
important introduction to 2rnerican art or as a stimulus to their
collecting by any major collectors of contemporary American
artJ° 9It is almost certain that the corrmercial impact of the
Guggenheim Museum was negligible.

As a result of the above activities, over the years covered by
this survey the Museum of I'bdern Art gained the reputation of being
the most important tastemaking institution in the United States:
both within the context of raising the general level of interest in
modern art, and as a stimulant of the market for modern art. Indeed,
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the relative success of the Modern's more general tastemaking
efforts can be judged from a comparison of some of the statistics.
For instance, attendance at exhibitions in 1929 - 1930 was
186,000 and raised $450 in admission fees; in the 1953 - 1954
season numbers had risen to 500,000, raising sane $177,000J110
Membership also grew from 405 in 1929 - 1930 to 21,474 in
With these increases in measurable public interest there was a
decline in the relative importance of the wealthy elite as a source
of financial support for the museum. In its early years the
Modern, both for running expenses and for an endowment, depended
heavily on the support of a small group of no more than sane 120
persons interested in modern art.

21' In 1934 - 1935 (the first

year after an endowment had been raised) donations of $42,125
amounted to nearly 50 per cent of income, and were more than thrice
the amount raised from memnbership dues and over 4 times in excess
of that derived from admissions and sales. 113 Nearly twenty years
later, however, in the Museum's twenty-fifth anniversary year,
contributions from trustees and friends of $377,828 were
approximately one-quarter of total income, while the total raised
by memnbership dues now amounted to 16 per cent of the total, and the
combined total of sales and admissions amounted to 31 per cent of
income ($549,424)Jh141 In contrast, the quieter tone of
Whitney exhibitions resulted in attendance figures which averaged
75,000 per annum until 1953 [1151 when, however, they trebled owing
to the greater convenience of its just-opened 'uptown' location and
its new proximity to the Modern.

Despite this general level of success, however, problems were
created for the Modern by its emnphasis upon tporary exhibitions
and the relative invisibility of the permanent collections meant to
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provide the yard-stick by which the public could measure the
Moderns judgements as to the historical significance of the various
manifestations of modern art. The most bitter attack on the Modern
came in 1944, when critic Emily Genauer accused the Modern of
concentrating on "Sure Things" and "Shockers", instead of
"...be[ing] a force steadily and surely working to foster
and encourage the ablest living artists, and to bring them
the backing of the general public......It has made a show
of discharging its responsibilities to the living by
concentrating most of its attention on a handful of
teachers pets." [116]
This attack came from a critic worried by what she saw as the
Modern's apparent neglect of contemporary American art in favour of
early twentieth century Europeans, and was written before the Modern
had displayed its American holdings for the first time. Attacks in
a similar vein were still caning, however, in the next decade when some felt that the Modern had sacrificed seriousness of purpose
for publicity, and was showing an unfortunate subservience to the
tastes of the rich who subsidised the seumJ 1171 Even by the
mid-fifties the museum was still drawing criticism fran critics
concerned about new American art, such as Thomas Hess:
"With the f exceptions noted by Mr Barr, the Museum's
exhibitions have ignored what is, to many, the most
significant modern art being created today...." [118]

The root cause of these criticisms lay in the very structure of
the Modern's tastemaking strategy - the predominance of the
temporary exhibition. With respect to the permanent collections,
these were effectively devalued as a tastemaking tool by their
invisibility. Before 1940 they were often canpletely eclipsed by
the need for space to show temporary exhibitions. Even when
galleries were set aside only an ever-decreasing proportion of the
collection could be seen at any one time: in 1946 there was space
sufficient to show only 15 per cent of the painting collection,
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[119] in 1953 (when extra new galleries were provided for the
permanent collections by the building of a new annexe) 160 paintings
and sculptures, that is, 20 per cent of such holdings were
displayed, [120] and in 1959 the Museum had only 150 paintings on
show out of a collection of 1200. [121] This meant that the public's
impression of the permanent collections depended primarily upon what
work was included in the occasional special displays, or the
somewhat arbitrary character of presentations of new accessions.
In the temporary exhibition schedule artists and styles of the early
twentieth century predominated, particularly in the major survey
exhibitions which received the most media attention and attracted
the public to the museum. Although there were surveys of new
talent (such as those organised in 1942, 1946, 1952, 1955 and 1959)
[122] these were not regular enough to combat the impression of an
emphasis upon early twentieth century modernism. In addition,
where the presentation of European art was formulated quite
coherently within a modernist art-historical framework the choice of
American art could be saiiewhat erratic, with exhibitions ranging
from nineteenth century battle painting to contemporary primitives
to the work of the younger American abstractionists. There were
relatively fewer individual restrospectives given to American
artists, with the result that no clear public perception of either
the historical relevance or quality of the artists shown was built
up. The Modern always stoutly denied charges of favouring
European art at the expense of American, [123] but the public
perception persisted for many years that this was indeed the case.

Criticism of the tastemaking impact of Guggenheim and Whitney
Museums centred, as befits institutions primarily constituted as
"private collections in the public service" upon the presentation
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of these collections and the impact thus created. At the Museum of
Non-Cbjective Painting criticism was levelled from the start at
every aspect of the presentation. There was recurrent ccmnent on
the distracting nature of the piped music, the awkwardness for the
spectator of hanging the paintings so near to the floor, and the
overpowering nature of the heavy framing. [124] The most serious
censure was, however, reserved for the composition of the permanent
display and, by extension, the whole idea of devoting a museum to
non-objectivity to the exclusion of all else. The "terrific
sameness" [125] created by the preponderance of works by Herbert
Bauer (and the difficulty of locating works by other artists) was
likened by one commentator, the artist Burgoyne Diller, to an
"impression of forced feeding".

26 Such adverse comment

continued into the next decade, and in 1952 critic Aline Louchheim
opined that the scale of representation of Bauer and of Rebay
herself meant that the Guggenheim displayed a lack of the critical
objectivity ideally associated with an ostensibly public
institution j ' 271In all, a "faddist stigma" was attached to the
whole enterprise, [128] and it was not taken seriously. Indeed,
only with the appointment of Sweeney as director in 1952, and his
move away from earlier policies more toward a more conventional
museum practice, was any credence given to this institution.

At the time of the Whitney Museums opening there was both
great praise for the idea, and reservations about the composition of
its collection, which it was thought betrayed the museum s private
genesis in the number of omissions of artists and the variable
quality of works included thereinJ 129 ' With respect to the
consequences of a reliance on the Annuals as a major source of
accessions, adverse coirment was occasioned by doubts as to how the
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Whithey could fulfil a proper critical function if it relied too
heavily upon these shows f or accessions, yet did not itself preselect the works included therein. Another effect which this
reliance had upon the tastnaking potential of the collections was
that catholicity overwhelmed the critical selection imperative if
the museum was to have any kind of effective tasternaking role.
Indeed Lloyd Goodrich has admitted that such criticism was in the
main justified, for in its rationale - which was to follow the
artist over-and-above giving a lead to the public [130] - and in
its efforts to include a wide range of contemporary artistic
options the Whithey, as he himself said, failed "sufficiently to
recognize what may be "right" ,,[l3ll Moreover, although the
essentially domestic nature of the presentation had attracted some
praise from early critics, by 1959 critic John Canaday criticised
the Whithey, and its method of "presentation without dramatization"
as "hard work" and "depressing" in contrast to the Modern next
door. [132]

In surrrnation, the relative importance as tastemakers of these
New York institutions, both within the context of their mere general
tastemaking role ard as stimulants to the art market, would appear
to be directly connected to their relative orientation toward the
consumer or public. This in turn, was intimately tied to the
underlying financial structures of these institutions and to the
relative importance of these institutions as direct accumulators of
art works. As can be seen, orientation toward the public was
generally influenced by need as much as camiitment. The effective
result of this situation was that the Museum of Modern Art was the
undisputed prime tastemaker anong the 3 institutions discussed, as
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can be deduced from the opinion of the New York Times in 1954 on
the occasion of the I'bdern 's twenty-fifth anniversary.
"The Museum of Modern Art, more than any other single
force, awakened the public, sometimes by discreet nudging,
sometimes by jolting shocks .... It set implicit standards
of quality. The effect of its provocative multi-target
exhibitions, its display techniques and its lucid
publications have been felt in the fields of advertising,
merchandising and display.......But perhaps its most
remarkable achievement lies in its unique spirit and
atmosphere. The Museum of Modern Art makes contact with
art pleasurable." [133]
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CHAPTER 4: DE1\LERS FOR A GENERATION - PRCCYIERS AND VALIDAIORS OF
THE PRE-WAR SECOND WORLD WAR AVANT-GARDE - BUCHHOLZ GALLERY
(CURT VALENTIN), DCWN GALLERY (EDITH HALLPERT), THE NEW ART
CIRCLE (J B NEUMANN), KARL NIERENDORF GALLERY, PIERRE MATI SSE
GALLERY, PAUL ROSENBERG GALLERY AND THE VALENTINE GALLERY
(VALENTINE DtJDENSING).
To assess the effective functioning or situation of any
individual dealer or grouping of dealers within the structure of the
New York art market as a whole one must make an analysis via the
characteristic roles possible within the dealer-gallery
organisational system and, in addition, take note of the effective
stance of the individual dealer in the period under consideration
rather than that of his/her ostensible aims when first starting out
as a dealer. Using such methods one can discern a grouping of
dealers who had all begun their canrrercial involvement with rrdern
art some considerable time before the start of the period under
consideration who, by the decades in question, had achieved a
certain position at one end of the spectrum of New York dealers: a
position derived fran the long association of these dealers with
certain artists and styles and the prestige which these individuals
had accrued over their years as dealers. In this category it is the
effective functioning of the individuals within the period under
consideration which is more significant than their initial aims and
orientation.

All concerned had begun their art dealing careers by the midtwenties, either in New York or in European art centres such as
Berlin and Paris, although sane of those in question did not open
their New York galleries until the nineteen thirties or early
nineteen forties. Of the whole group 3 came originally from
Berlin, although there was more than a decade between the arrival of
the first and the last. The first of these to arrive in New York
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was J. B. Neumann, who travelled to New York in 1923 out of
"curiosity" because he thought that there he might find a market for
his gallery artists, such as Max Beckrnarin, whom he found difficulty
in selling in Europe, [1] and opened the "New Art Circle Gallery"
on Madison Avenue in 1924. Before journeying to the United States
Neumann had previously (from 1911 onward) run a successful combined
gallery, print and book shop in Berlin in which he had concentrated
upon contemporary Northern European Expressionist artists (from Max
Beckmann to Emil Nolde), and had produced a number of art
periodicals, such as "Das Kunsthlatt" , and other written works which
promoted the artists in whom he was interestedJ 21 Karl
Nierendorf, who had worked with Neumann in the early nineteen
twenties, 131 took over Neumann's gallery when the latter decided
to stay in Arrerica for an extended period. He continued to run
this until 1936 [41 when Nationalist Socialist hostility taard
mzxlern art forced the closure of his gallery and compelled him and
the last of the German trio, Curt Valentin, to leave Germany for
the United States. [5]
Both opened premises in New York, on FiftySeventh Street, in 1937. [61 Before travelling to New York Valentin
had worked, from the nineteen twenties onwards, for the German
dealer Alfred Flechtheim whose gallery had played a major role in
the introduction and promotion of French modernism and advanced
German art in German art centres such as Berlin and Dusseldorf
during the nineteen tens and nineteen twentiesJ 71 When the
National Socialists caine to per in 1933 Flechtheim, as a Jew, was
no longer allowed to cn a gallery, and his business was taken over
by the "Aryan" Buchholz Gallery. With the growing threat in the
early nineteen thirties of the proscription of modern art by the
National Socialists, Buchholz apparently decided to sponsor a
gallery in the United States, and it would appear to be with at
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least sane help fran Buchholz that Valentin left for New York in
1936 and traded there subsequently (indeed, Valentin used the name
of the Buchhol z Gallery fran 1937 to 1951). [8]

The two dealers in this category who came from Paris were
Pierre Matisse and Paul Rosenberg, also arrived for very different
reasons and at different times. The latter, who arrived in New York
in 1940 and opened his gallery there in early 1942, came from a
family of art dealers who had traded in fashionable contenprary
French art in Paris since the latter nineteenth centuryJ 9

The

rise of Nazism in the nineteen thirties and the threat of war
spurred Rosenberg, as a Jew, to first diversify his business to
include London (he had transferred much of his stock there by the
late nineteen thirties and then subsequently, when the situation in
Britain became ever more risky, to travel to the United States
(where he had business contacts with Harold Elphers of the DurandRuel Gallery)J 10 ' However, Pierre Matisse, son of the painter
Henri, had come to New York from Paris in the mid-twenties.
Although Matisse had acquired his first gallery experience in Paris
he did not, once in New York, immediately open his own establishment
but was associated with the Valentine Gallery (of Valentine
Dudensing) where he presented a number of exhibitions in the later
nineteen twenties. He only started his own gallery on Fifty-Seventh
Street in l932J

Valentine Dudensing, whose brother ran the Dudensing Gallery
which specialised in primitive art, opened the Valentine Gallery on
Fifty-Seventh Street gallery in 1926; and this from 1926 until its
closure in 1947 was one of the foriost venues in New York for the
presentation of modern European art. Soon after the end of World
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War II, however, Dudensing retired from art dealing to live in
France. [121 Edith Halpert, the last but not least of this
group, opened her gallery on West Thirteenth Street in 1926, in what
was then the vicinity of the Whithey Studio Club and the locus for
American art activity in New York. Before this she had rked in an
administrative capacity in a number of retailing businesses; but her
involvement with contemporary American art went back some years
further, for she had had some formal art training and had married
the American painter Samuel Halpert in 1918. [131

The roots in Europe of many of this category of dealers played
a crucial role in their emphasis upon bringing, as Neumann himself
expressed it,
"the work of leading European modern artists before the
American public." [14]
These expatriate dealers were marked by their continued sponsorship
whilst in New York of the artists with whom they had been most
identified when still in Europe. Neumann, for example, played an
important role in introducing the American art public to North
European painters such as Beckmann, Wassily Kandinsky and Paul
Klee, and exhibited them all in New York for many years.
Nierendorf, who stated upon opening his New York gallery that he
wished to show "the same progressive movement in art to which my
previous efforts were dedicated", [15] also promoted Klee (running

an almost continuous exhibition of his work from 1938 to 1947). He
was Kandinsky's exclusive American representative from 1937 to 1947
(when the dealer died), having taken this agency over from
Neumann,

6 ] and also represented German painters such as Lyonel

Feininger and Carl Hofer who had not been shown by Neumann. The
scope of Valentins activities in New York reflected the range of
Flechtheims interests in Germany in the decades previously, for he
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not only introduced such German artists as Kirchner to New York (in
1937) he also devoted much of his time to the Cubist painters
Georges Braque, Juan Gris and Pablo Picasso) 17] His choice of
the latter, and also Pndr Masson, for whari he was the sole New York
representative, was undoubtedly influenced by his strong links with
Daniel-Henri Kahniler of the Galerie Louise Leiris in Paris, a
dealer who had himself had strong connections with Flechtheim in the
early twentieth century. [181

Valentin also devoted much time to

presenting a range of modern sculpture from Arstide Maillol and
Auguste Rodin to Ernst Barlach and Alexander Calder. Once in New
York Paul Rosenberg continued to present modern French art fran the
Impressionists to the rrcdern masters' of early twentieth century
such as Pierre Bonnard, Braque and Picasso as he had earlier in
Paris.

Although he had not formally been a dealer in Paris, the
artists shown by Pierre Matisse were predominantly European
"because I felt that I knew them best".

9 ' His business was

undoubtedly helped by his contacts with the Paris art world: first,
because his continued existence owed a great deal to his trade in
established modern masters of the School of Paris, particularly the
work of his father Henri Matisse (for whose work Matisse was one of
the most important sources in New York); and second, because in
Paris he had built up contacts with members of the Parisian avantgarde of the nineteen twenties and nineteen thirties such as Joan
Mir, Alexander Calder (who joined the gallery in 1934) and Giorgio
De Chirico. The Valentine Gallery with which Matisse was
associated in the nineteen twenties was, by the early nineteen
forties, associated with high quality works by European modern
masters (in particular the work of Jean Arp, Piet Mondrian and
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Picasso). Dudensing also exhibited a few Americans, including
Milton Avery and a number of modern 'primitive' or 'naive' painters
such as Eilshemius and John Kane.[201 The Downtown Gallery
established itself in the latter nineteen twenties and early
nineteen thirties with a stylistically varied group of American
artists [211 which included Stuart Davis (who was given his first
exhibition in 1927), Bernard Karfiol (who joined in 1933), Yasuo
Kuniyoshi (who had his first solo show here in 1933), Ben Shahn
(who was taken on in 1929), Charles Sheeler and Niles Spencer (who
both joined in the early nineteen thirties).[22}

Of seminal importance to these dealers and the role they played
within the New York art market, one linked to the prestige which
these establishments had within this art world, was the stress
which most placed upon individual quality, both where their artists
and the particular works exhibited were concerned. The Downtown
Gallery had been founded to
"....present interesting exhibitions chosen from the work
of the best artists representing the best tendencies in
contemporary American art " [231
and if one only eliminates the work "American" this would serve as
an apposite definition of the professed aims of all those concerned
in this category. Furthermore, Halpert emphasised that "selection
is directed at what is enduring - not by what is in vogue" [24], and
that she was interested only in those artists "who will still be
good at fifty, or sixty or even eighty": [25]

sentiments ecioed

explicitly by both Neumann [26] and Rosenberg, but implicitly shared
by all members of this dealer grouping. There would also appear to
have been a stress by these dealers upon the importance of their
ability and reputation as connoisseurs. Rosenberg in particular
considered this to be the most important prerequisite for a
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successful dealer, even carrying his stress upon individual quality
to the length of insisting that he would not show a work which had
not gone through a double screening process to ascertain, first,
that the artist was of sufficient stature and, second, that the
piece itself was an excellent example of the artist's oeuvre; [27]

Within this grouping one finds some divisions as to the
importance of active promotional strategies. However, these
differences were not the result of the achieved position of these
dealers but were the legacy of these dealers' initial corrrnitment to
the pranulgation of modern art. At one end one finds the two exParisians Rosenberg and Matisse, who together appear to have
eschewed active promotional stratagans over-and-beyond the influence
which accrued to them as the result of their successful association
with critically validated and cctnrnercially successful modem art.
In the case of the forrrer
" Je trouve une toile belle lorsqu'elle se vend et je
dcouve, les peintres lorsqu'ils ont dj une grande
notoriete et s'ils me sont demandes par ma nombreuse
clientle." [28]
However, his influence on a personal level over collectors or art
professionals in New York was apparently quite pronounced. In part
this was because of his long association with some of the most
prestigious nanes and works in late nineteenth and early twentieth
century French art and his success at selling sane of best-known
works of the modern period to sane of the most notable collections.
But also, his stress upon his connoisseurship, his high repute in
New York in this context, and his enthusiasm for personal
contacts, rreant that he was able to impress his taste and opinions
upon potential collectors and art professionals. [29]

Matisse,

who has decried any conscious intent as a tastemaker in his claim
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that he
"was not thinking of being an educator, nor taking a
particular interest in the collectors except for the fact
that I would try to sell the type of work I like." [301
appears to have restricted his activities to the temporary
exhibition. However he, like Rosenberg, acquired prestige within
the New York art market via his long association with certain
twentieth century 'modern masters' such as Matisse and Mir and his
subsequent successful sponsorship of acclaimed post-war School of
Paris painters such as Jean Dubuffet.

The 3 dealers who came originally from Germany, however, were
notable for their use of means other than the gallery exhibition in
their prorrotion of the modern art in which they were interested.
Of this triumvirate Valentin, despite his notoriously retiring
approach towards potential collectors visiting his gallery, [31]
was probably the most significant, certainly in the assessment of
the contemporary New York art world. His seminal importance in
popularising sculpture, at a time when the great majority of New
York dealers concentrated on painting because sculpture was
considered to be impossible to sell, was particularly noted by his
conternporariesJ 32 :J Moreover, not only did his gallery serve as a
important forum in its early years for those in New York who
interested in modern art but his exhibitions, some of which assumed
the status of museum presentations, [331 had considerable influence
upon art professionals and the art public alike.

Moreover, he

placed an unusual stress for the time and place upon his piblishing
activities. These not only included meticulously researched and
scholarly catalogues (which seemed to be produced more with the art
professional in mind than the casual gallery visitor) but also
encompassed a substantial number of portfolios of graphics by
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gallery artists (among them Feininger, Jacques Lipchitz, Kathe
Kollwitz, Klee, Masson (4) and Henry Moore), the occasional
monograph (for instance Will Grohmann on Klee drawings), and a
number of collections of artists writings ranging from Eugene
Delacroix to John FlanaganJ 34 The main elerrent of J.B. Neumann's
non-exhibition promotional efforts, aside from his regular public
lecturing upon art, was publishing a booklet-format occasional
periodical, the "Art Lover", which was ostensibly "devoted to the
neglected, misprized and little known". The issues were, however,
directly related to his gallery exhibition schedule, and dealt with
the artist or tendency concurrently upon displayJ 35] Nierendorf
published a number of monographs, including the first on Paul FZlee
to be produced in New York (its appearance in 1941 coincided with
an exhibition of the artist at the Nierendorf Gallery), a number
of books by Klee himself including the "Pedagogical Sketchbooks", a
series of 5 small low-priced volumas on modern art and artists
entitled "XXth Century", and a number of print portfolios.[36]

One other case deserves discussion, and this is Halpert, who,
despite her apparent early canmitinent to the idea of publicising
Anerican art and her production in the nineteen twenties of the
first monographs to appear on George 'Pop' Hart (1928) and Max
Weber, [37] subsequently only produced scholarly or illustrated
catalogues on very rare occasions. This state of affairs can

be

traced to the difference between Halpert, who specialised in
contnporary Arrerican artists and was thus governed by the sorrewhat
hand-to-mouth existence often characteristic of the sale-onconsigrurient system, and the foregoing expatriate German dealers,
whose business practices had been formed within the context of the
norms of European art centres and whose activities were in the main
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subsidised by the so-called "French System" of artist-patronage.
Because of this Halpert, who could not have charged her artists f or
such pronotional expenses and still maintained cordial relations
with them, abjured from producing the catalogues or mDnographs for
one that she could not afford publish for all. [38]

Within the context of tastemaking stratagems Halpert was also
saihat distinguished from the others of this category of dealers
by her obvious stress on the importance of widening the social base
of the market for modern art from the upper class down into the
middle class. The impulse behind all this activity was her belief
that exclusion from the potential art market on the grounds of
rrodest income levels should be minimised as irnich as possible. One
means she saw to this end was to encourage the public to buy by the
presentation in exhibitions of rrodestly-priced work, and from 1929
onwards she staged regular mixed exhibitions of such works by
gallery artists. In addition, she publicised the possibility of
making purchases from her gallery on instalment termsi391
Moreover, in the gallery's early years she sponsored lectures and
organised exhibitions in non-conventional venues such as department
stores, where she felt one might reach a public that uld never
ordinarily go to a galleryJ 40 ' In the nineteen forties she
attempted to encourage the use of contemporary American art by
business, either in advertising or as decoration of corporate
premisesJ 41 She hoped by these means to encourage a new
generation of collectors to parallel each emerging generation of
artists. [421 Another important element of her attempt to expand
existing markets was her presentation and marketing of the younger
artists who joined her gallery, whose rk was invariably priced
very low at first, only rising in time in direct ratio to demand.
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In the pursuit of this aim there was also a deliberate separation of
the generations in the presentation of the gallery artists. The
DowntcMn Gallery premises were large enough, particularly after the
rtove to Fifty-First Street in 1940, [43] for Halpert to exhibit both
older and younger artists simultaneously, in such a manner that
clients interested in the gallery's rrore established narres uld
have to walk past the work of the younger artists •[441 This meant
that the work of the new artists could be validated by the gallery's
established figures, and conversely the status of the latter was
enhanced by their positioning as an older generation - both
strategies designed to improve the artists' carmercial viability.

The position in which the dealers concerned were situated
within the totality of the New York art market of the period under
consideration, and their increasingly prestigious position within
this, can be traced to the way in which these dealers were
identified with art which had acquired critical and art-historical
accreditation. This was the art which they had represented in
their first years of involvement with art dealing; and although in
rrst cases these dealers had played crucial roles in introducing
their artists to the American public and in creating markets for
their works, this continued identification had, by the years with
which one is concerned, led to a form of creeping conservatism.
That the identification of dealers in this category was with the
generation of artists contemporaneous with their first involvement
with art dealing, and that their initial orientation continued to
colour their subsequent selections, is perhaps best derronstrated by
their treatment of younger artists (particularly those added to
gallery rosters in the period under consideration). It has been
noted that the sale-on-consignrrent system normal in the New York art
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market reduced any possible separation of roles between the socalled establishment galleries and those concerned with the
initial exposure of unknown artists. However, although the
carrnission system theoretically allowed a dealer to take on new
artists because of the reduced need for a heavy investment in an
artist, one finds that with this category of dealers that artists
taken on within the decades in question, i.e. at least a generation
later than the artistic cx)ntnporaries of the dealers in question,
rarely contributed as much to the prestige of these dealers as had
their initial choices, despite the intake of at tines quite large
groups of younger artists into this category of gallery.

This effective conservatism was despite the professed intention
of a number of these dealers to continue refreshing their rosters
with "new blood", and indeed attpts by certain of them to do so.
Valentin, for example, though known for his promotion of the
European avant-garde in the nineteen thirties, was unable to respond
to that of the post-war period in the United States. The dealer
Betty Parsons is on record as saying that it was to Valentin's
gallery that this generation of American artists aspired, as he was
one of the most respected dealers in the country, but that he
confessed to her in conversation that he could not "see" the ork of
these new artists. 41 Indeed, the only young American that
Valentin was to show was the sculptor David Smith (in conjunction
with Marian Willard) in the early nineteen forties. However, he
did introduce New York to the work of post-war English artists
such as Henry Moore, Ben Nicholson, John Piper and Graham
Sutherland, and that of the Italian artists Marino Marini and
Giorgio Morandi. However, these artists were perceived by some
Ziierican critics as being more conservative than their American
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counterparts. Matisse, although much of his dealing remained
focused upon the Paris avant-garde of the nineteen twenties, did
take on a number of 'new' artists over the years, although it must
be stressed that by the time he began to exhibit the rk of these
artists in New York their reputations had already been assured in
Paris. In the nineteen forties he became the exclusive American
representative for Yves Tanguy and Alberto Giaccinetti, [46] and
subsequently exhibited a few post-war School of Paris painters such
as Jean Dubuffet and Jean-Paul Riopelle. With respect to Neumann,
despite his declared early intention "to select the rrcst earnest
production of the newer and younger artists" [47] and his
sponsorship of younger Americans such as Lee Gatch [48] and Karl
Knaths, his support for younger or/and American artists remained
subsidiary to the main early twentieth century thrust of his
business. Nierendorf, whose involvement was also with the European
avant-garde of the nineteen twenties, only exhibited a handful of
American artists in the nineteen forties.

91 Rosenberg was never

identified with European artists of anything later than the early
twentieth century; and the only 'new blood' which he introduced was
a number of American contemporary painters in the nineteen forties
whom he felt was sympathetic in character to the French art with
which he was associated. Those who appealed to him were Milton
Avery, Marsden Hartley, Knaths, Abraham Rattner and Max Weber.
HcMever, his ciinitrrent to these painters does not appear to have
been unreserved. Indeed, his motive for taking them on was
apparently as much to do with a feeling that he should in some way
express his gratitude for his chance of a new life in the United
States as with his admiration for their work, and his association
with most of them was not prolonged. [50]
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In Halpert's case, although she theoretically should have
denDnstrated the greatest involvement with a replenishment of her
gallery stable, the indications of her increasing distance from new
developments can be seen in the frequency with which new artists
were added to the gallery roster, and also their acquired status
after a number of years with the gallery. The largest single intake
was in 1936 (following Halperts involvement in the organisation of
a large exhibition of W.P.A. art in Washington) when 12 artists were
added to the gallery roster - among them Jack Levine, Mitchell
Siporin and Karl Zerbe - of which half were of a younger generation
than the original gallery groupJ It was her practice to allcw
some time to elapse between additions to the gallery roster, so that
each artist had some time to become established, [52] but although
many of those who joined in 1936 were becoming well known by the
early nineteen forties the subsequent intake was rather erratic.
Only a few were added in the early part of the decade and none at
all between 1946 and 1951, when 9 young artists were taken on to
form the final addition to the gallery groupJ 531 Indeed, by the
late nineteen forties an estimation of her gallery was that it
"didn't have the same kind of excitement that it had
before. Now there were other galleries dealing with
American art and younger artists." [54]
The shift in emphasis and interest was formalised in 1953, when it
was decided to effectively split the DcMntown into two galleries with Halpert retaining the 10 artists with whom she had been
associated with on-and-off since the nineteen twenties (these were
Stuart Davis, Arthur Dove, Karfiol, Yuniyoshi, John Mann, Georgia
OKeefe, Shahn, Sheeler, Spencer and William Zorach) while her
gallery assistant at the Downtown, Charles Alan, was to take on the
responsibility for all the younger ones or later additions. [55]
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One finds a range of financial arrangements between gallery
artists and dealers in this category. Among those dealers who
concentrated on European work one finds a combination of both the
so-called "French System" and that of sale-on-consignrrent. Direct
purchase was the most corrrron means of obtaining European works; but
a number of artists (particularly the younger ones) were placed
under sane kind of contract to ensure that the dealer had exclusive
American representation of them, even to the extent of the dealer
acting as a kind of patron - for instance, Valentin seems to have
had a very close relationship with his younger European artists.
"He kept to only a few artists and these he called
his boys. They were his family and he looked after them
and felt tciards them like a father." [56]
With these artists Valentin apparently sent monthly stipends and,
moreover, did not apparently charge any exhibition expenses to any
of those whom he exclusively represented. [57] Neumann supprted a
small number of his gallery group, most notably Beckrriann (for many
years £ ran 1925 onwards) and Catch (although he usually handled his
American artists on a corrmission basis), [58] but his frequently
insecure financial position minimised the consistency of his
financial aidJ 59 Matisse had a number of artists under contract,
including Tanguy, [60] but handled them on a mixture of consignment
and "French" terms.

Halpert, the only one of this group to handle American artists
exclusively, projected an image of herself as acting as an "agent"
for her artists.
"The system practised by the fewest galleries which do the
most to praTote the artist ... is a permanent sponsorship,
with no expense to the artist whatsoever other than the
33 1/3% carmission when the sale is effected. The Downtown
Gallery has always practised this method in spite of the
deficit caused by the ever-mounting overhead." [61]
However, the real picture was somewhat more complex. The gallery
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rry well have charged sane expenses, if Charles Alan (her longstanding gallery assistant) is to be believedJ 62 ' Halpert put
her stress on commission because she believed that to buy work
outright fran gallery artists was to create "competition for them
with the works we i.[63] With a number of her younger
artists, however, she did experiment with alternatives to the saleon-consignment norm. At least one artist, Jack Levine, was placed
under a contract whereby he was paid an annual stipend ($3,000).
However, if the amount realised from his sales totalled twice the
anount advanced then the excess was to be divided equally between
the artist and galleryJ 641 In 1951, with the 9 young artists
taken on and exhibited as a group in the "Ground Floor Gallery",
each artist was given an yearly stipend in return for which the
gallery received an agreed annual minimum number of works. The
gallery had an option to renew the contract annually for 5 years,
but the artist was protected by an escalator' clause which allowed
for the possibility of his/her participating in any rise in his/her
prices. Halpert considered this arrangement to be significant
because it demonstrated to the public that the gallery had
confidence in these new artists, and hoped that this would reassure
potential collectorsJ 66 Although this last developmcnt
occurred at a time when the Downtown Gallery was becoming better
capitalised and Halpert better able to use her profits towards some
subsidy, up until the early nineteen forties she had had to use her
profitable trade in American primitive art, and more particularly
William Harnett, to underwrite her handling of contemporary American
painters. [67]

One can regard the position which this group held was the
outcome of both the long careers of these dealers and their
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continuing identification with the avant-garde of the time and
locale at which they first became dealers, long after these had
become publicly accepted and commercially successful. These
dealers were judged by art professionals and collectors of the
period to have achieved the characteristic aim of any dealer: the
successful selection of the best art and artists of the dealers
time. These dealers, by virtue of their relatively early
involvement with the promotion of modern art in New York, can be
considered as having, as the museum director Perry T. Rathbone
expressed it
"reveal [ed]for the first time in America .... not a few of
the artists and many of their most famous works." [68]
Within the context of the New York art market as a whole,
particularly in the nineteen forties, these galleries were
regarded as among the most prestigious. By the years with which
this study is concerned one can regard them as providing a yardstick
against which the public might measure other newer ventures, so high
were their reputations both for individual probity and for the
general level of quality of the artists shown. In this, they had
assumed a position within the organisational structure of the New
York art market somewhat similar to that of the institutional
tastemaker-validator, rather than the relatively more crusading
promotional roles played by most other dealers.
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CHAPTER 5: PROMOTERS AND VALIDATORS OF THE POST-WAR AMERICAN
AVANT-GARDE - SIDNEY JANIS GALLERY, SAMUEL KOOTZ GALLERY, LEO
CI½STELLI GALLERY.
There appear to be several factors which distinguish dealers
as praToter-validators of post-war avant-garde art. Ce was that
these dealers shared a business background and utilised such
experience to further their careers as dealers. In connection with
post-war avant-garde American art it was such attitudes which helped
to distinguish these dealers from their 'gatekeeper' contemporaries
who often professed to adhere to an idealistic non-ca rcialism)
MDreover, such dealers tended to have been involved with modern art
in a critical and/or collecting capacity before carmencing their
dealing careers, something of great significance to the manner in
which such dealers presented post-war Anerican avant-garde art.
These dealers emphasised the creation of a gallery identity and the
deliberate espousal of particular stylistic develorxrents in a way
that the gatekeeper dealer with his/her emphasis upon artistic
individuality did not. It was this concern with critical or art
historical concepts which meant that the 'promoter' was functionally
situated at a further remove from the artist-producer than the
'gatekeeper' within the totality of the New York art market,
although the choices of the 'praroter - might be quite adventurous
in strictly commercial terms. Such dealers were, instead,
effectively focused more upon the potential consumer-collector than
the artist; and in accordance with their promotional function such
dealers marketed the artists with whom they re involved rather
than merely providing an exhibition venue . [ 2 ] The first of
these 3 dealers to be discussed under this category to start a
gallery was Samuel Kootz, who opened his on East Fifty-Seventh
Street in early 1945; the second was Sidney Janis who opened his
gallery on Fifty-Seventh Street in 1948; the third was Leo Castelli,
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who opened his on Seventy-Seventh Street in the 1956 - 1957
season.

Sidney Janis had initially had a profitable career in the
garment industry, making his fortune in the nineteen thirties as a
manufacturer of men's shirts. His involvement with modern art had,
however, begun in the middle nineteen twenties when he camienced his
collection of European modernism. This in turn eventually brought
him into contact with the newly formed Museum of Modern Art, [4]
whose Advisory Caimittee he was asked to join in 1934 and
for whom he organised a number of exhibitions in the late nineteen
thirties and early nineteen forties. [5] His activity as an art
critic and historian was noteworthy mostly in the nineteen forties
after he had retired from the garment industry in 1939. During
this decade he published 3 books - the first, "They Taught
Themselves" (1942) dealt with American primitive painters (in whom
he was interested as a collector); the second, "Abstract and
Surrealist Art in America" (1944) was the earliest book to discuss
the new generation of American painters (later to become known as
Abstract Expressionists) alongside European modernism; and the
third, "Picasso - The Recent Years" was the first American
publication to deal with Picasso's war-time work. Samuel Kootz,
too, was active as a critic-historian in the early nineteen forties
before opening his gallery in 1945. He had first become known
as a critic in 1930, when he had published a book entitled "Modern
American Painters" and organised an accompanying exhibition at the
Demotte Gallery.[6] He had originally trained as a lawyer, but
abandoned this in the nineteen twenties for a career in first
advertising and then textile manufacturing (in the nineteen
thirties)J 1 Although he apparently continued to be interested in
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contemporary American art during the nineteen thirties he does not
appear to have had any further any active involvement in the field
until the early nineteen forties when, in late 1941, he organised a
large mixed group exhibition of contemporary l½rrerican art at Macy 'S
Department Store in New YorkJ 8In 1943 he published "New
Frontiers in American Painting"

(an exhibition was held at the

DcMntown Gallery to accompany the book's publication). In this
publication, in contrast to Janis who in his "Abstract and
Surrealist Art" had included sane of the younger American artists
then working out new styles, Kootz concentrated for the most part on
the work of contemporary American artists who (although not always
canrnercially successful by that stage) had found their mature style
by the nineteen thirties. However, the process of researching for
this book appears to have increased Kootzs awareness of what was
happening in the New York art world, with the result that he
apparently changed his mind about the lack of creativity he had
earlier complained about as endemic in Imerican contemporary art,
and this stimulated him to consider the idea of opening his own
gal1eryJ 9 Unlike Janis, Kootz does not appear to have been a
collector at any stage, although he was a member of the Advisory
Committee of the Museum of Modern Art for a short period.
However, the third person in this category, Leo Castelli, was a
collector for many years before opening his gallery in 1956. Born
in Italy, he had initially been involved in banking and had come to
the United States via Paris in 1941. Q-ice in New York, although
primarily employed in his family's business interests, he quickly
become involved with the Surrealist milieu in New York (he had
previously met many of the artists in Paris, where he had been
financially involved with the Galerie Drouin, which had showed
Surrealists for a brief period before the war) [10] After the
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war, though still ostensibly a businessman and collector, he became
involved in dealing privatelyJ 11 In 1947, after the death
of the dealer Karl Nierendorf, Castelli was asked by Nina
Kandinsky to handle that work of her husband's which had
been left unsold by Nierendorf at the time of his death. '2]
Also in the late nineteen forties Castelli increasingly became
involved with, and interested in, the new American art, having been
introduced to many of the artists by the critic Clent Greenberg;
and in 1951 he helped to organise the "Ninth Street Show", a large
artist-arranged group show which included work by most of the upand-caning 'first-generation' Abstract ExpressionistsJ 131In the
early nineteen fifties he had an informal arrangement with the
Janis Gallery, and organised the American half of the 1951
exhibition "Young Painters of the United States and France." [14]

The backgrounds which these dealers had in art criticism and
collecting was the crucial factor in giving these dealers the
• .ability to explain their [a picture's] importance in
the history of art, and, at the same time, to carniunicate
.[their] .. own enthusiasm for them." [15]
These dealers had to be identified with both a stylistic tendency
and distinctive artistic personas to ensure the successful careers
of both artists and gallery, and to do this these dealers had find
a fine balance between unity and individuality, stylistic coherence
and strong artistic personality. One finds that these dealers
could not rely upon becoming identified in the art public 's mind
with certain artists and stylistic developments, as had their
predecessors in an era when galleries willing to concern themselves
with modern art had been few and far between and in consequence
iimediately noteworthy. Instead they had to set out to create a
position for themselves within the structure of the New York art
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market.

The reputation of Janis' gallery was set initially in the
latter nineteen forties and early nineteen fifties by a series of
museum-quality loan exhibitions which distinguished the gallery as
one concerned with modern art of critical or art-historical
importance. Among these shows were the 1950 "Challenge and Defy:
Extreme Examples of 'I\ientieth Century Artists, French and American",
and the 1953 "International Dada"J' 6 When the gallery gradually
signed up the 'first-generation' Abstract Expressionists its
association with these artists was presented as being a continuation
of the earlier concentration upon avant-garde artists of accepted
art historical significance. Sidney Janis hine1f described the
composition of his exhibition schedule as the result of his being:
interested in good things. And I was interested in
the twentieth century. The fact that we hung a great
Cubist picture and a great Lger and a great 'bndrian in
company with a de Kooning and Pollock, Rothko and Kline,
and so forth, was a natural thing. In my book they were
good artists."[17]
In his first years as a dealer (from 1945 - 1948) Kootz's
gallery group was quite diverse stylistically, although the great
majority were younger American artists working in an abstract vein the group included William Baziotes, Ranare Bearden, Byron Browne,
Adolf Gottlieb, David Hare, Hans Hofmann, Carl Holty and Robert
Ivbtherwel 1. However, from 1949 onwards, when Kootz re-opened his
gallery on Madison Avenue (he had closed down in 1948 and had dealt
privately for the year 1948 - 1949 as the sole New York agent for
Picasso's post-war production), [18] one finds that Kootz appears
to have placed greater emphasis than before upon establishing a more
unified stylistic identity for his gallery: the key words he used
in describing what qualities he then sought in an artist were
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"introspection", "automatism" and "subjectivity". [19] These
qualities were associated with Kootz 's judgements as to what new
trends uld be the nDst significant in post-war Merican art. As a
result of the decisions he made at this time he did not in his new
gallery take up Bearden, Browne and Holty. Ostensibly this was
because they were too "objective", but in reality it was because
their cubist-influenced styles were increasingly coming to be
criticised by critics such as Clement Greenberg as retrograde and
derivative. Instead Kootz reinstated on the gallery roster the
artists earlier associated with him who were then increasingly being
discussed within the critical umbrella of "American abstract
expressionism" - Baziotes, Gottlieb, Hare, Hofmann and
Mtherwell . [ 2 Because of his sanewhat later entry into formal
art dealing, the artists whom Castelli initially took on as his
gallery group in the latter nineteen fifties (Jasper Johns, Marisol,
Robert Rauschenberg) were chosen with a view to selecting younger
artists who were developing distinctive alternatives to the Abstract
Expressionist paradigm of the preceding decade - artists, as
Castelli himself put it, who were
"... so different and so unusual that it would be
impossible to mistake them for someone else."[21]
What must distinguish this category of dealers is that all of
the "promDter-validator" dealers showed prominent European painters
alongside their Americans, ostensibly, as Janis phrased it, to
provide
".... a standard of appreciation based not only on proved
aesthetic values in modern art, but also on his own
recognition of such values in the work of new
painters. "[22]
Janis, however, only became established as a 'prater-validator
after a number of years because in his first few years as a dealer
his exhibition schedule was dominated by European modern masters
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such as Fernand Lger, Piet Mondrian, Robert Delaunay, and Wassily
Kandinsky while those Americans he showed tended to be rather
idiosyncratic selections such as the naif artist Janet Sobel. It
was only in 1952, when Jackson Pollock joined his gallery, that
Janis began to be involved to any significant extent with post-war
American abstraction. In subsequent years other names also entered
the gallery roster - Willem de Kooning and Arshile Gorky in 1953,
Rothko in 1955, Philip Guston and Franz Kline in 1956, Robert
MDtherwell in 1957 and finally William Baziotes in 1959 - until by
the late nineteen fifties all the major names of the first
generation of Abstract Expressionists were part of Janis Gallery
stable, an involvement necessarily reflected in the exhibition
schedule. Although there was little side-by-side contrast within
the same displays between established Europeans and the new
Americans, it was possible for the public to draw the required
conclusions for themselves because of the relatively short time span
between an exhibition schedule dccninated by Europeans and one in
which Abstract Expressionism predominated. [231 As Castelli later
put it
"... .Sidney who had sold all these Legers, these beautiful
Cubist paintings .....was able to impress the feeling
that.... so this man who had handled all this superb
material was now handling Pollock and de Kooning so
Pollock and de Kooning must be good."[24]
Like Janis, Castelli at first showed a mixture of European and
American art, in the latter's case the same art which he collected
and in which he had previously dealt privately (Pollock, David
Smith, Jean Dubuffet, Mondrian, Kandinsky, Alberto Giacometti and
Leger). [25] However, once he became more interested in the rk of
new Airerican artists his exhibition schedule concentrated on his
American group, interspersed with exhibitions of the European
"classics" which Castelli felt were necessary to attract collectors
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to the gallery and to validate his gallery group.[26]

One can regard the above use of older, more established
European artists of the early twentieth century avant-garde to
endorse younger American artists as a conventional use of validation
by art dealers. However, Kootz used the strategy of comparison
in a novel two-pronged fashion, the first along the more
traditional lines, the second more unconventional. In the first
context, in the opening exhibition of his gallery in 1945 Lgers
paintings formed the main focus of the show, but alongside these
one work by each of the 4 American artists then in the gallery
group (Baziotes, Fritz Glarner, Holty, and Motherwell) were
displayed. [27] Similarly, the general exhibition schedule,
although predominantly Airerican, included the occasional exhibition
of a major European modernist painter (the most notable was the
1947 display of some of Picasso's war-time production, the first
show of such work in New York) [28] However, in the nineteen
fifties Kootz devised what must be seen as an original variation of
this more conventional stratagem. He realised that there was a great
reluctance on the part of America s wealthiest collectors to buy
modern American art at that time, as they considered it inferior to
European. Kootz realized that it was imperative, if post-war
American art was to make any significant impression upon the most
prestigious and moneyed end of the art buying public, that such
collectors were enticed into his gallery. To help him accomplish
his aim of stimulating interest in his American artists,

Kootz

took on a number of European post-war painters, such as Georges
Mathieu and Pierre Soulages (both taken on in 1954), [29] whose
work he thought in sympathy with his Americans. At the same time,
Kootz also situated the first-generation' Abstract Expressionists
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as an older generation becoming more established in critical and
camiercial terms, by staging a number of "New Talent" shcs in the
gallery during the early nineteen fifties.30

As promoters these dealers were not just content with providing
exhibition venues for their artists, but tried to further their
reputations in a number of other ways. One means was to produce
publications such as substantial calirenorative catalogues. This was
an important step at a time when there were still few books on
modern art published in New York. It must be renembered that the
normal practice in New York for the artist to pay exhibition
expenses (including publicity and catalogues) ireant that it was most
exceptional for substantial exhibition catalogues to be produced by
any New York dealer. Hciever, the prcxroter-validator galleries were
able to use the proceeds fran sales of established and thus more
highly-priced European work to underpin their gallery finances for
many years and subsidise the promotion of their American
rosters. [311 The most significant in this respect was Janis who
regularly spent a large part of his gallery's annual budget on the
production of large-format collectable catalogues, similar in
purpose to museum catalogues, rather than the brief checklist that
was more cawon among New York galleriesJ 32 Another ireans was
to stage thematic, didactic or canmerrorative exhibitions. One has
nentioned that an important constituent of the exhibition schedule
in Janis early years as a dealer was museum-quality exhibitions
dealing with early twentieth century avant-garde art which had up
until that point received little exposure in New York. Later on
attention was called both to the prestige of the gallery concerned
and to the critical situation of the artists handled by it by
exhibitions, such as the 1953 "5 Years of Janis" and the 1958 "10th
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Anniversary Exhibition: X Years of Janis", which included works sold
by Janis to private and institutional collections. Kootz used the
promotional strategy of the thematic or camerrorative exhibition
much more sparingly, but on occasion such shows and their
accompanying catalogues were an important part of his pranotional
strategy to
"try to convert this group that I had and other men into
the consciousness of all of Pmerica so that the movement
could be started". [331
One of these, the 1949 "Intrasubjectives" show, was seen by Kootz
as an attempt to define those who were "potentially the best men in
the Abstract Expressionist movement" [34] and was not restricted
to Kootz Gallery artists, although all of them were included.
However, one other significant attempt by Kootz to promote Arterican
post-war painting, the "Introduction to Modern American Art" show
held in Paris in 1947 at the Galerie Maeght did attempt to imply
that the Kootz Gallery artists were synonymous with the most
noteworthy developments in this area. [35]

As part of their function as promoters, and consistent with
their organisational orientation toward the consumer, all of the
dealers of this category were active in encouraging new markets for
their artists. For the most part this consisted of the shows such
as "Collectors Annuals" or gallery anniversary exhibitions which
were aimed at stimulating the market for the artists handled by
these dealers by advertising what well-known museums and private
collectors had already bought work from the gallery with the aim of
attracting and/or reassuring prospective but hesitant buyers.
Moreover, Kootz was particularly active in promoting the use of
modern art by architects, and was able to arrange a number of
commissions and collaborations between these and his gallery
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artists.

Materials related to these commissions were then

exhibited in the gallery as part of the whole promotional
processJ 6] Indeed, Kootz considered that this effort on his
part to expand the potential art public was a major contributory
factor to his gallery's eventual successJ17

One has noted that it was the profits which these dealers
accrued from sales of early twentieth century &1ropean art which
enabled them to promote their gallery rosters of contemporary
artists nore effectively. These greater resources also meant that
these dealers were in a better position to support those living
artists in whom they were interested, although this support might
vary from a more formalised and constant form of subsidy or
guaranteed income to loans against future sales. At one end of this
scale Castelli has stated that he regarded himself as a patron, that
he
"had a sense that I was not there just to sell paintings
but there was a mission to be accomplished to find the
best artists, to go on helping in supporting these great
trends" [38]
and so was willing to support his artists during times when
productivity was low or sales slack. At the other end of the
spectrum Janis apparently always handled his American artists on the
basis of consignment sales, although he has stated that gallery
artists were not required to pay exhibition expenses. Formal
contracts were apparently the exception. On occasion, as with de
Kooning in 1955, Janis apparently agreed to pay the artist a
nonthly stipend for a fixed period while exhibiting the artist. [39]
But his more usual practice appears to be that if an artist was
short of funds then they uld be given an advance against future
sales)'
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Kootzs dealings with his artists encompassed both direct
subsidy and sale-on-carnission. In his first years as a dealer
(1945 - 1948) Kootz attempted to support his artists by guaranteeing
a certain income in return for all or part of the artist 's future
production, rather than handling their work on canmission. The
reason he gave for this course of action, novel within the context
of dealers concerned with Zinerican artists, was that he
"... had initiated the gallery on the theory that the
artists whose work I was committed to should be given
economic freedom in order to further their creative
abilities." [41]
All his stable were placed under contracts under the terms of which
Kootz agreed to buy a minimum number of works from each artist each
year in exchange for an agreed annual stipend. For instance, it
would appear that Browne agreed to furnish 46 works - he was
considered to be a prolific artist - for which he received $3000 per
annum in the first two years rising to $3500 in the third year of
his contract j42]Baziotes was paid $200 per month in return for
a minimum of 12 - 13 works, [431

while Mtherwel1 was paid $2400

per annum for what he has called "dozens of works"J 44 All the
artists whom Kootz took on to the gallery roster had exhibited
previously in various New York galleries, particularly Peggy
Guggenheim 's "Art of this Century", and it was undoubtedly this
offer of economic support which attracted them to the Kootz Gallery
as it offered a measure of security that other galleries were unable
or unwilling to give. r'btherwell was the first to join the Kootz
Gallery in 1944, followed by Baziotes the following year. As
F'btherwell wrote to the latter painter in 1945:
"I told a man about you who might give you a contract if
you want it ... I spoke to Peggy [Guggenheim] about it, and
she talks as if she is going to give up her gallery after
this season,..." [451
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It was undoubtedly a similar desire for security which was
responsible for Hofmann leaving the Betty Parsons Gallery in 1947.
As Parsons canplained in a letter of that year to collector Wright
Ludington:
"I have had a bad shock to find that I could no longer hold
Hans Hofrrunn. Sam Kootz, the crocodile, has grabbed him as
I was not financially able to hold him. Kootz intends to
make it possible for Hofmann to give up teaching and as he
is an old man that possibility for him is very
important. "[44]
However, when Kootz re-opened his gallery in 1949 after a year as a
private dealer he abandoned his earlier attempts at dealer
patronage and instead handled his American artists on the more
normal sale-on-consignment terms. This was ostensibly because he
then believed that
" if we really begin to go the men could make nre rroney on
consignment .... I felt the consignment area works better
for both of us." [45]
but this reversion to the dealer-artist contractual norm may well

be

have been forced upon Kootz by the unbearable strains such
arrangements had apparently put on his gallery's finances and his
consequent inability to continue in the same fashion, swimming
against the tide of New York art market conventions.[46]

Although these dealers were praroters of the post-war American
avant-garde, in many respects such dealers occupied a position
within the New York art market analogous to that achieved over time
by those dealers associated with presenting the pre-war avant-garde,
and as such occupied the more critically prestigious reaches of the
gallery network in New York. One contributory factor to this was
the manner in which such dealers presented the post-war avant-garde
in a critical and art-historical context, particularly with
reference to established European modern artists. Another elenent
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was that the functional positioning of these dealers closer to the
consurrer grouping than to the producer-set (unlike the gatekeeper
dealer with his/her emphasis upon the individual artist) and the
greater emphasis placed upon creating or broadening the potential
art market heightened the public profile and commercial
effectiveness of these galleries. The pronoter-dealer gallery was,
as the Janis Gallery was described by critic B.H. Friedman, a
high-pcMered gallery where not only the work of young
Mericans - .... - but that of established Europeans was
shcn and sold." [49]
For these reasons such galleries were those to which any American
artists would aim to join if possible, as inclusion in a promotergallery's roster conferred considerable advantages in the struggle
to be noticed by the more influential strata of the art market.
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CHAPTER 6: PRCMYITERS FOR A TENDENCY - THE A. C. A. GALLERY (HERMAN
BARON), ROSE FRIED GALLERY, JULIEN LEVY GALLERY & M1LYItN GALLERY.
Even though American dealers of the period under consideration
can be differentiated by their respective orientations toward
conservatism or the adventurous, it is a fact that the majority of
New York dealers re undoubtedly concerned with the discovery and
promotion of the individual artistic talent, and that most had
gallery groups which included a relatively diverse stylistic range.
However, there was a small number of dealers who consciously
restricted themselves to the promDtion of a specific style or group
of artists, over and above any bias toward either established
reputations or the avant-garde. The great distinguishing
characteristic of this category of dealers is the element of
consciousness. These dealers did not becane identified passively via
the passage of time with a particular tendency, as was the case with
the 'dealers for a generation'. Instead, they deliberately set out
to sponsor and create a market for a particular stylistic tendency,
and continued to remain associated with their chosen styles whatever
the vicissitudes of the art market as a whole. One finds that a
combination of the official intent and the effective functioning of
these galleries, over the period under consideration, meant that
within the total New York market structure they were situated
betwixt the 'dealer for a generation' and the 'gatekeeper'.

The first to open of the galleries which one can consider as
being a 'dealer for a tendency' in the period under consideration is
that of Jul ien Levy, which opened on Madison Avenue in Nevember
1931. Levy, who came fran a well-to-do New York family, had
graduated from the Fine Art Department of Harvard in the midtwenties, and had later met Marcel Duchainp and (because of Levy's
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interest in avant-garde film) accompanied him to Paris. Later, Levy
worked for Carl Zigrosser at the Wehye Gallery. when in 1930
Levy decided to open a gallery of his own, he decided that he had to
"find a cause among my primary passions; art, cinema, and
photography". [2]
"The Julien Levy Gallery ... was to be the gallery that
represented the most enduring artists of the period: the
Surrealists .... My dream was that America, so coimonsensical .....would see more of that undoing ... in my
gallery if my efforts might persist over the next several
decades. Such avant-garde experiments had been
exhilarating in Europe in the early 1920s, ... Now they
might be given continuity closer to home, ..." [3]
The first exhibitions indicated his spheres of interest. The opening
show was a mixed retrospective of American photography [4] while the
fourth was an exhibition of Surrealist paintings, drawings and
photographsi ] The former was the first such exhibition since
Stieglitz had closed his "291" Gallery in 1917, the latter was the
first Surrealist exhibition held in a commercial gallery in the
United StatesJ 6:I Included among those European artists who
received their first New York exhibitions at LevY's gallery in the
nineteen thirties were Giorgio de chirico (to whom he gave his first
New York exhibition in 1937 with the collaboration of the collector
Dr Albert Barnes, who wrote the catalogue),

1 Salvador Dali (in

1933), Max Ernst (whom he had first met in New York in 1927 and gave
his first New York exhibition in 1932), and Yves Tanguy. In the
nineteen forties, until the gallery closed in 1948 (it was also
closed between 1941 and 1943 while Levy was on wartime service),
Victor Brauner, Paul Delvaux, Rico Lebrun and Kay Sage were
also shon.[8]

The second of this category, in chronological terms, is the
Midtown Gallery, which was founded on Madison Avenue in early
1932 "for the exhibition and sale of contenporary Irrerican art" []
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of "the highest standards of craftsmanship and irnagination".[lO]
The founder of this gallery, Alan D. Grushkin, who had undergone a
fine art training in the nineteen twenties at the Fogg Museum at
Harvard University, saw the gallery's most important function as
being the promotion of contnporary American art at a time when he
felt that there was a widespread public indifference to such art.
The gallery was initially identified primarily with the younger
American realist painters who had care to artistic maturity in the
nineteen thirties, many of whom were associated with the Federal Art
Projects (Works Progress Administration/Federal Art Project and
Treasury Works Art Project) - for instance, Isabel Bishop, Paul
Cadmus, Fletcher Martin and Doris Rosenthal. In the nineteen
forties and nineteen fifties it continued to concentrate upon
younger American realist artists, in addition to carrying many of
its original generation of proteges.

The third to open was the A.C.A. Gallery, founded in August
1932 on upper Madison Avenue (although it subsequently moved to
West Eighth Street in the vicinity of the Whitney Museum) by
Herman Baron who had for the previous decade, since his graduation
from New York University, edited and published a trade journal, the
Glass Digest. [111 Initially Baron, who considered AiTerican art
of the time to be unhealthily dominated by European modernism and
American regionalism, hoped at his gallery to give exposure to what
he saw as a viable and desirable alternative, "an Pimarican form
of social art, or propaganda art . •• [12] The guiding ethos
behind Baron's gallery was, as he stated it to the painter Philip
Evergood in the latter nineteen thirties, to
specialis[e] in the human values of painting. I want
to encourage that all through my develorxrent as a dealer
and as a little gallery." [131
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Baron consciously distanced his gallery fran others showing younger
krerican realist artists with his stress on political consciousness
and his emphasis on the A.C.A. 's role as a "people's gallery".
This led him to take up the more socially critical artists
associated with the W.P.A./F.A.P. programmes such as Philip
Evergood, William Gropper, Joe Jones and Anton Ref regier. He also
showed politically conscious art produced by members of the John
Reed Club (which he exhibited in late 1932); and was actively
involved with the Artists' Union, whose member artists he exhibited
annually.

41 Baron appears to have viewed his gallery as

something of an alternative to the mainstream canriercial network,
comparing it to a repertory theatre which encouraged and developed
new talent, and by the same token considering most commercial
galleries to be like "Broadway" theatres in their emphasis on
coercialisrnJ 15 However, for the purposes of this study one
believes that it was this gallery's orientation towards American
social realist art which situates it within the totality of the New
York art market as being a 'prorroter of a tendency'.

Marcel Duchanip also played a role in the early involvement with
art of the last of the 4 dealers in this category, Rose Fried.
She had originally trained as a painter at Columbus University, New
York, but in 1940 joined forces with a friend who had recently
founded the Pinacotheca Gallery on Lexington Avenue. Initially this
gallery did not have a specific aesthetic direction but in the early
nineteen forties, soon after meeting and coming under the influence
of Marcel Duchamp and Katherine Dreier of the Societe Anonyme, Fried
becarre an aficionado of early twentieth century abstract artJ6
Initially she exhibited primarily the work of the Russian
Constructivists, but she later expanded her interest to include
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Picabia, the American Synchromists, Neo-Plasticism (both the
European De Stijl group and American followers such as Fritz
Glarner) and also European Dada (she gave Schwitters his first New
York exhibition in 1947). She also played an important role in
promoting Italian Futurism in the United States, and was the
American agent in the nineteen fifties for the work of Gino Severini
and Giacomo Balla):l7' These artists, not then commercially
viable, she sponsored because she "loved the experimental". [18]

Of his two initial specialisations, Surrealism and photography,
Levy's efforts to promote the latter as a fine art was not a
success. Indeed he considered at the time that they were a total
failure, although in later years museums, particularly the Museum of
F&xlern Art in New York, were to take this branch of art up and
build their own collections. In the middle nineteen thirties
he abandoned his efforts in this direction and instead adopted
the so-called "Neo-Romantics" - Eugene Berman, Leonid, Massimo
Campigli and Pavel Tchelitchew - whose work he had first encountered
in Paris in 1930, as his 'second string. However, this was not a
change of direction because Levy considered the two styles to be
inter-related - he saw Surrealism as "re-montaging man", whereas the
Neo-Pomanticists were "re-establishing man and his artefacts"J19
Although Levy did change from promoting photography to NeoRomanticism, his gallery remained associated with Surrealism
throughout its existence.
"My Surrealist group soon became well-defined and wellknown. The Neo-Ranantics - .. . . never as sensational - did
not attain such success. I concentrated on both groups and
had frequently to explain my gallery was not devoted
entirely to Surrealism although my name in the popular mind
remained firmly identified with the rrovement." [20]
In his support of Surrealism and Neo-Romanticism Levy had important
links with the Parisian dealers Jeanne Bucher and Pierre Colle.
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The former was associated with Surrealism,[21] and it was she who
introduced Levy to Ernst in 1927 (for whom Levy acted as New York
dealer for most of the period 1932 to 1948, with the exception of a
couple of years when he showed at "Art of this Century"). Levy met
Colle when he was attempting to arrange a Dali exhibition, and
subsequent to this Levy says that they developed an unofficial
partnership. [22]

Both the A.C.A. and the Midtown Galleries maintained their
identification with the American realism characteristic of the
nineteen thirties for all the period in question, long after the
painting which they were enthusiastic about had first become popular
and then been overtaken critically (in the latter nineteen forties
and nineteen fifties) by a new generation of abstractionists. In
the nineteen fifties, however, the A.C.A. opened its doors to
European "pro-objective" art, and exhibited a number of European
social-realist paintersJ 23 Fried remained loyal to her stress on
early twentieth century abstraction until the middle nineteen
fifties when she decided to diversify. In a letter to Vantongerloo
she stated that she had
"found it necessary to expand my program in other
directions and cannot give so much time to my
specialization of the past ten years. I say that with
regret, for I really liked what I was showing - even if
very few others did!" [24]

Initially all these dealers were concerned with giving probably
their first New York exposure to the styles and artists which they
espoused, much as one might expect the characteristic gatekeeper to
function. Baron has gone so far as to claim that, in his
eagerness to "give deserving artists an opportunity to show their
work", [25] he "erred on the side of gentleness" and rejected "very
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few artists who deserved a hearing".[26] In accordance with this
aim the A.C.A. Gallery, from 1935 onwards, held annual competitive
exhibitions, in which the winner was awarded the prize of a solo
show in the gallery. A number of these artists then continued to be
associated with the gallery. By 1945 it was estimated that the
A.C.A. had given 300 artists initial or early exposure - among them
David Burliuk, Philip Evergood, William Gropper, Robert Gwathmey,
Joe Jones and Anton Refregier - while 100 had been presented in
their first solo shows): 27 Although the majority of painters
exhibited by Levy were European, he did introduce a number of
Americans whose work dovetailed with his European Surrealists and
Neo-Romantics - among them Joseph Cornell, Walter Murch, Theodor
Roszak, David Hare and Arshile Gorky (whom he described as "the last
of my Surrealist discoveriesfl).[281 Levy's enthusiasm for
displaying new talent diminished in the nineteen forties, however,
to the extent that he apparently discouraged aspirant artists who
came seeking an exhibition):29]

Although their exhibition prograrr11es were the main element of
their promotion efforts a number of these dealers did undertake
additional promotional activities, such as lecturing and publishing.
With respect to the latter, however, only Levy and Baron were of any
significance. In 1936 Levy published the first American book on
Surrealism. In the same year, to coincide with his exhibition of
the artist, he arranged for Dali to arrange the window displays of
Bonwit-Teller's, the New York department store. Also with Dali, he
organised the Surrealist Pavilion at the 1938 rld's Fair in New
York, though this venture did not turn out as either the artist
conceived it or the dealer might have hoped): 301 Before opening the
A.C.A. Baron had written a monograph on Hyain Solomon. In 1940 he
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edited a monograph on William Gropper, and in 1946 one entitled
"Twenty Years of Philip Evergood". Furthermore, he produced Art
Front as the in-house periodical before handing it over to Artists
Equity, and later brought out an occasional in-house magazine,
entitled the A.C.A. Magazine, which contained articles by
independent but partisan critics such as Elizabeth McCausland.[31]

The other major promotional effort by Levy outside of his New
York gallery was his organisation in 1941 of a a travelling
'caravan' gallery (designed as an exact replica of his distinctive
curved-walled pranises in New York) which he took to the West Coast
in the hope that he might be able to interest people there in the
art he sponsored, although apparently without much successJ 32 ' As
part of his overall promotional efforts on behalf of realistcontemporary American art, Grushkin, of the Midtown Gallery,
initiated a prograrrue of travelling exhibitions, gave a number of
radio broadcasts in which he discussed contemporary American
artists, and wrote a number of books on gallery artists. In an
effort to stimulate an increased market for the art in which he was
interested the gallery was among the earliest to encourage payrrent
for purchases on an instalrrent plan. In addition, he acted as an
advisor to a number of private or semi-public collectors and
collections, such as the James Michener Collection, which
specialised in contemporary American art, and actively sought
commissions for his artists from industryJ 33 To pay for
these extensive publicity activities, the Midtcn deducted a
special 10 per cent conrnission to go toward a "general advertising
fund". [34]

The financial arrangements between these dealers and their
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artists show some variation from the sale-on-consignment norm,
possibly because of the particular carimitinent exhibited by these
dealers in their efforts to prcxnote coirmercially unpopular art over
an extended period. As the A.C.A. Gallery was ostensibly started
"with the idea of helping artists" [351 a series of benefit
exhibitions was held there in the Depression years of the nineteen
thirties, and Baron attempted sate variations on the 33 per cent
commission norm. When in the gallery's early years he did not
charge exhibition expenses he took a 35 per cent ccmnission on
saiesJ 36 However, in these years he did not accept carrnissions
on what he considered to be "distress sales". He was willing to
subsidise sane of his artists, Evergood was one, during a period
of poor sales or even to guarantee some kind of income (though this
was very small)J 37:IAs a rule Levy did not have formal
contracts, although he had arrangements in the European manner with
a number of his artists. With Berman in the early nineteen
thirties Levy offered to buy most of the artist 's production and
gave him a guarantee of a minimum sum in return for a first choice
option, the price of works calculated according to the point system
and 8 sales per annum guaranteed. [38] In 1944 Levy was able to
offer Gorky a contract whereby the artist received $2,000 per annum,
in return for which Levy was to receive 12 paintings and 30 drawings
annually. If Gorky sold more than this number of works then sales
were to be effected on the standard 33 per cent car1TIissionJ39
.'breover, over the years Levy supported his artists by directly
purchasing their work. In the course of this he built up a
collection, though it was unbalanced by the need to buy more work
from some artists than others - this collection particularly
featured Ernst, whom Levy "supported year after year", Berman,
Leonid and Gorky. This was in addition to the collection built up
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as the result of his practice of asking those artists he exhibited
to give him one painting from each show to defray exhibition and
publicity expenses, as he did not deduct these from sales, a
practice nvst artists were apparently happy to comply w±thJ40'
The Midtown sold on a corrinission basis as a rule, although it did
charge a higher ccxruiiission than the 33 per cent norm (30 per cent
plus 10 per cent for the "advertising fund"), and also charged a $5
per calendar month rental for inclusion in group exhibitionsj411

The ability of the dealers concerned to sponsor the art they
chose to be identified with, despite its ofttirres camrercial nonviability, was generally only possible because the dealers
concerned either had incomes other than those from gallery sales
which could be used to subsidise their promotion of their main
concern, or were able to subsidise their businesses with 'back-roan'
sales of more established work. Levy founded his gallery with the
help of an inheritance which enabled him to buy paintings on a trip
to Paris in the surrurer of 1931, and sales of these subsidised his
gallery for the first seasons. Levy claims not to have received any
financial assistance from his wealthy father in the gallery's early
years, but he was granted the rent-free usage of premises in a
building owned by his father.

2 Furthermore, in the middle

nineteen thirties he received financial support from the collector
Jarres Thrall Soby (who had a collection strong in Surrealist and
Neo-Ranantic art) who acquired a 49 per cent interest in the gallery
(although he appears to have remained in the background)J431
This support enabled Levy to move to larger premises in 1937. After
Levy re-opened his gallery in 1943 his father overcame his
reservations about his son's profession and invested in the gallery.
In the early years Baron ran a picture framing business in tandem
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with his gallery, and also used the profits from his trade journal
to assist with gallery expenses. In the middle nineteen
thirties, in an attempt to find a irore secure financial base for
the gallery, he constituted the gallery as a co-operative funded by
the 15 gallery members (with himself as director). Hcwever, this
experirrent was short-lived because of dissension arising from what
some artist-members felt to be Baron's over-enthusiastic
involvement with the Artists' Union, and the perceived bias of the
gallery toward leftist poiiticsJ 4 The gallery's irove from
Eighth Street to Fifty-Seventh Street in 1943 was reputedly
financed, not by buoyant sales returns, but by profits which Baron
had been able to make on the Stock Market as the result of 'tips'
provided by the collector Joseph Hirshhorn, who had recently become
interested in some of the painters dealt with by BaronJ 46 ' Fried
acted as an agent both for an number of American collectors, such as
Harry and Lydia Winston, who were interested in the same area as
herself and for a number of early twentieth century European
avant-garde artists who did not have any New York gallery contracts,
for instance Sofia Delauriay and Gino Severini. On these sales she
charged a commission of between 10 and 15 per cent. 4

One

cannot regard these sales as being contracts in the conventional
sense, for the work concerned in all cases such as these was not
contemporary production but was handled as one might expect if a
dealer was making a sale for a collector. Fried also undertook a
number of conmissions from European collectors, for example Leonid
Massine, when they wished to try and sell collections

of early

twentieth century European avant-garde painting. [48]

One has noted above that a number of these dealers had a
measure of outside financing which allowed them to maintain their
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chosen specialisations in the face of critical or commercial
indifference or antipathy. However, it has to be admitted that the
pronvtional potential of these galleries was necessarily limited by
this financial position and the relative lack of resources
synonymous with this state of affairs; and this reduced the
importance of these galleries within the whole structure of the art
market. Even when such dealers did have a supplementary source of
income, their situation appears to have meant that although, like
Fried and Levy, they gained often considerable critical prestige by
their early sponsorship of an avant-garde style which later became
successful in New York, it would appear that these dealers did not
really profit from their perspicacity. For instance, although Fried
was the first dealer to show the Italian Futurists from 1950 onwards
(immediately after the first Italian Art show at the Museum of
Modern Art), it was perhaps the dealer Sidney Janis, with his better
contacts and resources, who appears to have profited most from the
increasing critical status and prices of this art; and although
Levy is now remembered as one of the most significant dealers of the
late nineteen thirties because of his sponsorship of Surrealism and
Gorky, it was almost in despair that he gave up his attempts to
promote these in a gallery context in 1948J

This observation applies most to those two dealers mentioned
who were primarily associated with an European avant-garde. However,
with respect to those who were identified with the contemporary
Pmerican production of the Depression era one has to admit that by
their continuing association with styles deemed to have been
superseded by subsequent developments in American art these
galleries tended to marginalise theriselves within the New York art
market. The sign of dealer strength and success within the modern
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art market is the ability to spot potentially saleable artists
before anyone else: dogged persistence with artists whose critical
time has come and gone tends to be regarded as a sign of
incanpetent judgement. Indeed, there is no doubt that the A.C.A.
Gallery suffered an eclipse in its status fran the latter forties
onwards as abstraction became the artistic paradigm in New York and
much of the realism of the Depression era was relegated to critical
obsolescence or art history (although there retrained a steady pool
of demand for the works of those painters who had established their
names in the late nineteen thirties and early nineteen forties, and
these galleries were able to use this to keep going). Dealers are
perhaps only tolerated in aring their personal preferences, such
as Baron s reiterated antipathy for abstraction, on their sleeves if
they come to harrronize with the choices made by the nost influential
independent tastnakers. [50] Their refusal, or inability, to
nove with the times' reduced the market standing and promotional
efficacy which these 'dealers for a tendency' had once possessed.
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CHAPTER 7: FIRST GENERATION GATEKEEPERS AND NOTABLE FIRST EXPOSURE
GALLERIES OF THE l94OS - ART OF THIS CENTURY (PEGGY
GUGGENHEIM), CHARLES EGAN GALLERY, GALLERY 67 (HCARD PUTZEL), BET1
PARSONS GALLERY, BERTHA SCHAEFER GALLERY, (MARIAN) WILLARD GALLERY.
In functional terms galleries of the 'gatekeeper' type are
characterised by their •involvement in the discovery and initial
exposure of as-yet unrecognised artists. In their activity this
type of dealer characteristically places his/her emphasis upon the
'cultural rewards that might accrue fran the initial exposure of
artists who after some time gained critical acclaim and coirnercial
success, rather than stressing the rrore irrinediate corruercial returns
assured a dealer who is more cautious and gave greater emphasis to
handling artists who have already acquired sane critical reputation
and 'cote'. Ideally speaking the 'gatekeeper' dealer conceives
his/her role, as Betty Parsons phrased it, to
"encourage the creative world to the best of my ability
regardless of acknowledgement or financial reward." [1]
This bias toward the artist characteristic of the gatekeeper
means that the roster of such galleries was characterised by a
great stylistic variety: a diversity effectively dictated by the
nature of the dealer's contacts with the producer-set, reinforced by
the economic structure of such establishments and their
consequential stress upon exhibition rather than promotion. This
meant that within the context of the art market as a whole dealers
of this category can be regarded as situated at one pole of the
market - as the type nearest in orientation to the artist-producer
group (with the possible exception of the artist-controlled cooperative gallery) - with the promoter and validator at the opposite
extreme.

These dealers have been discussed under this heading as they
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are most intimately associated with the n art of the nineteen
forties, either because they started dealing in this decade or
because the entire span of existence of their galleries falls within
these years. Marian Willard opened her own gallery on East FiftySeventh Street in 1940, with the help of a $7,000 trust fund from
her parentsJ 2 Peggy Guggenheim started the "Art of this
Century" Gallery in late 1942. Howard Putzel ran his "Gallery 67"
for the 1944 - 1945 season, in the short period between his
departure from Guggenheim's gallery and his early death in the
latter year. Betty Parsons raised $5,000 to open her first truly
independent venture in 1946 [1 , the same year that Charles Egan
also started.

A number of these dealers - Marian Willard, Betty Parsons,
Howard Putzel and Peggy Guggenheim - came from moneyed backgrounds
(the last was a scion of the very wealthy Guggenheim family whose
wealth was primarily associated with mining)J 4 Of these,
Willard, Guggenheim and Parsons experienced similar educational and
social experiences, such as exclusive private schools for 'ladies'
and an involvement in the social life of the New York wealthy,
which may have disposed them towards the arts, if not necessarily
modern fine art. However, the manner in which these 3 became
involved with modern art differs. Although Marian Willard appears
to have been interested in modern art and col lecting in a minor
fashion even in the middle nineteen twenties, her first real
involvement in the New York art xjrld was in the nineteen thirties
as a collector. She became a dealer in the middle of the latter
decade when she ran the East River Gallery on East 57th Street from
1936 - 1938J In this gallery, wherein she placed a stress upon
the rental of art works in the hope of interesting people from her
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own social background not only in the possibility of having original
art works in their homes but also new art forms, she showed a
mixture of new European and Mierican artists chosen from those she
considered as having "creativeness and imagination". [61 Following
this, she worked with the dealer J. B. Neumann from 1939 - 1940
(Willard, as a collector of modern German art, had had regular
contacts with Neumann earlier in the decade). It was in this
period, during which she gave solo shows to David Smith and
Mark Rothko, that she really began to function as a significant
'gatekeeper -. [7] Peggy Guggenheim had from the nineteen twenties
onwards been involved in the avant-garde literary circles of first
Paris and later London; but she only became actively involved with
the visual arts in 1938 when she opened her Guggenheim Jeune Gallery
in London. At this she showed a selection of European and English
modern artists such as Wassily Kandinsky, Yves nguy and John
Thnnard. [8] However, after sustaining what she later maintained
were unacceptable financial losses over a period of approximately 18
months, she closed this gallery in 1939. She decided instead to
found a modern art museum, stating her reason as "if I was losing
that money I might as well lose a lot more and do something
worthwhile." [91

The intended nucleus of her museum was the

collection which she had built up while running her gallery as the
result of her practice of buying a work from each exhibition "so as
not to disappoint the artists if I were unsuccessful in selling
anything u .

0 J The onset of the Second World War, in Septeiiber

1939, trapped Guggenheim in Paris (where she had gone to acquire
works for the projected institution), and forced the cancellation
of this project. However, she continued to collect until the
sunnier of 1940 when she was forced to flee, first to the unoccupied
South of France, and then to the United States (where she arrived in
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1941).[11] Parsons, who had earlier trained and practised as a
painter in the United States and Paris, became involved in art
dealing in 1938, working first at the Midtown Gallery and then for
Mrs Cornelius J. Sullivan (one of the 3 women instrumental in
founding the Museum of Modern Art) at her Arden Gallery (this sold
both nineteenth and twantieth century art, particularly French and
Irish). After Mrs Sullivan died in 1939, Parsons was given the
opportunity to run a gallery on her own for she was asked, in 1940,
by the owners of the Wakefield Bookshop to start a contemporary
gallery as part of their bookshop on East Fifty Fifth Street. Here
she began to show new talent. Due to her burgeoning reputation as a
dealer, in 1944 she was asked by Murtiirr Brandt, until then a
dealer specialising in Old Masters, to start a contemporary art
section in his gallery at 15 East Fifty Seventh Street. In 1946
Brandt decided to withdraw from the contemporary field and offered
Parsons the space on East Fifty Seventh Street, whereupon she
decided to set up her own galleryJ2'

Although little is known about Howard Putzel 's background, it
would appear that he had no apparent interest in or aptitude for his
family s lace importing business in his earlier years, and instead
became involved in art dealing in California in the middle nineteen
thirties. Here he played an important part in introducing the
newest developments in European art, and more particularly
Surrealism, to this region. Between 1934 and 1936, at first the
Paul Elder and later the Stanley Rose galleries, he gave the first
shows in the region of Joan Mir, Salvador Dali, Max Ernst and
Tanguy. In his own gallery in Los Angeles, in 1936 - 1937, he
continued to show Surrealist inspired art, including Ernst, Paul
Klee and Mir.

3After his gallery closed in 1938, he travelled
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to Paris (where he met Guggenheim), and returned to New York in
1940. Thereafter he played an active part in the art scene in the
last city, helping to arrange a series of lectures and exhibitions
on modern art, before becoming Peggy GUggenheim's gallery assistant
in In contrast, Bertha Schaefer trained as an interior
decorator and opened her own business in this context in 1929. In
the nineteen thirties, owing to her opinion that there was a gulf
between interior design and the fine arts, she began to hang
contemporary paintings in her business premises on East Fifty
Seventh Street, in the hope that she could interest her interior
decoration clients in thomJ15

Because the great majority of artists shown by this category of
dealer would not have had any previous gallery exposure, and due to
the fact that there was a relative paucity of large mixed group
exhibitions in New York in the nineteen thirties and nineteen
forties wherein young unknowns without gallery affiliations could
get their works hung and possibly noticed by a dealer, the
gatekeeper dealer of the nineteen forties had two main avenues open
to him/her whereby he/she could discover new talents. One rreans
was the dealer's social contacts, particularly with artists but
possibly with critics or other interested art professionals, who
might introduce him/her to the work of artists with whom the dealer
was unfamiliar. The importance of the dealer's contacts with the
milieu of the producers was stressed by Willard, who claims to have
relied heavily on artists she knew to make suggestions as to
possible inclusants in her gallery scheduleJ 6 ' The second means
whereby the early gatekeeper might cane into contact with the work
of new artists was if the artist brought it into the gallery him or
herself. For some this became an important means of initial
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selection: Parsons states that on the whole this was how she
generally discovered new artists (if she was favourably impressed by
what she saw she would subsequently visit the artist's studio).
[17] For others it was subordinate to the afore-mentioned method of
personal kncledge and recamendation - Willard says that she
rarely took on an artist who came into her gallery to show her
his/her work). 18 If the gatekeeping function of the dealer
concerned an older yet perhaps neglected artist then he/she might
depend upon artistic reconriendation in the same way, or might be
able to utilise a certain element of personal research. For
instance, Schaefer in particular displayed a number of older
American artists who had not had New York exhibitions for many
yearsJ9'

In addition to the afore-mentioned, more casual, means of
discovering the work of untried artists Guggenheim introduced a
rrore formal way to discover new artists - her "Spring Salon(s) for
Young Artists". In these, artists with a top age limit of 35 - 40
years were invited to submit work which was then selected for
inclusion in the exhibition by a jury consisting of artists,
critics and the gallery staffJ 20 ' The first of these was held in
1943, and there were several similar shcws over the next 4 years.
Arrng those shcMn in the first Spring Salon were William Baziotes,
Jirriny Ernst, Robert Motherwell, Jackson Pollock, Morris Graves,
Matta, and Irene Rice Pereira. Most had not previously had any
gallery exposure in New York. A few artists featured in all the
Salons, leading to criticism fran some quarters that they were not
fulfilling their function of seeking for new talent. But an
examination of the exhibition lists shcs that they did in fact
include a wide range of new names apart from the afore-
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Trentioned.[21]

On occasion, the emphasis which these dealers placed upon the
producer had an important influence upon their selections; and the
strength of their contacts with the world of the New York artists
led to some dealer's artistic directions being strongly influenced
by their artist-advisors. For instance, Parsons particularly
credits the painter Barnett Newman (who may have introduced her to
Jackson Pollock) with helping her with her gallery and its direction
in its early years in the nineteen forties. [22] However, perhaps
the nost striking example of how the milieu in which a dealer noved
could influence his/her whole direction was the case of Guggenheim.
The stress on the exhibition schedule in "Art of this Century" could
easily have been predominantly European, and more particularly
Surrealist, if Guggenheim had not becane personally estranged from
the Surrealist group in New York following her split with Max Ernst
in 1942 - 1943J 23] It was only subsequent to this developifent that
she became increasingly involved with younger Americans artists.
This was also in part the consequence of the increasing influence
over the gallery's exhibition schedule exercised by Guggenheim's new
gallery assistant, Putzel, who had a great enthusiasm for the new
American artists. This enthusiasm of Putzel 's dated back as far as
1940, when in a letter to the New York dealer Edith Halpert (of the
Downtown Gallery) he had stated:
"Although I looked for new talent in Europe for about two
years, at the expiration of half that time it seemed clear
that for the past decade nothing really new was painted in
Europe .....This continent will very likely be the new
home of art." [241
It was Putzel who, having become friendly with many of the new
generation of American artists after his return from Paris in 1940,
introduced Guggenheim to Pol lock and Rothko and then persuaded her
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to show their work. However, Guggenheim may well have met Motherwell
and David Hare through their involvement with the Surrealist milieu
in New York in the early nineteen forties, and the former may well
have introduced her to Baziotes. [25]

The stress on social contacts and on the unknown talent
characteristic of this category of dealer had the added effect that
the artists shown by these galleries were predaninantly American.
Moreover, this also meant that most concentrated upon artists
resident in New York. The only exception to this pattern was
Willard. In the case of some of these dealers this situation was
almost purely the result of circumstance (here one thinks of
Guggenheim in particular), but in others this concentration was a
more deliberately conscious decision. We have noted Putzel's
enthusiasm for America as "very likely the new home of art" [261
and a similar determination to show only American art was shown by
Charles Egan, who in the later nineteen forties and early nineteen
fifties handled post-war American abstractionists such as Philip
Guston, Franz Kline, Willem de Kooning and Jack TworkovJ27'
Parsons' exhibition schedule too was always dominated by Americans.
However, Schaefer, although initially intending to concentrate upon
native contemporary artists, in the late nineteen fifties took the
decision that "art really was not national" [281 and began to show
new art from other countries, particularly Britain. Conversely,
although the majority of artists shown by Willard were Jrrerican, she
did show some European artists early in her career, in conjunction
with the Buchholz Gallery. [29]

As this category of gallery was characteristically "run on a
shoe-string" [301 there was a stress on exhibitions, for the dealer
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did not have the resources to actively promote the artist via
catalogues or extensive advertising. Indeed, none of these
galleries produced any publications, and catalogues were restricted
to little more than checklists with cover illustrations. The great
majority of shows held at these galleries were solo shows, with the
occasional group exhibition featuring gallery artists, often with
the gallery having what was considered to be a rather hectic
schedule. For instance, in the nineteen forties Parsons held an
exhibition every 3 weeks, sometimes of more than one artist at a
time, one in each roan of her premisesJ 311 Only rarely would a
dealer of this type stage a thematic or didactic exhibition,
especially those which attempted to create new markets for art or
address critical problems. No notable exceptions were: Schaefer's
attempts to display modern art in relation to architecture and
promote the inclusion of modern art works in new buildings in a
series of exhibitions entitled "The Modern House Cares Alive"2
(an attempt which must surely reflect her background in interior
design), and Putzel 's 1945 exhibition "A Problem for Critics",
in which he tried to stimulate an attempt to define and nominate the
new currents in American abstract artJ33'

The artist-orientation of this type of gallery meant that, on
the whole, artists exhibited by these galleries were chosen as
individuals with little apparent thought on the dealer's part on the
construction of a gallery identity recognisable to the petential art
public - other than that which might be inadvertently or
necessarily imposed because of sane personal bias on the dealer 's
part. Parsons gave the classic description of the ideal-typical
approach of the gatekeeper-dealer when she insisted that
"Each of my painters is an individual.... I would never
dream of imposing my will to create a group for the sake of
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recognition or applause ... I believe in diversity rather
than uniformity." [34]
The artists that Parsons exhibited over the years included a wide
variety of stylistic approaches ranging frc*ii a number of the socalled Abstract Expressionists (Pollock, Hans Hofmann and Newman) to
rrcre realist painters such as Walter Murch and William CongdonJ351
A number of these had had solo shows in New York before joining her
gallery, [36] but all were of untried reputation, although some
were perhaps considered to be more controversial than others. It
was her general practice not to show anyone irore frequently than
once in two years, as Parsons liked to keep the art shown on what
she herself termed the "aesthetic plane". 371 The main exception
to this practice was Pollock, shown annually from 1947 to 1951.
Like Parsons, the variety of artists shown by Guggenheim was
considerable. Often the artists selected for a solo show had
previously been included in the annual salons' - Baziotes, Hare,
'btherwell, I. Rice Pereira and Charles Seliger - sometimes, as in
the case of the sculptor Isabella Waldberg, the artist appears to
have been given a solo show before being included in a group one.
[38] Willard, whose interest in Jungian psycho-analytic theory was
apparently influential upon her preferences, has stressed that in
her selection of artists she sought what she considered to be an
"intimate vision" on the artists part or a "subjective content".
But these criteria were vague enough for her to show artists like
brris Graves, Loren Maclver, Richard Pousette-Dart, David Smith
and Mark ThbeyJ39]

One has to stress the importance of attitude in situating
dealers within this particular category for one finds that, although
the ideal focus of this category of dealer was the first exposure of
as-yet unrecognised artists, in practice a number of artists
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maintained relationships with the galleries under discussion over
extended periods, even after they had achieved some critical and
ccmiercial success. This situation can be traced to the sale-on-consignment norm governing the artist-dealer relationship in New
York, which meant that a dealer's financial investment in any artist
did not have to be large; but the result of this was that many of
even the 'gatekeeper' galleries gradually built up a nucleus of
established artists despite their continuing commitment to the
exposure of new talent. As it was the exception rather than the
rule for a New York gallery to be willing to offer an artist any
measure of guaranteed financial security (particularly in the
nineteen forties) one finds that artists tended to stay with the
galleries which first showed them, even if they were closer to the
'gatekeeper' type than any other, as long as personal relations
between dealer and artist remained cordial. For instance, David
Smith stayed with the the Willard Gallery for 19 years and park
lkbey remained with the same gallery for over 20. [401

An exception to this general rule was created by the Parsons'
Gallery, which was unique within the context of the New York art
market in its closeness to the ideal-type' of 'gatekeeper' gallery.
Her gallery group was always both exceptionally large and fluid,
with up to 18 artists at any one time. Those artists who stayed
with her for many years form a small, and those who stayed after
they had received critical recognition an even smaller, proportion
of those associated with the gallery. The great majority of artists
she exhibited stayed with the gallery for no more than a few
yearsJ 11 This appears to be the result of Parson's attitudes
toward art dealing, attitudes which uld seem to be conditioned by
her own personal status as a practising artist. She refused to
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limit the size of her gallery group in order to concentrate on any
particular artists, or to lessen her emphasis upon the gallery as
purely an exhibition venue. The most remarkable demonstration of
this attitude carte in 1951, when she rejected a proposal fran the
Abstract Expressionist artists then associated with her gallery
(Pollock, Newman, Rothko and Clyf ford Still) that she concentrate
her energies on them, giving her reason as
• . I didn 't want to do a thing like that. I told them,
that with my nature, I like a bigger garden." [42]
Following this 3 of the 4 artists concerned drifted away f ran her
gallery - as had Hofmann in 1947 - lured by the prospect of the
greater resources, and the security which this might engender,
offered by a 'praiter' dealer such as Sidney jan1sJ 431 The only
other real echo of this situation is that which had occurred at "Art
of this Century" in 1944 and 1945, when it had become obvious that
Guggenheim intended to return to Europe after the end of the war,
and first 4therwe11 arid then Baziotes had joined the Samuel Kootz
Gallery which was prepared to offer them financial security in much
the sane manner as that given Pollock by Guggenheim. [441

The financial arrangements between the dealers in this category
and their artists show a great variety, albeit basically within the
norm of sale-on-consignment. Schaefer apparently never held any of
her artists with written contracts, for she believed that a dealer
could not " work with an artist if he's not satisfied with the way
you're doing things", [451 and as far as one is able to judge
handled all her artists on a straight carinission basis. Willard
was wont to deal with her artists on the standard 33 per cent
caninission basis, though one finds some variation as to whether an
artist might be expected to pay exhibition expenses or fl0tJ46]
t'breover, she was willing to make cash advances in times of need to
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enable the artist to continue working, with these set off against
future sales. However, with reference to the fact that dealers of
this category chose on occasion deliberately to take a rather noncarnercial stance, instead of viewing these advances as falling
within the context of her practice as a dealer Willard apparently
regarded these loans as made on a personal level by one individual
to another. It seems unlikely that Putzel, owing to the
precariousness of his financial position during the time he ran his
own gallery, was able to support the artists he represented so
briefly. 481 At Parsons', the artist, if offered an exhibition,
would be asked to sign a contract of one or two year's duration, to
ensure that the he/she would be solely represented by the gallery
for at least 6 months, if not a year, after his/her show, to enable
the gallery to reap the full benefit in terms of sales from any
exhibition. Commission on works sold in the gallery was
standardised at 33 1/3 per cent, with the gallery receiving 15 per
cent on any studio sales. These contracts were only renewed if
Parsons decided to give an artist a second, or subsequent, show.
The artist was generally responsible for all, or most, exhibition
expenses - the only two major exceptions to this practice were
Pollock and Rothko, the former who does not appear to have paid any
expenses at all while the latter paid only for shipping and
photographs.'

Parsons did not apparently assist her artists

with cash advances against future saies, presumably because of
the relatively uncertain financial position of the gallery in its
first decade (this was certainly the reason Parsons gave for
refusing to take over or continue the contract arrangements which
Guggenheim had had with Pol lock between 1943 and 1947). A letter of
November 1947, from Parsons to Pollock, suggests that she might not
initially have intended to use contracts at all, for she asks him in
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this letter to sign one "due to certain circumstances that happened
in the gallery last year" (which would seem to be a reference to
Hofmann's departure, in 1946, for the Kootz Ga1lery)J1]

At "Art of this Century" Guggenheim handled most artists on a
consignment basis. However, she pot one artist, Pollock, under
contract (he was also the only one given more than one solo show)
and supported him financially, so betraying her backgrounds as both
collector and 'European'. She first offered him a contract in
1943, apparently on the urging of Putzel and James Johnson Sweeney,
under the terms of which Pollock was paid $150 per month, with a
settlement of finances at the end of the year if sales amounted to
more than $2700. If they did not, then Pollock had to repay
Guggenheim with paintings worth the amount outstanding. [521 In
1945, Guggenheim was persuaded by the collector M.N. Davis to
raise the value of the stipend to $300 per month, in return
for which she received Pollock's entire annual production minus one
painting.

3 From the time that the first contract was

arranged in 1943, Pollock became the central focus for Guggenheim's
efforts as a dealer in New York, [541 and she tended to neglect the
other American artists she showed. Putzel apparently tried also to
persuade Guggenheim to give a contract to Baziotes, whose work she
admired and which had sold well after his first solo show, but she
decided that she could only afford to have one artist under
contract.

The orientation towards the artist-producer grouping rather
than toward the consumer-collector meant that there were strong
bonds between the artists concerned and their dealers, for the
latter were seen as comrades and not adversariesJ 561 Instead of
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being merely places where an artist brought his/her work to be
merchandised, these galleries became places, like Egan's gallery,
"where, on winter afternoons, painters were likely to
congregate for talk" [571
or, as the artist Charles Seliger later described Putzel 's gallery
"Saturdays at his gallery were like special neeting places.
It seemed that all the artists at the time would come in
for a cup of coffee or to sit around and talk with him.
You never had a feeling ... that there wasn't time to do
that." [58]
This sense of community was helped by the fact that at the time
described above there was little demand for the kind of work in
which the galleries mentioned dealt. However, this was helped by
the mode of operation of these galleries: most of them were small
and basically one-person operations, the dealers appear to have
moved easily in artistic circles, they laid stress upon informality
of operation. The result was that these dealers were often
considered by the artists themselves to be
". .different fran all other dealers of the time who were
trying to make a living." [59]

Although one has emphasised the position which dealers of this
type had within the New York art world as close to the producer as
a contributory factor towards the 'cultural - bias of these
galleries, there are another couple of interesting factors which
come to light when one examines the backgrounds of the individual
dealers in this category. Firstly, it is probably significant how
many of this type of dealer were women, and, more particularly,
xnen of independent means. In their seeming emphasis upon cultural
rather than pecuniary goals, one can discern a continuation of what
had until then been regarded as the traditional situation with
regard to culture in United States life: a situation in which the
man looks after the carinercial world and the woman the cultural. A
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consequence of their rroneyed backgrounds, but also tied to their sex
in an era when women would not be expected to make profitable
successes out of their enterprise, was that the female dealers in
this situation did not necessarily need to depend upon their gallery
prof its for their living expenses. This allowed them to be irore
adventurous in their choice of artists to exhibit and more willing
to persevere with artists who continued to be commercially
unsuccessful. The second factor brings one to the concern with
public philanthropy which occupied the wealthiest strata of United
States society, and the cachet which this lite saw as derived fran
certain non-corirrercial' activities.

The most striking example of cultural bias is provided by "Art
of this Century" which, although best remembered as an exhibition
venue, was in fact conceived of as a vehicle to display the
collection which Guggenheim had built up in Europe (and those works
which she had added since), in fulfilment of the idea she had had in
London before the war of founding a modern art museum. It was in
this context that she conmissioned architect/designer Frederick
Kiesler to design a "theatrical" and "ultra-revolutionary" decor for
her premises on West Fifty Seventh Street; [60] and it was with an
exhibition of this collection that "Art of this Century" opened,
charging a 25? admission fee. 611 Alongside this display of her
own collection - the 'museum - she did intend, however, that there
would also be temporary exhibitions whereby she hoped "to sell
paintings by Max (Ernst) and by young unknown artists"J 62 ' The
endowing of private collections as museums in their own right or
permanent installations within other institutions was not a new one,
but with regard to Guggenheim in particular one must note that she
had her idea of a modern art museum not long after her uncle Solonion
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R. Guggenheim had set preparations in train for his 'Museum of NonCbjective Painting' (which opened in New York in 1939).

Three of the galleries/dealers discussed stand out as playing
especially important roles as first-generation 'first-exposure'
galleries. The importance of "Art of this Century's" as a
gatekeeper rests on its exhibition schedule fran 1943 to early 1945
(though the gallery remained open until late 1946) which included
most of the post-war American abstractionists later to achieve
acclaim (Baziotes, Hare, Hofmann, Mutherwell, Pollock and Rothko).
However, although the association of a socially prestigious name
such as Guggenheim must have increased the publicity profile of her
gallery and perhaps that of the art she presented, the extent to
which one can attribute the responsibility for this record in the
discovery of new talent to Guggenheim herself is, however,
debatable. Although Clement Greenberg could describe her as
having
"A flair for life, a sort of small for life that made her
recognise vitality and conviction in a picture" [63]
there was a marked decline in the standard of exhibitions shortly
after Putzel left in mid-1944 to start his own gallery. It ould
appear that Putzel, with his passion for the new American artists,
was a crucial influence on Guggenheim 's own taste in this period
(as had Herbert Read and Marcel Duchamp earlier in London and Paris
in 1938 and 1939). Guggenheim s main claim to faire must be that she
was willing to take "advice f ran none but the best", [64] and that
she did this within the relatively uncharted waters of modern art.
However, the record of Art of this Century must raise sane doubts
about GuggenheIm's personal level of discrimination. It is
difficult to evaluate fully Putzel 's importance as a gatekeeper in
the context of the New York market, for although his 'eye' for new
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talent was undoubtedly acute and he played a crucial role in
relation to Guggenheim his career was cut short by his early death,
and one can only sculate as to what role he might have played had
he lived.

The consistency of Parson's record and her continued
identification, about as near to the ideal-typical type of
gatekeeper as one comes within the context of the New York art
market, gives her a unique status among American dealers. Her
gallery was called, by Clement Greenberg " an artists" - and critics
- gallery; a place where art goes on and [is] not just shn and
sold." [65] However, this description must be seen as standing
for the first-generation 'gatekeeper' type as a whole: it was the
emphases upon individuality and 'cultural - goals, and the functional
closeness of dealers to artists, which gave this category its
special position within the structure of the New York art market.
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CHAPTER 8: SECOND GENERATION GATEKEEPERS AND FIRST EXPOSURE
GALLERIES OF THE 195 Os - THE CHARLES ALAN GALLERY, GRACE
BORGENICHT GALLERY, MARTHA JACKSON GALLERY, ELEONOR POINDEXTER
GALLERY, STABLE GALLERY (ELEANOR WARD, TIBOR DE NAGY GALLERY AND
VIRGINIA ZABRISKIE GALLERY.
In functional terms the galleries in this group occupied a
position within the structure of the New York art market analogous
to that occupied by those 'gatekeepers' discussed with reference to
the nineteen forties - for they too concentrated their efforts on
new and as-yet unrecognised artists, they also were characterised by
the small-scale and informality of operation; and in them one finds
the same emphasis upon 'cultural' goals rather than commercial
rewards similar to that discernible in the earlier generation. The
focus of activities of this category of dealer was their own
(younger) generation of artists, the so-called 'second generation'
of the 'New York School' - either the 'followers' of Abstract
Expressionism, or those seeking in the middle nineteen fifties for
some means of expression different to this style - the artists then
newly appearing on the art market. However, despite the
apparently rising prices among some of the post-war artists who had
received their initial exposure in the previous decade, in the early
nineteen fifties there was still a paucity of outlets willing to
deal in untried art and artists, and it was this lacuna which the
'second-generation' gatekeepers aimed to fill. As Grace Borgenicht,
one of the new dealers, stated
"there were practically no galleries at the time who
sponsored just American art because it was not
popular. . . . But I decided that this was what interested me
and .... This was a great dream of mine - to make American
art respected and to allow the artist to make a living."[l]

Although the galleries cited all came into being only in the
nineteen fifties, all the dealers concerned had had sane contact
with the New York art rld during the previous decade - several had
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trained arid/or practiced as artists; a couple had been collectors of
ndern art; while 3 had been involved with other galleries, if
only briefly, before they opened their cn. Grace Borgenicht, who
opened her own gallery on Fifty-Seventh Street in 1950, had
originally trained as an artist and art educator in New York and
Paris, and became involved with the gallery business after her first
solo show at the Laurel Gallery in 1947. From 1948 - 1950, she
helped Chris Ritter to run this gallery, which had opened in 1946
and exhibited a mixture of older generation and young Pnerican
artists including Walter Pach, Milton Avery and Jininy Ernst. She
retired from the Laurel Gallery in 1950 because of family
ccmrnitments, but was persuaded to return to art dealing by the
artist Jiniuiy Ernst after this gallery went out of business the
same year; and opened her cin premises on East Fifty-Seventh Street
in 1951)2] Eleanor Poindexter, who opened a gallery on West
Fifty Sixth Street in 1955, had worked for Carl Zigrosser at the
Wehye Gallery (which specialised in prints) in the nineteen thirties
before retiring to bring up a family, and later assisted Charles
Egan at his gallery fran 1953 - l955J 3 Charles Alan, when he
opened his gallery on East Sixty-Fifth street in 1953, had worked at
the Downtown Gallery for 8 years; and the formation of his own
gallery was a direct result of a decision by Edith Halpert, of the
DcMntciwn Gallery, to concentrate her efforts on those of her older,
irore established artists with whom she had been associated since
the nineteen twenties and nineteen thirties. The circumstances of
the split meant that Alan took the responsibility for the group of
younger artists which the DcntcMn Gallery had handled since the
nineteen forties. Before Tibor de Nagy and Bernard Myers
founded the Tibor de Nagy Gallery on Fifty-Third Street in 1951
the two men had had a long involvement with the arts. Though de
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Nagy 's background was in banking, he had been an active collector in
his native Hungary before the Second World War, [51 while in the
nineteen forties Myers had been involved with the Surrealist group
in New York, although in a literary capacityJ6] ter a period in
which they had been interested in the idea of opening a gallery,
they were able to open the Tibor de Nagy Gallery after its rent was
guaranteed for 6 years by an artist-collector, Dwight Ripley):7]

Although the scale of operations of these galleries was
characteristically modest, as with the 'first-generation' of
'gatekeeper' dealers of the nineteen forties access to private means
- which meant that the dealer did not necessarily have to depend
entirely upon the income they made from sales to finance their
operations - was a significant factor airong the dealers who can
be discussed in the context of 'second-generation - gatekeepers.
This relative independence meant that these dealers were able to
stress their 'cultural" goals rrore than would otherwise have been
possible: allowing them to take more risks in their artistic
direction, and to handle artists in whose promise of critical status
they believed but whose short or even medium-term comercial
potential was debatable. In this context, Martha Jackson, who
opened her gallery on East Sixty Sixth Street in 1953, caine fran a
wealthy family in upstate New York. [81 She had become involved in
collecting contemporary American art in the late nineteen forties,
and this in turn gave rise to an intention to start a gallery
because, with the rise in prices of Abstract Expressionist work in
the nineteen fifties, she found it increasingly difficult to buy the
work she wanted. Being a dealer seemed to be the solution as it
offered a way of living with the art she admired, [91 although she
apparently needed on occasion to sell works f ran her cn personal
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collection to provide funds for her gallery.[lO]

Although Jackson was in the position of having private means,
one finds that another factor in this category of dealers is that a
number were married xnen at a time when these were not necessarily
expected to be wage earners, thus giving them mere leeway in the
artistic path they might choose to follow. In this category one
can number not only Grace Borgenicht (who opened her gallery with
financial help from her manufacturer husband) - who stated that
"... I felt that I didn't open a gallery to make meney. . .1
fortunately didn't need to earn a living from the gallery
my objective was to do something for the American
artist..." [11]
- and Eleanor Poindexter; [12]

but also Virginia Zabriskie who

went into business in 1954 when she bought out the Korman Gallery on
Madison Avenue from a fellow student at the New York Institute of
Arts, a meve which she herself considered made possible only by her
married statusJ13'

The keynote concerning these dealers' artistic choices and
their gallery groups was definitely artistic individuality.
Characteristic expressions of the aims of such dealers are provided
in the following statements by Borgenicht, who claimed to want to
"...present .. to the public the paintings, sculpture and
graphic work which I myself would want to own .... my
choice of artists has been based on purely personal
criteria.. ."[l4]
and Poindexter, who stated that
my gal lery is about is an interest in art and what 's
going on that I personally can have my heart in ..."
[15]
Zabriskie felt that this stress on individual expression was the
result of her being introduced to contemporary art through Abstract
Expressionism, although by the time that she herself becane an
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art dealer the situation was such that it was better for her to
become involved with the next generation of artists.M6]

The bias toward diversity shown by these dealers reflects the
ever-expanding variety of the work produced by contemporary American
artists as the number of these grew exponentially because of the
greatly expanded art-educational and cultural opportunities of the
post-war years and knowledge of develorents in art (both past and
present, local arid foreign) increased steadily among the younger
Anerican artist, and there were increasing pressures upon younger
artists to make themselves noticeable among the crowd. In addition,
although the earlier generation of dealers had effectively been
restricted to American artists by their dependence upon social
contact as a means of selection, the greater degree of international
exchange of information in the modern art market in the nineteen
fifties meant that there was a greater openness among the
'gatekeeper' of the nineteen fifties to the presentation of new
artists from other countries.

Of these dealers, Poindexter at first concentrated upon
artists who worked within an Abstract Expressionist mode, and her
stable included a number of artists such as Milton Resnick who had
been with the Charles Ean Gallery. But with tine she felt that
this style was becoming weakened and she gradually "went by what I
thought was good", whatever the styieJ' 7Initially Borgenicht
presented a number of artists, including Jimmy Ernst, who had
originally been associated with the Laurel Gallery and had later
joined up with Borgenicht. Within her gallery group she maintained a
relatively stable nucleus of artists (about one-third of the total)
- such as Leonard Baskin, Ilya Bolotowsky, Paul Burlin and Jos6 de
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Rivera - whom she showed when they were unknowns but remained with
the gallery for many years, alongside her main activity of
presenting new artists in their first solo showsJ 18j The breadth
of Zabriskie's activities grew as the nineteen fifties progressed.
Her original stable included a number of mature as well as young
contemporary artists of as-yet unestablished reputation such as Jan
Muller, Pat Adams, Laster Johnson and Robert De Niro. However,
later on in the nineteen fifties she also became very interested in
re-introduction and re-assessment as well as introduction, and began
to show "first-generation" American modernists, such as Joseph
Stella and Abraham Walkowitz, in group and solo showsJ 191 Myers
saw his role as that of a catalyst whose function was to bring the
work of artists with "energy" and "sock" to the attention of the
pubiic.[ 20 1 In selecting what artists to show at the Tibor de Nagy
the 2 dealers apparently worked in tandem, both making the studio
visits necessary to make this selection, either separately or
together. Among Tibor de Nagy Gallery members in the nineteen
fifties were Larry Rivers, Kenneth Noland, Grace Hartigan, Fairfield
Porter and Helen Frankenthaler. [211

The openness to contact with the artist, and the importance of
social contact as a means of discovery of talent, would appear to be
as significant a factor among the second-generation of gatekeeper
dealers as those of the nineteen forties. But there was one
significant difference. Vhere the dealers of the previous decade
had almost entirely associated with, and in sane cases relied upon,
artists who were of the same effective generation as themselves, in
the nineteen fifties one discovers that the dealers artist-mentors
often belonged to the 'first-generation' of American post-war
artists. For instance, both the dealers behind the Tibor de Nagy
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and the Stable Galleries appear to have been on friendly social
terms with a number of the 'first-generation' Abstract
Expressionists, and these artists either encouraged the foundation
of these galleries [221 or themselves became involved in some
gallery activities.

The most significant example of the 'first-generation'
Abstract-Expressionist artists playing a part in the career a
gallery in the nineteen fifties was the Stable Gallery, which Ward
started on Seventh Avenue in 1953, [23] and which is pessibly best
remembered for is its annual new talent exhibitions. The idea for
these apparently came, not from Ward herself, but from a group
artists (among them Willem de Kooning, Franz Kline and Jackson
Pollock) who felt that such an exhibition would "revitalise the [New
York art] scene"J 241 Participants in these Annuals were selected
by a panel of artists rather than Ward herself - a situation unique
within the New York gallery context. For instance, the Spring
Salons held at Art of the Century had been selected by a jury of
artists, experts and Guggenheim herselfj:251 These Stable Annuals
can be seen rather as a continuation of the 1951 "Ninth Street
Show", organised by the then-collector Leo Castelli and the same
artists as a forum for their work and that of younger up-and-caning
American artists. The Stable Annuals included both critically
established names who already had dealers and nany new names who
had not shown previously, and were considered to be

an

important

occasion for new talent to compare itself directly with the more
nature. [26] The contacts with which the first Annual provided Ward
appear to have been important in introducing her to contemporary
artists in New York, and it was apparently this which led her to
nake extensive studio visits for the first time. Subsequently such
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visits were the main channel used by Ward to select artists for
exhibitions in her gal lery. Among those she showed were James
Brooks, Conrad Marca-Relli, Joan Mitchell and Jack orkov)27'

Although Eleanor Ward had intended to concentrate on both
American and European artists (indeed, one of her first shows was of
Georges Mathieu and she also presented Alberto Burn in her early
years) she increasingly began to specialise in American because she
claimed that she rarely found any artists in Europe who measured up
to the Americans she showedJ 28 Jackson, however, followed the
opposite trajectory, for she originally intended to show a range of
American painting, including early twentieth century work because "I
knew mainly about American painting", [29] but gradually abandoned
this approach as she became rrore interested in European art and the
work of avant-garde artists working there. Her gallery was
associated with 'second-generation' American artists (such as
Alfred Leslie, Joan Mitchell and Grace Hartigan) and with American
artists working in Paris, for example Sam Francis and Paul Jenkins.
Her presentation of the latter came via her involvement in the
introduction of the work of European artists to New York - among
them Karel Appel, Barbara Hepworth, Germaine Richier, William Scott
and Antonio Tapies [30] - which led her to make regular visits to
Europe and, in particular, Paris. In her search for artists to
exhibit, either European or Airericans working in Paris, she was
helped by the French critic Michel Tapi, who introduced her to Sam
Francis among others. 3 -

The Alan Gallery's group of 15 artists can be described as
stylistically rather more conservative than those handled by most
other galleries in this category and included Jack Levine,
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Rueben Tam and Karl Zerbe. The majority of these had previously
been with the Iwntown Gallery for some years, but most (although
certainly not Levine) were still considered to be as-yet
unestablished talents, even by the time the Alan Gallery opened in
1953. Alan did hope, however, that he would be able to add more
names which fulfilled his personal criteria [32] to this core group,
and so
"develop a gallery with its own character and reflecting
my taste and personality." [33]
Alongside his original core group Alan exhibited 4 or 5 unknown
artists each season who had been selected either from work brought
in to him at his gallery or from those exhibiting at one of the
artist-run co-operative galleries on Tenth Street. However, he
did not add many artists to the original core gallery group (only 5
had been added by 1957). [34]

Within this group of dealers, although the great majority
practiced within the New York norm of sale on consignment, two 'were
significant for their attempts to work out some alternative
financial arrangements with their artists. Among those dealers
who did sell on a consignment basis one sees an emphasis on the
belief, as Borgenicht phrased it, that the relationship between
artist and dealer "has to be mutually agreeable", and that no
written contracts were necessary, or even desirable. However, if an
artist needed money, she might purchase a paintingJ 351 At the
Tibor De Nagy Gallery it was felt, too, that a contract could only
be

valid as long as the artist honoured it, and that nothing could

hold an artist if he/she wished to leave. [36] only if any artist
specifically requested a contract would he/she be given one.
However, this gallery did regularly utilise a preliminary exchange
of letters with new artists to set out terms and conditions.
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Despite the gallery's often straitened financial position De Nagy
placed great stress on the gallery's honouring its obligations to
its artists and paying the artist promptly what was owed him/her,
and so insisted that the gallery always remained in credit.
Zabriskie, too, utilised formal letters setting out terms and
conditions as contracts. Although these terms were based on the
corrinission norm, she might purchase the occasional work from an
artist if they were in financial needJ 371 Ward, at the Stable
Gallery, did not apparently have contracts with the artists she
exhibited but was content to sell their work on a straight
corrinission basis, 33 1/3 per cent on gallery sales and 20 per cent
for studio sales. Unusually for a gallery of this type she did,
however, pay most exhibition expenses - advertising, a simple
catalogue, mailing and photographs - and asked instead for a gift of
one work of the artist 's choice from his/her show to recompense her
for such expenditures. [38]

The two dealers who attempted to introduce some alternatives to
the consignment norm were Martha Jackson and Charles Alan. The
former attempted to set up a framework "just between the American
system and the French system", whereby the artist was given
rather more direct financial support than was usual for a firstexposure gallery, which she hoped would aid an artist's developient
over an extended period. In 1957 Alan, like Jackson, decided to try
and experiment with an alternative to dealing on a corrinission basis,
as part of his efforts to
"let the artist alone as much as possible, to relieve him
of all business problems, to leave him free to work." [40]
Indeed, Jackson too appears to have felt that sate reform of the
then current system of cairnission sales might be a good thing for
the contemporary artist, for she saw her efforts as an attempt to
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"bring some concepts into art dealing and to use this
gallery as an example of how art dealing should be carried
on in the best way." [411
Contracts between Jackson and her artists, as a rule, took one of
two forms. With many of her European artists she would agree, in
advance, to buy a minimum number of works during the contract
period, the price of each work being calculated on the point
system. [421 Work bought under these terms was selected either by
Jackson herself on visits to Europe, or by Michel Tapi. The second
arrangement was for her to pay the artist an agreed sum each year of
the contract period, generally in the form of a monthly stipend. In
return for this she was allowed to buy works at 50 per cent of their
agreed retail price, up to the total amount advanced, or took a 50
per cent coninission on sales up to that same total. Works over and
above this were considered to be the artist's own property, and
were sold on 33 1/3 per cent carinission. The artist was generally
responsible for half of all expenses. In return for a contract
Jackson demanded exclusivity as the outlet for the artist's work in
the United States. I(arel Appel and Alberto Burn were handled under
the former arrangement, and Sam Francis and William Scott under
the latter.3

Alan introduced an arrangement with saite of his gallery group
(6 artists in all) [441 whereby he guaranteed to buy a minimum of
10 works per annum from each artist at a pre-arranged price (either
$50 or $100) per work. When the work was finally sold the artist
received 50 per cent of the sale price, minus the sum already paid.
Under this arrangement the gallery agreed to pay all incidental
expenses. Indeed, the Alan Gallery is unusual, in the context of
first-exposure galleries, in that it always tried to avoid deducting
expenses from the artist when selling on a straight (35 per cent)
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comission.[45] The experiment in gallery purchase was not,
however, entirely popular with all of the Alan Gallery artists
(Julian Levi and Karl Zerbe left the gallery when offered this
arrangement). Indeed Alan abandoned it after a couple of years
because he found that the annual production of most of his artists was so low that he was forced to buy it all, rather than being able
to select 10 pieces which he liked and felt confident of selling - a
situation which he felt had resulted in a lowering in quality of the
gallery's stock. In addition, he found that the agreed sales tied
up most of the gallery's cash flow, which prevented fran buying
individual works from other artists not party to the agreements
to widen and diversify the gallery stock, as had been his
original intention. Alan attributed the failure of his experiment
to the monopolistic conditions of the American dealer system, which
precluded dealers from trading among themselves, and also to what
he considered to be the generally low productivity of American
artists. [46]

One has noted that the dealers of this category occupied a
similar position within the totality of the New York art market to
that of their counterparts of the preceding decade. At the time the
dealers cited started they were in the main as much pioneers as
their predecessors, because of the paucity of such outlets for
contemporary production and the risks associated with such ventures.
It took a good deal of carmitment to the new in art for a dealer to
decide to attempt, as Jackson wished at the time she began her
gallery:
"to be an influence on art in this country ... to prove
that you could take younger artists and have it work out
for the gallery." [471
However, with regard to the Alan Gallery one has mentioned one
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factor, the fact that he took on or presented artists who had
already shcMn at the artist-controlled co-operative galleries of the
Tenth Street area, which suggests that the dealers discussed in
this chapter, who were after all all 'uptcwn' establishments, were
not perhaps quite as close to the artist grouping in operational
terms as their predecessors had been, particularly as the decade
wore on. This developTient of effectively greater distance from the
producer-set among the dealers cited must be a factor of the everbroadening scale of the New York art world, and the pressures
created by the increasing numbers of artists not just in this city
but nationally and internationally. These forces meant that these
dealers were not able to rely as much as the earlier generation upon
personal contacts. Instead they had to utilise pre-screening - as
provided by the more informal gallery operations run by artists
themselves, upon the juried or non-juried mass group exhibitions
held by museums or other art organisations, or even the more
adventurous galleries of other art centres - in what amounted to a
modified version of the practice of promoter-dealers.
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CHAPTER 9: NON- CCtIMERCIAL ALTERNATIVE' GATEKEEPERS - THE ARTISTS
GT1LERY, MEMBERSHIP GALLERIES, ARTISTS' CO-OPERATIVE GALLERIES.
In addition to the conventional commercial first-exposure
galleries already discussed one finds a nixnber of non-ccxrmercial alternatives during this period. They were non-corrrnercial in the
sense that they were not entirely dependent upon their incomes fran
exhibitions and sales for their survival. They managed instead by
relying on subscriptions or contributions raised either from
artists or from other interested parties. Although one might
describe this category as 'alternative' one finds that, within the
whole art gallery structure of this period in New York, these
galleries functioned mainly as an adjunct to their more conventional
cousins because, in providing exposure to new or as-yet neglected
artists, they were generally seen (even by those running them) as
conduits to the 'uptin" establishments of the mainstream caroircial
galleries. In the period under consideration the most important
representatives of this category were establishments incorporated as
non-profit organisations so that collectors and other interested
parties could give donations and receive consequent tax benefits
(much as if they had given to a charitable institution) and the
artist-controlled co-operative galleries. There are several
examples of the former, most founded in the nineteen thirties and
in existence for the majority, if not all, of the period in
question. The majority of the latter, however, were founded in the
nineteen fifties, although there was the occasional one before then.

The most important of the galleries incorporated as a nonprofit organisation was undoubtedly the Artists Gallery, which
opened in 1936 on st Eighth Street. It was the idea of businessman
Hugo Stix, a fine arts graduate from Harvard, who had become anxious
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about the plight of artists in the depths of the Depression.[lJ The
1936 statement which accompanied the opening of the Artists' Gallery
expressed Stix's hope that the Artists' Gallery would fulfil a
characteristic 'gatekeeping' role, and would
"bring before the public work which appears to have
outstanding merit - work which perhaps would not be
adequately seen during the lifetime of the artist, yet
which may have true greatness." [2]
It was intended that not only would the work of new, as yet
un-exhibited artists be shcwn, but also that of older artists who
were being neglected by conTnercial galleries; and it was pledged
that the exhibition schedule would not be restricted to any
particular nationality, school or group. The aim was
"rather to give the individual artist the opportunity for a
show in the hope that he will be taken up by the public or
by some commercial gallery fitted to continue the
sponsorship of his work." [3]

Stix, a wholesale grocer, did not run the gallery himself
but employed a gallery director, Frederica Beer-Monti. However, in
an effort to keep costs down to a minimum the majority of the
gallery staff were voluntary. [4] The anDunt needed to cover the
gallery s running expenses was covered by variable tax-deductible
contributions from interested individualsJ 51 However, although
the gallery was funded by contributions, it was not able to offer
any artist a contract or financial assistance. The non-profit
nature of the enterprise is reflected in the fact that artists shown
were not charged any comission, though they did have to pay
exhibition expenses (which were deducted from any sales)J6]
However, because the gallery rarely advertised, preferring to rely
on word of meuth and the occasional review, these expenses re
small. The gallery did, however, print announcement cards which it
sent out to people on its mailing listJ71
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Because of Artists Gallerys financial structure the stress was
upon the provision of an exhibition venue whereby the artist could
be introduced to the buying public or brought to the attention of
other, more prestigious, dealers. Most exhibitions staged were solo
shows (though some artists were doubled up), interspersed with
regular group shows. In most cases artists offered a solo show had
previously been included in a group exhibition. In the gallery's
early years exhibitors were selected by the director, who made
regular rounds of artists' studios. However, over the years the
increase in the number of artists living in New York meant that this
process became too time consuming and a jury with a revolving
membership was instituted to hold regular viewings of work brought
to the gallery by hopeful artists j81 By 1940, the gallery had
staged more than 50 exhibitions) 9 ' By 1951, despite 3
changes of location and a period in the mid-forties when it had
been forced to close down, it had shown 350 artists in 195 solo and
group shows)10' The stylistic range of those shown was varied.
Among those given their first New York exhibitions (or if mature
artists their first New York exhibition for some time) were: Joseph
Albers (1938), Eugenie and Saul Baizerman (both in 1937), Byron
Browne (1938), Adolf Gottlieb (1940), Hans Hofmann (1937), Boris
Margo (1938), Richard Pousette-Dart (1941) and Ad Reinhardt
(1943)J 1 ] It was gallery policy not to give an artist a second
show for at least 3 years after the first (though in practice many
had to wait 4 - 6 years), and to offer no artist more than 3
exhibitions. [12]

Another variation on this theme of the non-profit organisation
formed to encourage American art is those galleries funded by fixed
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membership dues, from either artist or 'Slay' members. One such was
others the Grand Central
the Contemporary Arts Gallery, [13]
Gallery and its fellow Grand Central dernsJ14 Although the
importance of these galleries as true 'gatekeepers' was minor, for
much of the art they exhibited was contemporary only in a strictly
temporal sense, they may be considered as having played a part in
introducing the concept of the ownership of contemporary art to
segments of the public who had not previously considered the idea.
This they in the main accomplished via their practice of holding
annual lotteries whereat works were awarded to the gallery's 'lay'
members (in the case of the Grand Central Gallery this was in
addition to its more conventional sales activity). At the
Contemporary Arts the works included in these lotteries
(predominantly graphics and works on paper) were drawn from the
monthly group shows staged by the gallery (these were open to any
contemporary American artist and, over the years, included artists
ranging from Louis Bosa to Mark bey, many unknown at the time they
were first disp1ayed)J 5 At the Grand Central Gallery the works
distributed were the products of the gallery's nation-wide spread of
approximately 500 artist members, given by these artists during the
yearJ'61
The most important develornent in 'non-coiunercial - gatekeeper
alternatives in the nineteen fifties was the growth of artistcontrolled co-operative galleries. There had been the occasional
co-operative gallery in New York before this: the A.C.A. Gallery
had been one for a short time in the nineteen thirties, the Jane
Street Gallery had been in existence from 1944 - 1949, and the
Pyramid Gallery had been open from 1947 - 1949J 17The cooperative galleries of the 1950s were opened in response to much the
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same need felt by Stix more than a decade earlier - the
desideratum for Fifty-Seventh Street galleries willing to look at
new work, and more particularly the work of younger artists (in this
case the second generation' of artists of the "New York School").
The difficulties of the latter nineteen forties and early nineteen
fifties owed much to the relative prosperity of the era, the
enhanced prestige of art, and the more widespread availability of
art education - all of which combined to produce an ever-increasing
number of young artists in New York City, which in turn ever-more
exacerbated the already existing bottleneck. However, despite the
build up of these pressures even by the late nineteen forties, the
artists concerned believed that the right ambience for the creation
of the co-operative galleries came only in the early nineteen
fifties, after the Ninth Street Show, which for the first time
"made it possible to exhibit without all the accoutrements and
apparatus of a gallery. [18] All the co-operative galleries of the
nineteen fifties were founded in the Tenth Street area (in
Greenwich Village), the district where the majority of (younger)
New York artists lived and worked because of this area's cheapness
and socialised at venues such as The Club and the Cedar Tavern.

The first of this latter group of artist co-operatives were
founded in 1952, with the Tanager opening in the surirrer and the
Hansa in the autumn of that yearJ The purpose of the Tanager,
characteristic of all these co-operatives and similar in tone to
that of the ArtistS' Gallery 15 years before, was
"to provide opportunity to as many artists as possible,
whose work merited a showing, but would not otherwise be
seen. We felt that the gallery should not be the sounding
board for a particular group or point of view. We wanted
to keep the Tanager entirely open, in touch with as many
[20]
tendencies and directions as possible."
Initially the Tanager had 6 members - Charles Cajori, Lois Dodd,
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Angel Ippolito, William King, Fred Mitchell and Philip Pearistein but thenceforth there was generally a shifting membership of 9 or 10
artistsJ 2 ' The Hansa was the idea of artists Jan Muller, Wolf
Kahn and Felix Pasilis. It started off with 12 members, and over
the years until it closed in 1959 had 24 members altogetherj22]
Although the members of both galleries were stylistically diverse,
the artists concerned decided to band together "through mutual
need"J 23 ' This sense of corrniunality was especially marked in the
case of the founder members of the Hansa, all of whom were exstudents of Hans Hofmann who had kept in close contact and felt
their work mature enough to exhibitJ 24 Both galleries were
funded by membership dues: at the Hansa these were about $18 per
month,[ 25 ] at the Tanager they were $10 (in the mid-nineteen
fifties)J 26 The latter gallery was unusual because, alone among
the co-operatives, members had to pay the gallery a ccmnission on
any sales of first 25 per cent and later 33 per cent (but this was a
minor source of income as there were generally few sales)J27

There was great stress on democracy in the running of these two
artist-run co-operatives. Characteristically, exhibition policy
was always determined by the artist-only membership, with a reputed
stress upon displaying only those artists whom they
"respected". [28] The selection of work to be shown was made by the
artist members on constant visits to artists studios: a blurring of
the dealer/artist function which held some potential for conflict as
there was little or no separation between exhibitors and exhibited,
and disliked by at least some of the artist-selectors for this
reasonj 29j In its exhibition schedule the Tanager was seen by its
members as being
"a public extension of the artists studio. Its shows have
reflected intimate artistic problems that painters and
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sculptors faced and have provided a means of defining,
clarifying and evaluating them . . ."[30J
At the Tanager most exhibitions were 3 person shows or small groups.
Each year a large invitational annual was held, with the aim of
demonstrating a "cross section of the contemporary spirit in the
visual arts"J 31 ' By 1955 the gallery had given their first New
York solo shows to 9 artistsJ 321 By 1956 it had shown more than
200 artists, of which perhaps half had not previously shown in New
York. t33At the Hansa both member and invitational group
shows, generally of 3 weeks duration, were given in addition to solo
shows. These exhibitions were supplemented by a number of
educational activities, such as a series of lectures, designed to
attract additional interest in the galleryJ34

The Tanager was unique airong the artist co-operatives in its
policy of giving non-member artists solo shows - at the Hansa and
other co-operatives these were given only to members. They were
able to do this because they did not have to rely entirely upon
membership dues to cover expenses. In the early years some monies
were given by the artists Elise Asher and Nanno de Groot (the latter
was a member), and from 1957 till the gallery's closing in 1962 the
father of one of the members, Sally Hazelet, contributed a stipend
of $250 per rnonthJ

] This money also enabled the gallery to hire

a director to deal with gallery administration, which left members
with more free time both to look at new work and for their own art.

The Hansa was the only co-operative to leave the Tenth Street
area, moving in 1954 to premises on Central Park South. At this
time the membership was expanded to help cover the increased costs
of the new site as otherwise membership dues would have had to
nearly trebleJ 36 From the start the gallery had employed a part208

time director, and after this move had 2 working in tandem - Ivan
Karp and Richard Bellamy. Subsequent to these two joining the
gallery there was a move into a more conventional mode of
organisation, with more stress laid upon the directors choice in
what art was to be shown - a trend "at strong variance with the
catholicity theme upon which the gallery was founded." 37 ' Indeed,
the stresses caused by this functional contradiction meant that this
was the first, in 1959, of the artist co-operative galleries to
disband.

Although the Hansa and the Tanager were the first artistcontrolled co-operatives to open, in the middle nineteen fifties a
number of other ventures were opened on Tenth Street or in the
immediate vicinity with the same idea of being "alternative
exhibiting opportunit [ies] for 'younger' unrecognised artists". [38]
The first of these was the James Gallery, founded in 1954 with 12
members, followed in time by the Camino, which opened in 1956 with
10 members. The March, started in 1957 with 24 members paying dues
of $2.50 and had 27 members during the 3 years of its existence.
The Brata was founded in 1957 by the Krushenick brothers;39
while the Area, with 9 members each paying dues of $20 per month,
was the last to be opened (in 1958)J

1 These galleries all had

larger memberships than either the Tanager or the Hansa but, like
them, saw co-operative galleries as giving the artists concerned
"a visibility; an opportunity to do, as a group, what we
would have been unable to do as individuals."[41]
Over the decade of the nineteen fifties, when the above artist-run
co-operatives were most active, they involved a large number of
artists (some 150 were members of the different galleries in the
nineteen fifties) and provided an exhibition venue for over 450
painters and sculptorsJ42
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Both the Artists' Gallery and the artist-controlled cooperatives can be considered to be situated remarkably firmly within
the role of the 'ideal gatekeeper' i.e. giving an artist his/her
first exposure. There were some significant drawbacks to the
position of these 'alternative' non-caTirercial galleries within the
New York market: one was that the financial structure of these
galleries precluded any activities outside of the temporary
exhibition; another was that the geographical location of many of
these establishments meant that they found it difficult to attract
tastemakers and potential collectors to their shows; yet another was
that the status of such galleries meant, on the whole, that they
were not able to charge prices commensurate with those of the
corrmercial galleries. In consequence, they did not perhaps serve
artists as well as it they might have in sales termsJ 431 However,
if one considers how successful these galleries were in fulfilling
their 'gatekeeper' role one must adjudge them to have been
remarkably successful on their own terms. Stix claimed, for
instance, that up to 40 per cent of those artists shown by the
1\rtists' Gallery by 1951 had been taken up by mainstream carirrercial
galleries.

The fact that these galleries functioned in such a relatively
'pure" fashion, for their history and organisation seemed to
contradict a norm of corrinission selling which usually militated
against a dealer serving solely in a gatekeeping capacity, can
be attributed to their financial structures. The constitution of
the Artists' Gallery in the middle nineteen thirties as a quasicharitable institution so as to fulfil its stated aim of giving
artists their first or early New York exhibition exposure, whilst
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the co-operative galleries of the nineteen fifties were able to
fulfil something of the same function via artist-member dues and
sales, must be traced back both to the wider econalLic situation and
to the expanding character of the New York art market. In the
Depression era of the nineteen thirties many artists were on relief
and the art market was stagnant, whereas in the nineteen fifties
the national economy was generally buoyant and the art market was
entering an unprecedented boom period. But it would appear that
the need for venues willing to display new, or neglected older,
artists did not go away during the two decades under consideration.
Despite a steady increase (particularly in the nineteen fifties) in
the numbers of so-called 'uptcn' galleries from the early to middle
nineteen fifties onwards, the size of the producer group grew at an
even-faster pace.

It was the need for visibility, to have an exhibition venue
where One's work could be seen by the establishment of uptown
dealers, museum staff and specialist media, which enabled the
artists involved in the co-operative galleries of the nineteen
fifties to work together despite their often wide stylistic
differences - even to the extent of the various galleries on
occasion clubbing together to arrange contiguous or combined
exhibitions to enhance the possibility that interested parties might
make the journey downtn to view the works on display. When
more galleries willing to show their art opened uptown the
artist-controlled co-operative galleries faded away.

Between

1960 and 1963 all those mentioned closed down, the need for then
Unlike those of the co-operative gallery movnent of the
nineteen seventies, these galleries were not motivated by any
ideological conTnitxnent to finding an alternative to the mainstream
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corrinercial gallery network, rather they were to aid the 'second
generation' of the New York School in their attempts to follow in
the footsteps of the first.

When more alternatives had opened,

these galleries just "faded" awayJ 46 However, whilst still in
existence they were valued by the artists they served and, as the
artist Boris Margo described the Artist's Gallery, these galleries
were, to the artists of New York
"more than just another gallery. It is .... a public
institution..." [47]
Whilst they existed the 'non-commercial' galleries fulfilled a
function which made them a significant part of the organisation of
the whole "dealer-set' in particular, and the 'support-system' in
general: one which filled a need not answered caiipletel y by the
'validator', the 'promoter' or even the more conventional
'gatekeeper'; and enabled a greater number and variety of artists to
be presented to the final part of the 'support-system' triumvirate,
the collector.
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CHAPTER 10: THE AVANT-GARDE COLLECTOR - NEW STYLE AND NEW
CONTE4PORARIES
Unlike the museum and dealer-gallery who, it has been seen,
fulfilled a number of characteristic roles, the erican collec±or
in general fulfils only one characteristic role, that of patron. In
consequence, this grouping must, in the main, be differentiated and
discussed with regard to the individual collector's orientation
toward artistic production: more specifically, his/her relative bias
with respect to aesthetic novelty versus established values. At one
end of this spectrum is situated the "avant-garde" collector, one
who acquires art which is generally recent in production and more
often than not still controversial in both the critical and
carinercial spheres. However, the majority of collectors falling
into this category do not appear to have been motivated by an
attraction to new art as exemplifying a specific art-historical
position. Instead, they appear to have been most attracted by
contemporaneity, and the idea that, to use the words of collector
Dorothy Schrairan,
"to have contemporary art at home is to participate in the
culture of One's time .." [1]
In relation to the structure of the art market as a whole this
category of collectors bears certain parallels with the 'gatekeeper'
dealer. Indeed the majority of these collectors owed a primary debt
to such dealers in the accumulation of their collections. Indeed,
as the amount of published coverage which the art represented by
such collections received was rather variable and exposure of it in
an institutional context was often restricted to the occasional new
talent' shows, such galleries were the only constant venue to which
collectors of the avant-garde type could go to see new talent.
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If one considers the question of the social standing of the
collectors who concentrated upon new art and artists, it is possible
to detect a preponderance of those of newly created prosperity or
relatively modest rreans, albeit fran a variety of socio-professional
groupings: Roy R. Neuberger and Howard Lipnan were stockbrokers in
New York (Neuberger founded his own partnership in 1940, and LipTan
worked with him); Fred Olsen was an Illinois research scientist and
businessman whose initial interest in modern art was sparked in
1940, but who only began collecting in 1945; Hollis F. Baker was a
Grand Rapids furniture manufacturer; Jan de Graaf was a
Netherlands-born businessman; James Schrarrn was 'merchant from
Burlington, Iowa who with his wife, Dorothy, acquired his first work
in 1941; [2] Earle Ludgin was a Chicago advertising executive
from the mid-thirties onwards; Larry Aldrich was a New York dress
designer who began to collect in 1937; David M. Solinger was a
young New York lawyer when he began collecting in the late nineteen
forties j31 In only a handful of cases does there appear to be an
element of inherited income among male collectors - Lawrence
Bloedel was a college librarian from the nineteen twenties to 1940
who conmenced collecting in 1940 (however, his early retirement from
this occupation suggests sane element of private income); Richard
Brown Baker (who worked first for the State Department in the late
nineteen forties and latterly as a writer), seems to have had sane
independent assets which he used to subsidise his collectingJ4'
However, with the exception of Joseph P. Hirshhorn - who first set
himself up as a stockbroker in New York in the nineteen twenties (at
which time he began to collect nineteenth and early twentieth
century French painting), branched out as a venture capitalist
in New York and Toronto from the late nineteen thirties onwards
(when he first became interested in the field of contemporary
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American art), and became a multi-millionaire in the early
nineteen fifties as a result of his successful capitalisation of
uranium exploration in Canada (after which the bulk of his
collecting was done) [6] - none of these collectors could be
described as more than upper-middle class in income.

The historian Philippe Julian has observed that some collectors
regret not being creators, and use their collecting of contemporary
production as a substitute activity and their purchases as a way of
furthering art developnents. [7]

Some element of this appears

to have been present for a substantial proportion of 'aVant-garde'
collectors in the United States, for many had professional or quasiprofessional links with the arts. Indeed, such sentiments were
almost exactly expressed by collector Muriel Kallis Newman:
"When I saw the tremendous esthetic innovation of the 1950s
I had to surround myself with it. The collection is a
sublimation for what I didn't do." [8]
Among such collectors one can number Henry Clifford, a curator at
the Philadelphia Museum of Art who began to collect in 1932. Edgar
Kaufmann Jr (the son of a Pittsburgh retail magnate), an architect
and interior designer, became involved with the Museum of ?4dern Art
in 1938 and helped run its Department of Industrial Design in the
early nineteen forties, but had begun to collect European and
Iimerican art ranging fran abstraction to 'magic realism' in the
nineteen thirties. [9] Nathaniel Saltonstall, a Boston architect
became interested in new Jrrerican art in the nineteen thirties
because of his appreciation of modern architecture. Edward Wales
Root, a college lecturer in art and art appreciation in upstate New
York from the nineteen twenties to 1940, began to collect seriously
in 1929 upon receipt of a beuestJ10
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Further collectors of adventurous disposition had a practical
experience of the visual arts which influenced their predilections.
Alfonso Ossorio, the scion of a wealthy Filipino family, was a
painter who exhibited in New York in the nineteen forties and
nineteen fifties whose collecting direction from the late nineteen
forties onward was influenced by his own work - initially he focused
upon the work of Jean Dubuffet, Jackson Pollock and Clyf ford
SllJ:fI In the nineteen fifties, however, his collection widened
to incorporate other members of the New York School with which he
had become critically identified (Lee Krasner, Willem de Kooning,
Jarres Brooks, Giorgio Cavallon, Fritz Bultnan, Joseph Glasco and
Wilfred Zogbaum)J 12 ' Wright Ludington was ostensibly a painter (he
trained at the New York Art Students League and the Pennsylvania
Academy in the early nineteen twenties) although it was his private
income which enabled him to live in California and to start
collecting in l924J- Howard Liprian practiced as a sculptor in
the nineteen thirties. Muriel Kallis Newman was an aspirant painter
in New York in the nineteen forties and early nineteen fifties when
she initially acquired the work of Franz Kline and de Kooning, wi-ian
she then knew personally. Subsequently she bought works (generally
no more than a couple each) by Carone, Joseph Cornell, Arshile
Gorky, Philip Guston, Theodor Roszak, Jack Tworkov and Morris Louis
until her collection totalled irore than 65 worksJ'4'

A number of collectors were apparently influenced in their
collecting direction by a short-lived or amateur involverent with
art production. Susan Morse Hilles studied art in New York in the
latter nineteen twenties, although she did not start to collect
seriously until the mid-fifties. Dorothy Schram studied under
artist Rainey Bennett in the nineteen twenties. David M. Solinger
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studied at the Art Students League in the mid-forties. Roy R.
Neuberger, whose collecting career really began in 1942, studied
art in Paris from 1925 - 1929, and has claimed that it was this
experience which determined him to later become a collector of
contemporary artj :l5] Fred Olsen apparently used his relatively
small collection - which ranged fran Josef Albers and Paul Klee to
William Baziotes, Hans Hofmann and Jackson Pollock (whose work he
initially acquired in the mid-forties), and group of Hans Moller (2
dozen works in 1948) - as a "teaching aid" for his own painting.
[16]

A significant number of collectors in this category were
wealthy women. Some, such as Susan Morse Hilles, Eleanor Gates
Lloyd, Katherine Ordway and Katherine Warren apparently collected in
their own right. Eleanor Gates Lloyd, a member of the wealthy
Biddle family, commenced collecting abstract art in the late
nineteen thirties. [17] Katherine Ordway, who began to collect
modern art in 1925 with the purchase of a Brancusi bronze, was a
Connecticut spinster of independent means. In sane cases the women
concerned were f ran moneyed backgrounds, but their marriage may have
acted as a further stimulus to their collecting. Katherine Warren,
who acquired her first pieces of modern art in the nineteen
twenties was married to a member of the Whitney family. Although
Emily Themaine, who came fran a moneyed mining family, had bought
the occasional modern French painting during the latter nineteen
thirties, her greatest involvement came after her marriage to
businessman Burton in 1944 (the Miller Company Collection in the
nineteen forties and their private collecting from 1950
onwards)J18
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A number of attitudes and approaches

tcs.sard

collecting becccne

evident if these collectors are examined closely. One is the
stress which these persons ostensibly placed upon the primacy of
individualism in their collecting practice. On the one hand this
could mean an emphasis upon the non-programnatic, even unplanned,
response to certain works. Collector Wright Ludington expressed it
thus:
"I never thought in terms of forming a collection. I simply
enjoyed certain pictures and objects. Whenever I liked one
especially - ... - and could afford to buy it, I did. I
simply bought .... for my n enjoyment." [19]
Similarly Root stated that "if ... one thing in a picture ... itoves
me I buy it." [20] Another factor was the emphasis which these
collectors apparently put upon buying mcx3ern works not necessarily
as representatives of the progressive or critically avant-garde, but
as examples derronstrating a certain aesthetic quality which the
individual collectors responded to and/or sought. For instance,
Ludington stated his attachment to the "rcinantic and ertotional"
[21]

and to "the pictorial and the colorful". [22]

Nathaniel

Saltonstall expressed his intention to include only works which to
him signified a successful expression of "itoods". [23] Because of
this his collection ranged fran Stuart Davis, Charles Demuth, Yasuo
Kuniyoshi, Jack Levine, John Mann and Charles Sheeler to Byron
Browne, Alexander Calder, William Congdon, Boris Mango and and Karl
Zerbe)J 241 Root stipulated that he looked for artists whose work
had a "special feeling for their medium", [25] and for those whan
he thought had a empathy with nature and were able to express it
in their work. This led him to appreciate work of considerable
stylistic diversity. By his death in the mid-fifties he had
accumulated some 270 works ranging fran John Carroll, 4rnis Kantor
and Eugene Speicher to Reuben Tam, Mark Tobey and Bradley
Walker Tomlin; and had gathered groups of works by artists as
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different as Charles Burchfield (by whcxn he eventually owned 21
watercolours), George B. Luks (15 works), Charles Seliger (8
pieces) and Theodoros StanDs (from whom he acquired 17 oils between
1945 ar 1953).[26] The personal taste of Emily Tremaine was for
work that was "understated .... the quiet, architectonic, rather
more intellectual than errotional", [27] and it was this taste
which was reflected in the 30 works - ranging from Josef Albers,
Perle Fine and Piet Mondrian to Paul Klee, Joan Miro and Pablo
Picasso - which she initially bought for and exhibited as the
Miller Company Collection [28] (these became the nucleus of the
Tremaine 's private collection) and guided their purchases in the
nineteen fifties.

The individualist emphasis which this category of collectors
gave to their selections resulted in collections which, although
adventurous in their general tone, contained a wide variety of
rrodern art from the avant-gardes of early twentieth century Europe
to the most recent production of American and European new
contemporaries. For instance, Henry Clifford's collection ranged
from a number of more Surrealist-inspired works by Eugene Berman,
Giorgio de Chirico, Klee, Matta and Miro to the purer abstraction
of Jean Arp, Fritz Glarner and Mondrian. [29] Even where the tenor
of the collection was more upon abstraction a considerable variety
was likely to be evident. For example, by 1950, the collection of
Jan de Graaf included Picasso, Ben Nicholson and c. s. Price. [30]
That of Eleanor Gates Lloyd, which had at first consisted primarily
of European painters such as Klee, Miro and Georges Rouault also
featured, from the early to middle nineteen forties onwards,
Arrerican and European post-war abstractionists such as de Kooning,
Henry Moore, Robert Motherwell, Marino Marini, Pollock and Charles
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Seli g er.[31]

The collection of Katherine Warren, although

relatively small in size (by the mid-forties it consisted of
approximately 3 dozen pieces in various media) included works
ranging through Arp, Calder, Albert Gallatin, Klee, Miro, bndrian
(bought relatively early in 1938) and Picassoj:321

The characteristic eclecticism of American 'avant-garde'
collecting was exacerbated when the collection was large and/or
built up over three or four decades, as were those of Wright
Ludington and Katherine Ordway. In such collections the col lector
might continue to acquire work representative of adventurous taste
for the years in which he/she corrinenced collecting, while at the
same time venturing into more recent developitents. For instance,
Ludington's collection, which grew in a period of some 40 years to
included several hundred items, namely: School of Paris artists
such as Marc Chagall, Raoul Dufy, Amedeo I4x3igliani and Rouault;
Cubist works by Georges Braque, Picasso, Marcoussis, Roger De La
Fresnaye and Max Weber; Surrealist pieces by de Chirico (whose
srks Ludington was one of the first Americans to acquire in the
nineteen thirties), Berman, Max Ernst, Salvador Dali, Matta, Miro
and Yves Tanguy; and a varied representation of sculpture ranging
from classical works to Rodin and Germaine RichierJ 331 In
addition, Ludington became interested in modern American art in the
nineteen twenties after having net the dealer Alfred Steiglitz; and
acquired the work of Charles Demuth, Georgia o'Keefe, Gaston
Lachaise, John Mann, Joseph Stella and charles Sheeler. In the
early nineteen forties he began to acquire some work by younger
American painters such as William Baziotes, Morris Graves and Tobey
alongside earlier twentieth century European works. In the next
decade he became involved in patronising local Californian artists
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such as Rico Lebrun and Howard Warshaw.[341

However, the stress which such collectors placed upon
individual response meant that the characteristic eclecticism was
not necessarily the result of successive collecting of consecutive
stylistic avant-gardes. Instead, collectors of this type were
likely to buy works of varying critical progressivism contiguously.
For instance, Katherine C)rdway, whose collection ranged from turn of
the century European modernism to strictly contemporaneous American
abstraction (from Edouard Vuillard to de Kooning, Burchfield to
Pollock), in 1948 purchased a 1912 Cubist Picasso and in 1949 - 1950
acquired two 1949 Pollocks and a 1946 Picasso. [35] The Marerronts,
in the 20 years until the early nineteen sixties, built up a
collection of several hundred works ranging through Karel Appel,
Kenneth Armitage, Jean Dubuffet, Philip Guston, Ellsworth Kelly,
btherwell, Eduardo Paolozzi, Pollock, Theodor Roszak and Antonio
Tapies to Constantin Brancusi, Juan Gris, Klee, Lipchitz,
Miro, Nicholson, and picasso.[36] Moreover, in the early
nineteen fifties, once they were collecting purely as private
individuals the Tremaines collecting increasingly featured
contemporaneous develoxnents alongside their acquisitions of early
twentieth century European modernism. For instance, in 1952 - 1953
they acquired works by Again, Robert Delaunay, Klee, Riopelle, Mark
Rothko and Michel Seuphor. [3 ' Unusually for an American collector,
the Tremaines more coetaneous purchases in the early nineteen
fifties were dominated by European post-war abstract artists such as
Nicholas de Stael, Hans Hartung, Georges Mathieu and Soulages (this
was apparently due to their habit of travelling in Europe every
winter). [38] But from the mid-fifties on they developed an
increased interest in the work of recent American painters such as
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Pollock, Kline

(4

pieces acquired) and de Kooning. [39] From the

later nineteen fifties onwards they becarre increasingly identified
with the most recent developments in American art and made
perspicacious purchases of Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg and
Frank Stella.

[40]

The foregoing collectors made their selections within the
parameters of both European and American modernism from the turn of
the century forwards. However, a number of collectors placed
certain more particular restrictions upon the scope of their
collections. The most notable of these must be limits as to
nationality (most typically American art only) and date (for
instance, solely the work of 'new contemporaries'), or a combination
of both. Collectors who stand out as representative of such
parameters are Lawrence H. Bloedel, Joseph P. Hirshhorn, Roy R.
Neuberger and Edward Wales Root. They shared the conviction that
they were, to use the words of Hirsbhorn, "American and .... wanted
to buy American art"J 4 Root apparently determined as early as
1913

that he should patronise native talent, and particularly new

contnporaries, if at all possible. [42] Over the

40

years of his

collecting career this determination persisted, although he did
acquire a small number of works by younger British artists such as
John Tunnard in the nineteen forties and nineteen fifties. The
collection of Bloedel

(284

works by 189 artists by the time of his

death in the late nineteen seventies) was apparently motivated by
the conviction that the United States had replaced France as the
centre of the art world. The stylistic scope of his primarily
contemporary purchases was extremely broad (only a tiny
proportion of his collection was pre World War II) and included
work by Milton Avery, Loren Maclver, Larry Rivers, Levine, John
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Flannagan, Herbert Ferber, Graves, Walter Murch and Stanos.[43]
Neuberger, who has asserted his collecting practice arose frau his
belief that it was "natural" for the collector to "buy the artist
wherever you were" [44] made his first major purchase in 1942 Darrel Austin's "The Legend"J 45 His collection subsequently grew
rapidly, though spasmodically (he only bought 3 works in 1949 and
merely a handful in 1953) and totalled 46 works in 1946,
approximately 60 in 1950 and several hundred in 1954. [46] The bias
in his selections was tcMard contemporary production. Within this
it ranged widely in style from Avery, Eilshemius, Lyonel Feininger,
Lee Gatch, Marsden Hartley, Carl Holty, Karl Knaths, Jacob Lawrence,
Levine, Abraham Rattner and Charles Sheeler to Adolf Gottlieb,
Graves, Philip Guston, David Hare, Hofmann, Pollock, and 'Ibbey.E471
Mast artists were represented by single or pairs of works. The
only 2 painters represented in any depth were Avery (of whose work
he owned nearly 100 examples by the mid-fifties) and Eilshemius (by
whom he acquired more than 100 pieces in 1958). [48] Hirshhorn's
preference when he became involved in the collecting of American
contemporary painting in the early nineteen forties was for American
"social realism' of the type shown by the Whitney Museum of
American Art and the A.C.A. Gallery - especially artists such as
Philip Evergood, Walter Gropper, Giorgio Prestopino and Raphael
sayer. [49] He bought widely in the subsequent decade, continuing
to emphasise somewhat more realist contemporary art by both older
artists and newcomers such as Larry Rivers. However, in the later
part of this decade he gradually moved into the field of new
American abstraction and purchased painters such as Appel, Baziotes,
Sam Francis and Hofmann. By the mid-fifties Hirshhorn was
estimated to own some 1500 works by a large number of artists ariong
whom were (in addition to the above) George Bellows, Stuart Davis,
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Arshile Gorky (early), Hartley, Edward Hopper, Oskar Kokoshka and
Gaston Lachaise. Of the total approximately 70 works were by
Evergood, 50 by Avery (purchased in 2 lots) and dozens by
EilshemiusJ 50 This total by 1962 had exploded to 4000 paintings
and 400 pieces of sculpture. [51]

The priorities of another sub-group of 'avant-garde" collectors
placed their primary stress, not upon nationality, but upon the
acquisition of the work of new contemporaries. Howard Liinan, once
he began to collect in the nineteen fifties, concentrated upon
small-scale contemporary sculpture by artists then at or near the
nascence of their careers. Among the artists represented in his
collection by the late nineteen fifties were Oliver Andrews, Leonard
Baskin, John Chamberlain, James Kearns, William King, Louise
Nevelson and Richard Stan]dewiczJ 521 Up to the early nineteen
fifties Larry Aldrich had concentrated upon collecting French art
fran Auguste Renoir to Maurice Utril1oJ 53 But in 1951 he made
his first really contemporary acquisitions, paintings by Zao Wou Ki
and Viera da Silva, and this signalled an increasingly important
change of emphasis in his collecting, for he subsequently
concentrated more and more on the contemporary
scene. As my involvement and enthusiasm grew, so did my
collection. The adventure of collecting now revolved
principally around making my collection adventuresane"
[54]
(although he continued to amass early twentieth century European
modernism throughout the rest of the decade). In the early
nineteen fifties his purchases featured the post-war European
abstractionists heavily - Appel, Pierre Alechinsky, Singier, Maurice
Estve, Manessier, de Stal, Dubuffet, Hartung and bore - a bias
which reflected his habit of frequenting Parisian galleries whilst
abroad on business. However, he also acquired a variety of post-
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war Pnierican artists such as Grace Hartigan, de Kooning, Larry
Rivers and StarnosJ 55j In 1958 - 1959 he expanded his interest in
Anerican young contemporaries. Initially, he inaugurated a schene
whereby he agreed to purchase a number of works from a different
artist annuaiiy,

61 and then later offered a purchase fund for

such art to the Museum of Modern Art.

The collecting practice of Richard Brown Baker crystallised in
1955 when, after a few years of fairly indiscriminate buying of
modern art, he decided, under the stimulus of the twin "New Decade"
exhibitions mounted by the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney
Museum, to concentrate upon art produced after World War II. [571
In 1955, only one year after buying his first abstraction (a Jose
Guerrero), Baker acquired works by Dubuffet, Hofmann, Georges
Mathieu, Nicholson, Pollock, Santomaso, Werner and Winter (27
works in all). Generally most artists were represented in Baker's
collection by only one or two works, although there were the odd
exceptions (William Ronald was one). In all, by 1959, his
collection of 170 works (all but 36 acquired after 1954) included 24
artists from North Anrica - among them Richard Diebenkorn, Hofmann,
Louise Nevelson, Nathan Oliviera, Felix Pasilis, Ad Reinhardt,
Robert Goodnough, and Richard Stanciewicz - and 30 from Europe including Afro, Alberto Burn, Alan Davie, Dubuffet, Hosiasson,
Mathieu and Soulages.[58] Susan Morse Hilles acquired her first
purchase, a Seymour Lipton bronze, in 1954, after a friend had
introduced her to some New York galleries concerned with
contemporary production. Over subsequent years her acquisitions
ranged through Josef Albers, Kenneth Armitage, Alberto Giacometti,
Elsworth Kelly, David Smith and Stamos. Like Baker, Hilles arrassed a
collection which was broad rather than deep, for she deliberately
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restricted her representation of each artist to no more than a
couple of recently executed works to keep her patronage as wide as
possible. [59]

One has noted that this type of collector occupied a structural
position within the New York art market analogous to that of the
'gatekeeper' dealer. However, it is noticeable upon examination
that the collector was almost invariably at one remove further fran
the producer than the dealer, for with only the rare exception these
collectors relied upon the dealer for their introductions to new
developments - as Hilles acknowledged,
"They have discovered the talented artists. They have
sifted the gold fran the dross in their choice of works to
exhibit. A good clutch of dealers is essential to variety
in a collection." [60]
- and upon dealers for their supply of works, for despite their
effective closeness to the 'prOducer-set' most of these collectors
preferred to buy their works through dealers. The functional
separation of the majority of these collectors f ram the producer-set
meant also that few 'avant-garde - collectors were patrons other than
in the context of purchasing works. Only on a rare occasion Ludgin, Ioot - is it apparent that a collector actively attempted to
support an artist.[6]] The result of this situation was that
collections such as these reflected the nature of new and
contemporary production available in metropolitan galleries.

Only two collectors were notable within the context of the New
York art scene itself in their regular use of studio visits as a
means of seeing new work, instead of relying solely upon the dealer
as 'initial gatekeeper'. The first was Joseph Hirshhorn, described
by critic Thais B. Hess as the "great studio schlepper", [62] who
appears to have been almost unique in his active preference of
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purchases made direct from the artist. [631 Larry Aldrich actively
pursued a round of studio visits after 1959, after he had offered
the Museum of Modern Art a purchase fund of $10,000 with which to
acquire the work of young artists as yet unrepresented in the museum
collection. But it would appear that Aldrich did not share
Hirshhorns enthusiasm for the studio expedition, viewing this
process as a means whereby he could become knowledgeable about
current developments and not as a seminal part of his acquisition
procedure. [64]

With respect to the influence which the selection of work
displayed by New York galleries could have upon the ccrnposition of
collections of this type, Root stressed that he bought predominantly
figurative work in the nineteen thirties and early nineteen forties
not because of a commitment to figuration, for he claimed to have
realised at the time of the Armory Show that representation was
neither inevitable nor necessarily desirable in painting, but
because this was the kind of painting generally shown by galleries
specialising in contemporary American art or was dealt with in
published sources. However, when he moved to New York City in
1944, and was able to frequent the new generation of gatekeeper'
galleries (such as "Art of this Century") then opening, he
he began to acquire much more abstraction j65 ' If one analyses
the purchases made by Neuberger and Hirshhorn in the nineteen
forties, one can see that they represent much of the range of
current American production available in New York at the time.
Moreover, the increasing diversity of foreign artists available in
New York in the post war years is demonstrated by a number of other
collectors.

Hollis F. Baker concentrated on the work of young

British painters, to whose work he had been introduced by the critic
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Michael Ayrton.[66] Stanley J. Seeger focused his attention on
younger Italian painters - such as Afro (he owned 19 works), Biroli,
and Cremoni - fran the early nineteen fifties onwards, with the
addition of a number of British artists. [67]

The increasing critical coverage given to a wider diversity of
American contemporary art must also had its influence upon
collectors interested in contemporary production, especially upon
those not resident in the New York area and reliant upon the media
and occasional trips to New York for their information about new
developments. For instance, in the late nineteen thirties and
early nineteen forties Chicago-based Earle Ludgin"s purchases
appear to have reflected the general tenor of nineteen thirties
realism - anong his early purchases were paintings by Ivan Aibright
and Raphael Soyer. By 1952, however, his collection (which by
then totalled just over 220 works) had diversified to include works
by Forest Bess, Hyman Bloom, Louis Gugliemi, Hofmann, de Kooning,
Lipton, John Piper, Rattner, Ruvolo, Kurt Seligmann and Max
ber. [68]

On a purely practical level a collector of relatively
restricted means would be likely to be attracted to the field of
contemporaneous production, in particular that of new or unknown
artists, because of the relative cheapness of such work. In fact
this consideration was specifically mentioned by sane collectors as
a partial determinant upon their collecting direction. Root, for
instance, quite apart from his determination to buy American
production, decided early on that best way for him to buy works of
top quality was to concentrate upon the work of the relatively lowpriced contemporary rrerican artists. [69] A similar rrotive was
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expressed by Richard BrcMn Baker and David M. Solinger nearly 25
years later. 70 By 1955 the latter had, despite his expressed
inability to pay more than a modest price for any particular
purchase, built up a collection of scxre 60 paintings and sculptures
of recent vintage which included: European artists such as Dubuffet
(6 paintings in 1955), Mathieu, de Stal, Estve, Klee (8
watercolours) and Leger (5 oils from 1950 - 1952); and J\rnericans
such as Eaziotes, Arthur Dove, de Kooning, Gatch, Levine and
TamJ711

Similarly, albeit on a more general level, it was to the middle
and upper-middle classes that critic Dorothy Grafly was referring
when she opined that the backgrounds of sane collectors made it
impossible for them to think of single purchases in terms of tens of
thousands of dollars rather than hundreds or thousands, and as a
result they restricted themselves to relatively modestly-priced
purchases. [72] Certainly Hilles appears to have exhibited such an
attitude, for she has claimed that she fastened upon the work of
younger contemporaries because their prices appeared "reasonable" to
her):73]

The artist Jack Tworkov has stated that
"Without the newly-rich, modern art in this country would
not have patrons - ... Those who have amassed recent
fortunes are not afraid of the new." [74]
- a statement which deserves sane serious examination. Indeed, a
number of the individuals cited have carrrented upon the sense of
excitement which motivated their collecting, at least in part.
Hilles has claimed that she "enjoy[ed] myself playing my hunches
about buying.... ", [75] while Olsen has likened the collector to a
"(re)searcher" - one who "wants to discover things unknown to the
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masses or to the experts." [76] However, it would be a misleading
over-generalisation to state that the "newly prosperous" or uppermiddle classes per se were the main exponents of avant-garde taste.
Indeed, it is unlikely that collectors from backgrounds which had
not fainiliarised them with the concepts and appearance of rrcdern art
would be able easily or irrirediately to appreciate it, nor would
these individuals have the confidence to trust their taste in the
acquisition of current production. In at least two cases,
collectors mentioned received advice and encouragement as to their
selections from critics known for their espousal of modernism Eleanor Gates Lloyd apparently received guidance from the critic
James Johnson Sweeney, [77] while Katherine Warren in her early
years as a collector in the late nineteen twenties was apparently
greatly influenced by critic-collector Albert Gallatin, who acted an
an advisor and directed her towards painting of a cubist and
abstract mienJ 781 Jmong the handful of women of means, the
arrount of leisure time available to them for travel and the study of
art works must have increased the likelihood that these individuals
might be able to familiarise themselves with the newest
developments, while their means would have given them the
wherewithal to back their researches.

However, the key to explaining the orientation of collectors of
'avant-garde taste in New York in the period under consideration
would appear to lie in the fact that such a significant proportion
of the individuals cited had an extra-ordinary airount of involvement
with the art world, either directly or indirectly. This degree of
auaintance meant that they were able to overcome the problems of
familiarization with new modes of artistic production, while the
occupations of many gave them the opportunities necessary for coming
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into contact with the work of new artists. Moreover, the
individuals cited, although of a high enough social class to have as
a rule received tertiary education, with the benefits which this
experience could bring in increasing the ability to deal with new
concepts, were perhaps not of the social standing which meant that
they were over-conscious of social standing and peer pressure. This
is not to say that all these collectors were rugged individualists,
dedicated to the pursuit of the uncarnon and/or difficult. Instead,
the forces of social cohesiveness may well have had some beneficial
re-inforcing effects upon the directions which these collectors
took, as the peer groups in question in many cases consisted of art
professionals themselves. Thgether, these circumstances meant that
these individuals were able to respond to art which was somewhat in
advance of consensual taste.
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CHPPPER 11: THE AVANT-GARDE

COLLECIOR - COLLECIORS OF A

TENDENCY

Within the whole field of modern art collectors in the United
States in the period under discussion perhaps the rarest category or
sub-group was that of the collectors taking a deliberate decision to
concentrate upon a particular stylistic "avant garde', just as the
least cannon division among dealers of modern art in New York was
those who devoted themselves to promoting a specific tendencyJ11
On the one hand many "collectors of a tendency" appear to have had
an overtly historical motive. They wished, to quote collector
Lydia Winston,
"... to discover those who, in our opinion have made a
definite contribution to twentieth century vision and
though has been our special interest; it has been a
challenging one ..." [2]
The motivation of others appears, however, to have been more
cannercial or speculative. To a significant degree their purchasing
directions were dictated by the belief, similar to that expressed by
collector David M. Solinger, that
"paintings, like strawberries, should be bought when
they're plentiful and cheap." [3]
An examination of the backgrounds of collectors in this
category reveals that they came from a variety of socioprofessional groupings, albeit linked by an upper-middle or upper
class background and with sane elenent of inherited wealth quite
cannon. The most significant examples of the latter must be Walter
P. Chrysler, an heir to the Chrysler fortune (uninvolved with the
automobile business he functioned as a publisher, realtor and
racehorse breeder), who began to collect vigorously as a young man
in the early nineteen thirties. 14 Morton D. May, also the
possessor of inherited wealth and the director of the family-owned
St. Louis retail chain, began to collect in the latter nineteen
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forties. [5] James Thrall Soby, who came from a wealthy Connecticut
background, was kncn from the early nineteen thirties as a museum
curator and critic/historian, and acquired his first paintings in
1930. [6] Lois Orswel 1, was an independently-moneyed Rhode Island
resident who started to collect in 1944 (before her marriage to
businessman Fletcher Daley). Lydia Winston, daughter of architect
Adolf Kahn and art student in New York in the nineteen thirties, was
long the driving force behind the ostensibly joint collection of
Futurist art assembled by her and her husband, Detroit lawyer
Harry):7]

Professionals, especially those from the more rnunerative
professions such as law and finance, figured strongly in this
category. Lawyer-collectors included Joseph Shapiro and Barnet
Hodes, who both canrienced collecting in the early nineteen forties,
and St. Louis-based Sturgis Ingersoll, who bought his first works in
the early nineteen twenties. Bernard Reis, a New York accountant
who began to collect in the nineteen twenties, had his interest in
modern art stimulated by his marriage to a dealer; and reinforced by
a job which brought him into contact with many dealers and artists
in the nineteen forties and nineteen fifties (he was the accountant
for "Art of this Century" Gallery in the early nineteen forties and
handled the financial affairs of a number of artists over the
years) [8]

In the case of those collectors who concentrated upon an avantgarde characteristic of the years in which they enbarked upon their
collections, one finds that this was most often Surrealism (or
offshoots such as Neo-Rornanticism and 4agic Realism). This was
because all the collectors to be discussed in this context
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carirrenced collecting in tie nineteen thirties or nineteen forties and although Surrealism had been comprehensively shn and written
about in Paris from the mid-twenties onwards, had been given
significant institutional exposure both at the Wadsworth Atheneum in
late 1931 and at the Museum of Modern Art in 1936, and had been
prortoted in New York from 1932 onwards at the galleries of first
Julien Levy and then Pierre Matisse - within the context of the New
York art market this style was still considered to be not only
advanced but also controversial at least until the mid-forties
(when critical attention and debate began to focus upon new
developrrents in 1-'rnerican abstraction instead).
Those collectors who spocialised in Surrealism can be divided
into two groups: those whose initial collecting was in the area of
School of Paris of the early twentieth century but who quickly
became focused upon Surrealism, and those who corrmenced collecting
this style with a definite carurerrorative purpose. Although his
collection did feature other early twentieth century modern
painting, Joseph Shapiro was apparently attracted to Surrealism
because it satisfied his "addiction to meaning". From 1942 onwards
he amassed a collection of Surrealist work which included Balthus,
Joseph Cornell, Salvador Dali, Max Ernst, Rene Magritte and
rttaJ 9 The initial purchases made by the Reises in the nineteen
twenties were representative of the School of Paris, but their
interest in Surrealism was apparently stimulated by their daughter
after she had been educated in Europe in the late nineteen
twenties j '°' By the mid-forties their large collection included
works by

Andre Bauchant, Eugene Berman, (early) Giorgio de

Chirico, Ernst, Matta, Joan Mir, Kurt Seligrrann and Yves Tanguy.
[11]
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James Thrall Soby was apparently also attracted to Surrealist
(or Surrealist-influenced) art by desire for the presence of what he
has called "psychological involvement" in a painting. However, his
support of this stylistic tendency had a more critical slant to it,
for he adopted the view that Surrealism was the most noteworthy of
the stylistic developments of the years in which he became
interested in modern art because it was a significant contrary
influence "against abstraction in its stricter for s"J12'
iphasis upon the art historical position of Surrealism as an avantgarde can be noted in the initial motivation behind Barnet Hodes
collecting (which began when he was introduced in Paris to
Surrealism by another collector), for he started with the purpose
of assembling a group of works to comnemorate the 1925 Surrealist
exhibition (Paris) via a purchase of one work by each artist
included in this show, although not necessarily the actual works
included in the original exhibition. The majority of Hodes
purchases in this context had actually to be restricted to small
scale works such as drawings or objects. Hodes collecting did not
stop there, however, ard eventually he owned works by de Chirico,
Delvaux, Ernst, Magritte (a particular favourite) and Tanguy. He
also acquired works by artists such as Ernst and Magritte produced
in nineteen forties and nineteen fifties. [13] Although he had
bought School of Paris artists such as Matisse in the early nineteen
thirties, Soby aauired his first Surrealistic work, a de Chirico,
in 1935 (he subsequently bought 8 works, anong them "Enigma for a
Day" (1914) ".... as fast as I could get the money to buy
[14
By 1961 his collection of nearly 70 works was
them").
dominated by Surrealist or Surrealist-influenced works - by artists
such as Balthus (3 paintings including "The Street" (1933) which he
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purchased in 1937), Joseph Cornell, Dali, Alberto Giacanetti, Paul
Klee, I\ndr Msson, Man Ray, Matta, Mir (including "Portrait of
Mrs Mills in 1750 , 1929), Pablo Picasso and Tanguy - and NeoRomantic paintings - by Eugene Berman, Christian Berard, Peter
Bluine, Leonid and Pavel Tchelitchew.

It was quite carton for collectors who concentrated upon a
carurercially neglected avant-garde art to be thrcMn into a reliance
upon particular dealers for the provision of the work they desired
for, as one has noted, specialisation was one of the major byproducts of the sale-on-comission norm which governed art dealing
the New York art market. In some cases this might be one of the socalled "dealers for a tendency" such as Julien Levy, or it might be
a dealer-promoter with a unique enthusiasm such as Curt Valentin.
In Sobys case his enthusiasm for Surrealist work led him into a
financial involvement in the Julien Levy gallery, and for a few
years in the latter nineteen thirties he had a 49 per cent stake in
the business (this interest was discontinued when Soby became a
member of the Advisory Corrinittee at the Museum of Modern Art in the
late nineteen thirties).[6] This kind of involvement appears to
have been rare, although Walter Chrysler Jr. was rumoured to
sponsor Valentine Dudensing's gallery at the time when his
collection consisted primarily of the early twentieth century French
painting (particularly Cubism) which was Dudensings main line of
business. 7] In addition, such collectors of ttimes were forced to
seek work outside the normal gallery channels, either in the United
States or abroad. This was a particular problem for the Winstons in
connection with Italian Futurist art, as they were forced by its
general unavailability (even in European galleries) to acquire many
of their pieces from either the artists themselves, their families
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or friends. For instance, the majority of the Balla works acquired
by the Winstons in the nineteen fifties were procured from Mme
arinetti in Italy.81

• In addition to Soby and his links with Levy, two collectors who
exhibited a particular reliance upon one dealer in their chosen
fields were Sturgis Ingersoll and Lois Orswell, who both shared an
overriding interest in nDdern sculpture at a time when a partiality
for this art form was extremely rare amongst United States
collectors. In consequence, both collectors had strong ties with
Curt Valentin of the Buchholz Gallery, the only New York dealer
until the mid-fifties to attempt to encourage a market for this
rrediurn, and their collections in large measure reflected the artists
handled by Valentin. In the decade before Valentin opened his New
York gallery in 1937, Sturgis Ingersoll had patronised local
Philadelphia painters such as Franklin Watkins and Walter Stuempfig
[19] and had acquired School of Paris painters such as Moise
Kisling, Henri Matisse, Amedeo Modigliani, Chaim Soutine, and
Georges Rouault. 20 ' He acquired his first piece of sculpture, a
Constantin Brancusi, in 1928. Hever, over the succeeding 25 years
he built up a collection of what he considered to be the best in
twentieth century sculpture. [21] This included works (many large
scale) by Mierican and European sculptors ranging from Auguste
Rodin, Charles Despiau and Aristide Maillol; early twentieth century
works by Jacob Epstein and Jacques Lipchitz; and contemporary works
by John Flannagan, Gaston Lachaise and Henry MooreJ 22 ' Lois
Orswell, on the other hand, began to collect sculpture in the midforties and within the space of a few years built up a collection of
some 50 pieces including 5 Lachaises and 3 Moores, with the
emphasis on small or medium-sized pieces set upon pedestais.[23]
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She also made a point of ccxnplementing her sculptural pieces with
two-dimensional work by the same artists. In the mid-fifties
Ingersolls collecting was curtailed by the rising prices in his
favoured (early twentieth century) fieldJ 24 However, Orswell
moved into the field of post-war American art. By 1960 she had
acquired sculptures by David Hare, Louise Nevelson, and Richard
Stankiewicz; and had expanded her painting collection fran its
earlier emphasis upon artists such as Paul Klee (5 pieces) to
feature post-war painters such as Franz Kline and Willem de
Kooning. [25]

Another collector with strong ties with a particular dealer was
Lydia Winston, who built up a group of early twentieth century
abstract works, and the first significant collection of Italian
Futurist works in private hands in the United States. The dealer in
her case was Rose Fried of the Pinacotheca Gallery, who in the
nineteen forties and early nineteen fifties was perhaps the only
consistent New York conduit for such works. Although Winston had
begun her collecting career sporadically and conventionally in the
late nineteen thirties, her collecting proper began in the midforties when she "became fascinated" by the early twentieth century
abstract painting shown by this dealer and decided to build a
collection of this artJ 261 From the later nineteen forties
onwards she acquired works by Josef Albers, Theo van Doesburg,
Wassily Kandinsky, El Lissitsky, Piet Mondrian and Kurt Schwitters
(f ran whose first New York exhibition in 1948 she bought 4 works and
by whom she eventually owned 8 pieces)J 271 However, Fried
apparently suggested Futurism as a possible focus for the Winston
collection in the late nineteen forties. At this time this style
was not generally available in New York galleries (although Fried
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handled it occasionally), nor had it received any significant
institutional exposure (the Museum of bdern Art only staged its
first survey of this area - "I\&'entieth Century Italian Art" - in
1949)J 28 ' After a period of study (in which the foregoing
exhibition was apparently useful), the Winstons acquired their first
major Futurist piece, Severinis "Dancer Beside the Sea" (1913) in
1951. By the early nineteen fifties Lydia Winston wrote to re
Marinetti that " ... we are especially interested in the Futurist
movement." [29] Subsequently, in a collection which by 1957
comprised 106 items, [30] they acquired significant groups of works
by Balla (15 pieces including "Iridescent Interpenetration" (1912),
plus a large group of drawings), Boccioni (6 paintings), Paul Klee
(3), Severini (6 paintings), Kurt Schwitters (5 'rz' collages),
Antoine Pevsner (3 pieces) and Picabia (3)[31J

Where the foregoing collections included work of a nore recent
vintage than that of their main special isation this often arose
out of the collector's primary interest, or the process whereby
he/she obtained the works in the main part of his/her collection
(perhaps due to the collector's social contacts). In the nineteen
forties Soby, although his collecting activity apparently diminished
due to the conflicts between his role as a museum professional and
that of a private collector, admired certain American painters such
as Loren Maclver and Ben Shahn (for whom he curated a solo-sh at
the Museum of ?'bdern Art in 1947) [32] or younger Europeans such as
Francis Bacon, Jean Dubuffet, Georgio 'brandi and Marino Marini (2
large bronzes). He credited his awakening appreciation of American
art in this decade to the influence of Alfred H. Barr and Dorothy
Miller of the Museum of Modern Art, with whom he cane into regular
contact in the nineteen forties as a result of his membership of
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this institution's Acquisitions Carmittee. In the early nineteen
forties the Reises' became interested in the work of younger
Merican painters, in the main Surrealist inspired or influenced,
via their contacts with Peggy Guggenheim 's 'Pit of this Century Gallery and acquired works by Cornell, William Baziotes, Arshile
Gorky, Robert 'btherwell and Jackson Pollock. Furthermore, Reis '
profession brought him into contact with a number of the so-called
New York School, most particularly Mark Rothko and Theodoros Starros,
whose work he purchased in later years. As the critical profile
of Futurism improved, and the prices asked rose, the Winstons began
to take an interest in the work of post-war Italian painters and
the 'Cobra' Group, and to build up groups of works of these. [331
It was their links with Italian dealers and artists, built up in
their pursuit of Futurist art, which influenced the Winston's in the
former direction, a relatively unusual one for United States
collectors of the time as few New York dealers handled such work.

The foregoing can be seen as exemplifying the more 'cultural
or historical approach to the collecting of an avant-garde.
However, the collecting careers of Morton D. May and Walter P.
Chrysler shared a more overtly speculative approach to this
activity. As May stated in a 1951 letter to the dealer Edith
Hal pert
"The pictures I buy must 1) be excellent works of art; 2)
must be very appealing to me (many good pictures I can
admire but not want in my collection; 3) must be bought at
a very cheap price." [34]
Speculative motives appear to be present in this 1956 statement from
Chrysler:
"Since my collecting started .... it was necessary to find
the best paintings of schools rot eagerly sought by museums
and large private collectors. When other collectors bought
large canvases, I would buy small pictures. Later, when
small paintings were readily hung, I acquired large ones.
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When interest lagged ... I added them." [35]
May concerned himself with one past avant-garde during his
years as a collector, early twentieth century German expressionist
painting. He was introduced to this art just after %rld War II
by a local St. Louis artist, Maurice Freedman, who acquainted him
with the work of Max Beckmann, then domiciled in St. Louis. But his
early interest in this area was probably reinforced by Perry T.
Rathbone at the St. Louis Museum, who was a close friend of Curt
Valentin, one of the handful of expatriate German dealers whose
galleries then handled such work. It was only in the next decade
that twentieth century German art began to receive significant
institutional coverage, for instance at the Museum of Modern Art
survey shows of 1953 and 1957 (the former was the first on this
topic since 1931). May's collection apparently grew rapidly in its
first decade. In 1951 it totalled 39 paintings and in 1960 90
pieces, ranging in date from 1905 - 1950. The artists represented
ranged from the expressionism of the 'Briicke and 'Blaue Reiter"
groups to 'Neue Sachlichkeit" and the work of Lovis Corinth and
flnil Nolde. However, the collection was dominated by Beckmann, with
whom the collector had become friendly before the artist's death in
1950. May acquired his first work by Beckmann in 1948, and by
1960 owned nearly 50 piecesJ36

Unlike May, Chrysler was, over the years, involved in
collecting several historical styles, of which saie can only be
termed ''avant-garde - in strictly ccxirrercial terms. This can be
attributed to a strong speculative streak in his collecting
activity. His collection in its early years primarily consisted of
work by the early twentieth century School of Paris, albeit on a
grand scale. When it was first exhibited in 1937 it included some
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170 works representing a range of early twentieth century French
avant-gardes, including 23 by Pablo Picasso and the same number by
Fernand Leger, [371 plus a substantial group of contemporary
Arrerican paintings.[38] By 1941, although he had disposed of the
American works, the collection totalled 341 works from early
twentieth century European modernism. Some - in particular the works
by Jean Arp, Andr Masson, Mir ' and Mondrian - was very adventurous
in taste for the time. At this date the whole entity, which laid
an emphasis upon the Cubist avant-garde, included 89 works by
Picasso, 27 by Leger (12 paintings and 15 works on paper), 22 by
Matisse (10 paintings and 22 drawings), 14 Georges Braques, 13 Jean
Arps, 10 by Juan Gris, 9 by Mir, 6 Andr ' Derains and 5 each by
Rouault and de ChiricoJ 39 He continued to amass early twentieth
century European moderns, and by 1959 his collection had reputedly
multiplied to more than 4000 pieces in varying mediaJ401

However, from the early nineteen forties onwards Chrysler began
in his collecting to look increasingly for 'gapS' in the market
which might be exploited, for instance, Baroque painting or
nineteenth century French Salon painting. He successively amassed,
displayed and dispersed a number of collections of such works. It
is this speculative approach to art collecting which must situate
Chrysler within the category of 'aVant-garde' collector, although
the 'modern - work he bought increasingly assumed the tintage of "onguard" taste, for he exhibited no interest in post-war developments
in either European or Arrerican art and included no such work in his
collection. [41]

In suirination, there appears to have been two major motivations
guiding collectors of a more deliberately avant-garde bent, both of
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which implied an awareness of significance. May and Chrysler
concentrated primarily on unfashionable past avant-gardes, those
neglected in connercial terms. There was undoubtedly an elerrent of
canpetitiveness in this, an elnent of desire to be acknowledged as
being in the vanguard. As May stated in later years,
"During my early years of collecting German painting, I was
the only collector in this country working ccxiiprehensively
in this field of art ... I had the field to myself. If a
dealer ... wanted to sell a German painting he almost had
to offer it to me, and at a reasonable price." [42]
Although this kind of competitiveness was not a trait restricted to
a few, more caiirrercially oriented adventurous collectors, even if
such a motive was not as openly stated as by May and Chrysler - for
one would, with collector flnily Trernaine,
"... question the integrity of any collector who denied an
interest in the valuation the market place puts on his
pictures and he cannot but help feel a satisfaction with
his own acumen and with the approbation of his peers when
he was perspicacious enough to buy, say a Jackson Pollock
in 1948, or a Jasper Johns in 1958." [43]
- with these collectors the question of speculation and competition
was perhaps more overt as a motivation for collecting than was
corrron.
With respect to the question of the more scholarly approach,
the consciousness of the significance which these collections might
have can be discerned in a letter written by Lydia Winston in the
early nineteen fifties:
"In this country there are not too many futurist paintings
in private collections, so it would be especially
interesting and significant to have a good representation
in our collection." [44]
In this context, Soby stands out as a professional critic-historian
who wrote about the very art he collected - indeed the book which
established his critical reputation, "After Picasso" (1935), served
to establish the 'Neo-Ranantics on the United States critical map
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(among the artists in his collection whom he wrote about
individually were de Chirico, Dali and Mir'); while at the Museum of
Modern Art some of the exhibitions he was involved with were
"Tchelitchew: Paintings and Drawings" (1942) and "Ben Shahn"
(1947)J45]

However, despite the fact that the greater selectivity of these
collections gave th a coherence not necessarily apparent in those
of the avant-garde collector guided by his/her idiosyncratic
responses to un-established art, there are some parallels in the
way individuals would appear more often than not to have settled
upon their specialisation in a somewhat accidental manner, generally
via an acquaintance in the art-world. It was such contacts which
helped both to lift the taste of these individuals out of the
consensual and to differentiate these collections from the average,
rather than a deliberate intention upon the collector 's part to
distinguish themselves as part of a cultural elite.
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CHAPTER 12: THE 0N-GUARD COLLECTOR - SOME NOTABLE COLLECTORS
REPRESENTATIVE OF CONSENSUAL CCJTEMPORARY TASTE
The key to an understanding of the on-guard, consensual
collector is indicated by the following remarks made by Joseph
Pulitzer Jr, who stated that
"I never bought anything that I didnt have complete
confidence in. I'm not a speculator at all .. I would
rather let it wait and mature a bit . .. ." [1]
for he wanted to
"bring together a few exanpies that uld have sone ileaning
as a collection of twentieth century artists then in their
reputations at their peak at that time . .. . "[21
The nDst imixrtant determinant of inclusion in this category is the
relationship of the collector and the work he/she acquires to
commercial success or validation. The great majority of work
represented in such collections can best be described as accredited
in art-historical and commercial terms. This was because the
majority of the artists represented in such collections had received
a good deal of institutional exposure even by the start of the
period under discussion, were to be found in the galleries of
well-established prcxiter-validators in New York or Paris, and had
been given extensive critical coverage in books and the media in
Europe and America.

A number of collectors must be discussed within the parameters
of cautious or on-guard - taste because they continued to adhere to
the selections which they had made in the early years of their
collecting careers i.e. modern art of the first decades of the
twentieth century. This meant that collections which had
undoubtedly exhibited a fairly adventurous taste for the decades in
which they had been cciinenced were transformed by changing nores
into demonstrations of conservative taste. Such collectors fell
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into two groups - those whose collections consisted entirely of
European riodernism, and those who collected early twentieth century
Prrerican rrodernists alongside their European selections.

Of those who specialised in European rrodernism one finds both
native-born Europeans who emigrated to the United States and a
number of Americans who had spent some time in Europe. One
European was Josef von Sternberg, described by critic Arthur Millier
in 1949 as one of Hollywood's earliest collectors, [31 appears to
have begun his collection of twentieth century European art whilst
working in Germany in the nineteen twenties (he emigrated to the
United States in the early nineteen thirties)J 41

His

collection of approximately 70 pieces was basically divided between
contemporary German painting and sculpture - by Otto Dix, George
Grosz, Oskar Kokoschka, Georg Kolbe, Oscar Pechstein, Egon
Schiele, and Karl Schrnidt-Rotluff - and School of Paris artists such as Archipenko, Marc Chagall, Kies van Dongen, Grorrinaire,
Moise Kisling, Aristide Maillol, Henri Matisse, Amedeo
Modigliani, Georges Rouault, Maurice Utrillo and Andre Vlaminck):5]
The inclusion of German art must reflect Von Sternberg's Germanic
background, but his School of Paris choices were entirely consistent
with the basic range of other collectors of his generation who
specialised in this latter field. Vladimir Golschmann, the Parisborn resident conductor of the St Louis Symphony, began to collect
art in Paris soon after World War I when he became personally
acquainted with a number of contemporary painters (Georges Braque,
Raoul Dufy, Ferriand Leger and Pablo Picasso). [6] HIs consisted
initially of a similar range of the fashionable School of Paris.
However, over the years he increasingly concentrated upon Picasso,
and eventually amassed 23 pieces by this artist (by 1958 he owned
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15 paintings, 5 drawings and 31 prints).[71

Of the Americans who spent some time domiciled in Paris or
Europe one must mention T. Catesby Jones, a Virginian maritime
lawyer. He apparently had his early interest in ndern French art
confirmed when he worked in Paris in the nineteen twenties, when
the dealer Jeanne Bucher became an important influence on the
direction of his col1ectingJ 8In addition to the artists
cited above his collection of approximately 100 works included
works by Andre Bauchant, Jean Lurat (a particular favourite) and
Andr Masson (Jones' final enthusiasm)J9:I

Of those older collectors who amassed works by both Europeans
and Americans architect Philip Goodwin, (the co-designer with Edward
Durell Stone of the Museum of Modern Art's new building in 1938),
became a collector before rld War I under the guidance of the
dealer Alfred Stieglitz [10] and it was in the same years that A.
Conger Goodyear, an industrialist within a family-owned lumber and
railroad combine, also caimenced collecting. [11] Samuel S. white
III, a Philadelphia businessman, studied painting in Paris at the
turn of the century, but apparently only began to collect nodern art
sane time later while Donald B. Stralem, a New York investment
banker, began to collect in the early nineteen thirtiesJ' 21 The
collection of white ranged through Paul Cezanne, a number of Fauve
Braques, Rouault and Utrillo to Charles Demuth and John MarinJL3j

The "fastidious taste" of Goodwin [141 linked his collection
to that of Goodyear, for both were characterised by an emphasis upon
works of a rrodest scale. Both collections included European art
ranging f ran the Post-Impressionists to the early twentieth century
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European avant-garde, although the School of Paris of the nineteen
tens and nineteen twenties probably formed the bulk of their
purchases. Goodwin, for instance, owned works by Giorgio de
Chirico, Paul Klee, Leger, Joan Miro and Picasso; [151 while
Goodyear owned paintings by Salvador Dali, Andre Derain, Groniiiaire,
Iger, Matisse and Jules Pascin and sculptures by Gargallo and
Maillol (8 pieces by 1953)J16] Both collectors, in addition,
acquired early twentieth century American artists, although in this
respect Goodwins taste was somewhat more adventurous than
GOodyear's (no doubt due the former's debt to Stieglitz). The
former collected American modernists such as Derruth, Arthur Dove,
Gaston Lachaise and Mann; whereas Goodyear amassed paintings by
Charles Burchfield, Augustus John, Walt Kuhn, Kenneth Hayes Miller,
Maurice Sterne and Ben Shahn and sculpture by Alexander Calder,
Jacob Epstein and Isami Noguchi. [17]

Although the foregoing individuals may be considered as
conservative because their taste remeined rooted in the era in which
they conitienced collecting, when one comes to an examination of the
collector of 'on-guard' taste of the nineteen forties and nineteen
fifties, it becomes apparent that the taste of the latter differed
little from the older generation already discussed. Again there
was stress upon the School of Paris of the early twentieth century
and American modern art of much the same period. Moreover, such
collections demonstrated a comprehensive selection of 'nan artists
of the period, and it was the exception to find any particular
artist represented by more than a couple of full-scale pieces
(paintings and sculptures). Moreover, within such collections there
tended to be an emphasis upon decorative qualities such as colour
and a bias toward figuration at the expense of cubism or
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abstraction. Typical collections which demonstrated the range of
work characteristic of 'on-guard taste in the period under
consideration are those of Robert H. Tannahill, a Detroit
businessman, and Arthur Bradley Campbell, a society figure who
founded the Society of Four Arts in Palm springsJ'- 81 The former by
the late nineteen forties had acquired a collection of French
painting ranging fran Edouard Degas, Mdigliani, early Picasso,
Auguste Renoir, Rouault, Andre Dunoyer de Segonzac and

Chaim

Soutine to American svrks by artists such as Morris Graves,
Georgia o'Keefe, Robert Laurent, Mann and Charles Sheeler; [19]
the latter in the nineteen forties amassed a collection encompassing
the fashionable School of Paris (Braque, Derain, Dali, Matisse,
Mdigliani, Picasso, Rouault and Soutine) and contemporary
American painters such as Darrel Austin, Milton Avery, Thomas
Benton, Paul Cadrnus and Yasuo KuniyoshiJ20

Some 'on-guard' collectors restricted themselves to the
European sector. However, this rarely meant that such collectors
diverged markedly from the parameters cited above. breover, if
one examines such collectors it becomes obvious that the boundaries
of such taste shifted little between the later nineteen thirties
and the later nineteen fifties. A typical representative of those
collections camenced in the nineteen thirties is that of Ralph F.
Cohn, a New York lawyer who began collecting in 1934 with his
interior decorator wife and continued, albeit at a somewhat reduced
rate from the mid-forties onwards, into the post-war years.[21]
the early nineteen sixties their collection totalled 180 paintings
and 60 sculptures representing the School of Paris and included
substantial groups of works by Soutine (16), Jean Dubuffet (9),
Edouard Vuillard (9), Matisse (7), Picasso (7), Klee (7), Juan Gris
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(6) and Rouault (6).[22] A representative sample of the artists
characteristic of collections begun a decade or more later is
provided by the collection of New York publisher Harry N. Abrains,
who in the nineteen forties and nineteen fifties accumulated a group
of some 40 French paintings by artists such as Chagall, Matisse,
Modigliani, Claude Monet, Picasso, Rouault, Pascin and
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Pissarro; [23] and by that of Swiss-born Peter and flnily Rbel,
who between the early nineteen forties and late nineteen fifties
amassed a collection of some 4 dozen works which included works by
Braque, Derain, Dufy, Pascin, Picasso, Rouault and SoutineJ241
The collection of Morton G. Neumann, a Chicago businessman, also
focused for perhaps a decade upon twentieth century European modern
masters. He accumulated significant groups of works by Klee (17),
Miro (17), Picasso (25 paintings and many drawings and graphics)
and works by Jean Arp, Lger, Matisse and PicabiaJ25

However, a collection which basically fitted the Europeanoriented norm but demonstrated a partial departure was that of Mrs
Harry Lynde Bradley, a Milwaukee businesswoman in the fashion trade
who camenced collecting in 1950. Her collection included much
the same core painters - Braque, Pierre Bonnard, Dufy (13 works),
Lager, Picasso, Utrillo and Jacques Villon - but she also acquired a
substantial group of early twentieth century German Expressionism
(she concentrated upon the more decorative facet of the latter) by
artists such as Lyonel Feininger (20 watercolours) and Gabriella
Mi.nter. These works were acquired in both Europe and the United
Statesj26'

A number of the younger generation who collected both European
and American art began by acquiring the latter first and then
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broadening their collections to include both. One such collector
was Marian Hendrie, who began her collection in the nineteen
thirties with contemporary American painting by Demuth, Kuniyoshi,
Mann and Max ber. But in the nineteen forties she increasingly
devoted her attention to European painting by artists such as Braque
and Rouault (arrong others)J 27 ' Ohio businessman Otto L. Spaeth and
his wife Eloise first became interested in contemporary American art
in the late nineteen twenties (when they made the acquaintance of
the artist Boardman Rodgers). In the nineteen forties and nineteen
fifties they amassed a collection ranging from the Americans
BellcMs, Alexander Brook, William Congdon, Feininger, Kuhn, Doris
Lee and Weber to European painting from Eugene Delacroix, Degas,
Paul Gauguin to Lger, Picasso, Riopel le and Rouault. [281 The
collection of New England painter Clay Bartlett consisted in
particular of Arrerican realist artists - such as F3ward Hopper,
Reginald Marsh and Andrew Wyeth - whom Bartlett considered had
"served a French apprenticeship", and French work which was Fauvist
in flavour - by Braque, Derain, Vlaminck and Suzanne Valadon)29]

Collectors of cautious taste who concentrated upon American
painting were united by their emphasis upon the older generation or
riore realist-expressionist American contemporary artists (those who
had achieved their mature styles in the nineteen twenties and
nineteen thirties). Such collectors would appear to have shared the
attitude exemplified in a statement by Robert D. Straus, a Texan
business executive, to the effect that he was "prone to steer away
from extreme abstract art". 30 Straus became interested in
contemporary art whilst stationed in New York as a soldier during
World War II and his collection, built up in the next 2 decades,
ccuiprised contemporary American painters such as Graves, Abraham
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Rattner and Weber.[31]

The characteristic range of such collections was exemplified by
that of Michael Watter, a Philadelphia engineer, who began to
collect contemporary American art in the late nineteen forties and
amassed works ranging from Stuart Davis, Demuth, t)ove and Kuniyoshi
to Jacob Lawrence, Ben Shahn, Mitchell Siporin and Karl Zerbe. [32]
A similarly broad range of works, some older, some more
contemporaneous occurred in the col lectiais of: E. Stanley Marcus,
a Dallas department store executive, began to collect American
contemporary art in the mid-forties and eventually cned works by
Davis, Heliker, Shahn, Sheeler and Ruffino Tamayo; 3Milton
Kramer, a New York doctor; [34] Henry Dreyfuss, a New York
industrial designer; and Allan D. Emil, a N York lawyer. In this
context one can also mention Anthony Haswell, a Dayton business
executive who began to collect contemporary American painting in
1942 when he caiiriissioned Alexander Brook to paint a portrait of his
daughter and built up a collection which ranged over Burchfield,
Davis, Kuniyoshi, Raphael Soyer and Eugene Speicher. George H.
Fitch, after sane years of a riore general interest in French mcxern
painting, began in the late nineteen forties to concentrate upon
painters such as Davis, Demuth and Mann. [36] Edward Kook,
president of a manufacturing company, began to collect contemporary
American artists such as Shahn in the early nineteen forties (when
associated with Joseph Hirshhorn as a member of the latter's
"Collectors Club"). [37]

A number of collectors specialising in American art would
appear to have been influenced by dealer Edith Halpert 's (DowntcMn
Gallery) advice as to the direction of their purchases, even to the
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extent of being guided away from their initially somewhat more
adventurous collecting directions. [38] Ivlilton LcMenthal was a
young New York lawyer when he and his wife Edith acquired their
first painting in 1943.1:391 Their acquisitions were initially
widely spread across the spectrum of American contemporary art from
Byron Browne and Peter Busa to Davis, Marsden Hartley and
Patther.

0 However, after a few years, they began to concentrate

upon a small band of older-generation American painters such as
Davis, Hartley, Rattner and Weber. Over the years they acquired 10
works by Paul Burlin, 7 paintings by Davis, 13 by Hartley, 8 by
Batther and 6 by Weber (together anounting to approxirrtely half
their collection) J4l] Similarly, William H. Lane, a I4assachusetts
businessman, apparently intended to acquire a cross-section of
American twentieth century painting when he conuiìenced collecting in
the early nineteen fifties. His initial purchases in 1953 included
artists as diverse as Feininger, Hans Hofmann, Hartley, Davis,
O'Keefe, Franz Kline and Sheeler. However, by the mid-fifties he
had begun to concentrate upon a selected number of older (Downtown
Gallery) painters such as Sheeler (30 pieces by 1956),[ 42 ] Dove
(20 paintings ranging in date from 1911 to 1944), 10 works by

OKeefe, and 13 works by Davis (9 ranging in date from 1911 to
1951/1954). [43]

One collector who initially fell initially within the
boundaries outlined above, but who later broadened out into an
historical collection of American art, was Lawrence Fleischman.
Another was Dr Irving Levitt, a Detroit paediatrician, whose
collection ranged from the eighteenth century to Mann (their first
purchase in 1950) and Burchfield. 44 ' Fleischman, a Detroit
manufacturer and television station licensee, began collecting in
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1948 [45] but made his first major purchases in 1950 - a Burchfield,
a Davis, a Hopper and a Mann. Initially his attention was focused
upon Mann (in 1953 he owned a dozen works ranging in date from
1903 to 1951), Demuth, Jack Levine, Gaston Lachaise, Marsh and
Sheeler [46] but over the years he also accumulated a large group
of Burchfields (he clairred to own 34 orks at one time)J 47 Frcm
the early nineteen fifties Fleischman added earlier Imerican artists
as the precursors to his more contemporary possessions. Initial
purchases of John Sloan and Maurice Prendergast were followed by
l½nchutz, Thomas Eakins and Albert P. Ryder. Eventually (in 1960)
the pre-twentieth century component of his collection had grown to
form approximately half of the total of 250 paintings. [48]

On-guard - taste need not be restricted to the nature of the
aesthetic choices made, but can also manifest itself in an emphasis
upon works of a modest character and intimacy of scale: works
which, to use the words of collector Edward M. M. Warburg, a scion
of the banking family who first became interested in modern art
as an undergraduate in the nineteen twenties [49] and purchased
his first painting (a Picasso) in 1930 - 1931, were
"chosen to be lived with, and form an integral part of
my surroundings.[50]
One manner in which this kind of caution manifested itself was in a
bias tcMard works on paper and small-scale sculptures. If paintings
were acquired then they tended to be modest in scale.

Warburg '5

collection, works on paper or small-scale sculptures, [51J ranged
from Klee, Lachaise, Lehmbruck and Maillol to Adolf Dehn and Diego
Rivera. Joseph Shulman, a New York architect who commenced
collecting in 1936 on the occasion of his first trip to Europe,
focused upon representing the naires - of the early twentieth century
School of Paris in graphics or paintings on paper - and owned works
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by Braque, Dufy, Juan Gris, Edouard Jeanneret (Le Corbusier), Marie
Laurencin, Lger, tzinger, a group of drawings by MJdigliani,
Picasso (ranging in date from 1905 - 1946), Renoir, Rouault and
uiouse-iautrec.

2Both Louis E. Stern and Edward Hanley had

backgrounds as bibliophiles before either began to collect fine art
(in Stern's case this was in the later nineteen thirties))3
Stern amassed groups of related works in a range of media
(paintings, sketches on paper, and sculptures relating to paintings)
by Borinard, Chagall (by whom he acquired several dozen works), Klee,
Lipchitz, Picasso, Renoir and Rouault. [54] Dr T. Edward Hanley,
who was employed in the utilities business in northern Pennsylvania
and became involved in fine art collecting in the nineteen twenties,
owned works ranging from the Peale Family of the eighteenth century
to a large group of Epstein sculptures and works by Childe Hassam,
Hartley, Everett Shinn and LachaiseJ 55 The collection of irore
than 70 pieces owned by Dr and Mrs Leslie Maitland, Hollywood
residents who began to collect in the nineteen thirties,
distinctively included a handful of graphics by pre-twentieth
century European artists to supplement their more contemporaneous
acquisitions which ranged through Jean Arp, Bellows, Brancusi, Dali
and Clement orozcoJ 6 However, the modest character of most of
their possessions, and the emphases which these collectors placed
upon the 'minor' media, meant that the total of works amassed by
these individuals tended to be large: Sterne, by the time of his
death in 1962, had amassed approximately 700 pieces, while by the
mid-sixties Hanley had amassed approximately 1000 works in various
media.

A small number of collections are worth discussing together
because they had individualist emphases which distinguished them
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from the 'philatelic tendency to which the average consensual
collection was prone. But one cannot discuss them outside the
context of cautious taste, for the broad outlines of their
collections still fall within the parameters of well-known early
twentieth century European (in particular the School of Paris) and
the more conservative american twentieth century art. lnlong such
collections is the small (approximately 2 dozen works) one formed by
Charles Laughton, the British-born film actor who went to Hollywood
in the 1937 - 1938 and began to acquire modern art in the early
nineteen forties. Although it ranged conventionally from
Impressionism (one of the stars of his collection was Renoir's
"Judgement of Paris", 1913 - 14) to the School of Paris, [571 it
was distinguished by Laughton's enthusiasm for the work of Morris
Graves, to whose work he was introduced during World War II and fran
whom he purchased a substantial group of watercolours and drawings
between the early nineteen forties and the nineteen fifties. By
1947 Laughton owned 7 pieces by this painter, while nearly 4 dozen
were available in a 1966 auction of his collection. [58] The main
thrust of the collection of Clifford Cdets, who became known as a
radical playwright in the mid-thirties but did not start collecting
until 1938 when he moved to Hollywood to work as a screenwriter,
was the School of Paris (with works by Dufy, Gris, Groninaire,
Picasso, Soutine) with the addition of some contnporary
rican
painting (Pascin and Gatch) [601 (200 works in 1947). However,
Odet's collection was mainly rarkable for its large representation
of Iclee. In 1951 he owned approximately 120 works by this artist,
[61] which was then the largest group in the country. It was
dispersed in the early to mid-nineteen fifties because Q3ets was
unable and/or unwilling to pay the high prices which this artist
increasingly commanded . [ 62 1With the decline in Odet's
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involvement with collecting one notes the rise of Frederick C.
Schang, who began his collection in 1945 after leaving the services.
However, it differed from that of Odets in that it eventually
consisted almost exclusively of Klee, with a few works of the early
twentieth century acting as a background):63]
A number of others fall within this grouping. The collection of
Maurice Culberg, a Chicago businessman who became involved with
modern art in the mid-forties under the influence of Chicago artist
Rudolph %'isenborn, was distinguished by its large representation of
Dubuffets work, for by 1952 he owned 26 examples out of a total
collection of 75 pieces. [64] John L. Senior was an aeronautical
engineer and airline president who began collecting in the late
nineteen forties and thenceforth bought rapidly and en masse for
about half a decadeJ 6 His collection, which included a number
of pieces by Brancusi, Braque, Gris, Mire and Tamayo, was
particularly noted for its representation of Mondrians work (at
least 12 works by 1951). [66] The collection of Gerald B. Cantor,
an investment banker who began to collect in 1946, became dominated
by one artist, Rodin, although until the mid-fifties it was made up
of a fairly standard mix of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century French painting, with the addition of sate early twentieth
century German painters such as Max Beckmann and Ludwig
Kirchner. [67]

The foregoing collections, with their emphasis upon the arthistorical and carnercial accreditation of the artists therein,
their effective bias toward the decorative and figurative, and
their timorousness with regard to expense or scale, can be
regarded as exemplars of an uncontroversially 'cautious' taste.
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However, there were other collectors who, despite the superficially
more adventurous appearance of their collections, especially their
greater emphasis upon early twentieth century cubist develoients,
should also be located within the parameters of consensual taste.
The reason for this lies in the fact that the art and artists
entering these collections were, to recall Pulitzer's ,ords "in
their reputations at their peak at that time . [ 68 l Because of the
critical battles fought on behalf of early twentieth century avantgardes in New York in the nineteen twenties and nineteen thirties,
and the affirmation of their art-historical im portance provided by
exhibitions such as the 1936 Museum of Modern Art survey "Cubism and
Abstract Art", for much of the period under discussion a
coupling of scxnewhat more radical stylistic developnts with the
assurance of critical and ccmiiercial approbation was synonymous
with an emphasis upon early twentieth century Cubist and abstract
experiments.

The three major collectors who fall within this category all
began to collect in the mid-thirties. The first of these is Nelson
Rockefeller, who was best known as a politician, although he was
peripherally involved in the family's business concerns. [69]
initially became concerned with modern art via his mother's
involvement in the foundation of the Museum of Modern 1rt, [70] but
his collection only began after his mother Abby presented him with
a Matisse in the early nineteen thirties. The central enthusiasm
of Rockefeller's collecting over many years was Cubism and its
derivatives and the artist for whom he had the greatest
admiration, ard consequently emphasised in his aauisitions, was
Picasso. The Picassos acquired by Rockefeller over the years ranged
from a 1907 "Head" through a number of Cubist paintings such as
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"Girl with a Mandolin" (1910), to "The Striped Bodice" of 1943; plus
assorted sculptures, prints and drawingsJ 7 Other early
twentieth century modernists by whom he built up substantial groups
of works were Braque, Gris, Leger, Klee, Matisse, and Miro.

The year 1936 saw the first real collecting involvement on the
part of both the St Louis-based nspaper publisher Joseph Pulitzer
Jr and G. David Thompson, known initially as an investment banker
and later as an important figure in the Pittsburgh steel industry.
The former had studied fine art at Harvard in the early nineteen
thirties and made his first acquisition (a Mdig1iani portrait) in
this year, the latter had purchased a Klee from the Carnegie Show
in 1928 and had had sane previous interest in Zmerican contemporary
and nail paintersJ 721The tone of Pulitzer's collecting career
was set in the later nineteen thirties as Cubism and early twentieth
century German art. His collection grew to be quite large - in
1949 it included 68 works, but by 1958 had grown to include 140
pieces - and included the work of Braque (5 paintings, of which the
most recent was "Flowers and Palette" of 1943), Beckrnann (5 works,
of which 3 were acquired in the nineteen fifties), Klee (4),
Matisse (two oils including "Bathers with a Turtle" (1908)
purchased from a 1939 auction of "degenerate" art held in
Switzerland), Modigliani (3), Picasso (12 works, of which the latest
was the 1953 "Seated Woman"), and Rouault (3 oils) Thaiipsons
collection was somewhat larger, for it totalled 300 pieces by the
late nineteen fifties. Thompson was apparently determined that he
would not try "to own [only] a painting by each of the better known
contemporary artists" and so restricted his acquisitions to a
selected number of artists.

By the late nineteen fifties, via

purchases in both New York and Europe, he had built up especially
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large groups of works by Alberto Giacometti and Klee (Thompson
clained that he owned approximately 100 pieces by each artist); and
owned substantial groups by artists such as Leger, Matisse, Miro,
Picasso and Kurt SchwittersJ' Dorothy Miller has characterised
Rockefeller's collecting as "annivorous" [76] and this description
suld appear to be most fitting, for his collection became enormous
- in 1950 it included 240 items; by 1958 it totalled some 1000
pieces; [771 and by 1966 it included 500 paintings and sculptures,
900 prints and drawings and 1000 pieces of primitive sculpture.
This large number of sculptures had begun to enter Rockefeller's
collection in the late nineteen forties when he began to build up
'mini-surveys' of Arp, Calder, Giacometti, Maillol, Henry Moore,
Elie Nadelman, Louis Nevelson and Isami Nogiichi. [78]

The fact that the position of the 'on-guard' collector within
the support system was determined basically by the presentation of
modern art within the institutional and dealer-gallery frameworks is
particularly evident in the case of the entry of post-war
develop1nents, whether American or European, into such collections.
It uld appear that a sequence of museum exhibitions - such as the
1952 "Fifteen Americans" show mounted by the Museum of Modern Art,
the 1953 "Younger European Painters" at the Guggenheim Museum, and
the twin "New Decade" exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art and
the Whithey Museum of American Art in 1955 - played an important
role in validating post-war abstraction. Also significant was the
drift of certain Anerican post-war artists from galleries of the
'gatekeeper' type to those of the 'promoter'. This was relevant
because the 'on-guard' collector typically only amassed rks which
had already built up sane 'cte'. The apparent interest in newer
developments by consensual collectors was also helped by the efforts
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of dealers to in New York to reinforce the critical position of
artists within the New York context by referring to the status of
these within the European market.

Indeed, the collections of sane individuals provide a useful
barometer with which to judge an improvement in the critical and
canrrercial reputations of certain stylistic tendencies or particular
artists. For instance, the collection of Lee Ault, a New York
manufacturer and publisher (Quadrangle Press and Art in America) who
had become interested in modern art during a honeymoon trip to Paris
in the mid-thirties (his first purchase was a Gauguin), was for
many quite representative of French-biased 'on-guard' taste. By
the mid-forties his collection (one of the largest of its kind in
the country after that of Joseph Pulitzer Jr) included works by
Braque, Chagall, Cezanne, de Chirico, Derain, Dufy, Laurencin,
Lger, Lurcat, Matta, Matisse, Modigliani, Picasso (at least 14
paintings by 1944), Rouault, Soutine, Tamayo, Utrillo and Vivin.
[791 Hewever, from the latter nineteen forties onwards, Ault
began to venture more into the realm of abstraction, with purchases
of older or earlier artists such as Matta and Mondrian (among
others) and post-war artists such as Nicholas de Stal and Theodoros
StamosJ 80 The collections of Ira Haupt, a New York stockbroker,
and Charles Zadok, a Milwaukee-based retailer, also demonstrated a
shift fran the realm of the more conventional and decorative into
that of more abstract developments, whether of the early twentieth
century or the post-war period. Fran the late nineteen forties Zadok
began to acquire works by, for example, Kandinsky and Hans Hartung.
[81] Haupt from the mid-fifties began to feature post-war European
and knerican artists such as de Stal, de Kooning, Levine, Mathieu,
Pollock, Soulages and Tobey as well as Kandinsky and MondrianJ82'
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At about the same time Pulitzer too began, for the first time, to
buy the work of post-war artists (particularly Italian) and acquired
works by Afro (6 pieces), Biroli, Capogrossi, Cremonini and Marini
(3 pieces). He also more than doubled his holdings of American art,
although these still never arrounted to only 10 per cent of the total
collection. [83]

A collector whose career demonstrated a similar pattern, albeit
telescoped because of his relatively late start in this activity was
Ben Heller, a New York businessman, who began to collect the School
of Paris in the early nineteen fifties because he thought this the
art then best known and most readily available. [84] However, he
ccxnnQnced buying American post-war paintings in 1952 - 1953. His
first purchases were by Gottlieb and Pollock, but he subsequently
acquired works by all the major Abstract Expressionist painters. In
1969 he owned at least 7 Rothkos and 3 Pollocks plus several works
each by Philip Guston, de Kooning, Kline, Robert Motherwell and
Barnett Newman. [85]

In a number of cases the specific involvement of a particular
museum professional or dealer is observable or acknowledged in the
development of a collection. Morton Neunann has acknowledged his
debt to the Parisian dealer Pierre loeb, and the participation of
Alfred Barr and Dorothy Miller in Nelson Rockefeller's collecting is
well-known. Indeed, the latter's initial involvement with post-war
American art may well be due to his links with these two museum
curators for he acquired his first 'mature' "Abstract
Expressionist work, Pollock's "Number 16, 1950", in 1951, very soon
after the Museum of Modern Art had itself purchased its first
example of the kind. Frc*i the mid-fifties onwards, in line with the
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changing critical and commercial climate for such works, he
acquired a substantial group of paintings by William Baziotes,
Adolf Gottlieb, Kline, de Kooning, Pollock and Mark RothkoJ86

Another two collectors would appear to have been considerably
influenced by their links with the Modern. William A. M. Burden, a
New York venture capitalist who had begun to collect European
painting in the early nineteen forties, [87] was encouraged by the
1952 Modern exhibition "Fifteen Americans" to divert from what
rrothy Miller has described as his "timorous taste", and bought a
number of works by artists featured in this exhibition (Richard
Lippold, Pollock and Bradley Walker Tornlin). Miller ascribed this
change of direction to Burden s intention to bequeath his collection
to the Museum of Modern Art, [88] and a similar reason may lie
behind the decision of fellow-trustee Philip Goodwin to acquire
vorks by several post-war American artists such as Baziotes, Graves
and Pollock in the nineteen fifties. [89]

Even on occasions when a collection was presented as
"experimental", as was that of Blanchette Rockefeller (Mrs John
III), a closer examination reveals that the choices made owed a
great deal to professional advice. This particular collection
appears to have come about as a direct result of the efforts of
Nelson Rockefeller to involve another family manber in the Museum of
Modern Art. It was begun in 1949, after Blanchette Rockefeller had
been introduced to New York galleries by Barr and Philip Johnson (an
architect-trustee of the Museum). The first works procured as a
result of this introductory process were a Marini bronze and a
Rothko painting, followed in 1950 by a Taitlin and a Mctherwell.
The col 1 ection remained very small, no more than 20 works, and was
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presented in a specially corriiiissioned "guest house" designed by
Johnson. [901 However, Rockefeller 's involvement in this area was
short lived (4 years) and this, coupled with the fact that her
col lection quickly passed into the Museum of Modern Art 's hands,
suggests that this collection was fundamentally an exercise guided
by Barr on behalf of his general tastemaking efforts):9l]

A final point which must be made, however, is that this drift
was exacerbated by the massive escalation in the prices of the
School of Paris and "modern masters" which made it imperative for
some collectors to seek new avenues of supply for their collections.
In some cases this must be seen as raising simple financial
difficulties for the collector concerned. For instance, collector
Walter Bareiss was apparently forced out of his favoured area of
"classical moderns" in the latter nineteen forties by the escalation
in prices for such art and his reluctance to spend more than $5,000
on any single purchase. Instead he moved into the areas of German
Expressionist art [92] and contemporaneous riinerican abstraction
(the first such work he acquired was a Pollock drawing in l949)J1
By 1958 his collection consisted of some 200 works ranging from the
Courbet which had been his first major purchase to de Kooning,
Braque and Reg Butler. [94] Moreover, as the price of the European
'modern masters' escalated sharply in the latter nineteen fifties
Neumann started to acquire Dada and Surrealist objects (in the main
acquired from Tristan Tzara and Man Ra, and post-war American
abstraction (which he appears to have first become interested in
subsequent to a meeting in Chicago with the artists Kline and Guston
in 1957). From then on his collecting activity was concentrated upon
contemporaneous American production. [951
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However, movement from the area of early twentieth century
"modern masters" to more recent accredited art or, alternatively,
an emphasis upon 'modesty', can be seen as a consequence of selfimposed restrictions attributable to a background which frowned upon
art as a frivolous luxury expenditure. In the context of the
latter, E.M.M. Warburg was confined in the scope of his purchases by
a self-imposed a price ceiling of $2,000 on any single purchase.
[96] Nelson Rockefeller was apparently reluctant to pay the rapidly
escalating prices asked for good examples of his first love, Cubism,
and ceased to aequire such art in the nineteen fiftiesJ 97 ' it was
this reluctance which lay behind his move into more modestly-priced
areas such as sculpture and primitive art.

The foregoing paragraph gives one hint as to why at least soma
collectors exhibited 'on-guard' rather than 'blue-chip - taste - an
unwillingness to spend the kind of money necessary to amass works
of the latter status. But this only really applied to those
individuals whose socio-econornic background situated th within the
upper class or even the uppermost wealth elite - for instance,
Nelson Rockefeller or Edward M. M. Warburg. However, this
category was dominated by professionals and businesspersons who
ware located, in the main, slightly lower down the socio-economic
scale, within the paramaters of the upper-middle class, and this
placed sane pecuniary restrictions upon the available collecting
options.

The socio-econanic standing of the majority of these collectors
also had a number of other, non-econanic, consequences upon the
buying preferences of collectors of on-guard' taste. First, the
prevalence of the businessperson in the category of cautious taste
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would appear to indicate sane correlation between this approach and
those sections of the carinunity which had little tradition of art
patronage. In this context one can recall the reservations
expressed by critic Eugenia Lea Whitridge in 1943, when she stated
that she thought that those unaccustomed to art would need
"education for buying"J 98] M3reover, status was a consideration,
for, although these collectors did not come f ran the upper lite of
the very wealthy, a considerable proportion of them, particularly
those resident in New York, were of a sufficient social standing to
rrove within the circles from which institutional trustees were drawn
and of an economic bracket which might make the fiscal advantages of
patronage attractive. The consequence of this was that such
collectors were likely to consider the critical standing of the
works they acquired, in the intention or expectation that their
collections, either in part or in whole, would eventually enter the
public domain, and encouraged collectors to go for that art which
was the most prestigiousJ 99 ' The final conclusion must be that
the on-guard - collector was inclined to rely more upon the guidance
of tastemakers and validators than those collectors with an active
involvement in the arts and to acquire work which had both an arthistorical reputation and a 'cte'.
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CHAPTER 13: THE 'BLUE CHIP - COLLECTOR - EPIIUVIE OF STA'IUS TASTE

The category of blue-chip' collector Trust be seen as forming
the opposite pole in the structure of the collector 'organisationset' to that signified by the 'avant-garde' collector. The term
'blue-chip' is derived from the vocabulary of the stock market and
means a non-risk investment, often involving one of the elite
industrial corporations. Parallels can be drawn between the stature
of the great majority of naires and of individual works included in
collections in this category and gilt-edged stocks for the modern
art concerned was the critical and commercial elite whose art
historical position was by 1940 considered unassailable, was found
in the premises of the most distinguished 'promoter-validator'
dealers, and set the sales records at auction. It is this last
factor which indicates the difference between this category and that
of the 'on-guard' collector, for characteristically this group of
collectors were associated with the most prestigious works by the
best known artists of the modern movement, those who were the most
sought after and expensive.

The fact that the art concerned was associated with the upper
echelons of the market means that the socio-economic position of
the individuals who acquired such art is relevant. To acquire such
art demanded a substantial level of disposable income, with the
concomitant of either a very high income or significant wealth
holdings, and this eliminated all but a tiny number of potential
private collectors. Indeed, an examination of the individuals
concerned reveals that socio-economically this category was
dominated by those whom sociologist C. Wright Mills has termed
the "corporate lite": the "blue bloods" whose fortunes dated back
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many years, and the "caf society" drawn from newer money without
the prestige to qualify for the "Social Register". ['1 iong the
forrrer category were John Hay Whithey, heir to one branch of the
family fortune, who founded his own venture capital company in the
nineteen thirties and also acted as a publisher (the Herald-Tribune
Group);[ 2 ] and W. Averell Harriman (married to the art dealer Marie
who ran a gallery specialising in modern French art in the nineteen
thirties) who had various business interests ranging from
railroads (he was heir to the Harriman railroad empire and chairman
of the Union Pacific Railroad), shipping and investment banking, and
also became well -known as a politician and diplomat. A number
of other collectors somewhat less lofty in status, but nevertheless
belonged to significant business dynasties. Leonard C. Hanna Jr,
heir to a Cleveland "industrial empire", began to collect seriously
circa 1930 (in that year the dealer Germaine Seligmann claims that
the only painting he owned was a Georgia 0 'Keefe flower piece), [41
although he had had an academic interest in the area for many years
and had been a trustee of the Cleveland Museum f or the previous
decade. Stephen C. Clark Jr, a scion of the family controlling the
Singer Sewing Machine Corporation and Clark's 0.N.T. Thread and
shareholder in these concerns, became well-known as a collector of
what was then considered 'rrodern art (i.e. late nineteenth and
early twentieth century French painting and the work of Imericans of
a similar era) in the nineteen twentiesJ51

A number of socio-professional groupings characteristically
associated with high earning potential were significant in this
category. The first of these is that of banking and venture
capitalism. Among this group one finds Maurice Wertheim, a New York
investment banker with an interest in publishing (he sponsored the
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Nation for a period), who began to collect in the mid-thirties
(although an interest in modern design and architecture and
conversely in old masters preceded this development). Banker
Georges Lurcy began his collection of French painting in Paris in
the nineteen twenties, but continued it after his arrival in New
York in 1940.

A second group, that of the business executive, included
collectors such as Leigh Block, the Vice-President of the Chicagobased Inland Steel (the family firm) whose collecting post-dated his
marriage in 1942 to Mary Lasker (daughter of the advertising
executive Albert D.). 61 Nathan Cummings, an officer and
stockholder in a large Chicago-based grocery concern, cawenced his
collecting career in 1945 when he bought a Pissarro harvesting scene
in Paris. Henry Peariman, a New York businessman, began his
collection in the latter nineteen forties, although most of his
purchasing was done in nineteen fifties. Arnold Kirkeby, a
Californian hotelier, began to collect French paintings just after
r1d War II. 7 Ralph M. Coe, who was President of his family
firm (Cleveland City Forge Corporation), started to collect soon
after his graduation in 1906.[8'

Finally, Albert D. Lasker,

founder of advertising agency Lord & Thanas, began to collect in the
mid-forties subsequent to his retirement.

Another significant professional area was that of the
entertainment industry. From this came collectors such as Nate
Spingold, a Vice-President of Columbia Pictures, who began to
collect French painting fran Impressionism to the School of Paris in
the nineteen forties. William Goetz, head of production at
Universal International Films in Hollywood, started to collect
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seriously in 1942, although his interest in the area dated back to
1935 when he had purchased a Vlaniinck landscape. George Gard de
Sylva, a Hollywood-based canposer of popular and film music, bought
his first rrodern French paintings and sculpture in the late nineteen
thirties. Finally, Edward G. Robinson, a film actor, made his first
purchase in 1933 (10 Blakelock landscapes) several years after his
first arrival in Hollywood, but his major purchases were made from
1936 onwards.

However, what is remarkable about the individuals who can be
discussed in this category is that, although an advanced education
was prevalent among collectors of this category (indeed, was
characteristic of this class), there was a paucity of
professionals'. Indeed, Samuel Marx, the Chicago architect and
interior designer, who started to collect in the late nineteen
thirties soon after his marriage to Florene (who had previously had
an interest in art history) was the only one of note.

A critical examination of Prnerican 'blue-chip' collections
reveals that these exhibited a remarkable congruence in canposition.
Such a unit would, characteristically, consist of a selection of
works by the so-called 'modern masters' of French painting from the
late nineteenth to the earlier twentieth centuries with at least a
token representation of the artists historically associated with
this range. The full extent of this characteristic gamut can be
judged from only a handful of collections. That of Edward G.
Robinson, which by 1957 numbered sane 75 pieces, [10] included:
important Impressionist works such as 5 oils by Camille Pissarro, 5
Auguste Renoirs (ranging fran 1876 - 1910), 4 pastels and one bronze
by Edouard Degas ("La Grande Danseuse"), and 3 Claude Monets (1872 -
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1886); Post-Impressionist works such as 2 'Tahitian' Paul Gauguins,
2 Vincent van Goghs, Paul Cezanne 's "The Black Clock" and Seurat 'S
"Le Crotoy"; School of Paris works such as 9 Georges Rouault oils
(1906 - 1939), 4 by Pierre Bonnard, 3 'white period' scenes by
Maurice Utrillo, 2 Arnedeo Modigliani oils of 1918, and Henri
Matisse's "La Desserte" (1897). Other School of Paris artists
represented included Ar3re Derain, Raoul Dufy, Berthe Morisot,
Jules Pascin, Pablo Picasso, Andre Dunoyer de Segonzac, Alfred
Sisley and Chaim Soutine.

A remarkably similar collection was built up by Maurice
Wertheim, who in the 15 years before his death in 1950 amassed a
substantial nunber of nineteenth century works - such as 5 Renoir
oils, 4 works by Degas (1 oil, 1 pastel and 2 bronzes), 3 bnets
including "Les Bateaux Rouges" (1875), 3 Seurats including a "Study
for La Grande Jatte" (1885), 2 works each by Henri de ThulouseLautrec (one of which was "La Buveuse") Czanne and van Gogh
(including an 1888 "Self Portrait") - and twentieth century pieces
- which included 5 works by Picasso (4 paintings and one drawing all blue period), 3 Matisse oils (ranging from 1915 to 1923), a
Dufy, a Soutine - and a nuither of sculptures by Aristide Maillol
and Charles DespiauJ 12 ' The Goetz collection, which consisted
of some 50 pieces of painting and sculpture by the late nineteen
fifties, [13] included, in addition to examples by some of those
cited above, some works also fairly characteristic of 'blue-chip"
taste - 7 small paintings by Vuillard, [14] 6 late works by Pierre
Bonnard and 4 works by Picasso (ranging from 1905 to
What varied from collection to collection was not this overall
characteristic selection, but the propertion of the late nineteenth
versus the early twentieth centuries or the individual ratios of
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one artist to another.[16]

Within the general parameters of taste outlined above, a number
of collectors built up significant groups of works by particular
artists. The Lasker's collection, which totalled some 100 works by
the time of Albert's decease in 1949, ranged in chronological
sequence from an 1834 Corot to a 1952 Foujita. It included 10
paintings and 6 drawings by Picasso ranging tnporally fran 1901 1945 but split between the very early and the late (this polarity
was quite catnon in collections of this type, for Cubist and more
particularly Surrealist influenced work was excluded more often than
not), and 9 major Matisse oils and 3 drawings (predominantly of the
nineteen twenties and nineteen forties)J 7 ' In addition to the
foregoing, this collection also included groups of works by such
fashionable artists as Salvador Dali (24 watercolours amongst which
were 5 specially executed for Mary Lasker in 1948 and 1949), 24 oils
and 3 drawings by Foujita, 9 watercolours and one oil by Dufy, and 7
watercolours and one oil by Marie Laurencin.

8 ' The Block's

enphasised a selected few "masters" of French modernism. In the
nineteen forties they apparently concentrated upon Braque, [19]
whom they eventually owned 9 paintings ranging in date f ran a 1906
Fauve piece to one executed in 1952, although the majority were f ran
the nineteen thirties and nineteen forties. Seven of these
paintings were acquired in the nineteen forties, including "Large
Billiard Table" (1949) which was purchased from the painter in 1950.
In the following decade the Blocks concentrated upon Picasso,
eventually acquiring more than a dozen works ranging f ran a Blue
Period painting to a 1963 portrait. The last remaining large
grouping owned by the Blocks was a substantial group of ndrian
flower pieces (but not any of his neo-plastic paintings)J20] The
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collection of Sam and Florene Marx was dominated by 14 Picasso
paintings (pirchased between 1939 and 1955) - ranging from "Woman
Combing her Hair" (1906) to the 1941 "Woman in Armchair" - 5 large
Matisses from his "cubistic" period (1911 - 1917) - including "The
Moroccans" (1916) - and 6 large Braques, ranging from "The
Mantelpiece" (1922) to "The Studio" (1949)J 2u1 The major focus of
Henry Pearlman's collection was Cezanne, by whom the collector
acquired his first landscape watercolour in Paris in 1949. In the
subsequent decade he amassed 5 oils, 9 additional watercolours, a
drawing and half a dozen prints. These works, together with 6
paintings by Soutine (predominantly from the nineteen twenties)
constituted just over half of Peariman's collection. [22j

If the work represented in 'blue-chip' collections ventured
outside the parameters of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century French art, then selections were nost likely to be made from
the more realist American painting of the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries or the post-war School of Paris. In the midfif ties the Blocks began to acquire contenporary Arrericans such as
Ivan Albright, Stuart Davis, O'Keefe, Karl Knaths and Franklin
Watkins. In some cases an interest in Arrerican art represented a
shift in direction for the collectors concerned. In the mid-fifties
Nate B. Spingold, who by then had built up a collection which
ranged from the Impressionists through 3 paintings each by Bonnard
(all late works) and Vuillard to School of Paris painters such as
Mx3igliani and Soutine, [23] changed the direction of his collecting
to include work by contrtporary Arerican painters such as Hynian
Bloom, Edward Hopper, Jack Levine, Ben Shahn and Max ber. [24]

In the main, the American purchases of 'blue-chip' collectors
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were made concurrently with European, with the former acquired if
such works were considered to be compatible in spirit to the
collector's European possessions. During his early collecting
career Edward G. Robinson acquired a number of works by contenporary
American artists such as Hopper, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Naurice
Prendergast, Eugene Speicher and, most notably, Grant Wood's
controversial "Daughters of Revolution" (acquired in the early
nineteen thirties). Stephen Clark too acquired the work of
nineteenth and early twentieth century Americans concurrently with
his French works. The latter consisted for the most part of
Impressionist and Post-Impressionist paintings by Czanne (5 by
1954), Degas, Manet, Renoir, and Seurat (by whom he owned "La
Parade")J 25 Arrcng the Americans he particularly acquired Thomas
Eakins and Winslow Homer but also purchased works by Bellows,
Charles Burchfield, Arthur B. Davies (for whom Clark had acted as a
patron in the nineteen twenties), Eu shemius, Hopper, Albert P.
Ryder and Speicher. With the passage of time an increasing
proportion of works entering Clark's collection were nineteenth
century American 'masterpieces '•[26] The Harrimans' collection,
which in 1952 totalled some 4 dozen pieces - including 6 works each
by Czanne and Derain, 3 Matisses, 2 works by Renoir, 2 by Van
Gogh, 2 by Picasso (blue/rose period), and a Degas bronze "La Petite
Danseuse" (later another 3 paintings were added) - in the main
reflected the predominantly European work promoted by Marie Harriman
in her gallery. [27] However, Walt Kuhn, the only American in this
collection, had a relatively important representation of 7 works,
including "The White Clown". He too had been sponsored by Marie in
the nineteen thirtiesJ28

An involvement with more recent art developents, and in this
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respect one is talking alnst exclusively about post-war European
painting, was only discernible in 'blue-chip' collections from the
mid-fifties onwards. It is significant in this respect that the
majority of the post-war European artists, such as Jean Dubuffet,
who entered these collections were represented by the self-same
galleries (either in New York or in Paris, for many of these
collectors were regular visitors to this city and made a proportion
of their acquisitions there) in whom these collectors viewed and
bought the work of European 'modern masters', and were those
presented as being the continuation and heirs of the European
tradition represented by these collections. For instance, in the
later nineteen fifties the Blocks acquired the occasional work by
post-war French or European painters such as Dubuffet, Marino
Marini, Georges Mathieu and Sam Francis. However, such purchases
never amounted to more than a small percentage of any of these
collections.

A number of characteristic attitudes toward the art work
distinguished these collectors. ?\bove all they were presented, or
presented themselves, within the context of discriminating
connoisseur or disinterested 'amateur'. The flavour of this
representation may be judged from this statement made by Georges
Lurcy with respect to his approach toward collecting "I want [my] rioney reaping paradise - in a fashion as
mysterious as the artist's simple oils producing
it ......The priceless temptation of art gives one
everything ." [29]
The tradition of the connoisseur places a premium upon the visual
acuity of the collector, for such a person must be able to
distinguish the great from the merely good or average. Such
collectors, to use the words of Sam and Florene Marx, wished to
acquire "truly exalted works of painters and sculptors of
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international repute".[30] These collectors stressed the care and
time which they took over their selections, and the tirre they were
willing to expend upon study. As Edward G. Robinson expressed it in
1942,
"The secret is to take plenty of time looking at pictures
everywhere. I haunt museums and galleries everywhere I
go." [31]
The emphasis upon the the critical renown of works entering
these collections can be interpreted as an expression of status, an
important consideration for collectors of these elevated socioeconanic levels. These were important collections of notable works
built up by influential persons. In this context one must consider
the presentation of certain art works and artists within a definite
art historical tradition which had its roots in Europe, and more
particularly France. Whereas it is more usual to consider this
tradition within the context of production, it also had its
influence upon the perceived norms of appreciation and consumption.
If one turns to Georges Lurcy, one might expect that his
collection, as an exemplification of the 'blue-chip' taste of
France in the decade he corrrrenced collecting, would shc sane signs
of distinction from his United States counterparts. Hcever, if one
examines this assemblage - which featured 8 Boudin beachscapes, 4
Renoirs, 3 Gauguins including "Mau Taporo" (1892), 2 Monets,
Toulouse-Lautrec 's "Les I'inbassadeurs" (1892) and works by Bonnard,
Marc Chagall, Derain, Dufy, Utrillo and Vlaminck [32] - one will
note that there was no appreciable difference between the taste
shcMn in this ostensibly French collection and that demonstrated by
the characteristic American blue-chip' collection. Moreover, the
emphasis upon time, while characteristic of the connoisseur, can
also be interpreted as a signifier of socio-econctnic standing, for
it exemplified the concept of 'conspicuous leisure' defined by
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Thorsten Veblen i.e. only those with money over and above that
needed to fulfil living requirents have time to spare for nonremunerative activities or considerations.331

The remarkable concurrence of taste demonstrated by these
collections must surely bring into question the level of individual
connoisseurship of these collectors. Instead, their effective
similarity would seem to indicate a dependence upon received
opinion: whether it be the accumulated 'judgenient' of the body of
(published) art history as to the relative merits of exponents of
the modernist tradition, the advice of particular contemporary
tastemakers, or the prevailing taste of the collector's peer group.
Indeed, one must note a remarkable concordance in collecting
priorities between blue-chip' collections and the work exhibited,
and collected, by public institutions during the period under
discussion.

In a small number of cases the advice of particular tastemakers
is easy to trace. For instance, Henry Peariman availed himself of
the counsel of art-historian John Rewald, 34 so too did John Hay
Wnithey. The latter amassed the majority of his collection in the
decade irrrnediately after World War II (although he had acquired a
number of major European paintings including Renoir's "Le Bal au
Mulin de la Galette" before), availing himself of an inheritance of
$27 million which he received in 1946J35] Among the works Whithey
acquired were two van Goghs of 1889, a Gauguin "Self Portrait"
(1890), a number of Matisses including the painter's study for
"Luxe, Calme et Volopte", several early Picassos including a 'blue
period' self-portrait, two paintings by Henri (le Douanier) Rousseau
including "Jungle Scene", and Fauve paintings by Braque, Derain,
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Dufy and Vlaininck.[36J Adele (Mrs David) Levy formed a relatively
small collection of sate 37 works which included 4 pieces by Cezanne
and 3 oils by Matisse in the 20 years between the mid-thirties and
the mid-fifties. She apparently began collecting after attending
an art appreciation course taught by the critic Alfred Frankfurter,
and asking Frankfurter to help herself and her husband to select
works. This arrangement endured for approximately two decadesj371

In other cases a reliance upon professional advice can only be
inferred: for instance, from the links between the selections
made by these collectors and the work shown in the most important
'prornoter-validator' galleries, such as Paul Rosenberg in New York.
One striking instance of inferred influence must the congruity
between the Marxes' selection of Matisse paintings, which differed
quite markedly from the more corriron emphasis of their peers upon
either this painter's Fauve period or his more decorative work of
the nineteen twenties, and the opinion of Alfred Barr of the Museum
of Mdern Art that this artist's more cubistic production was his
most significant work. [38]

With respect to the significance of these collections as signs
of the collectors' social standing, one must note the importance
of how the taste represented in these collections fitted into an
entire life-style. The majority of these collections were presented
within the context of antique furniture, silver and fine china. On
occasion the display of works might vary from the conventional, and
works were displayed in ensembles of like works within a decorative
scheme. For instance, the Lasker 's had a Matisse dining roan and
the Blocks a Braque dining room. Alternatively, special
private galleries might be used, such as that arranged by Stephen
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C. Clark to display his group of a dozen Matisse paintings
(including "Lady with Plumes")J 40 In such presentations each
element reiterated the message of discrimination, elegance and
wealth, and it was important that the art works included were of a
nature adaptable to such manipulation, and this meant above all
that the works concerned had to have an unimpeachable critical and
carinrcial profile.

The collectors of this category, as might be expected of
members of the uppermost socio-economic strata, with its traditional
links with private philanthropy as an expression of socio-economic
standing, exhibited strong and influential ties with various
institutions and, of particular interest for this study, with the
Museum of Modern Art (although one notes that provincial collectors
also had ties with their local modern art museums e.g. Chicago Art
Institute). Although in many instances this contact was limited
either to loans to institutions for exhibitions or individual
gifts/bequests, in several instances the involvement was more
striking. For instance, John Hay Whithey was a officer and trustee
of the Museum of Modern Art for many years, [41] as was Clark.
Mrs Levy, the Marxes and Robinson were trustees of the Modern.
Leonard Hanna appears to have been influenced over the years by his
strong sense of commitment towards the Cleveland Museum, both
providing this institution with a large purchase fund in 1941 (for
important works of any period) and bequeathing it his private
collection. [42]

As the works which characterise such collections tend to fall
by definition within the category of 'museum-quality', the
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likelihood that their collections would find their eventual homes
within the public domain must have influenced the selections made
by these collectors. The latter consideration appears to have been
especially overt with respect to George Gard de Sylva. In his
case, although he acquired a few paintings in the early nineteen
forties, it was not until he conceived the idea of presenting a
collection to the Los Angeles County Museum in mid-decade that he
began collecting in earnest. The collection which resulted from
this resolve, when presented in 1946 - 1947, amounted to 24
paintings and 10 pieces of sculpture ranging from an 1865 Degas to
a 1930 Rouault. [43:1

It is remarkable how many of these collectors came to such
taste fully formed, with the exception of collectors of an older
generation such as Clark and Coe who both began collecting modern
French art at a time it was still somewhat controversial in the
United States, if less so in Europe. There was little evolution
into this taste or, indeed, from one price category into another.
Mzst of these collectors started at the top and remained there. In
this situation the importance of moneyed backgrounds must be the
answer in many cases. But the fact that a number of these
collectors began to collect late in life, after they had made their
fortunes, must also be significant as it indicates that 'blue-chip'
collecting could be an expression of elite 'membership - on the part
of these individuals. Finally, as expressions of taste, one
conditioned by a complex of external pressures ranging from social
factors to knowledge of the 'canon' of modernist art history or
access to professional advice, these collections constituted a
distinctly prestigious layer within the organisation of the
'collector-set.
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"Exhibition of Paintings, Watercolours and Sculptures from the
Collection of Mr and Mrs Henry Pearlman", exh. cat., Brooklyn
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Paintings, Watercolours and Sculpture", exh. cat., M.
Knoedler & Co, New York, 27/1 - 21/2/1959.
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1958" - Fortune: December 1958; p 10. Alfred H. Barr, letter to
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Nate Spingold, 20/2/1950, Alfred H. Barr Papers, Archives of
Arrerican Art, microfilm roll number 2176.
24 charles Alan: letter to William Brice, 14/10/1955. Charles Alan
Gallery Papers, Archives of American Art, microfilm roll no
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Digest: 15/3/1948; p 9. "A Collectors Taste The Stephen C.
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Collection" - Vogue: 1/2/1944; pp 80 - 81. "Exhibition of the
Averell and Marie Harriman Collection", exh. cat., National
Gallery of Art, Washington D C, 15/4 - 14/5/1961.
28 "High Cost of a Clown" - Life: 3/2/1958; p 32.
29 Lurcy, quoted in Towner: op cit; p 578.
30 "Collection of Samuel and Florene Marx", exh. cat., Museum of
Modern Art, New York, 1965: p 7.
31 "Edward G. Robinson on Art" - Magazine of Art: 35: 7; pp 258. See
also: Arthur Millier: "Edward G. Robinsons Collection - An
Interview" - Art in America: XXXII (1944): pp 225 - 229.
32 Wnen he died in 1953 his collection totalled 65 paintings, of
which 38 works had been smuggled out of France just before World
War II; with perhaps another third of the collection added in New
York during the war years. "Names Withheld" - Art News: XLVIII
"The Lurcy
(1949 - 50): 10; p 28. Towner: op cit; p 578 - 588.
Collection" - Arts: XXXII (1957 - 58): 1; p 30. Art Prices
Current, 1957; pp A26 - A 27.
33 Thorsten Veblen: Theory of the Leisure Class; pp 56 - 60.
34 "Mr and Mrs Henry Pearlman: A Loan Exhibition of Paintings,
Watercolours and Sculpture", exh. cat., M. Knoedler & Co, New
York, 27/1 - 21/2/1959.
35 "John Hay Whitney: Man of Means I" - New Yorker: 11/8/1951; pp 32
- 45 & "John Hay Whitney: Man of Means II" - New Yorker:
18/8/1951; pp 36 - 53.
36 "The John j Whitney Collection", exh. cat., Tate Gallery,
16/12/1960 - 29/1/1961. "The John Whitney Collection", exh.
cat., National Gallery of Art, Washington D. C., 29/5 2/10/1983. Henry McBride: "Rockefeller, Whitney, Senior, Qets,
Cohn" - Art News: L (1951 - 52): 4; pp 34 - 37, 60. John Rewald:
"French Paintings in the Collection of Mr and Mrs John Hay
Whitney" - Connoisseur: April 1956; pp 134 - 140. John Russell:
"La Collectione Whitney" - LOeil: May 1958; pp 32 - 37.
Aline B. Saarinen: "Art and Politics" - New York Times:
26/10/1958: II; p 11. Alan Pryce-Jones: "The John Hay Whitney
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37 "Adele R Levy Collection", exh. cat., Museum of Modern Art, New
York, 1961. For a full list of works included in this collection
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Art: Visits to Private Collections, 24/5/1950 and 12/5/1954
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40 Jean Lipman: "Matisse Paintings in the Stephen C. Clark
Collection" - Art inlinerica: XXII (1933 -34); p 134.
This group was dispersed in the nineteen forties because Clark
apparently no longer believed in the art historical importance of
Matisse - Lynes: op cit; p 244.
41 He helped to found the Film Library. Lynes: op cit; pp 110 - 114.
42 Seliginan: op cit; pp 221 - 222.
43 "'Buddy - De Sylva - Gift to Hollywood" - Art News: XLV (1946 47): September; pp 28, 29, 30 - 33, 53. "De Sylva Collection
Enriches Los Angeles" - Art Digest: 15/10/1946; p 13. "The Mr and
Mrs George Gard de Sylva Collection of French Impressionist and
I4dern Paintings and Sculpture", exh. cat., Los Angeles County
Museum, November 1950.
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CHAPTER 14: THE CORPORATE PA'IRON OF f"flDERN AND

CONTFMPORPRY

ART

The individual businessman provides the link between the
private col 1 ector and the corporate - many corporate patronage
programrres owed their existence to the enthusiasm of one particular
officer of the company concerned, who might well be a private
collector him/herself - but the reasons stimulating corporate art
patronage are somewhat different to those underlying private
collecting. There are 4 possible rrotives for industrial support for
the arts: [1] first, the desire to take part as a corporate citizen
in the life of the community in which the company is located;
second, the search for prestige; third, the need to provide
amenities for company employees; and fourth and last, the wish to
engage in a form of reminder advertising. However, although critic
Peyton Boswell, writing in Art Digest in 1945, hoped that corporate
patronage of the fine arts would be used as a disinterested vehicle
for widening the base of art appreciation, with the corporation
replacing the role of the tax-diminished ranks of the tycoon
collector, [2] it would appear that the major motivation governing
this activity during the period under consideration was the wish
"to create a favourable impression of the status and
quality of an industry, a business or of a brand name" [3]
The means by which corporations in the period under consideration
obtained this end took two main forms - the use of art as prestige
advertising, and the accumulation of collections both as a metaphor
for the corporate image and as an indicator of status within the
company's internal hierarchy.

There were a number of initiatives designed to improve public
recognition of the company 's identity without any direct reminder of
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the nature of the company s product range. These can be regarded
as one of the most significant new departures in corporate patronage
during the period under discussion. In the main such initiatives
involved the corporation in amassing a collection of pre-existent
original art works, although the manner of forming these collections
differed from case to case. The most important examples of this
trend caine between the late nineteen thirties and the late nineteen
forties: the first was the I.B.M. (International Business Machines)
collection, which was started in 1937; the second was that of
Encyclopaedia Britannica, inaugurated in 1943; the last was that of
the Miller Corporation, begun in 1945. Although each collection was
formed for similar publicity reasons, the actual composition of
each reflected the differing corporate images of the companies
concerned. For instance, both the I.B.M. and the Encyclopaedia
Britannica collections concentrated upon rather more conservative
contaliporary painting which concurred with their image as national
institutions, while the Miller Collection, formed by a small company
actively promoting modern design, featured abstract and modernist
art.

The initial aim of I.B. M. was to form a collection which would
represent the contemporary artistic production of all those 79
countries in which it conducted business. Two works from each of
these nations were acquired between 1937 and 1939, via art
authorities in each country, and these works were displayed as
"Contanporary Art of 79 Countries" in twin exhibitions at the 1939
Worlds Fair in New York and the San Francisco Golden Gate
Exposition. [5) In 1940 I.B.M. foll .ied up this successful venture
by forming a collection of contnporary art from the 48 Federal
states, plus dependencies, which consisted of two works from each
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state (selected by local juries) "representative of the art and
character of its particular state". These works were subsequently
exhibited in New York and San Francisco in the same fashion as the
preceding international collection.' 6 ' In the following year
elements of both collections were circulated on an "invitational"
tour of first North and then Southern Mierica, with another
similar tour in

Fran 1944 onwards Encyclopaedia Britannicas collection was
sent touring in a similar prorrotional manner, although the initial
purpose of it had been to gather a collection of professionally
selected contemporary Zinerican paintings which might be used as
colour reproductions in Britannica publications, but could also be
used to pronDte the company by travelling exhibitions. [8] The
collection was quickly amassed, and by 1945 121 artists (ranging
f ran early twentieth century American realists such as the "The
Eight" to contemporary artists such as Aahron Bohrod, Louis
Gugliemi, Julian Levi, Walt Kuhn and Bradley Walker Thmlin) were
represented by individual works. By 1946, when the collection
was commemorated in a scholarly catalogue, another 28 works had
been added (7 substitutions by artists already included, and 21
works by new artists), making a total of 135 paintings.' After
this date the size of the collection remained static, although it
had been intended that a dozen new paintings would be added
annually. Instead a "rotating annual" scheme was adopted, whereby
works were rented for one year (for a fee of $200), and these were
sent out on exhibition alongside the permanent collection, if space
permitted. [10]

Although the work included in the collections above tended to
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reinforce already existing corporate identities, the use to which
the Miller Collection was pit was scxriewhat more active as it was
part of a strategy to change the company 's image. Burton Tremaine,
as director of a company manufacturing lighting fixtures, realised
that the success of his company's manufacture of fluorescent
lighting (introduced just before rld War II) would entail rrore
integration between architectural design and the installation of
lighting fixtures. Anxious that his design concept, which he
marketed under the trademark "Ceilings Unlimited", be impressed upon
Pmerican architects (and thereby the name of the Miller Company),
Tremaine decided to form a collection
"... which demonstrates the historical influence of
painting upon building design earlier in the twentieth
century, [while] some of the more recent work indicates new
horizons..." [11]
The 43 paintings and 8 sculptures acquired between 1945 to 1948
ranged from the strictly architectonic work of Josef Albers,
Ilya Bolotowsky, Piet Mondrian (3 works) and Irene Rice Pereira
(which might be construed as having had a direct influence on
modern design) to items by Jean Arp, Joan Mir and Pablo Picasso (4
pieces) thought to demonstrate a more indirect influence.
Emily Tremaine was appointed as art director of the new
ventureJ' 3 This collection was circulated nation-wide between
1948 and 1950; and a scholarly catalogue, "Painting Towards
Irchitecture", with an introduction by the architectural historian
H. Russell Hitchcock, was produced to coincide with the tour. [14]
In the display large-scale reproductions of modern architecture were
presented alongside the paintings to emphasise the hypothesis.1-1
'I reinforce the attempts to revamp the company image, publications
and stationery were re-styled so that layouts and designs
incorporated adaptations of works included in the collection - for
example, the Albers "Flying Man" (1929 - 1935) was adapted for the
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cover of the 1945 praotional booklet for "Ceilings Unlimited".[161

An interesting variant on the corporate patronage theme
introduced for the first time in the mid-forties was the canpany
sponsored art competition, held primarily to find works which could
be utilised in advertising the corporation s product. However,
although the basic end of all such competitions was advertising,
the means employed were divided between those canpetitions which
required the work produced to reflect the company s goods, and those
which did not. Two major examples which, initially at least,
fitted into the former category were: those competitions
inaugurated by the Heller-Delta Company (La Tausca Pearls) in 1945,
with the theme of "Woman with Pearls", to acquire images that could
be used for full-page advertising purposes; and the occasional
series organised by Hallmark Cards between 1949 and 1960 to provide
material for its Christmas cards and other publications.

With respect to the former, only the first competition, from
which 50 paintings were exhibited and 13 prizes totalling $4,500 in
Victory Bonds distributed (the 3 main prizes were awarded to works
by Max Weber, Lily Cushing and Ruth Ray) was thematically
restricted.- At the second competition in 1946 96 artists were
selected by an invitational jury for exhibition, and 10 shared
prizes totalling $6,400. The first 3 purchase prizes, of between
$2,000 and $1,000, were awarded to Abraham Rattner, Philip
Evergood and Byron Browne.E18]

At the third competition in 1948

the first (purchase) prize was raised to $3,000 (this was won by
Vasilieff).

91 If included in the competition related

exhibitions artists were paid a rental fee of $100 to cover them for
the one year's exhibition (unless works were sold during this time),
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and the company offered $150 for reproduction rights if it used a
painting in its advertising but did not actually purchase the rk
itself.

Although Hallmark Cards stressed the public service aspect of
its venture in the initial announcnent, [201 the advertising ends
of the competition can be clearly seen in the restriction of
entrants to a Christmas rrctif. From the 10,000 entries, 20 prizes
totalling $28,000 were evenly allocated between the French and
United States entries (Prrerican Fred Conway and Frenchman Edouard
Georg, in addition to winning their respective national sections,
shared the international section first prize of $3,500). One
hundred artists were selected and exhibited at the Wildenstein
Galleries) 2Out of the 20 prize-winners and 100 paintings
selected for display, some 21 were later published. The second
competition in 1952, restricted to watercolours (also with a
Christmas content), attracted more than 3,600 entrants from 32
nations (although three-quarters of these were from the United
States)J 22 '

Out of these, 100 received awards totalling

$12,500. [23] After this Hallmark abandoned its insistence upon an
identifiable Christmas theme. [24] The third and fourth contests,
held in 1955 and 1957 respectively, were both invitational contests
restricted to 50 artists, while the fifth (and last) was staged in
1960 and consisted of 57 painters "of prariise". Works which the
company decided to reproduce were purchased outright from the
artist, and (with the addition of other works over the years that
were used at various times) a collection of sane 2,000 works was
eventually built up.[25]

However, the most significant of the company-sponsored
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competitions which did not specify content was undoubtedly that
first organised by Pepsi-Cola in 1944 with the aim of acquiring
works for reproduction in the calendars which the company sent out
to local distributors and other custcxners. Although reproductions
of well-kncin museum pieces and sar specially coninissioned works
had replaced the conTnercial art previously used for a couple of
years, a 1944 article by the critic flnily Genauer critical of the
then current state of industrial patronage encouraged the Pepsi-Cola
director, Walter S. Mack Jr, to instigate a nation-wide competition
to help the corporation find its advertising requirements, [26]
although the announcement of the project stressed a public service
element. [27] The "Artists for Victory" organization, which had put
on a successful mass exhibition the previous year, was asked in mid1944 to stage the competition. It was announced that 150 works
would be selected for exhibition via a two-tier (local and
national) jury system consisting of artists, critics and museum
directors; and that these would be further judged to select 12
prize-winners (4 purchase prizes ranging from $2,500 to $1,000 and
8 awards of $500 each) who would share a total of $11,000 in prize
money. The announcement of the competition drew a tremendous
response and, in all, 5,000 works from 49 states were entered for
judging. To reinforce the publicity impact of the competition the
prizes were awarded at a gala press luncheon by the mayor of
New York (the 4 purchase prizes went to works by Waldo Pierce,
Philip Evergood, Louis Bosa and Joseph di Martini). In addition to
printing the 12 winners on 500,000 calendars, the company sponsored
a year-long nation-wide exhibition tour of 150 works, under the
title "Portrait of America" (the fact that the initial shing of
this was the Matropolitan Museum undoubtedly ended the competition
with considerable extra status).[28] After the second competition
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in 1945, again organised by Artists for Victory, 150 works were
exhibited at the Rockefeller Centre. Subsequently, until it was
terminated in 1948, ccxnpetition selections were displayed at the
National Academy of Design. Constant changes to procedure were made
after the first cciripetition: at the second and third Annuals 20
prizes totalling $15,200 were awarded (with a first prize of
$2,500);[29] at the 1946 Annual 7 felliships of $1,500 were
also awarded (in all $25,750 was disbursed by the ccxnpany); 30 at
the fourth Annual in 1947 34 artists received a total of $35,950 in
prizes, fellcMships and purchase monies ($21,250 of this was prizemoney); [311 while at the 1948 Annual the prize money was increased
to $28,000, and a $100 rental was introduced for the paintings
selected for exhibition.[32} After the first competition no
purchase prizes were awarded, and the 12 works needed for the
calendar were selected by the corporation staff from the 20 prizewinners (or sometimes from those hung at the exhibitions), which
meant that the main prize-winners were sometimes not included on the
calendar. For instance, the first prize-winner of the second
competition, Paul Burlin's "Soda Jerker" (1942) was not reproduced
in the appropriate calendar, and in some years only a few of the
prize-winners were aequired for reproductionJ33'

The only other notable effort in this field was that of the
retailing concern of Gimbel Brothers, or more particularly their
Pittsburgh and Milwaukee branches, which sponsored art competitions
and collections of local art in the nineteen forties and early
nineteen fifties, in an attempt to raise the store's status among
the local community. The first such event was organised in
Pittsburgh in 1946, under the direction of Arthur Kaufman (the
local director), when a competition was organised to "create a
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dramatic record of Pennsylvania and its contemporary people". The
resultant collection of 114 paintings and drawings by 14 artists including George Biddle, Fletcher Martin, Franklin Watkins and
Andrew Wyeth - was presented to the Pennsylvania Academy in
l947J 4 The events organised in Milwaukee were the idea of
Charles Zadok. In 1948, 32 artists were requested to paint Wisconsin
and its history to coincide with the state's centennial
celebrations. These works were then purchased by the company and
exhibited at the Wisconsin State Fair, before being donated to the

Wisconsin Museum. In subsequent years local artists were asked to
portray the state at work, at play and from the air (themes
suggested by local arts organisations at Zadok's request). At
each of these competitions 4 prizes totalling $1,450 were awarded,
while Girnbel's also purchased all works hung for between $100 and
$300 eachJ3

The most usual method for using art as an advertising tool was
to commission fine artists to execute works which more directly
represented the product of the corporation in question, albeit in a
manner which carried irore prestige than the more carrron corrnercia1
illustrations. In the early nineteen forties an increasing number
of business concerns began to use fine art images as part of the
layout of their advertisements, in the hope of impressing the
superiority of their product upon the public consciousness, while
other acquired works for reproduction within corporate publications.
Some of these efforts were only occasional, or involved the use of
museum pieces, but a number of corporations made extensive use of
the strategy, and even built up substantial 'collections' of art
works in this manner.
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The first to acquire original works for reproduction in inhouse publications was Pbbott Laboratories, whose journal was
distributed nation-wide to medical practitioners, when in 1938 1939 it began either to purchase existing works or to cctmiission
works to illustrate articles. For instance, Yasuo Kuniyoshi was
asked to execute a series of drawings to accompany an article on
anaesthesia. During the World War II Abbott commissioned 36
paintings which it exhibited nation-wide under the title "Art for
Bonds" and reproduced as posters as part of its war effort. 36

In

the 20 years until 1959 the company acquired some 400 works ranging
through Thomas Hart Benton, Charles Burchfield, Salvador Dali, Raoul
Dufy, Georges Rouault and Ben ShahnJ371

During World War II the

Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) [38] began to commission
paintings to illustrate the role of oil in the war effort. Through
the intermediary of the Associated American Artists Gallery 16
artists were engaged to paint the development and distribution of
oil during the war years, in the various countries in which this
industry was located (8 artists covered activities in the United
States, and 8 those of other nations). The artists corimissioned
ranged from Benton (Mississippi River and Baton Rouge refineries)
and Ernest Feine (Humble Oil Corp, Texas and Standard Oil
Corporation, Louisiana), to Adolf Dehn (Venezuela) and Bruce
Mitchell (Iran, Middle East) •[391 Although it was only intended
initially that these works would be reproduced in the canpanys inhouse periodical, The Lamp, in 1946 the 85 works which were the
result of this patronage were publicly exhibited. 40

In

subsequent years Standard Oil (New Jersey) continued to ccxrinission
works with which to publicise the oil industry and improve its
image in countries in which it had subsidiaries - in the early
nineteen fifties it staged a number of art competitions for local
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artists, for instance in Cuba and Italy, where the prize-winning
work was then hung in the headquarters of the local canpany - and
by 1952 it had acquired 250 paintings by 48 artists as a result of
thisJ 41 ' The last to start a similar venture was the Ford Motor
Company, which in 1946 began to acquire paintings (predominantly
watercolours) for reproduction in the corlx)ration's own journal, the
"Ford Times". Most of these works were commissioned (wherever
possible) from regional artists; and by 1953 some 2,000 works by
sortie 250 artists had been acquired. Although initially intended
only for reproduction, this collection became the largest national
collection of Prnerican watercolours, with sane 7,250 works amassed
in the first 12 years.421

In all the above, although they were gathered for advertising
purposes, the works themselves were characteristically reproduced in
the corporation's own publications as full-page illustrations
(often in colour) without any superimposition of advertising copy,
possibly as a suggestive accompaniment to the text. A number of
corporations, however, utilised art works within the context of
advertising layouts which carried the corporations name or
tradark, albeit tastefully and discreetly, as befits a form of
prestige advertising. The very first company to venture into this
area had been Steinway & Sons at the turn of the century; but the
first company to utilise such a strategy during the period under
consideration was the Container Corporation of America. The
corporate director, Walter Paepke, cane to believe in the sound
business sense of a greater corporate involvement in artistic
patronage in the mid-thirties, after a series of advertisements
carrriissioned from A. M. Cassandra were successful in encouraging
an upturn in the corporation's turnoverJ
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1Initially the

corporation concentrated merely upon raising the quality of its
advertisements and hired we1l-kncn (predaninantly graphic) artists
for this purpose. These advertisnts, although coiunissioned from
both fine and graphic artists, were based on a standardised layout
which featured the company's main product, the cardboard carton,
on the page (whether in the actual design or beneath) and the
company's title. In 1942 the company took its initiative one
stage further and comissioned its "United Nations" series of
advertisements, wherein artists from various countries involved in
the Allied cause were coninissioned to execute works to accompany
(although not necessarily to illustrate) a short, war-effort
oriented text - for instance, Jean Hlion in 1943 produced an
abstract design to accompany the words "Paperboard Saves Metal".
Later in the nineteen forties the corporation produced a series of
advertisements based upon impressions of the 48 States by native
artists j44jBy 1945 it had camdssioned saie 90 artistsi

Other ventures into the same field were undertaken by the Dole
Pineapple Company and the De Beers Diarrond Canpany, both under the
influence of Charles Coiner, the director of advertising agency N.
W. Ayer & Co. The former in the late nineteen thirties cairnissioned
a number of contemporary American painters - such as Georgia
O'Keefe, Kuniyoshi, Leon Karp and Pierre Roy - to go to Hawaii and
execute a number of paintings which suggested or included the
company's major product.[46] The latter initiative was the result
of Coiner 's supposition that the nature of market for diarronds and
the fine arts was remarkably similar. The first advertisements
featured drawings, although subsequently full-colour reproductions
of paintings caTmissioned for the purpose were used. Advertisements
were always accompanied by the discrete text "painted especially for
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the De Beer Collection" and the subject referred to fine gems, but
otherwise the prartion of the product was not blatant. [471

These campaigns featured works which included the companys products, but Upjohn Chemicals in the mid-forties ccnuienced a series
of advertisements featuring contemporary paintings on the theme of
the nation's health, each of which was designed to illustrate a
particular medical condition, featuring paintings selected from
existing works (through the agency of the Midtcn Gallery) for their
suitability as illustrations of a particular subject or textJ48
Initially these advertisements were featured in periodicals, but
subsequently Upjohn included them in the pronotional material which
they dispatched to medical practitioners nation-wide (by the end of
1945 100,000 of these had been sent out). The collection which
resulted from this practice included artists such as Gladys Rockrrore
Davis, Bernard Karfiol, Fletcher Martin and Margit Varga; and was
exhibited nationally between 1945 and 1948J491

All the above can be considered to be initiatives distinctive
to the latter nineteen thirties and nineteen forties. Over and
above the improved sales returns which corporations might hope to
stimulate by more memorable advertising, these efforts were
prompted by several historic factors. The public service rhetoric
accompanying many, exemplified by the statement accompanying the
initiation of the Encyclopaedia Britannica collection
"if we can help enough people to look at good pictures we
believe we can help foster a public understanding of art
which will enrich the cultural life of America" [50]
was influenced by the tone of derrocratising idealism characteristic
of Federal art patronage of the nineteen thirties, with its hopes
that a wider base for art appreciation and art support was being
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created. However, the reasons why corporations undertook
initiatives to improve their images were rather more selfish.
Initially, in the latter nineteen thirties, a spur was that the
prestige of corporate business in the United States was, at best,
controversial, and companies felt the need to burnish their images
if their sales were to improve. Another reason was that the war
years of the nineteen forties were a time when corporate profits
were high and excess profits taxes swingeing. This encouraged
companies to minimise their high tax liabilities by utilising all
the deduction provisions available - such as the 5 per cent of
gross allowed for corporate charitable donations, and the potential
for art purchases to be deducted as a normal running expense (if
utilised for advertising purposes). The latter provision was of
particular significance in stimulating the major corporate patronage
initiatives of the war years.

With the uncertainties about the future and reduced profit
margins of the irimediate post-war years corporations preferred to
retain as high a level of profits as possible.

As a consequence

'sOcial' expenditures were cut. For instance, although the I.B.M.
collection continued to expand until 1946 (by which time it
included some 30,000 items and was probably the largest corporate
collection), buying subsequently declined and it was used primarily
to decorate the company's own facilities (although loans were
regularly made to special exhibitions such as the State Departirnt 's
'Art in Embassies' programme)) I Encyclopaedia Britannica
withdrew completely from the field of corporate patronage in the
latter nineteen forties, and the majority of the collection was
dispersed at auction in 1952 (although sane works had apparently
been sold earlier to museums and private individua1s).
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2In 1949

the demise of the Pepsi-Cola Annual was announced, ostensibly
because of the continuing low standard of entries to the event, [53]
and the collection of 60 works built up since 1945 was offered for
sale (first to a number of American museums, and then at public
auction in April 1951)J54] The Miller Canpany disposed of its
collection in 1950 via a private sale to the premaines.

There was sccnething of a hiatus in corporate patronage until
the improved economic climate and higher profit levels of the
nineteen fifties once again encouraged corporations to consider socalled 'social' expenditures as part of their budgetsi561
However, by the nineteen fifties the context of such exponditures no
longer had the defensive elerrent underlying the efforts of the early
nineteen forties, now it was more celebratory, as befits the
generally higher prestige of business in United States society.
Within the context of art patronage, the ever-rising status of the
tradition of modern art enabled it to signify the rressage of general
corporate prestige; while the particular bias of a cOmpany's
purchases were used as a metaphor of the corpurate image i . e. the
acquisition of the established modern masters might be used to
convey the image of conservatism or dependability, while the
accumulation of the most avant-garde abstraction could indicate a
wish to be seen as dynamic and progressive. On another level,
corporate patronage of the nineteen fifties served to delineate
status within the superficially hanogeneous corporate structures
increasingly assuming a daninant role within United States society,
as each level of the corporate hierarchy was signified by a certain
class of work - for instance, important oils were reserved for the
upper executive offices and boardrooms, inexpensive prints were
sufficient for lower manageiTent.[7'

p

One of the first corporate collections to fall within the
foregoing parameters was that of Reader's Digest. The catalyst
behind its inception in the late nineteen forties was the
publication's co-founder, Lila Acheson Wallace. The composition of
this collection, which predominantly featured small-scale French
paintings of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was
conservative, as befits the corporate imageJ 58] Another major
example of such a collection, albeit of a more progressive cast,
was undoubtedly that of Chase Manhattan Bank, which was started in
1959, on David Rockefeller's initiative.1

In the context of creating a "progressive' image, an
increasing number of caiipanies either acquired individual modern
pieces (in particular paintings), or commissioned works (especially
sculptures) for specific sites. In fact, a number of moves into the
corporate patronage of modern art in this decade were the direct
result of the erection of new corporate headquarters (itself a
confident statement about the present and prospective fortunes of
the company). Among those collections which were either begun or
expanded as a result of such developments were those of Chase
Manhattan Bank, Inland Steel and J. Heinz & Co (all of whom had new
corporate headquarters constructed between 1957 and 1959 by the
architects Skidmore, Cx' ings & rri1l)J 60 One example of the
mid-decade surge of corporate construction-related patronage is the
metal screen which Harry Bertoia executed in 1954 for Manufacturer '5
Trust Company (New York) (other freestanding works by Mar mo Marini,
Seymour Lipton and Lyonel Feininger were placed in the executive
offices), another is the carrnissioning of sculptor Mary Callery
to make large scale works for the lobby of the new headquarters of
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the Aluminium Corporation of America (Pittsburgh).[6l]

Although various corporations built up their own collections,
or sponsored competitions of various kinds, it was uncaiuon for any
company to encourage private patronage by any of its efforts. In
1947 Pepsi-Cola announced that they would be opening a new gallery,
on the fifth floor of the company's New York headquarters, for the
purpose of exhibiting pranising new artists who had been selected by
regional juries. The corporation intended to charge no caiuiission
for this service, and to fully defray all exhibition expenses.
However, this enterprise was short_lived.[621 Another endeavour in
this direction was made by the Meta-Mold Aluminium Company of
Wisconsin in the early nineteen fifties. The company had become
involved with contemporary art in 1951, when it was announced that
the company, as part of its efforts to play a significant role in
the local cormiunity, would acquire a number of works annually from
the Wisconsin Artists Annual Exhibition. In 1953, when the new
company headquarters was opened, an exhibition was held on the theme
of the collections of businessmen and their companies was staged
(primarily of rrDdern European and American art) - undoubtedly at the
instigation of Otto L. Spaeth, the Director of Meta-Mold, himself a
private collector. The works included in this exhibition were hung
throughout the company's premises, and the public was allowed in to
view it outside office hours. This display drew a good deal of media
cctnrnent, both locally and nationally and, later in the same year,
ostensibly because of the public reactions noted by Spaeth to the
first exhibition, an exhibition of 45 pieces of contemporary art
loaned for the purpose from New York galleries was held as "Art for
Everyone - A Purchase Exhibition". [63]

The company guaranteed

sales of $2,000, in addition to any works acquired by the general
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public.[64] After the success of this first venture other similar
exhibitions were also staged in the next few years. All other
enterprises in this context were occasional, for instance the
involvnent of department stores, of which perhaps the best kncin
example is the sale by Gimbel 's department store in New York of the
Hearst Collection in 1941. [65]

In 1946 Edith Halpert asked the question (in an open letter
addressed to art editors) "Is industry supporting art, or is art
supporting industry?" [66] Her conclusion was that industry was
not doing much to support the arts. A factor which is especially
striking in this context is the relative cheapness for the
corporations of fine art patronage when one considers the publicity
benefits which were reaped by these means. Indeed, flnily Tremaine
was able to build the majority of the Miller Collection on a budget
equal to the sum which the company would ordinarily use for 12
advertisements in Fortune magazine. [67] Gimbels profited massively
in its sponsorship of local art competitions, for it has been
estimated that it received the equivalent of hundreds of thousands
of dollars of publicity, for an outlay of only some $12,000)68]
For the outlay of only thousands of dollars, I.B.M., by displaying
its collection at the World's Fairs, was able to imprint its name
upon sane two million visitors to the I.B.M. pavilions at the two
expositions.

Hciever, the mast spectacular proof of this case is

provided by an examination of the record of Pepsi-Cola. By the
mid-forties the company's annual advertising budget was
approximately $4.5 million - of which $2.2 million was spent on its
own periodical advertising, $1 million on co-operative
advertisements with local bottlers, and $1 million on "contnunity
services". In 1946, the first year the company directly organised
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its competition, the entire cost of the project (prizes, packing,
haulage etc.) over the year was only $200,000, yet the publicity
engendered by the enterprise encouraged a 50 per cent rise in demand
for its calendars (up fran 500,000 to 750,000)J6

What should be evident is that there was nothing altruistic
about corporate art patronage, despite the early hopes and the
elevated tone of public announcements. Instead, as critic Russell
Lynes has noted,
"Industry has not taken up the artist because of any high
minded notion of its duty to support him or the culture of
the nation. It has done so because it has found that the
artist can be used to serve a function in merchandising and
public relations ... Art not only pays off on sales
charts; it also supplies an aura of ostentatious culture
[701
When the greatest publicity value was to be reaped from the direct
carinissioning and pirchase of contemporary artists, or f ran the
sponsoring of competitions, then this was the major avenue of
corporate patronage, as happened in the late nineteen thirties and
during the nineteen forties. When, however, the pecuniary
advantages were no longer so imperative, or the novelty value of
such ventures wore off and they received an ever-diminishing or
increasingly negative coverage in the national media, most such
initiatives were curtailed j71 ' When, in the subsequent decade,
the most effective use of patronage was found to be the building of
collections, it was in this area that most activity was
concentrated. In summation, the relationship between art and
industry was never clearly nor definitively set, but it would appear
that patronage was always made to serve corporate ends as much as
possible.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF M/RKE'T flENDS AND DFX'4TND FOR MODERN ART, 1940 -

1960

CH2IER 15: INTRODUCTION

In the foregoing chapters one has concentrated upon a
discussion of the 'support-system' in New York for modern art, and
an analysis of how the individual components of each 'set' making up
this system re situated within the whole. The measures used have
either been the relation of the individual cornponnent of each 'set'
to the basic "support-system" roles of patron, gatekeeper and
promoter, or the individual component's aesthetic orientation and
attitudes toward art and its ownership. Such an analysis is, by
nature, synthetic and synchronic. In portraying the underlying
structural organisation, it does not give a true indication of the
changes and developments which occurred over the two decades under
consideration. Hence, it does not provide the full picture, for
these were decades in which the New York art market achieved its
mature form for the first time, and then underwent a process of
consolidation and expansion.

The expansion of the art market under consideration can be
deduced, initially, from the great expansion in the number of art
establishments, whether private galleries or public museums. By
1940 all 3 of the New York museums concerned with modern art had
opened their doors and, although their locations varied over the
period under discussion, these remained the only significant ones in
the period under ãiscussion.-'

However, the most immediate

indicator of the growth of the New York art market is, of course,
the aggregate of canrrercial galleries.
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In 1940, the number of

these in New York listed as presenting exhibitions in Art News was
between 70 and 75 of which, however, fewer than 10 can be said to
have been concerned primarily in either European or American modern
art, with an additional number specialising in more conservative
contemporary American painting or nineteenth century European
art. [2]

Of those concerned with modern art, the great majority

had opened within the 8 years previous to 1940. The greater
prosperity of the war years, further stimulated by the influx of
European refugees, stimulated a far greater number of gallery
openings than in previous years. There was some diminution in the
rate of increase in the economically uncertain inediate post-war
years. However, by 1948 critic Peyton Boswell estimated that there
were 90 galleries in New YorkJ 31 The greatest expansion in the
number of galleries in New York came in the following decade. The
critic Dore Ashton noted at the beginning of the nineteen fifties
that there were some 100 galleries in New York, and by 1954 she was
able to note some 115 in total, although at the former date she
characterised only about 30 as "respectable"J 41 By 1957, in the
midst of increased activity in the art market, this total had
increased to approximately 180 galleries. [5] A particular surge
in openings occurred at the end of the decade, [6] and by the
beginning of 1960 the New York Times estimated that the number had
grown to some 275 galleries. However, of these, Ashton opined that
only some 30 "participated in the active life of contemporary art"
by exhibiting "works by contemporary artists who are not always big
names" and that only about a dozen could be relied upon to present
works of "indisputable quality"i 7 The great majority of
galleries opening in the later nineteen forties and nineteen
fifties were concerned with the work of American (and most
particularly younger or unknown) artists. [81
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An analysis of the figures reveals that the ever-increasing
number of galleries was not accailished by a simple process of
addition, instead there was considerable flux as galleries came and
went. Indeed, by the middle nineteen fifties only just over a dozen
galleries which had been in existence twenty years earlier were
still operating, although a fair percentage of those concerned with
modern art which had opened in the later nineteen forties had
survived. The growth in gal leries, and the survival of some, can
be attributed to a greater interest in modern art and a willingness
to buy art works. The constant state of flux is perhaps due to
the fact that, although only a limited investment was required of a
dealer selling on commission, such dealers still had to have
sufficient capitation to cover not only their rental and day to day
expenses for perhaps a year or two but also enough to survive the
cash-flow problems which might result from slow payment by buyers: a
level of investment which many obviously did not have.

The expansion of the number of private collectors would appear
to have had some parallels with the growth of galleries, as one
might expect of two 'organisation-sets' in such an essentially
symbiotic relationship. Although carirrentators noted a considerable
influx of new buyers during the war years, who were in the main
drawn from the newly prosperous middle-classes, 91 this apparent
expansion of the market was not maintained in the irrinediate post-war
years, as economic conditions began to exert sane countervailing
forces. It was not until the improved and relatively stable
prosperity of the middle nineteen fifties that there was any really
marked and sustained increase in the number of American art
collectors, and art dealers and other carrnentators were able to note
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an ever-increasing, and for once sustained, buoyancy in the New York
art market, as will be seen in the following chapters.

In the following chapters one will discuss the history of the
market for modern art, both European and 1merican, in New York in
the nineteen forties and nineteen fifties, as measured by those most
concrete of indices, the auction house sale return and the
corrirercial gallery asking and sale price (where available). In this
history it will become obvious that the structure of the "supportsystem" and the efforts of individual components of this did indeed
have some bearing upon the historical development of this market,
together with a number of external factors such as economic
conditions and cultural changes.
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THE Ml½RKE
CHAPITER 16:
FOR MODERN
NINaN FORTIES AND NINETEEN FIFTIES

EUROPEAN ART IN THE

The market for European art in New York must be considered
separately from that for native production for a number of
organisational reasons. The first factor was the norm governing the
carirrcia1 relationships between dealer and artist. It must be
remembered that where the relation governing those between the New
York dealer and the native contemporary artist was generally sale on
consignment, in the case of European artists the American dealer was
generally forced to abide by the rules of the so-called "French
System" if they did not have to buy their stocks on the open
market. This irude the New York market for rrdern European art, and
the price levels obtaining therein, indivisible from European art
centres, in particular Paris, as prices in New York reflected demand
on the Continent. This meant that trends in the New York market
pertaining to European art were distanced, to an extent impossible
for the localised market for native production, fran United States
economic cycles.

Furthermore, where the consignment norm meant that an Arrerican
artist's work was available in only one gallery at a time, in the
case of a European artist the different conuercial norm made it
possible for such work to be available in a number of outlets.
This had the potential of creating the impression that an artist was
critically and conirercially notable, making him/her irore attractive
to potential collectors. The norm governing dealer-artist
relationships also had the effect of making European art the
dominant presence (within the modern context) in New York sale
rooms, as sales were a major source of such work and as such an
integral part of the whole market structure.
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When discussing European modern art in the context of the New
York art market in the nineteen forties and early nineteen fifties
one generally means French art, 'tore particularly the range from
the Impressionists through the Post-Impressionists to the various
twentieth century "isms" which the New York media tended to group
together under the umbrella of the 'School of Paris'. Despite the
presence in New York of a number of expatriate German dealers the
work of the German twentieth century avant-garde artists was (with
the exception of a few painters such as Paul Klee and Wassily
Kandinsky) only imperfectly recognised, while tendencies such as
Italian Futurism were hardly known at all. Of the French production
which received the lion's share of exhibition (both corrinercial and
institutional) exposure and media coverage Impressionism had had an
established status in the United States for some 25 years, and PostImpressionism the same for a little more than a decade (the event
signalling this critical apotheosis was the initial exhibition of
the Museum of Modern Art in 1929, a decade after Vincent van Gogh
was shown in New York for the first time in 1920 and 17 years after
the Aritory Show had first introduced the American public to the
latest developments in European art). The avant-gardes of the early
twentieth century, praroted by the efforts of pioneer collectors
,,
such as Katherine Dreier (of Societe Anonyrre) and Albert Gallatin in
the nineteen twenties and by an ever-increasing band of dealers in
the nineteen twenties and nineteen thirties, and presented by the
Museum of Modern Art within an historical framework - in
exhibitions such as "Cubism and Abstract Art" (1936) and "Fantastic
Art, Dada and Surrealism" (1936) - were becoming increasingly
established (if in a somewhat piecemeal fashion) by the early
nineteen forties. By the early nineteen forties the reputations of
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individual painters such Georges Braque, Henri Matisse, Pablo
Picasso and Georges Rouault were well established; and during the
rest of the decade their work attracted the Host sustained critical
attention in both the specialist and mass-circulation press.

With

the arrival of emigre artists in New York there was sane shift from
the effective backward-looking character of American artistic
comment, and more attention was paid than hitherto to the more
recent work of European avant-garde artists. In particular, the
abstract spectrum of Surrealism, a style which until then had been
primarily associated with the more figurative work of artists such
as Salvador Dali, began to receive more exposure.

By the second

half of the decade painters such as Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee,
Fernand Lger and Joan Mir had also attained the critical status of
'modern masters" (apart f ran the efforts of the individual dealers
concerned, all had been given one or more retrospectives at New York
institutions, while Kandinsky had been displayed almost continuously
at the Museum of Non-Objective Painting).

The commercial status of various modern tendencies and
individual artists in New York can be related to their promulgation
by tastemakers in a number of ways - f or instance, the frequency and
thoroughness of their presentation in retrospectives and survey
exhibitions; or the degree of familiarity which the public had with
the work in question, which might be a function of stylistic
characteristics or might relate to the length of time which an
artist had been represented by a New York dealer or had been written
about in various publications. Moreover, the well-publicised peaks
attained by European paintings at public auction accorded with the
value judgents conveyed by the exhibition schedule of institutions
such as the Museum of Modern Art (via the composition of its
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exhibition schedule and permanent collections), especially in the
earlier years of the period under consideration. The general rule
of thumb in this respect was that it was the work of the
Impressionists, the Post-Impressionists, and 'modern masters' such
as Henri Matisse which attracted the greatest level of collector
interest and was associated with the highest price levels. Work
which was stylistically radical or of a more recent vintage
remained situated in the more modest price brackets. The only major
exception to this rule was the handful of abstract painters
promulgated by the more prestigious European-oriented dealers and
given retrospectives by the New York modern art museums within the
early years of the period under consideration - Kandinsky, Klee,
Miro and Mondrian are perhaps the most important in this respect.
On occasion this stylistic/carinrcial differentiation could cut
across the oeuvre of a single painter. The most dramatic exemplar
of this must be Picasso, whose 'Blue', 'Rose' and 'neo-classical period works attracted 'blue-chip' attention whilst, for instance,
his cubist or post World War II works generally remained within more
modest price brackets (with the exception of the most important
museum-quality works).

In an attempt to plot trends in the market for European art in
New York one has been forced to rely in large measure upon the only
available constant indicator of such developients, the public
auction sale.' This has created some problems, for as a
1955/1956 Fortune survey of "The Great International Art Market" [21
observed with respect to the New York art market, after having
consulted a major New York auctioneer:
"An auction price is a very special price and must never be
confused with a market price. The purpose of an auction is
to get the maximum anount of cash the fastest way. On the
whole, the auction price is belcw the market price.....
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The auction serves to settle the average price levels for
low-priced works of similar size and quality over a period
of years. This level becanes, in the hands of a dealer, a
figure that by rule of thurrib is multiplied by two or three
in arriving at a private asking price. But one can
occasionally work the other way - to establish certain
maximum levels, which are brought about by frenzied
bidding at exceptional sales ...". [3]
With these qualifications in mind (for they do seem valid from the
data available), attention will be concentrated upon the handful of
notable auctions which occurred at intervals over these two decades
- sales in which works set new price ceilings for the artists in
question, at which the publicity arising from the sale served to
set market trends, and where the quality of the pieces offered
would appear to indicate that the best works had not been winnowed
out before the public sale - with an indication of price movements
and the price levels obtaining in private galleries where they are
available.

The start of the war-time boom in the New York art market
appears to have been in the 1940 - 1941 season, when the total
realised by auction sales at the Parke-Bernett Galleries was
$3,606,381. - a 50 per cent improvement on the previous season
(itself the most active season since that of 1929 - 1930). The most
notable sale in the modern field was that of the Mrs Cornelius J.
Sullivan collection of late nineteenth and early twentieth century
European and Pirerican painting, which alone realised a total of
$l48,730 j] This sale attracted considerable public attention
because not only did it contain the remains of the collection
amassed by one of the founders of the Museum of Modern Art but
some of the prices realised were considered to be in the old
master' bracket. For instance, the two highest prices realised
were the $27,000 paid by Walter Chrysler Jr for Paul Czannes
"Mme Cezanne" (1872 - 79, 22 1/2" x 18 1/2") and the $19,000
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fetched by Vincent van Gogh's "Mile Ravoux" (1890, 19 3/4" x 19
3/4"), while other sx)rks by post-impressionist and School of Paris
painters realised between $4,700 and s1,600J5] The 1941 - 1942
season witnessed a continuation and intensification of the activity
of the previous season, and the total realised by Parke-Bernett
Galleries increased by another 10 per cent to $4,007,823.[6]
Hc qever, the most sought after work in these early war years was
primarily that of the old masters, although some of the more
prestigious names of nineteenth century European painting did
attract large sums, and the highest price of the season for a
painting was reported to be the $175,000 paid by Dr Albert C.
Barnes for Auguste Renoir's "Mussel Fishers at Berneval" (1898). [71

The major catalyst of this increasing buoyancy in the New
York art market between 1940 and 1942 would appear to be the
presence of European ernigrs (who had in the main arrived in New
York between 1939 and 1941) whose purchasing was stimulated by their
intention to provide themselves with conveniently portable and
convertible assets for the day when the war was over and they might
return to their homelands. Indeed, in the 1942 - 1943 season such
buyers were estimated to constitute approximately one third of all
purchasers on the New York art market. [8]

Hewever, the buying

activity of the displaced European collectors may have provided the
stimulus for wealthy Arrericans, hard-pressed at the time by high
inflation and a depressed stock market, also to put their money
into objects rather than cash or shares.

These three years can be considered as the first stage of the
war-time boom in the art market, while the subsequent 3 art seasons
formed the second. During this latter period, from the 1943 - 1944
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season onward, total sales at Parke-Bernett climbed from $6.15
million to reach $6.5 million in the 1945 - 1946 season, the last of
the boom (a rise of sane $4 million over the total for 1940). During
this tirre the volurre of gallery sales increased by a reported 37 per
cent, until in 1946 they were estimated to be some 300 per cent
Prices rose dramatically, with auction

higher than in l940.

values increasing some 30 per cent to 50 per cent in the 1943 - 1944
season alone. 10 ' Such price rises were the result of a
combination of increasing levels of demand, as those enriched by the
war entered the art market and swelled the ranks of potential
buyers, and the increasing scarcity of good quality European works,
caused by the fact that the only works of this type available had
been in the country since 1940 (although the rising prices did
encourage the appearance of some works on the market). One
remarkable example of the price increases during the war-time art
market boom is the career of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec 's "Ferrme Dans
le Jardin de M. Forest" (1889, 24 1/2" x 21 1/2"), which had sold at
the Sullivan Sale of December 1939 for $5,700 but went at the
dispersal of the collection of Sir William van Home in January 1946
for $27,500.

Similarly, the sale for $24,500 of Paul

Czanne's "MTIe Cezanne" (1885-87, 18 1/4" x 15") at the latter sale
meant that its market value had increased by $8,500 (approximately
one-half) in less than two years since April 1944, when it had
appeared in the sale of surplus works from the collection of the
Museum of cxern /rt. [121

Because of the special nature of the war-time economy the art
market boom of these years was unusually affected by local
conditions to the exclusion of others.

The second stage of the

boom differed from the first in that "buying by European refugees
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was markedly less than in the previous two years.. .",[13] while it
was noted that a considerable number of new Z nerican buyers had
begun to appear on the auction scene in 1943 and 1944 [14] as
personal prosperity increased sharply as a result of the war-time
bocrn conditions. [15] The exceptionally high levels of personal
liquidity associated with this boan led to an anphasis upon the
purchase of luxury goods such as jewellery, furs and (most
important fran the point of view of this study) art objects as these
were not affected by the war-time price or supply controls imposed
in 1942. [16] Within the context of the market for European art,
this trend led to a considerable increase not just in the prices of
'top-drawer' works but in the volume of sales (at auction) of the
'bread-and-butter' mid-priced or cheaper categories. Demand for the
best-quality and therefore highest-priced works was also affected by
the introduction of wide-ranging income taxation in 1942 - 1943 for
this encouraged wealthier Pirerican collectors to attempt, for the
first time, to use art purchases and the donation thereof, as a
means of defraying incane tax liabilities. Such a trend was not
confined solely to the higher number of private purchases but may
be detected in a greater volume of museum acquisitions, as
institutional acquisition funds were swollen by donations inspired
by the same factor.

In the 1943 - 1944 season there were a number of significant
sales, of which the iost important in terms of pecuniary results
were those of the Frank Crowninshield Collection ($101,750 for 186
paintings, drawings and lithographs in October 1943) and that of
'surplus' works belonging to the Museum of Modern Art ($108,870 for
108 paintings in May 1944).[17] It must be stressed that at this
time (in the auction context) prices in the high four figure
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brackets or above were restricted to nineteenth century works (with
the possible exceptions of major paintings by Henri Matisse and
Picasso), while twentieth century paintings occupied the middle
ranges and below. For instance, the star of the Museum of M,dern
Art sale was Czanne, for a rTiarkable $16,000 was paid for "Mne
Czanne" (1885-87, 18 1/4" x 15"), with a further 3 oils
realising between $5,300 and $4,100 and 3 watercolours $1,550 to
$1,250J 181 At the Crowninshield sale the most obvious success
was his group of works by Andre Dunoyer de Segonzac, for 27
paintings and drawings garnered $31,945 alone. The highest single
price paid $7,250 for this painter's "L'Eglise et la Marne" (1927,
31 3/4" x 39 1/2"), while 8 other paintings by the same artist
realised prices of between $4,000 and $1,250. The other highest
prices paid at the same sale were $4,800 each for
Modigliani's "MTIe Hebuterne" (1917, 28 1/2" x 23") and a Picasso
"Portrait of Georges Braque" (1909, 24 1/2" x 20"); [19] while
the highest price at the sale of the Maurice Speiser collection of
twentieth century painting in 1944 was $4,900 for Modiglianis
"Gar?on

la Veste Bleue" (1918, 36 1/2" x 24h1).[20]

If one is to generalise about the corrrnercial status of more
avant-garde painting (whether abstract, cubist or surrealist), one
finds that, when it appeared at auction (which was relatively
rarely), it was unusual for such work to realise more than the low
four figures in this period of war-time boom. For instance, at the
only sale to include any significant numbers of such works, that of
works belonging to Walter P. Chrysler in March 1945, although
$2,700 was paid for a 1918 Georges Braque "Still Life: Grapes"
(21" x 27") and $1,400 for a Mondrian "Composition, 1936" (48" x
23 1/2"), a large Mir "Composition, 1927" (38" x 51 1/2") only
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fetched $800.[21] With respect to the latter two works, it should
be pointed out that the relatively high price attained by the
4ndrian must owe something to the publicity the artist was then
receiving as a result of a IrnDrial retrospective at the Museum
of Modern Art. However, the relative rarity of cubist and abstract
art at auction makes it difficult to ascertain the true cte of
such artists, although paintings in such a mould appear to have
been in the middle four figure range in the gallery arena. For
instance, in 1944 Fernand Lager s recent "Les P1 ongeurs" (90"
x 68") realised $4,500, a Roger de la Fresnaye such as the 1914 "La
Bouteille de Porto" (28 1/2" x 36") could sell for $5,000, a
Braque cubist work such as "The Battleship" (1910-11, 31 1/2" x 23")
could realise $3,500, [22] a characteristic Robert Delaunay
"Disques" (1912, 52" x 52") could fetch $2,000, while the price of
a Mir in 1944 - 1945 was perhaps twice its auction equivaientj23:I

The 1945 - 1946 season was the last to benefit from the general
economic prosperity which acccxnpanied the war, and the 1946 - 1947
season began a period far more mixed in character which lasted
until the early nineteen fifties. The most irrrnediate sign of this is
the gradual decline in the total realised by auction sales. For
instance, the total at Parke-Bernett in 1946 - 1947 was only
$6,019,153. compared with the $6.68 million of the previous season.
In the next year this gross dropped below six million dollars ($5.2
million) for the first tirre since the 1942 - 1943 season, and did
not break through th $6 million barrier again until the middle
nineteen fifties. [24]

At first sight it might appear that these declining annual
auction grosses indicate that the post-war period withessed a simple
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reversal of the market trends of the war-time boom period (an
expansion in the number of collectors, increasing demand, and
rising prices). To the extent that the vicissitudes of auction
grosses are related to core generalised economic cycles - the boom
of the iiiinediate post-war years, the recession of the end of the
nineteen forties and the turbulence which accanpanied the Korean War
- they indicate something about the general level of activity of the
New York art market. However, it must be stressed that these
figures do not tell the whole story. A closer examination of
these totals reveals that they are a reliable guide only to the
volume of sales and the level of local demand, they indicate little
about the development of price levels for modern European art
during this period. Moreover, what one discerns upon further
analysis is that there were two, apparently contradictory, trends
present. The first was that demand was down and that the number of
auction sales and collection dispersals fell. Second, although a 10
to 20 per cent real fall in prices was noted in the 1946 - 1947
season, a year which was particularly affected by a slump in demand
across the board, [25] thenceforth a good proportion of the prices
of modern European art escalated despite the persistent softness in
demand. The decline in sales volume and overall demand can be
traced back to local factors similar to those which concurrently
influenced the market for American art, most notably the decline in
the later nineteen forties of the importance of the, then newlyprosperous, upper-middle class collector who had acted as such a
significant stimulant on the second stage of the war-time art market
boorn

27This slackness of demand had a most dramatic effect in

depressing the prices of the more bread-and-butter examples of the
twentieth century School of paris.[261
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Within the context of modern European art it was the
Impressionists and Post-Impressionist painters who continued to
command the highest prices in the post-war half-decade. Good
quality works in these areas were scarce, and by 1948 it was
considered nearly impossible to find larger Impressionist or PostImpressionist paintings of any note in a gallery for less than
$10,000, while good quality works fetched much higher sums.28
At the top end of this market, on Fifty-Seventh Street, in the 1947
- 1948 season the sale of a large Renoir "Seated Bather" (1885) to a
private collector for $125,000 attracted a great deal of attention,
as did the similar price-tags in 1948 on an Edouard Degas portrait
and on van Ghs "Self Portrait with Bandaged Ear" (1889))291

However, the record prices paid at auction were considerably
lower, even if very high in relation to the rest of this market.
The highest price paid in the 1946 - 1947 season was the $20,000
,
paid for Renoirs "La Mosquee a Algere" (1882) (although other
-'S

characteristic Impressionist works went at prices between $3,000 and
$10,000), [30] while the highest price of the 1948 - 1949 auction
season was the $25,000 paid for Degas "Ballet School" (1874 78)J 31] During this latter season Aline Louchheim remarked upon
the remarkable increases in value of some Impressionist works which
had re-appeared at intervals over the years since the beginning of
the war-time boom. For instance, she noted that a small Renoir
still life which had realised $3,100 at the Major Bowes Sale in 1946
had gone for $4,000 in early 1949, while the same artist's "Environs
de Cagnes" (1907 - 8), which had sold for $5,200 at the same sale,
had sharply increased in value over 3 years, to sell in the 1948 1949 season for $9,250. Indeed, she considered that by this
latter season even a rrcderately significant work by this painter was
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likely to fetch about $20,000.[32]

In the half-decade after the war it was noted that works by
such twentieth century 'School of Paris painters as Braque, Juan
Gris, Miro, Picasso and Georges Rouault increasingly "attracted
buyers and crowds". 3 This was due to the fact that, although
price levels for the better works of these artists were rising
steadily, by the end of the nineteen forties and beginning of
the nineteen fifties these painters were becoming ever more
attractive as the prices of earlier painters moved increasing out
of the reach of any but the very wealthiest coiiectors. 3

The

Joseph von Sternberg sale in November 1949 in particular focused
attention upon the growing demand for works by such artists,
for the $12,500 paid for a Mcdigliani "Reclining Nude" (1919,
28 1/2" x 45 7/8") by the Museum of Midern Art was an auction record
for such a work. 31 But most twentieth century "School of paris'
works offered at auction did not share the art-historical status or
scarcity value of this work, and it was rare for the paintings
offered to fetch more than a middle four figure range.

Within the gallery context, one discovers that by the 1948 1949 season the largest or most important works by Matisse were
fetching up to $20,000 [36] while medium-sized works by the same
painter fetched up to $10,000. The only other twentieth century
'School of Paris" painter who shared his critical eminence was
Picasso, whose paintings fetched from $3,000 up to $20,000
(depending upon period, significance and size) - for instance,
a cubist work such as "Vive la France" (1914) could realise $14,000
whilst a 1945 painting such as "Still Life with Skull" (29" x
,A r371
The cote of Matisse owed much to
36") only fetched $6,500.'- -'
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the fact that he was already widely acclaimed in Europe by World
War I and receiving substantial patronage (including some from
Irrericans) by the early nineteen twenties. The price levels of
Picasso in New York, which tended to be higher than his
contemporaries and/or stylistic confreres, must have owed a great
deal to the fact that he received the lion's share of critical and
institutional coverage of artists of his generation (for instance, 7
shows of various kinds at the Modern between 1939 and 1950, canpared
to one for Braque and none for any other Cubist in the same
years)J 38 For instance, the sale price of a Roger de la
Fresnaye such "La Vie Conjugal (1912, 38" x 46 1/4") was $11,000
and that of Gris' "Portrait of Picasso" (1912, 36 3/4" x 29 1/4")
was $12,000, [391

while it was apparently still possible to

acquire good cubist works by Leger for a few thousand dollars in the
late nineteen fortiesJ40

The higher critical status of abstract art in the post-war
years, as it began to be considered as the end of the historical
progression of modernist art led to a higher profile for such art in
New York and greater exposure in New York galleries, with some
improvement in the market for artists whose work fell within this
category. For instance, in the 1949 - 1950 season Janis was asking
$5,000 - $15,000 for work by Mondrian. Although, according to
this dealer, he experienced considerable difficulty in selling this
artists work even in the low four figure range, this latter price
level was a substantial improvement on the $600 for which Valentine
Dudensing had sold "Victory Boogie Woogie" (1942 - 44) to the
Themaines in 1944 (just after the artist's death), if not much more
than the $1,400 fetched by "Composition, 1936" at the Chrysler sale
in March l945).
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However, the market was still depressed for modern art for
which there had not yet been any accumulation of critical and
institutional promulgation. For instance, in 1949 Alfred Barr
thought that there was "airtost no market for Futurist paintings in
this country", and it was rare for even a most important example of
this style to fetch more than a low four figure rangeJ 411 This
situation nuist be ascribed to the lack of coverage of this art, for
it was only in this year that the Modern staged its first
exhibition of twentieth century Italian art, and only one
New York gallery (Rose Fried) handled such work with any
regularity. With respect to German art, if the 1949 sale of the
von Sternberg collection was any indication, there was still
little demand at decade's end for this art for, with the
exception of a Klee oil, "C&te Meridionel" (1925, 14 1/2" x 18
3/4"), which fetched $1,400, no work of this kind realised more
than a mid-range three figure sum. [42] Klee's higher status, was
attributable to his critical position in New York as a Surrealist
(although his work had been promoted within the context of twentieth
century German art over the previous decades by New York galleries
such as those of J.B. Neumann and Karl Nierendorf), and to the fact
that the Modern alone had staged two retrospectives of his work in
the nineteen forties (1940, 1949).

The seeming contradiction that the prices for European modern
art rose steadily in New York in the immediate post-war years,
particularly with respect to the better works by well-known
painters, at a time when demand was stagnant or declining
demonstrates the role the Paris market played in setting New York
price levels. If the softhess in demand in New York did affect price
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levels, this manifested itself primarily in a relatively lower
escalation of prices compared to Paris for, despite their
improvements, the top prices in New York for modern European
paintings were generally somewhat lower than those in Europe.
This differential in price levels between the two art centres in the
immediate post-war years can be traced to some of the economic
circumstances influencing the Parisian art market. The post-war
econanic situation on the Continent was extremely volatile in the
first few years after V-E Day, with food and fuel shortages,
currency instability and inflation. France was especially hard-hit
by these trends: wholesale price increases were ten times greater
there than in the United States and United Kingdom over the decade
and food prices rose 245 per cent between August 1945 and August
1948 alone,

while the French Franc in 1948 was officially

worth only 12 per cent of its 1937 Dollar vaiue.

61 Such

volatility encouraged Europeans to divert as much as possible of
their assets away from vulnerable currency and stocks to gold and
objects such as art works which the previous depression had proved
to be less susceptible to depreciatory forces, thus creating an art
market boom in Paris. It was not until mid 1948, after the
Bretton Woods Agreement ushered in international exchange stability,
that inflation and depreciation ceased to be such influential
pressures on the European/Parisian art market.

In the early nineteen fifties, contiguous with the cessation of
hostilities in Korea, Hiram Parke of Parke-Bernett was able to note
the "increasing attendance which precedes sales at our galleries,
and the large number of new buyers this season". [471 Fran the 1953
- 1954 season auction house grosses and the voluma of sales began to
climb again for the first time in some years, with an increase of
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$1.2 million in 1954 - 1955, [48] until by the 1956 - 1957 season
the gross realised by sales at Parke-Bernett Galleries had risen to
an all-time high of just over $7 million. Concurrently it was
estimated that the number of pictures sold by camercial galleries
had increased by perhaps 500 per cent over a decade. [491 Although
there was a recession the year following, the sale house gross in
this season managed to improve further to $7.2 million, [50] of
which some $2.6 millions were raised by the sale of some 2000
paintings (the star sale of the season was undoubtedly that of the
collection of Georges Lurcy, held in November 1957, which grossed
$1,708,500 for 65 French paintings of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries)J 51 ' Sales continued to be buoyant into the
next season (1958 - 1959), and by the autunn of 1958 Time was able
to report "a boom in art sales that is unparalleled in living
[52]

The most remarkable manifestation of this boom in

New York was the auction sale of the collection of hotelier Arnold
Kirkeby in November 1958, which alone raised $1,548,500 on some 30
Impressionist and early twentieth century School of Paris paintings.
By the end of the season the total realised by sales at ParkeBernett Galleries was $10.2 millions, of which $4.3 millions had
been grossed by 1550 paintings. [ Without such a remarkable
sale, the gross the following season was somihat reduced at $9.2
million, of which just over $3 million had been paid for sane 1950
paintings. [541

rntion of the high auction totals realised in 1957 and 1958
respectively brings one to an examination of the continuing, even
intensifying, escalation of prices in the New York art market for
European art in the nineteen fifties. These rises were
particularly marked at the blue-chip end of market. At the
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Lurcy sale in November 1957, the record prices paid included
$200,000 for Renoir's "La Serre" (1874, 23 1/4" x 28 3/4"),
$180,000 for Paul Gauguin's "Mau Taporo" (1892, 35" x 26"),
$92,000 for Claude Monet's "Ferrrne Dans Un Jardin" (1881, 33
1/4" x 26 1/2"), and $70,000 each for Bonnard's "Still Life With
Cat" (1920, 35 1/2" x 29 1/2") arid Edouard Vuillards

"Aux

Thilleries" (1900, 14 1/4" x 13')J55] At the dispersal of the
Kirkeby collection the highest prices realised were the $152,000 for
a 1903 Picasso "Mother and Child" (39 1/2" x 29"), $125,000 for
zanne's "Garcon Couch" (1882-87, 21 1/4" x 32 1/2"),

and

$105,000 for RenOir's 1881 "Jardin Sorrento" (26 1/8" x 32
1/2"). 1ew York auction house record-breaking prices were also
paid for works by other School of Paris painters - in particular, a
Bonnard "Fentre Ouverte" (1934, 40" x 28 1/2") fetched $94,000 and
two Modigliani portraits went for $66,000 and $65,000 respectively,
while a Rouault "Crpuscule: Paysage Lgendaire" (1937, 40 1/2"
x 20 1/2")

fetched $62,000 and a 'fauve Vlarninck "River Scene"

$60,000. However, the $65,000 fetched by a 1911 Matisse still
life, "Fleurs et Ceramique" (1911) was apparently considered to be
as much as one-third below its projected estimatej561

The extent of the record-breaking nature of these prices can be
judged if one cctnpares them with the highest prices attained by
rrodern French art at New York auctions up until the middle nineteen
fifties. For example, the highest single sum realised by then was
the $40,000 paid in May 1953 for Renoir's "La Fate de Pan" (1879,
26 1/4" x 36 1/4"), followed by the $37,000 paid for a late work by
the same painter, "La Feirme la Rose" (1918, 32" x 25 1/2") at the
same sale. [57] By the middle nineteen fifties the record for a
Cezanne was still the $27,000 paid at the Sullivan sale in 1939
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for "Mne Cezanne" (1872 - 77); [58]

while only 3 other works had

realised more than $20,000 at auction by 1955J

1Moreover, the

sums recorded at the Lurcy and Kirkeby sales demonstrate the extent
of the price escalation of a number of French artists over the
preceding decade.

Previous to the Lurcy sale the highest price realised by a
Bonnard had been the $17,500 paid at the 1955 Jarres sale for "Ferrtne
aux Mimeuses" (1922, 19" x 24 1/2") while that for Vuillard was the
$11,500 realised by "Chez les Hessel, Leur Petit Salon" (1905 - 11,
26" x 46") at the Goldstein sale in sunnier 1956. The record prices
of the Lurcy sale indicate something like a fifteen-fold increase in
the price levels of significant quality works by these two painters
since the boom seasons of the middle nineteen forties. [60]
Furthermore, they suggest that a considerable escalation had
occurred in the middle nineteen fifties as, for instance, Bonnards
prices had managed only a seven-fold rise between 1943 and 1954,
during which period the sale price for "The Yellci Screen" (1917, 53
1/2" x 27 1/2") increased from $2,000 (at the Crowninshield sale)
to $14,000. [61]

Similar rises were experienced with respect to

Modigliani, in whose case the sums paid for the two portraits at the
Kirkeby sale indicate an approximate fourteen-fold increase over the
highest prices paid at auction for equivalent works in the previous
decade, [62] and Soutine, whose work, while gaining twelve or
fourteen-fold by the late nineteen fifties, had only shown an
eight-fold increase between 1944 and 1954 (when a landscape which
had been sold at the Chrysler sale of the former year for $2,500
went at the Campbell sale of the latter year for $20,00Q)J63] The
highest price paid for a significant Utrillo "white period'
painting, $28,000 for "Le Lapin Agile Montmartre" (1913, 23" x 30
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3/4"), and the $17,000 - $10,000 range achieved by other
urbanscapes by this artist, at both the Kirkeby and Lurcy
sales, indicates that equivalent works by this painter had
improved their value ten-fold since 1947 - 1948, when the record
price then paid for a Utrillo had been $2,800 for "La Rue
Norvins" (1912, 29" x 20"), at a time when other good-sized views
of Paris fetched $1,500 - $2,40QJ641 However, the $30,000 paid
for the Segonzac still-life included in the Kirkeby sale signified
only a four-fold increase in this painters top auction prices over
the fifteen years since the then record-breaking Crowninshield sale
of 1943)65]

The varying rates of increase in values shown by these artists
reflects in large measure the proportionate changes in their art
historical statuses over these years. Although relatively well
established by the early nineteen forties, the "classic" status of
Matisse and Picasso, at least in the opinion of the Modern (one of
the most important tastemakers), would appear to have been
reinforced by the sale of works by these painters by the Modern to
the Matropolitan Museum in 1948 (under the terms of the Three Museum
Agreement). The European work which continued to improve in
status in America in both critical and caTirrercial senses was that
which was seen as having some aesthetic relevance to contemporary
trends. For instance, the more expressionist realism of Soutine
and Rouault, which received a good deal of both critical and
exhibition attention in the nineteen forties and fifties (the former
as shown by the Modern in 1948, the latter in 1945 and 1953),
continued to receive considerable critical attention as
expressionism of both a figurative and an abstract kind was the most
important tendency critically within the context of recent
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developrnts in both Europe and Irnerica. In contrast, the low
improvement in Segonzac's values is attributable to the relatively
high record price attained by his work at the Crowninshield sale (a
level attributable at least in part to the status of the selling
collector), but also reflects the fact that although this painter
had been extremely popular in the pre World War II years as an
exponent of a painterly realism with strong links to the French
tradition, along with the later (but not Fauve) work of 1\ndr Derain
and Vlaminck, from the nineteen forties onwards such work received
alrrst no critical or institutional coverage as it had been eclipsed
in art-historical terms. On the whole the more conventional
painters of the School of Paris such as Utrillo suffered fran the
same devaluing forces, although romantic concepts such as the
'peintre inaudit ' trade this painter's 'White Period' works and those
of Modigliani sought after. The latter, however, also benefitted
from the continuing art-historical prestige, as formally significant
in relation to Cubism, conferred upon him by the Modern):66]

One has noted that in the nineteen forties prices in New York
were considered to be significantly lower than their European
equivalents. However, the Lurcy and Kirkeby sales marked a new
situation in which the New York auction market had become a much
nore integrated and important part of the international art market
and a centre where auction sales wore for the first time capable of
setting international records. In this respect the Lurcy sale must
be considered as the successor to 3 sales held previously in Paris
which had all set price ceilings - the Gabriel Cocnacq Sale of May
1952, whereat 302 million Francs (equivalent to $860,000) had been
realised, and the 1957 sales of the Margaret T. Biddle and Wiliheim
infraub collectia-is which respectively accrued the equivalents of
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$874,000 for 45 paintings and $914,256 for 56 modern works. The
individual record set at the Cocnacq sale had been 33 million
French francs ($93,974) for a Czanne still life, "PoITuTles et
Bisquits" (1880 - 82, 18" x 21 1/2"), [67] while at the Biddle sale
5 years later $297,000 had been paid for Gauguins "Still Life with
?pples" (1901) (a painting which the collector had acquired in New
York in 1953 for $80,000)J68] Next to the Kirkeby sale the most
important sale in 1958 was the London dispersal of the collection of
American banker Jakob Goldschmidt, when 7 Impressionist and postimpressionist paintings realised a total of £781,000 (equivalent
to $2,186,800) - with £220,000 ($616,000) paid for C'ezannes "Gar?on
au Gilet Rouge" (1890 - 95, 36 1/4" x 28 3/4"), and £132,000
($369,600) for Van Gogh's "Jardin Public Aries" (1888, 28 3/4" x
36 l/4")J 691 The final record-setting auction of the decade was
New York dispersal of the Baroness Chrysler le Foy collection in
late 1959 when $255,000 was paid by a North American collector for
Renoir's "Daughters of Durand Ruel" (1882, 32" x 25 3/4"). [70]

Indeed prices were escalating so dramatically by the later
nineteen fifties that the dealer Edith Haipert in a 1958 letter
confessed that
"The entire price situation has me in utter confusion.
Once again the town is buzzing with irad prices of pictures
within the last two weeks - the $616,000 paid for the
Cezanne (sic) and the other figures for the balance of six
pictures in the same sale ranging from $182,000 to
$369,600. In addition, Sam Kootz is said to have sold two
of the five Picassos in his current show at $75,000 each,
while Rosenberg has reported a number of sales in his De
Stiji show at $20,000 and over". [71]
However, although the auction prices of the latter nineteen fifties
were so high, as a rule during the nineteen fifties they were still
not quite as high as those for equivalent works on Fifty-Seventh
Street. For instance, the "blue period' Picasso which realised the
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highest price in the sale of his collection had cost Kirkeby
$185,000 when he had acquired it fran a dealer in 1957 ('Blue' and
'Rose' period oils by Picasso were regularly priced at from $125,000
upwards at this time), an effective loss of $33,000 (although the
same painting had been available in 1955 for only $45,000).[72' in
relation to the Lurcy sale, at which a Gauguin realised $180,000,
in 1958 it was reported that paintings by Gauguin had been sold in
the previous year for between $200,000 and $275,000.'

In the

1955 - 1956 season the David Rockefellers reputedly bought
Cezanne's "Boy in a Red Vest" (1890-95, 32" x 25 1/2") for a
"bargain" $180,000. [741 In the 1954 - 1955 season Alfred Barr, in
a letter to a private collector, described the $60,000 asking price
for a largish (30" x 40") Degas oil (of unspecified subject) as
"reasonab1e"J 75 In 1954, Nelson Rockefeller paid $100,000 for
Henri Rousseau's "The Dream", a four-fold increase in the price of
this artist's equivalent works, if one romanbers that the Museum of
rdern Art had paid $0,000 for "The Sleeping Gypsy" in 1939J761
However, it would seen safe to assume that by the latter nineteen
fifties the top auction prices had escalated to such high levels
that there was little room for the large margins of difference that
had been the norm in earlier years, especially at the top end of
the market.

By the mid-fifties the price levels of the more critically
prestigious, and most often exhibited, painters of the early
twentieth century French avant-gardes had achieved price levels
near those for the Post-impressionists in the middle to later
nineteen forties. In January 1955 James Thrall Soby reported
that a Matisse had reputedly sold for $75,000 that winter, a near
quadrupling in price over a quarter century for works of equivalent
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quality. Also that season a Bonnard had been repitedly sold by a
dealer for $42,000 and a MJdigliani figure piece was on offer at a
dealer's for $45,000. In all, Soby estimated that prices for
Bonnard, Matisse, Picasso and Rouault had tripled or quadrupled
since World War By the 1953 - 1954 season significant
cubistic works had prices on Fifty Seventh Street of perhaps
$18,000 to $22,000, [78] with a work such as Gris "Two
Pierrots" (1922, 39 1/2" x 25 1/2") retailing at $16,000, and
Braque's "Bouteille de Rhum" (1918) for $14,000, although it was
still possible to obtain a work such as Gris' "Bottle of Bass"
(1925) for 6,500J791 In the same season, Picasso's more recent
production was priced sanewhat lower than his Blue period to cubist
works, with a large 1950 "Landscape" (130" x 97") selling for
$12,000, [80]

and the artists "Portrait of Dora Maar" (1941, 16"

x 13") for

However, the prosperity of the middle nineteen fifties further
stimulated the boom in the art market, and there appears to have
been a considerable escalation in the price ceilings of the
afornentioned 'modern masters' in the later nineteen fifties, and
Picasso and Braque became the first living painters of the School of
Paris to attain six-figure prices in New York. By 1956, an
important cubist Picasso, "Girl with Mandolin" (1910, 39 1/2" x
29") could fetch $98,000. [82]

In surrrrer 1957 a very large 1913

cubist painting by Braque was reputedly on offer at a New York
gallery for sioo,000J 831 This would appear to indicate a sevenfold increase in price levels for major cubist paintings by the
best-known artists in little more than a half-decade. t84 ' In the
same years even medium-sized recent works by the former painter
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could realise approximately $40,000. [85] At the same time
Bracjues most recent major paintings were apparently sold wet off
the easel for between $65,000 and $75,000, while even a "fairsized" quality work by him might fetch $18,000.[86] By the end of
the decade a large 1914 Leger might fetch approximately $40,000.
[87] However, price rises by the more traditional figurative
painter associated with the School of Paris were much smaller, and
by the late nineteen fifties major works by artists such as Jules
Pascin were being offered at between $15,000 and $20,000.[88]

The substantial increases registered by those artists of a more
abstract mien in the second half of the nineteen forties continued
into the nineteen fifties; and by the middle of the decade the
prices of other European painters had increased at an even more
remarkable rate as abstraction became, not only the dominant trend
in contemporary art, but to be seen as the culmination of the
historical progression of modern art historical development.
Among the older' generation, Kandinsky's prices for equivalent
works had increased about eight-fold since 1930, and works which had
been valued at about $14,000 in 1948 , and might have sold for
little more than a low four-figure sum in the early nineteen
forties, were estimated to be worth $45,000 a decade later. Even
more dramatically, in 1958, the highest price to have been paid in
New York for a major Kandinsky was rumoured to be
The majority of this improvement would appear to have occurred in
the nineteen fifties, perhaps helped by the new critical
respectability of Kandinskys long-time promoter, the Guggenheim
Museum (Museum of Non-Objective Painting), after 1952 and the
exposure of his work in a wider range of galleries known for their
promotion of School of Paris painting (although it must be
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rernanbered that his painting had been displayed by both J.B. Neumann
and Karl Nierendorf since the nineteen thirties). Moreover, the
price rises of Mondrian were even more dramatic, for a work which
would have fetched $400 in the middle nineteen thirties might sell
for up to $10,000 twenty years later. Even at auction this
painter's prices had increased dramatically in 10 years, as is
clear if the $2,600 price paid at the sale at the Oliver P. James
auction for the small "lthstraction, 1927" (14" x 14") is canpared to
the previous auction record for the artist of $1,400 (set at the
Chrysler sale in 1945 by a much larger 1936 painting of the sama
title)J 90 ' This painter's prices continued to escalate, and
by the end of the decade a work such as "Composition 1921"
(23 3/4" x 19 5/8") fetched $20,000.[91] Soby estimated in 1955
that paintings by Mir which might have been priced at $600 on their
first exhibition in New York in 1933 would by then cost between
$7,500 and $lO,000.[92] By 1959 (at a time when the Modern was
staging a major Mir6 retrospective, and his work had been presented
almost annually by the Pierre Matisse Gallery for 28 years) good
examples of the more abstract or 'avant-garde ' work of Mir had
"long reached" $35,000 to $40,000. [931 Concurrently, the prices
of Klee (whose work was strictly rationed on the international
market by the artist 's executors) had crept up steadily, and whereas
approximately $1,000 - $2,000 apiece had been the price level at
which significant oils had been available (although not necessarily
sold) in the early nineteen forties, by the middle nineteen fifties
(although it s still possible to obtain small watercolours or
gouaches for between $350 and $1,200) the most important oils could
fetch between $15,000 and $45,000, with others ranging dcMn to the
low or middle four figures. [941
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Although few post-war European artists were shown in New York
until the early to middle nineteen fifties (the first institutional
coverage was when Guggenheim Museum staged "Younger European
Painters" in

1953

and the MDdern held "The New Decade: 22 European

Painters and Sculptors", and more carnrcial galleries began to
display such work) and the work of the better-known post-war
painters Jean Dubuffet and Nicholas de Stal rose substantially over
the decade from $1,000 - $2,000 levels at which their work had
retailed in the later nineteen forties to reach levels of between
$6,000,

for the smallest works, and $20,000 - $27,000, for the most

important, by the

1959 - 1960

season. The prices of these two

painters were somewhat higher than most because of their high
critical reputations (in the latter's case his death in

1955

also

helped to bolster his prices). In the case of other post-war School
of Paris painters such as Bernard Buffet and Hans Hartung, their
price levels rose fran their $1,000 - $ 3,000 levels of the early
nineteen fifties to perhaps only half of the levels of the foregoing
two artists.

[951

t'breover, if the frequency with which works appear at auction
is any guide, by the later nineteen fifties there was, for the
first time in New York, a significant market for the works of
previously neglected tendencies such as the German Expressionists
and the Italian Futurists, for by

1959

works by such artists in

auction carinanded prices of between three and ten tirres greater than
those of a decade earlier and were appearing with much greater
frequency (itself a good indicator of a general level of demand).
This trend would appear to owe a good deal to the greater exposure
which this art had received in the preceding decade. In the case
of German expressionism there had been two major surveys of
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twentieth century German art at the Modern (1953, 1957), a wider
selection of shcs at carirercial galleries, and the appearance of
nore critical material in English (particularly that printed in New
York). The higher profile for this art on the Continent, as Germany
recovered its prosperity in the nineteen fifties, was most
significant in driving up prices in America, for prices on the
Continent were often scxre three times higher than those in New York
galleries. This all coalesced together with the high profile of
expressionist tendencies in American contenporary art to raise the
status, and market profile, of expressionism in general and German
Expressionism in particular. For instance, the prices of Kirchner
appreciated fran their ceiling of some $3,000 in 1949 (in a gallery
context) to a range of $10,000 - $12,000 in 1958. Beckmann, whose
triptyches had sold for about $6,000 in 1948 - 1949, fetched $20,000
a decade later; while his portraits demonstrated an even more
remarkable appreciation of some 200 per cent from their high threefigure levels of the late nineteen fortiesJ96'

To return to the question of the trends underlying the everimproving buoyancy of the market, the importance of major sales is
indicated in a conTnent made by E. Coe Kerr Jr, a New York dealer, in
a 1955 article
"As the supply of these [Impressionist and PostImpressionist] pictures has dwindled and the demand
increased, the prices have steadily risen over a period of
many years, but no one suspected the fantastic level to
which they have now jumped. The start of this jump I
believe can be accurately placed at May 15th 1952, when the
first Cocnacq sale was held in Paris. If the art market
operated like the stock market, we would have opened on May
16th in New York by posting our prices at three times what
they had been before." [97]
The shortages mentioned by Kerr were exacerbated by the constant
drift of such pieces into rxiblic collections, fran whence they were
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unlikely to reappear on the market. This drift was, in the United
States at least, greatly encouraged by provisions which allowed for
deductions of 15 to 20 per cent to be made against tax
liabilities. [98] From the middle nineteen fifties onward the art
market was so buoyant that it began to be noted by financial
comrrentators that the prices of French post-impressionist paintings
were out-performing stocks or minerals in investment terms, [99]
especially during the recession of 1957 - 1958 when the value of
shares declined. It sens significant that, whereas prices in
New York had traditionally been lower than those in Europe, after
the middle nineteen fifties the majority of auctions notable in
setting price ceilings were held in New York, and that Americans
increasingly became more noticeable as active members of the small
international coterie of very wealthy collectors who were willing
and able to pay six figure sums for rks of art. [101] Indeed, by
the middle to later nineteen fifties there appears to have been a
dramatic change in ?rnerican attitudes towards the status of art
works as an investment. Whereas, historically, the American
collector had regarded art as a luxury purchase rather than as a
capital investment (or even speculation), it would appear that in
the middle to late nineteen fifties this situation was changing,
for Time ascribed the boom of the later nineteen fifties to
"a new force ... loose in the art markets ... the
buccaneer investor who does not know what he likes but
knows a good investment when he sees one." [102]
MDreover, whereas the stimctural nature of the New York art
market had traditionally made it difficult for anyone not already
au-fait with price levels in galleries to use the auction sale as a
reliable indicator of price movements (the traditional secretiveness
of private dealers precluded all except those already regular
collectors), the increasing comparability of prices internationally
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and the succession of major sales in the nineteen fifties made it
possible, for the first time, for the American collector to use
auctions as an indicator, just as the Dow Jones Index might be
utilised for stocks and shares. Such statistics brought home in a
most concrete manner the message - that art collecting was a
legitimate activity for the astute (business) person and not merely
the preserve of the cultured dilettante - which the Museum of
MDdern Art had been trying to convey to the public for some years,
via its series of exhibitions of private collections and publicity
announcements concerning the values of accessions to the permanent
collections.

It would seem safe to state that the American participation in
the art boom of the nineteen fifties owed a good deal to the
relative economic prosperity of the decade. The economic stability
and low inflation of this decade, after the turbulence of the first
six rronths of the Korean War, facilitated the first real improvement
in disposable income levels since the war-time boom yearsJ103
I'breover, the general behaviour of the New York art market, leaving
aside the escalating prices of top-flight works which was the result
of international demand and hence floated free to a large extent
from local (i.e. United States) conditions, does have some
remarkable parallels with the behaviour and performance of the
United States economy as a whole, particularly as expressed in the
indicators of Gross National Product and Dow Jones Index. For
instance, in the latter nineteen forties, when the New York art
market was characterised by overall sluggishness, the stock market
was generally "bearish" while the national economy (G.N.P.) showed
no real improvement at all. However, in the subsequent years
1949/50 to 1956 G.N.P. showed a real improvement of 4.7 per cent
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while the Dow Jones Average more than doubled. [104] This latter
buoyancy shows a remarkable contiguity with the renaissance of the
New York art market in the early nineteen fifties, and the boaTi
therein which followed, although this corrnntator cannot fully
explain the relationship, apart fran pointing to the fact that a
large proportion of the art buying public interested in major
European art was associated with the financial and business
carrnunities and would have benefitted from this prosperity.

Although what European art in particular benefitted from the
buoyancy of the New York market was influenced by the critical
fortunes of certain artists and the amount of institutional and
corriTercial exhibition exposure which they received in New York, the
fact that the market for European art in general became ever more
lively was due to the breakdown of certain cultural factors: such as
the long held cultural prejudices against art as an investment
outlet, the relatively low level of knowledge and resultant slack
demand for modern art in the United States. Ce believes that by
the end of this period a combination of trends - the improved
prosperity for the United States upper and middle classes, the
change of long-prevalent attitudes toward art collecting which
included the newly heightened prestige of art ownership effected
initially by tastemakers and confirned by the hard statistics of the
auction house record, escalating prices, increasing international
rivalry for the ever-diminishing stocks of masterpieces, the more
wide-spread collector emphasis upon hitherto unfashionable areas,
and the growth in the number of outlets displaying and selling
modern European art - had all helped create a situation wherein New
York, for the first time, assumed a position of major importance as
a centre in the market for modern European art, and became more than
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just the port from wre Arrrican collectors set sail for European
buying trips.
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CnAPIER 17:
rHE N/\RkSFI' tOR AMERICN Aicr Ir THiS NILNEThEN
FORTIEb AND NINEThEN FIFIIEb

As explained in the previous chapter, the marKet tor modern
American art as a whole must be considered as an entity separate

from, yet in relation to, tnat tor kuropean art because of tfle
structure and functioning of tne support system. However, there are
a number of ractors pertaining to the market for American art alone
wnicn merit turther discussion.

One is the fact that "the market

in the native tieid is a local aftair", whereas that for
tiropean art can

be

sately called supra-national. This meant that

demanci for contemporary American artistic production was mucn more
vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the United States economy over
this period (which includea two wars, three depressions anu three
booms ), whereas the market for European modern art in New York was
affected as much y the forces influencing the European maricet.

nother important factor which must be cons iderea is the context
within which contemporary American art was situatea, both
critically and corrwnercially. With respect to the commercial
gallery network, a number of factors influenced the relative market
status of contemporary American art. First, the functional division
between European artists and their American counterparts created by
differing methods of dealer support meant that, for the most part,
the critically more prestigious Europeans were to be found in
different establishments to the Americans, and the latter did not
often have the opportunity to benefit from the validatory effects of
reflected prestige. Moreover, the monopolistic situation
engendered by the sale-on-consignment system reduced the possibility
that multiple outlets for an artist s work might heighten his/her
commercial profile by making his/her work more noticeable to
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collectors, or that an element of cc*npetition might have helped to
raise prices. Furthermore, the consignrrent norm placed a premium
upon the dealer encouraging a steady stream of sales, rather than
gambling upon high long-term returns, and this led dealers in
I½rrerican art to emphasise a pricing policy which they thought would
maximise potential sales. The commission norm also meant the
virtual exclusion of merican art from the upper reaches of the
auction market for, as dealers derived no benefit from supporting
the price levels of their artists" past work, they did not attempt
to bolster sale prices in this area. In consequence, auction house
sale prices of lmerican art were often little more than 10 to 25
per cent of the prices of equivalent works acquired through a
gallery.

The last of these factors was, one believes, connected with
another factor influencing the market position of contemporary
merican art: that is, the attempts of some dealers specialising in
?rican art to prarote the possibility of art collecting airong
lower income groups as well as higher. This strategy had its
roots in the era of Federal art patronage and was based upon the
supposition that the future for the art market, at a time when the
wealthiest were being taxed much more heavily than ever before, lay
in attracting a new class of buyers with more modest incomes. ny
attempt to do this entailed a deliberate rejection of the appeals to
snobbery or connoisseurship traditionally used by art dealers.
Instead the emphasis was placed upon ease of purchase, with
promotion of the availability of credit terms when making an art
purchase, and the holding of prices to levels which would enable
as wide a cross-section of potential collectors as possible
(even to the extent of occasionally holding dn price levels at a
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time when rises might be justified by the level of demand).

At the start of the nineteen forties the dominant critical
category in American art was still the work, such as regionalist and
"American Scene", associated with nationalist currents and/or
Federal art patronage in the preceding decade. Major expositions
such as the World's Fairs held in New York and San Francisco in 1939
and 1940 provided opportunities for viewing a wide range of such
work and reinforcing its public status; while later exhibitions
such as the "Artists for Victory" juried exhibition at the
Metropolitan Museum in 1942 kept American realist art firmly to the
forefront. However, although those associated with the "American
Scene" or regionalist rroverrents continued to get wide coverage in
both the general and specialist press in the early nineteen forties,
by the time of the latter exhibition the changing international
climate of late nineteen thirties and early nineteen forties, and
the new involvement of the United States in global politics and war,
had encouraged a move away from the nationalist sentiments of the
previous decade and a re-evaluation of the art of the New Deal
period. These shifts led to an increasing emphasis upon
individual expression, even expressionism, as the way forward for
American art; and artists thought to be achieving this began to
receive an increasing amount of critical and institutional coverage.
Indeed, "expressionism" - a somewhat loose critical category which
covered those, like John Mann, who had been influenced by European
modernism in the nineteen tens but had returned to a more
Arnericanised version in the following decades, work which appeared
to express cc*ment upon the contemporary world in an individual
manner, the poetic' work of painters such as Darrel Austin, and
the abstracted-from-nature work of painters such as Karl Knaths -
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assumed the status of daninant critical category in contemporary
American art during the world War ii years. [2]

Although abstraction did gain more attention, even favour,
within an European context as ernigr artists arrived in New York in
the early nineteen forties, on the whole such artists tended to
suffer fran the notion that an expressive realism was the American
form of expression, while abstraction was more suited to Europe
(despite the fact that sane American artists had been working within
cubist or abstract parameters for sane years). Until this prejudice
began to break down in the mid-forties, there was little media
coverage or exhibition exposure, either institutional or private
(indeed, the Museum of Modern Art deliberately excluded American
cubist-inspired abstract art from its coverage of new American art),
and even less favourable cariment, for American abstract artists.
Indeed, it was only in 1945 - 1946 that such artists (or group shows
such as the annuals held by the American Abstract Artists group)
appear to have received more critical attention.

As the market for American art in the nineteen thirties and
nineteen forties was fundamentally a local affair, it was relatively
unaffected by the first wave of art market boom in 1940 - 1942 that
was primarily generated by European errLigrsJ3'

However, the 1943

- 1944 season signalled an improvement in demand for rinerican art,
[4] which before this had been sluggish although somewhat improved
from their nadir in the Depression. Sane galleries, according to
Art Digest, reported increases in turnover of sane 50 per cent),
while in Art News critic Aline Louchheim estimated that prices had
risen by between 30 and 50 per cent across the board.' This
situation had been helped by an increase in the proportion of
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exhibitions devoted to contemporary American art, as these replaced
those of the European art which had become difficult to obtain owing
to the disruption in supplies caused by the warJ 6 ' By the time
that Louchheim reported again, in mid-1945, it was apparent that the
boom in art sales had intensified, with an average increase of 37
per cent in gallery sales. By the following season, the gross
realised at auction sales held at Parke-Bernett Galleries had risen
to $6.6 million, some $4 million more than the comparable figure in
l940J Gallery sales for the 1945 - 1946 season were estimated
to be some 300 per cent higher than those of 1940)8]

One key to the buoyancy of the market for American art from
the 1943 - 1944 season onwards lies in the nature of the persons
constituting the market for this painting. At this time it was
noted that there was a decline in the relative importance of the
foreign buyers so prominent in the first years of the decade, while
at the same time an increasing number of "new" American collectors
were entering the market. These new collectors were, according to
Louchheim, drawn primarily from the upper-middle class: some 60 per
cent were businessmen (particularly those whose concerns were
"doing a little better") or the wives of the sane, nearly 30 per
cent were professionals, and some 7 per cent were in the armed
forces. [] m explain the expansion of the market for contemporary
American art one can refer to a number of factors associated with
the character of the general war-time boom. First one must note
the improvements in the economic position of many sectors of the
population as, in current and real terms, weekly earnings rose on
average by 70 per cent, total disposable personal income grew from
$72.6 billion (1939) to $171.9 (l945),

0 1total personal

consumption expenditure doubled and personal savings increased from
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3.7 per cent of disposable income in 1939 to 24.1 per cent in
1944J 11 The art market benefitted because this abnormally high
level of consumer liquidity occurred at a time when the need for
controls over strategically important ccrrrrcdities such as steel
created a situation in which there was an unusual nphasis within
consumer expenditure upon the purchase of unrationed luxury
goods.

2 ' It was the middle income strata ($5,000 - $9,999)

which benefitted most fran the war-time prosperity, and this is
significant because it is these two groups which equate with the
characteristics of the "new" collector as outlined by Louchheim.
MDreover, Louchheim noted in 1944 that the "new collector", who in
this season made up to one third of purchases (for the most part
within the price brackets of $500 or less), [131

concentrated

almost exclusively upon American art because it was both more
plentiful and modestly priced.

At the realist-'American Scene' end of the spectrum the prices
of well-established painters were quite healthy within the gallery
context, indeed sales in this area increased by some 400 per cent
between 1942 and 1944; [14] and although the few works of this
type which appeared at auction during the war years only
occasionally broke through the four-figure barrier, in 1941 Thomas
Hart Benton's "Persephone" (1939) was sold for $10,000 (by a
gallery).'

The works of Edward Hopper were fetching up to

$3,500 by the mid-decade - with House at Dusk (1935, 36" x 50") at
this figure in 1945 -

while Charles Burchfield's more recent

works ranged in price from $600 - $3,000 (although his early
watercolours went for $750 - $l,000) . [ 16 1 Similar prices were
fetched by the 'precisionist' work of charles Sheeler, whose scenes
of America were available for between $600 - 3,000J17] Among the
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younger generation hailed by conservative critics as the 'second
generation' of American Scenists, Fletcher Martin (who received a
good number of corrrnissions from industry) generally fetched between
$250 and $1,500 (according to scale and subject) during the war
years.

81 Of the so-called 'studio painters' large works by John

Carroll fetched $1,800 - $3,500, while figure pieces and portraits
by Eugene Speicher fetched between $2,500 to $6,000 in 1945J11

The American art which benefitted most from the increased
nrket activity during rld War II would appear to be that of an
"expressionist" flavour. Louchheim noted that by the 1944 - 1945
season the most popular artists with American collectors were
painters such as Darrel Austin, Philip Evergood, Leon Kroll, Jack
Levine, and Karl Zerbe.[2'

Indeed, it was a painting by Austin

which set the war-time auction record for a twentieth century
American painter, when his "The Tigress" (1941, 30" x 36") fetched
$3,000 in early 1944J 21 Within the gallery context, by middecade Max Weber 's work was reported to be sought by collectors
"avidly at prices that sometimes reach nearly 5 figures". [221 By
the mid-decade a representative watercolour by John Mann could be
acquired for between $1,500 - $3,000, although oils were priced
somewhat higher; 231 while the work of Yasuo Kuniyoshi sold well
during the war years (by Novenber 1945 his dealer was claiming to
sell his works as quickly as they were produced) at prices ranging
from $1,500 - $3,000 for large canvases such as "Girl Thinking"
(1935, 40" x 50") to $500 - $700 for small scale oilsJ241

The prices asked for the work of younger 'expressionist'
artists were rather more modest on the whole, a circumstance
attributable in large measure to the relative brevity of their
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exhibition careers, and despite that fact that sane were attracting
considerable critical and institutional attention. Important works
by Jack Levine were priced at up to $500 in the early nineteen
forties, with the large "The Passing Scene" (1941, 48" x 29 3/4")
selling for $500 in early 1942, while the asking price on "The
String Quartet" (1937, 48" x 67") at the time when it was awarded a
$1,000 purchase prize at the 1942 "Artists for Victory" show was
only $350. By 1944, however, the price level of a major work such
as "The Syndicate" (1939, 36" x 45") stood at $l,000)251 The
prices asked for the work of Karl Zerbe (another "Boston
Expressionist") were usually between $150 - $750, although his
largest works could be priced at up to $900J 26 At the more
abstract end of the expressionist' spectrum, Lee Gatch by 1945 was
priced in the range $200 - $750, with works by Karl Knaths priced
from $600 - $1,000 the same season.

The initial critical ambivalence, if not hostility, toward
American abstraction, and the only gradual willingness to accept it,
was reflected in price levels for abstract or near-abstract art
across the board. At the near-abstract end of the range (basically
artists of an older generation), in the 1942 - 1943 season $700 was
sufficient to acquire "Ursine Park" (1942, 20t x 40") but by 1945
the price range for Stuart Davis largest works had risen to $1,000
- $2,000, with the Miller Collection paying the latter figure for
"For Internal Use Only" (1945, 45" x 28") soon after its
completion.E 27

1

Davis was established enough to be accorded a

(well-received) retrospective at the Museum of kdern Art in 1945,
but the prices of the new generation of abstract artists, i.e. those
who received their first exhibition exposure in the early nineteen
forties, would appear to have been in a general range of $100 -
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$750 for oils by mid-decade, regardless of whether such artists were
presented within an all-American stable or alongside European
artists. For instance, the price range of Mark Tobey reached $300
- $600 by the time of his 1945 solo show (after inclusion in the
Museum of Modern Art 's "Anricans 1942", a $1000 purchase prize at
the 1945 "Portrait of America" exhibition, and a solo exhibition at
a west coast museum ) [28] while in 1945 that of Robert
Motherwel 1 was $75 - $600. [291

Younger artists, however, tended to suffer more from
discrepancies between their ostensible price ranges and actual sale
prices. For instance, where the price range of Irene Rice Pereira
at her solo show in 1944 was $35 - $950, the highest price obtained
was $650. Paintings by William Baziotes following his solo show in
late 1943 fetched between $100 and $250, although $275 was paid in
1945 for "The Balcony" (1944, 36" x 42"). Finally, although during
the same period the price range for Jackson Poliock's work rose fran
$35 - $750 in 1943 to $100 - $900 in 1945, the highest prices
realised were the $600 paid by the Modern in 1944 for "She Wolf"
(1943, 41 7/8" x 67") and the $740 from a private collector in 1945
for "Male and Female" (1942, 71" x 48 7/88)J301

Between the 1946 - 1947 and 1950 - 1951 art seasons, a period
which coincided with the interlude between World War II and the
Korean War, the further sub-division on the national econcmic front
into the immediate post-war boom of 1945/46 - 1947/8 and the
recession and subsequent recovery of 1948 - 1950 was not directly
reflected in the performance of the art market. For instance,
while the war-time boom years of 1943 - 1946 had withessed everbroken art sales records, the years subsequent witnessed a
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stagnation, even diminution, in the total value of art sales
(particularly as measured in auction house grosses) in both real and
current terms j31] On Fifty-Seventh Street, dealers in American art
suffered from poor sales across the board. The dealer Betty
Parsons complained in a letter to the collector and erstwhile dealer
Peggy Guggenheim in early 1948 - "Business has been very slow,..."
[321 and she was having ".... quite a struggle financially ...."
[33 1 - a sentiment echoed by Frank K. M. Rehn, a dealer in rather
riore traditional American contemporary painters, who canplained in
the 1948 - 1949 season that "I have run into hard times in the past
few years, along with many others". Indeed, where the average
number of contemporary American paintings sold per gallery in the
1944 - 1945 season (according to the Art News survey conducted by
Aline Louchheim) had been 125, in 1947 - 1948 the equivalent total
was estimated by the same author to have fallen to 1O7J1

The sluggishness of this post-war art market, and the reasons
why it did not benefit from the general post-war upsurge as it had
from that generated by the war, owed much to the former booms
demand-led nature and the consequences this had upon the disposal of
personal income. For instance, at war's end the call for housing
was especially pronounced; [36] and there was also a high level of
desire for new autorrobiles, consumer durables and household goods
of all kinds. A boom stimulated by these needs and desires was
enabled by the exceptionally high levels of personal liquidity built
up during the war-time boom, and once industry was fully reconverted
to peacetime manufacture consumer spending was concentrated upon
fulfilling pent-up domestic needs. In consequence, the freshlyprosperous middle-class "new" collector who had featured as such an
important force in the war-time market for American art became rach

less active on the art market, as this group's disposable incomes
and assets were not generally sufficient to enable both the
satisfaction of their backlog of daiestic requirements and any
significant purchase of luxuries. Indeed, by 1948 the proportion of
this category within the art market had shrunk from the 30 per cent
noted between 1943 and 1945 to only 10 per cent. [371 However, it
would appear that there was some improvement in the situation for
I\rnerican art by the end of the decade, which may owe something to
the fact that as pent-up consumer demand declined as the engine of
the boom, there was a weakening of inflationary pressures and, after
fiscally expansionary measures [38] were taken to counteract the
recession of 1948 - 1949, there was sane recovery in the value of
incomes and the level of personal savings. [39]

Although trends in the market in the post-war years owed much
to the wider economic situation, the fortunes of American
contemporary art were also affected by the critical conflicts of the
latter nineteen forties, and by the context in which American art
was presented by New York galleries and institutions. The first
factor was that American contemporary art was once again in
competition with its European rivals - 1946 was the first season
when an appreciable anDunt of fresh European work again appeared
upon the New York art market - and once the latter was again
available a number of dealers who had been willing to exhibit
American work during the war refocused their attentions upon
European art. This trend counterbalanced the fact that there was
an increasing number of galleries opening up which concentrated upon

contemporary American art, for most of these concentrated upon asyet unestablished artists and did not have the status of the
'promoter" galleries found concentrated in the European field.
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Moreover, contemporary American art was rarely to be found under the
sane roofs as European, and this tended to reinforce the gap between
European and J'inierican art. Furthermore, even by the end of the
nineteen forties, there was still some discrepancy between the
presentations given European and American art by New York
institutions. For instance, although the Museum of Modern Art had
made good its long-standing omission by displaying its American
holdings in 1948, it was not thought to function as a tastemaker in
this area as it did in the European context. In addition, it was
only in 1948 that the Whitney Museum made its first tentative steps
into a tastemaking function, when it began to hold retrospectives of
living American artists (the first was of Icuniyoshi).

The controversies and critical battles of the half-decade,
coupled with the economic vicissitudes of these years, left their
mark upon the market for contemporary American art across the
board, even where the art concerned was uncontroversial. For
instance, the prices of sane artists working within the parameters
of a rrore realist manner changed little in real terms during the
post-war boom years. During the post-war half-decade the work of
Hopper stagnated at the mid-decade levels, [40] for in the 1948 1949 season the price of his more important paintings was still
generally $3,000/$3,500 for

paintings

such as "House at Dusk"

(1935), although the occasional work such as "The Barber Shop"
(1931, 60" x 78") was priced at $5,000. [41] By 1948 Burchfield's
more important watercolours, such as "The Sphinx and the Milky Way"
(1946, 52 5/8" x 44 3/4) fetched up to $3,500. Similar price
levels were generally fetched by "studio painters" Alexander Brook,
Carroll and Speicher, with oils by these artists generally fetching
$2,500 - $3,500, although in the latter's case some portraits were
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priced at $5,000 - $7,500.[42]

A factor which may have influenced the market for certain
sectors in modern American art was the media controversy surrounding
rrvodern - art, which came to a head with the change in name of the
Boston Institute of Modern Art to that of Institute of Contporary
Art in 1948, and centred around the question of the so-called
unintelligibility of modern artJ 43 As dealer Betty Parsons
expressed it in a letter to dealer-collector Peggy Guggenheim in
early 1948
"As you may have heard the New York critics have banded
together in a concerted attack on modern painting" [441
- an attack which resulted in the cancellation of two State
Department sponsored travelling exhibitions of contporary American
painting, and the subsequent disposal of the art works concerned at
heavy discountsJ 4 ' Despite such counterforces, however, the
drift of the United States fran a state of political (and cultural)
isolationism into one of globalism meant an ever-increasing trend
away fran the earlier approval of an overtly American art toward one
which was more international in character. As a result, by the end
of the decade "expressionism" was considered to be the dominant
style in American art, [46] while abstraction was ever-improving
in critical status. The seal upon these trends would appear to
be the 1950 Venice Biennale (the initial occasion at which the
American Pavilion was organised by the Modern, and the display had
sane tastanaking significance), when Mann was the major artist
shown, along with 3 younger expressionists (Hyman Bloom, Gatch and
Rico Lebrun) and 3 'abstract-expressionists' (Arshile Gorky, Willem
de Kooning and Pollock).
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However, although Pimerican abstraction was receiving ever-more
exhibition exposure, both in canrercial galleries (in the 1950 1951 season 40 per cent of exhibitions were of the same) [47] and
large annual exhibitions such as those staged by the Chicago Art
Institute and Whitney Museum, the critical reception of American
abstraction still tended to be somewhat mixed in the specialist
press and generally rather hostile in the mass-circulation
However, the greater attention given to the newer
developments in abstraction meant that artists of an older
generation and/or working in a near-abstract manner, such as Davis,
who had been identified in the first half of the decade with the
American Abstract Artists group, were increasingly discussed in
terms of expressionism as their work was increasingly distanced from
that of the new generation of abstractionists.

Undoubtedly because of their high critical profile, the market
of the so-called "expressionist" painters was relatively buoyant in
the post-war years, although initially these artists too suffered
from a sluggishness in sales and consequent price levels. For
instance, in 1948, characteristic works by Kuniyoshi such as
"Rotting on the Shore" (1945, 46" x 36") fetched no more in this
year than equivalent works in 1946. [49] The price of equivalent
watercolours by Mann increased by only sane 10 per cent in these
years. However, by the 1950 - 1951 season Kuniyoshi oils fetched
between $2,000 and $6,000, [50] while sales of Mann had increased
to the extent that his dealer had begun to hold back sane of his
work.

1-

By 1950 the prices of Ben Shahn and Levine had risen to

a maximum of approximately $3,000 for large characteristic works,
with lesser ones fetching $1,000 uiiardsJ52

Works by Zerbe,

could fetch up to $1,000 by 1950 which was, however, only a rrodest
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general increase in price levels over 5 years.[53] At the more
abstract end of the expressionist spectrum, Gatch by the same year
had a ceiling of $1,500. However, sales between 1947 - 1949 had
apparently been slow and concentrated upon the lower price ranges,
and it was only from 1950 onwards that demand for his work improved
and sales accurately reflected the price ceiiingJ

1 By 1951

important large works by Stuart Davis such as, for example, the
recent "tllow Pad" (1945 - 51, 42" x 26") fetched up to $4,500 (a
doubling in price since the end of the war), while early works such
as "Lucky Strike" (1921, 18" x 33") were sold at up to

The higher critical profile given to abstract art appears to
have benefitted artists of the younger generation, but their still
somewhat controversial position continued to be reflected in the
fact that the top prices they realised were still usually
considerably more modest than their uppermost asking prices, and in
the fact that sales (until circa 1949) were generally quite sparse.
The most rnarkable improvement was registered by Pollock, whose
price range rose in the 3 years between 1946 and 1949 fran $100 $800 to $1,200 - $1,800, for large works such as "Arabesque" (1948,
37" x 117), and $400 - $900 for smaller canvases, although there
was a $3,000 asking price in 1949 for the very large "Number One,
1948" (68" x 104"). By late 1950 his price ceiling had risen
again to $4,500, although this was for a work measuring 20' x
'• [56] However, although his volume of sales gradually improved
from the single one made at his 1947 exhibition to 10 after
his two 1949 exhibitions, all sales until 1949 were concentrated in
the lower reaches of his price range; and although in 1950 the
highest price realised was the $2350 paid by the Museum of Modern
Art for "Number One, 1948", only a handful of works had realised
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$800 or more.[58] In 1949, works by Hans Hofmann, Baziotes and
MDtherwell were offered by the Kootz Gallery at between $500 and
$900 for medium or larger oils (fraii 24" x 30" to 36" x 48"). [59]
These price levels indicate a 50 per cent increase for the latter
two painters, [60] but a stagnation for Hofrnann. [61] Indee3,
Kootz admits that sales of his younger Americans (in particular
Hofmann) were poor in this perioa.[62] However, against the
backdrop of the increasingly buoyant market, the asking prices for
Baziotes oils rose to $1,800 in 1951; while the price range for
Hofmanns work increased to $350 - $1,200. [63]
The Korean War generated boom of 1951 to 1953 [641 witnessed
an improvement in the market for American art within the context of
the caurercial galleries which handled the majority of this trade,
despite the somewhat subdued picture represented by auction house
sales during these yearsJ 65 In surrirer 1952 dealer Edith Halpert
was able to describe the 1951 - 1952 season as having been "very gay
for American art"; [66] and then to write the following season that
"Talking about excitement - you should be at Fifty-First
Street at present. This place has been quite a madhouse,
with most of our energies expended in talking people out of
buying." [67]
From the middle nineteen fifties onwards, concurrent with the marked
boom in the national economy which started shortly after the end of
the Korean War in 1953 and reached its peak between 1955 and 1957,
[681 the New York art market entered a period of record-breaking
sales and unprecedented levels of demand in both European and
American art.

Indeed, by 1957 New York gallery sales as a whole

had increased five-fold in a decadeJ 69 This liveliness continued,
and appeared to be unaffected by the general economic downturn which
occurred between mid 1957 and early 1958 [70] and the rather
modest economic growth of the years following.
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Indeed, by the

autumn of 1958 Time was hailing "a boom in art sales that is
unparalled in living memory"; [711 and, although the greatest
publicity went to the record breaking sales of major European
moderns, Halpert was able to point to the "unprecedented sales we
are making" in Pimerican artJ 721 This almost frenetic level of
buying activity can be situated against a picture of ever-increasing
prices and demand across the market as a whole, for although in the
depression year of 1953 - 1954 the total grossed at Parke-Bernett
had been $4.24 million, this had increased to $5.4 million by
the 1955 - 1956 season, [741 and by the 1958 - 1959 season had
nearly doubled againJ75}

A number of factors lay behind the increasing buoyancy of the
market for 1merican art in the nineteen fifties. The most general
of these concern the wider economic situation. First, an
improvement in standards of living was made possible by the relative
prosperity and stability. The real national growth of the bocrn of
1955 to 1957 were accompanied by rises in production and income
which, together with the modest inflation from 1951 onwards, meant
that average disposable income increased by some 16 per cent in real
terms (after a half-decade when high inflation had prevented any
significant improvement). Indeed, in 1955 the real value of incomes
recovered for the first time to those of 10 years before. [76]
MDreover, for the first time since the World War II years, there was
a significant increase in the proportion of the population in the
highest income quintile ($10,000 and above)J771

Miother factor is the increased use of consumer credit in these
years. A number of dealers in contemporary American art had
attempted from the early nineteen forties onwards to publicise the
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use of instalment payment for art purchases as a means whereby they
could could widen the petential buying public. One would suggest
that a combination of these efforts, coupled with the growing public
willingness to use credit - in these years personal debt assumed
record levels, for the total amount of consumer credit doubled
between 1950 and 1956 fran $4.7 billion to $8.6 billion and then
rose a further 25 per cent increase over the next half-decade [781
- encouraged a more wide-spread use of instalment buying in the New
York art market and helped stimulate demand.

The buoyancy of the decade appears to have favoured American
art across the board. However, a closer examination of the records
of the artists already discussed in the context of the nineteen
forties reveals that not all benefitted equally f ran the art market
boom, nor did different stylistic groupings prosper simultaneously.
Initially, the artists to benefit most f ran high demand and rising
prices were those whose critical and corrrrercial reputations had been
firmly established by the second or third quarter of the nineteen
forties, in particular those working within the parameters of
expressionism. Another trend is also apparent among those artists
thought of as the older generation, their critical and camercial
reputations established by the early nineteen forties, and that is
that they were subject to a de-facto price ceiling above which it
was extremely rare for their works to climb, despite the pressures
of demand (whether their work fell within the parameters of the
'J½rrerican Scene' or 'expressionism'. This was notwithstanding the
fact that by the end of the nineteen fifties the reported maximum
f etched by the work of a living twentieth century American painter
was the $35,000 realised by Andrew Wyeth for works such as "Ground
(1959),

while important works by early twentieth
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century painters like Walt Kuhn, such as "The Clown" (1929), could
realise $25,000. [80]

In the context of 1\merican Scene' painters, in the first half
of the nineteen fifties, at a time when Grant WDod's "The Midnight
Ride of Paul Revere" (1932) fetched $15,000 (it was acquired by the
?tropolitan Museum in 1952) the price levels for Hopper's larger
paintings, such as "Hotel Window" (1955, 40" x 55"), rose by some
20 per cent from the levels of the second half of the nineteen
forties and medium-sized works, such as Carolina" (1955, 30" x 40"),
increased by some 40 to 50 per cent in the sarre period to a $4,000
- $4,500 range. E81 In the later nineteen fifties his prices rose
only modestly, with his more imrortant works retailing at $6,500 $7,000 in 1958.[82]

By the latter date large watercolours by

Burchfield, such as "In the Deep ods" (1918/56, 32" x 45") were
set at 3,500J83' In the early to middle decade the price range
for oils and large watercolours by Sheeler was $1,000 - $3,000,
with "Canyons" (1951, 22" x 22") at the latter level in 1956)84]
By 1959, however, his price ceiling had doubled to $7,500)85]
In 1956, the largest works by Niles Spencer - whom his dealer
described as having had "an enthusiastic, if quiet" reception
during his life - for instance, "In Fairmount" (1951, 65 1/2" x 41
1/2"), fetched $3,000. [86]

years later $4,500 was being asked

for "In the Cabin" (1947, 45" x 36)J871

Within the 'expressionist' field, in the early nineteen fifties
the general price range for Kuniyoshi s works was $2,000 - $6,500,
and although most of his current production was concentrated upon
larger works at the high end of this price range there was a brisk
demand for his workJ 88 In the 1953 - 1954 season (just after the
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artist's demise) works available in the Downtown Gallery ranged in
price fran $2000 - $7,500, with a work such as "1mazing Juggler"
(1952, 40" x 65") at the latter figure, [89] although other large
recent works such as "Fakirs" (1951, 32" x 50") could be obtained
f or between $5000 and $6,000. However, equivalent but less
expressionist early works were priced at only half this level.
Watercolours by Mann were available in the early nineteen fifties
for between $1,000 and $3,000, [90] while oils sold well from
$2,000 uardsJ 9 Subsequently, (according to "size, period and
uniqueness") the price range for watercolours widened to $300 $5000, [92] (earlier works were generally situated in the lower
price ranges), although an occasional museum-quality watercolour
such as "Movement - Sea, or Mountains As You Will" (1947, 30" x 37")
was priced as high as $6,000 by late l955J

] By mid-decade

oils were priced f ran $1,000 - $10,000. But it was rare for a work
to be priced above $6,000 - $7,000 with, for instance, "The Circus"
(1952, 22" x 28") selling in early 1955 for

However,

despite the shoi:tages in these artists" works and buoyant
demand - by 1955 Mann's dealer was restricting sales of his work
to $50,000 per annum for tax reasons [96] - the price ceilings of
these painters 'stuck" for the remainder of the decade. Indeed.
$7,500 was still the price in 1959 for Kuniyoshi's "Festivities
Ended" (1947, 70" x 40") and $4,000 that for "Photograph with
Peaches on a chair" (1938, 36" x 50") (two of only 3 works still
unsold)J 97 ' The main trend noticeable in Mann's case is an
increasing equivalence in price between his most important
watercolours and his oils - for instance, in 1958 the oil "The
Written Sea" (1952, 22" x 28") was the same price as the
watercolour "City Movement, Manhattan" (1936, 21" x 26"), or
$5,000. [98] It took Weber sanewhat longer to attain the same price
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ceilings, for in the mid-fifties his oils were priced between $2,000
- $5,000, with "Bach Orchestra" (1954, 26" x 32") at the latter
price; but in the 1958 - 1959 season his maximum too risen to
$7,500, for "Flute Soloist" (1955, 40" x 32"). [991 By the 1958 1959 season good-sized oils by Abraham Iatther, such as "Figure
with Wings and Masks" (1950) were priced at up to $6,500, a
substantial increase from the mid-decade price ceiling of $3,000.
Most of this increase had occurred in the 1958 - 1959 season, when
his prices were raised substantially - for instance, the cost of Don
Quixote" (1949) was raised then from $3,500 to $4,500. [100]

However, anong those artists grouped under the expressionist
umbrella in the nineteen fifties but whose reputations were
established somewhat later than the above, the barriers noted above
were overcome by the end of the nineteen fifties. In the case of
Levine, where imrxrtant museum-quality works had fetched from $3,000
to $5,000 at the beginning of the decade, [101] in late 1954 "The
Trial" (1953 - 54, 72" x 63") sold for $7,500, and "Election
Night" (1954, 63"x 72 1/2) fetched $6,000 in the same season.1-02
In 1958 the price for a very large museum-quality work such as
"Pawnshop" (1952, 80" x 96") had not apparently risen at all from
the mid-decade level, for $7,500 was asked for this work and the
slightly smaller "Inauguration" (1956 - 58, 60" x 72II)Jb0311
the next season, however, the asking price for the smaller new work,
"Ftes Galantes" (1959, 49" x 56") was $8,000; while the sum
realised by "The Girls from Floogel Street" (1958, 64" x 56"), sold
in early 1959 for $6,500, was nearly 50 per cent higher than
the 1957 sale price for an equivalent work.- 04 Another
painter selling well in the early nineteen fifties was Shahn, for
the majority of his work sold soon after it reached his gallery.
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In 1952 watercolours such as "ABC" (1953, 39" x 29 1/2") went for
$1,000 - $1,500, while gouaches and temperas such as "Nicholas C"
(1951, 22 1/2" x 42 1/4") fetched between $1,500 - $4,000)b05}
By 1956 (after the artist had received international exposure in
Zurich and Venice) his prices were rising steadily. The asking
prices for works equivalent to "ABC" was increased to $2,200, [106]
while larger watercolours fetched between $2,500 - $4,000. For
instance, "Still Life" (1957, 28" x 41 1/4") realised the latter
sum [107] Simultaneously, medium to larger temperas and gouaches
started in price at approximately the same level as the most
expensive watercolours. For instance, the price of "Africa" (1956,
30" x 53") was 4,000D.081 Demand for Shahns work continued to
be

brisk, and at his 1959 exhibition (a sell-out apart from a few

modest drawings) his more significant works ranged from the $2,500
price tag on the gouache "Lute and 'blecules" (1958, 40 1/2" x 27")
[109] to $7,500 for "When the Morning Stars ...." (1959,
54" x 48"), a rise of between 50 and 75 per cent in just a couple of
seasons. [110] Where, in 1951, a good-sized recent Davis oil, such
as "Mellow Pad" (1945 - 51, 42" x 26"), sold quickly at $4,500, and
the earlier "Terminal" (1937, 30" x 40") was available for $1,200,
by 1954 this artists larger, recent, works were selling briskly
when offered in the range $3,500 - $6,500. By the 1955 - 1956
season - when Davis was only producing about two, generally largeformat, works per annum and demand far outstripped supply - [1h1'
the price of a large recent work such as "Clich" (1955, 56 1/4" x
42") was $7,500, while the asking price for "Medium Still Life"
(1953, 36" x 44") had increased by $3,000 in only one season.
Steady rises continued, and by the next season, although earlier
works such as "Landscape with Drying Sails" (1931 - 32, 32" x 40")
could be acquired for between $3,500 and $4,500, his most recent
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large works such as "Lesson No 1" (1956, 52" x 60") were priced at
between $7,500 and $8,775. [1121 By the 1958 - 1959 season the
price for a new work such as "Pochade" (1958, 60" x 52") was $9,500
(a 35 per cent increase in just one year); [1131 while another large
work, "The Paris Bit" (1959, 46" x 60"), was sold early in the
follcing season for $13,500.[h141

A rather different pattern to the above can be traced with
respect to those artists whose reputations were only beginning in
the late nineteen forties, in particular the 'first generation" of
the post-war "'abstract-expressionists'. These artists, despite
the fact that they had been receiving considerable critical
attention since the late nineteen forties, did not apparently
participate to any significant degree in the improving sales of the
early nineteen fifties. However, as they began to receive more
institutional exposure and a qualitatively different gallery
presentation in some of the more prestigious New York promoter
galleries, the market fortunes of these artists began to improve,
slowly at first between 1954 and the 1955 - 1956 season, with
increasing acceleration from 1956 onwards. The first artist to
experience this improvement was Pollock, whose larger works, such as
"Number 1, 1950 (88" x 119"), had generally been priced at between
$2,000 and $5,000 in 1951, although the very largest, such as "One:
Number 31, 1950" (106" x 209"), had prices of up to $7,500.[1151
However, little had been sold at prices higher than one-tenth of the
latter figure. By the 1955 - 1956 season - by which time this
painter had been receiving a considerable amount of critical
attention for nearly a decade, had exhibited much more than most
(almost annually), had been included in institutional group shows in
both New York (the Modern in 1952, Guggenheim in 1954 and Whitney in
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1955) and Europe (Paris/Zurich in 1953 arid Berne in 1955) - prices
for his larger works ranged frcm the $2,000 - $3,000 asked for works
such as "Arabesque" (1948) (double its asking price at its original
exhibition in 1949) and "Easter and the Tbtern" (1953, 81 1/2" x 58")
up to $6,000 - $8,000 for the most important examples, such as "Blue
Poles : Number II, 1952" (83" x 192") or "One: Number 31 1950 u j: 116 ] In mid-1956 "Autumn Rhythm" (1950, 105" x 223") was
being considered by the Museum of Modern Art at the latter price,
but following the painter s death the asking price for such 'museumquality' works was sharply raised to 30,000•7J It was at this
price that the Metropolitan Museum reputedly acquired it in 1957,
thus setting a record sale price for any work by a modern American
painter.[ 118 ] By the end of the decade - by which time Pollock had
been given both a New York (1957) and a European-touring
retrospective (1958 - 1959),

and had grown so much in critical

stature that even long hostile sectors of the media were reporting
on his work in quite favourable terms [119] - even quite ntxest
works were retailing at up to $9,000 or $10,000. By early 1960
it was being reported that "Pol lock's incidentally now ccmnand up
to $100,000 on the market" (this refers to the sum offered for Blue
Poles in this year, but the high recorded by then for a work was
still apparently $35,000).[120'

Although the rarkab1y high prices fetched by Pollock's work
in the later part of the decade undoubtedly owed a good deal to his
'non-living' status, the prices of the other 'AbstractExpressiOnist' artists also rose substantially, although to slightly
varying degrees. The dealer Sidney Janis reports that in the late
nineteen fifties de Kooning's major paintings had risen fran their
$3,000 ceiling of 1952 to carirand prices between $7,500 - $8,500;
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and in late 1959, by which time this painter too had established an
international reputation, [121] a work such as "Merritt Parkway"
(1959, 80" x 70 1/2") could fetch as much as 14,000J1.22]
this date demand for his work had risen dramatically fran the allnDst
non-existent sales of the early nineteen fifties, and at his show of
this year all work was sold by the close of the opening day (for a
total of $150,000). [123] Sanewliat riore trodest improvements were
experienced by those who did not receive the same arrount of critical
and exhibition exposure as Pollock and de Kooning, but the same
general pattern is still discernible. For instance, the price range
of the Baziotes paintings available at the Kootz Gallery was $200 $2,000 in 1956, little changed from that of the early nineteen
fifties. However, by the following season the top price for his
largest works, such as "Whirlwind" (1957, 60" x 72") was $3,500,
although medium-sized works such as "Green Night" (1957, 36" x 48")
went for $1,800. Moreover, by this season demand for his work had
increased to such an extent that Sam Kootz, his dealer, was able to
refer to the painter as "you old seller-outer!". [124] By the 1958
- 1959 season Baziotes" price ceiling for important recent works
such as "The Sea (1959, 60" x 72") had risen by another 45 per cent
to $5,000, although earlier works such as "K-1953" (40" x 88") were
still available for $2,000 - 3,500J25] In the sane years that
Baziotes was beginning to sell so well, sales apparently picked up
for Hofmann and Mark Rothko. Although by the mid-fifties the
former had exhibited in New York for a decade, his reputation as a
teacher meant that it was only at mid-decade that "collectors
started to catch up with him". 1- 261 However, with his greater
institutional exposure in the late nineteen fifties demand for his
work apparently increased significantly, with $8,500 asked for large
recent works such as "Prelude to Spring" (90" x 84).E127]
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Something of a similar story was experienced by Mark Rothko, whose
work had been priced in a range $600 - $3,000 in 1951, although
his highest realised sale price by then was the $1,250 paid by the
Museum of Mudern Art for "Number 10 -1951" (90" x 57") (a painting
priced at $1,500 in his 1951 show).[128] However, after he had
joined Janis' 'abstract-expressionist' gallery group in 1956, his
work began to sell for the first tirre in appreciable numbers (in the
1957 - 1958 season he realised total sales of $10,000), [129] and
by 1958 the prices of his largest paintings were in the region of
$5,000.

It would appear from the sales figures above that, although
the work of American artists whose work was stylistically identified
with the fashions of the previous decade continued to be in demand,
it was that production which could be located within the tradition
of 'modern' art and was presented from the early nineteen fifties
onwards as the "heir' to the mantle of the School of Paris (in books
such as Thomas B. Hess' Abstract Painting - Background and American
Phase), work exhibited in New York "promoter' galleries alongside
European artists and receiving an ever-increasing amount of media
and institutional exposure, which benefitted most from price rises
throughout the decade (and not just in the first half of the
nineteen fifties). However, one caveat must be added at this
point - and that is that the unevenness in price rises, and the
'stickiness' noted with respect to contenporary American painters in
the "American Scene' or 'older-expressionist' mould, was not
entirely attributable to the pattern of demand. Instead it can be
traced to these artists - position within the market as 'contemporary
l½irerican', and to the emphasis which dealers in this area placed
upon the democratisation of the art market as the way in which to
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expand sales for their artists. This led to a reluctance on the
part of some of the most significant dealers in such art to raise
markedly the prices of their artists, for they feared the
consequences of price rises which would restrict sales of their
artists to the income stratum which could afford the most expensive
works, a sector which had hitherto tended to neglect American art
in favour of the more prestigious EuropeanJ 130 This reluctance
was not shared by the 'promoter' dealers concerned with the post-war
abstract avant-garde, for their commercial strategies were
conditioned by their involvement with European modernism and their
efforts aimed at attracting the kind of collector who had previously
concentrated upon the European moderns - collectors who were, it
must be said, attracted by the same high prices which some dealers
deploredJ131'
However, in response to the rapidly escalating prices fetched
both by European moderns and by some of the younger generation of
abstract painters (in particular Pollock) from 1957 onwards, the
price levels to which the work of the older or more
realist/expressionist contemporary American artists were raised in
1958 bore a truer resemblance to what the market would bear.
Indeed, sales of these artists did not fall off despite the
substantial rises noted above.[1321 The fact that it was the
'younger" generation of expressionists or those working at the more
abstract end of the spectrum who broke most successfully through
this price barrier was, one believes, tied to their greater critical
distance from earlier nationalist conceptions of American art, and
their greater canpatibility with the new presentation of American
art within both a liberal-democrat and modernist framework.
However, if an expressionist painter, such as Zerbe, suffered fran
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a paucity of critical attention in the nineteen fifties to the
extent that his prices did not either reach the upper reaches of
the market for contemperary American art nor equal those with whom
he was compared in the nineteen forties, there was still sufficient
demand for such work for prices to rise substantially. For
instance, large works by Zerbe rose in price from $1,000 - $1,500 in
the early to middle nineteen fifties to between $4,000 and $4,500
in the 1959 - 1960 season; while those of 1eben Tam rose from the
$200 - $500 price range of his 1949 exhibition to a $2,000 price tag
on his larger paintings 10 years iaterJ33'

Despite the sometimes quite appreciable price rises in the
pest-war years, and the efforts of partisan critics to promote a
'characteristically American art, whether it be expressionist or
abstract-expressionist, by the mid nineteen fifties the critical
and collectable status of American art in relation to its European
counterpart was still apparently somewhat depreciated by many
collectors, in particular those with the means to buy the most
highly-priced works, as either provincial or derivative.13
Indeed, the critic Thomas B. Hess opined in 1955 that
"The Americans, even the greatest of them, still are
carefully avoided by our big collectors, sell their works
rarely, and would be delighted with a chance to become
disillusioned with material success. (The dampest shuddermaker fran Europe can do better in a month on Fifty-Seventh
Street, or any main street, than a Franz Kline or PousetteDart in several years, for most of us consider art is a
"cultural product", coming from established sources like
wine or gowns)." [135]
and that
". . .the big American money is all going into European
art". [136]
However, from 1957 onwards there was apparently
"an unprecedented rush in American art by al 1 the museum
and new collectors who have been diverted from European art
to lirerican." [137]
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The latter circumstance owed a good deal to the escalation in the
prices of European modern art, the 'modern masters' in particular,
outlined in the previous chapter, and the pressure this created upon
collectors to divert their attention into other fields.
However, what specific styles or artists benefitted most fran this
general increase in interest was determined not only by the
critical and corrrnercial context in which these were presented in New
York, but also by the presentation of American artists abroad.

An editorial in Arts in 1955, noted that:
".... there are many American artists who, because their
works have no fabulous international publicity build-ups,
remain the stepchildren of the art market ......" [138]
However, contiguous with the drift of American collectors into the
field of American art, it was noted that European collectors were
not only coming to New York to purchase European works, but were
exhibiting an increasing interest in what was happening in 1merican
art. By the latter years of the decade, it was remarked that
European collectors were travelling to New York to purchase it in
particular. This situation was no doubt due to the efforts which
galleries and institutions had made during the nineteen fifties to
publicise American art abroad, for after the somewhat abortive
atteiipts of the irrrnediate post-war years (such as the show of postwar abstractionists organised by Samuel Kootz at the Galerie Naeght

in

1947 [1391 or the rudely-terminated State Department sponsored

tours of contanporary art in 1947 - 1948) the nineteen fifties saw
the expansion of attempts to display recent American art in Europe,
and an increasingly favourable European response to these efforts.
On the one hand single exhibitions were organised in cariirercial
galleries (for instance "American Vanguard Art" was organised by
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Janis for the Galerie de France in Paris in 1952), while on the
other shcMs were staged in European institutions (for example, "12
Contemporary American Painters and Sculptors" in Paris and Zurich in
i953) . [ 1.4 In addition, efforts were made by cultural agencies
such as the Museum of !4dern Art's International Council (which sent
touring exhibitions of modern American art to Europe in 1955 - 1956
and "The New American Painting"), [141] and American art achieved
an increasingly high profile at international expositions such as
the Venice and Sao Paulo Biennales. These efforts concentrated
upon tendencies which were felt to be suitable signifiers of
American liberal culture, those which supposedly carried the message
of freedom of expression as contrasted to the 'social realism' of
the Eastern block, whether it be the more humanist painting of Shahn
or the abstractions of the 'abstract-expressionists'.1-2]

One would like to suggest that these efforts had two
consequences upon the market for modern American art, particularly
that of the post-war 'abstract-expressionists ', which reinforced
the pressures created by the escalating prices of European moderns.
One was that the broadening of the market to include European
collectors increased demand for these works. But of more importance
was the fact that the raising of the prestige of knerican art abroad
was crucial in attracting the attention of the more prestigious
collectors, those willing and able to pay very high prices, persons
who traditionally had tended to view any art not acclaimed in Europe
as inferior. This had the effect of freeing the market for American
contemporary art from the lower price brackets to which it had
previously been confined by the income levels and cultural
prejudices of the, generally less-wealthy, native collectors who had
previously cctnprised the only market for this art.
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Finally, it would appear that a combination of the change in
the context in which American art s presented, the coming-tofruition of the attempts made since the late nineteen forties to
present sane American art as the 'heir' to the aesthetic hegemony
enjoyed by the School of Paris up until the Second World War (which
probably jelled for the first time on the occasion of the twin
Modern/Whitney "New Decade" exhibitions in 1955), [143] the new
international prestige of American avant-garde art, and the breakthrough of some American artists into the realms of publicityattracting record prices, coalesced to create a situation where, for
the first time since the inception of New York as a centre in the
corrirerce of art, American art assumed a market status comparable
with that of its European counterparts. This led to the final
development in the market for American art in the period under
consideration, a new concentration of attention by dealers,
collectors and the critics upon American artists to the exclusion
of their European counterparts. As the dealer Martha Jackson
explained to the European artist Alessandro Otero
for the moment, public and press interest here is
centred, as never before, on American artists." [144]
It is this development, above all, which signals the end of a
discrete period in the developient in the market for American art in
New York, and heralds the rather different circumstances of the next
decade.
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CCLUSION
The hopes in the late nineteen thirties and the early nineteen
forties that the Federal Art programmes had effected a deep and
lasting change in the attitude of the American public toward
contemporary art, and had helped to create the first substantial
market for this art, would appear to have been over-optimistic for
their time. But by the end of the nineteen fifties a
revolution had undoubtedly taken place, for modern art held a place
in cultural life which in the pre World War II era would have seemed
almost too much to hope for - the number of exhibition outlets or
galleries in New York had nearly quadrupled by 1960 from the sate 70
establishments of 20 years before) with a consequent expansion in
the number of artists and variety of shows staged, annual museum and
exhibition attendance had soared, total sales volumes at the most
irrTnediate index of the auction house had trebled and that in private
galleries had increased by a similarly substantial proportion,
while media attention was for the first time focused upon the high
and ever-escalating sale prices which some modern art was fetching and it is this dramatic shift over less than two decades which has
made the New York art market of the time significant as a subject
for study.

It must be noted that these developrrents came at a time when
the United States was for the first time not only the richest
country in the world but assuming the stature of an international
political power, when North American political and cultural
ideologies were being expounded and exported to the rest of the
world and the status of the United States as the new arbiter of
world affairs, in succession to Europe, was being extolled by
various American politicians and thinkers, and when contemporary
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Imerican art was achieving a critical status carrnensurate with that
of Europe for the first time. Although it is still probably a
point of debate as to whether New York became the dominant
international art centre during this period, as Paris bad been in
the early decades of the century, there is no doubt that New Yorkers
regarded it as so by the late nineteen fifties, nor that New York
had indeed assumed a position within the international market for
rrcdern art which echoed the critical status which contnporary
American art had achieved in Europe by the end of the same period.

The bald statistics of expansion and escalation were the
product, not of the efforts of any one force or organisation-set',
but of a coalescence of the influence of several factors and
groupings. No single 'set', or individual constituent thereof, can

be described as having been the dominant influence during the entire
span of the period under consideration. Instead, one sees the
growth of the New York market as a dance, even a balancing act,
between the two 'organisation-sets of riodern art museum and dealergallery: a minuet in which the former took the leading part in
early years, especially with respect to introducing new art to the
New York public; while the latter set the pace in later years, in
particular from the early nineteen fifties onwards, as the need for
the primary gatekeeping function generally reserved for galleries by
the legal position of institutions increased in importance as the
number of producers expanded.

Within the context of the museum grouping, however, one must
add the caveat that it the Museum of Modern Art alone, with its
conscious orientation toward the public, which makes the activities
of the ntdern art museum significant. However, although the impact
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of the MDdern as a tastemaker in a more general sense varied, for
although it was almost evangelical in its prorrotion of modern art
in its first decade its acquired status later made it much more
conservative and validatory, this museum undoubtedly played a
seminal role in encouraging a market for modern art. Its status as
a "public" institution, one supposedly having a disinterested
involvement in the presentation of the best in modern art, and its
identification with the socio-econanic elite, gave it a very special
standing within the structure of the New York art market. The
influence which it consciously exerted was only reinforced all the
more by the tax situation which made charitable institutions a focus
for the wealthy.

One must stress, at this point, that one considers that United
States tax laws played a role of considerable importance in the
growth of the New York art market in the period under consideration.
One must remember that it was only in the early nineteen forties
that income and estate taxation became a real burden on the wealthy,
and strategies which offered the possibility of lessening these
obligations became attractive. The unique encouragement which the
tax deduction provisions of these laws gave to museum-related
patronage greatly enhanced the influence of museums within the whole
structure of the market. Also, the institution-ward drift of works
which these provisions encouraged undoubtedly helped to stimulate
movement in the market, as the work of established artists became
scarcer and more expensive and dealers and potential collectors were
forced to seek possible alternatives.

Members of the dealer-gallery grouping could also use the
attractions of this tax situation in their efforts to encourage
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individual collectors to buy works; but differences in orientation
and financial structure neant that this grouping did not speak with
one voice. In terms of critical selection promoter-dealers most
usually reinforced the critical judgerrentpresented by institutional
secondary-gatekeepers; like the Modern their orientation tcard the
consumer rendered them particularly important in encouraging the
market. The artist-orientation and straitened circumstances of the
majority of gatekeeper galleries undoubtedly reduced the potential
these had for prorroting the work of, or broadening the market base
for, the artists in whom they were interested. The great
significance of the latter must be in the ever-greater opportunities
which they provided for the exposure of a greater variety of
production, and the reinforcement which this increasing breadth of
available talent gave the efforts of other tastemakers, promoters
and secondary gatekeepers to widen the potential public and,
ultimately, market for contemporary art.

The most obvious conclusion to be drawn about the American
collector must be the overwhelming conformity characteristic of this
group: not only did the majority of collections follow the
established canon of modernist art history as promulgated by
institutional tastemakers and dealers; but the over-riding tendency
of such collectors was to amass a varied cross-selection, whether it
be

of the School of Paris or contemporary American art, rather than

to build collections remarkable for their personal taste. That
this was the case leads one back to the fact that most collectors of
any note were drawn frcm a rather narrow socio-economic band and, as
a rule, had similar educational and cultural backgrounds; and to
the

prevailing norm of conformity which permeated life and
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culture in the United States in the post Second World War era.
The apparent dependence of American collectors upon cultural
arbiters, even among the social elite which might conceivably have
had saiie interest in avant-garde sponsorship as a means of cultural
differentiation, [2] must also reflect in some way the low prestige
of art and consequent lack of involvement by North Mericans in art
collecting prior to World War II, and the validity of the claim,
made by Whitridge in 1944, that there was a need for "education for
buying"J 3 One must recall that the only socio-professional
grouping which distinguished itself by the relative non-conformity
of its taste and an orientation toward novelty was that of those
with a professional or semi- professional involvement in the fine
arts.

The development and growth of the art market in New York in the
two decades in question would appear to rest, in the final
assessment, in large measure upon the success of the two main
tastemaker organisation-sets" in raising the status of modern art,
and encouraging an interest in, and patronage of, this art among the
moneyed upper-middle and upper classes. The beliefs, or hopes, of
ccmrentators during the late nineteen thirties and during the Second
World War that the potential market for art lay lower down the
incane ladder than theretofore had been based upon the assumption
that a radical re-organisation of society was taking place, a
levelling-out in which the very wealthy were being pauperised by
swingeing taxation and the poorer were becaning more prosperous as a
result of higher employrrent and greater social benefits. These
assumptions proved unfounded because, once the exceptional liquidity
caused by the demands of a war-driven econany had passed, there was
little real re-distribution of wealth. The continued narrowness of
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the economic base from which potential buyers were drawn meant that
strategies to deliberately encourage a new approach toward art
patronage were not a marked success, for these classes tended to
buy for time-honoured reasons such as social prestige, the use of
possessions as badges of peer group membership, and speculation.
The fact that economic circumstances continued to circumscribe the
size of the potential art collecting classes helped to keep the New
York art market to village' rather than 'city" dimensions for many
years. One believes that it is significant that the real expansion
of the art market in New York started in the early to middle
nineteen fifties, contiguous with the economic boom that, for the
first time, bolstered the ranks of the upper and upper-middle
classes by any appreciable amount. On their own, tastemaking
efforts could not effect a radical shift in nature nor a dramatic
expansion in the New York art market. But tcxether with changing
conditions in United States economic and cultural circumstances, as
the country consolidated its role as an international super-power
and Pxnerican contemporary art for the first time achieved some
international renn, the statistics of the New York art market
were able to dnonstrate expansion and escalation, and the New York
art market for the first time achieved its mature form and an
international stature.
-

The years from 1959 onwards witnessed a

further dramatic expansion in the scale of the New York art market,
but that is another story - one involving many new characters and a
differing socio-econoniic and cultural context.
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NGIES
1 See critics such as Peyton Boswell, for instance in his Modern
American Painting (1940), or periodicals such as Art Digest and
the New York Times.
2 Jean Baudrillard: Theorie de Consawation; PP 75 - 90. Paul di
Maggio & Michael Use: "Social Class and Arts Consumption" Theory and Society: Vol 5; pp 141 - 159.
3 Eugenia Lea Whitridge: "Trends in the Selling of Art" - College
Art Journal: 3 (1943 - 44): 2; pp 58 - 64.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE I: AVERAGE EARNINGS OF MANUFACI'URING )RKERS IN $, WEEKLY AND
HOURLY RATES, 1939 - 58.
Year Consumer Hourly
Weekly
Weekly
Price
Earnings Earnings Earnings
Index
(Gross)
(Gross)
(Net (1947/9
Current $)

Weekly
Earnings
(Net -

1947/9 $)

= 100)
1939

59.4

1940

59.9

1941

62.9

1942

69.7

1943

74.0

1944

75.2

1945

76.9

1.02

44.20

1946

83.4

1.08

43.32

1947

95.5

1948

102.8

1949

101.8

1950

102.8

1951

111.0

1952

113.5

'953

114.4

1954

114.8

1955

114.5

1956

116.2

1957

120.2

1958

123.5

0.63

0.73

0.96

1.33

1.44

1.65

1.78

1.95

2.11

23.63
24.95

- 41.65

36.28

52.05

44.06

58.59

43.20

51.80

48.24

50.51

53.17

51.72

53.83

52.88

57.21

55.65

61.28

55.21

63.62

56.05

66.58

58.20

66.78

58.17

70.45

61.53

73.22

63.01

74.97

62.37

76.05

61.58

29.48

43.07

53.12

58.32

67.16

70.49

78.78

82.71

Re: Harold G Vatter: United States Econany in the 1950s; p 230
Ema S. %ytinsky: Profile of the United States Economy; p 463
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TABLE II: AVERAGE FAMILY PERSONAL ICC1E AND AVERAGE ANNUAL EARNIMS
PER FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE, SELECTED YEARS 1929 - 1960

Average (Mean) Personal Income
per Consumer Unit

Average
(Mean)
Annual
Number
Before Taxes
After Taxes
Earnings
of_______ _______ _______ _______ per
Consuirr
Ful 1-tirr
Units
Enployee
Current 1963
Current 1963
(Mill(current
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars)
Year ions)

1929
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

36.1
44.7
46.3
47.8
48.9
49.5
50.2
50.5
51.2
52.2
52.8
53.6
54.6
55.3
56.1

2,340
4,130
4,350
4,170
4,440
4,900
5,120
5,390
5,360
5,640
5,640
6,240
6,280
6,620
6,820

4,300
5,520
5,500
5,810
5,580
5,780
5,920
6,170
6,070
6,360
6,360
6,720
6,640
6,910
7,030

2,300
3,720
4,010
3,880
4,070
4,420
4.570
4,810
4,840
5,090
5,090
5,610
5,670
5,940
6,130

4,270
4,980
5,080
4,920
5,110
5,210
5,280
5,500
5,480
5,740
5,740
6,040
5,990
6,210
6,320

Re: Survey of Current Business: April 1964; p 4.
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1,405
2,589
2,795
2,851
3,008
3,231
3,414
3,587
3,670
3,847
4,036
4,205
4,346
4,558
4,707

TABLE III: INCOME OF FAMILE AND PERSONS IN THE UNITED SThTES NUMBER OF FAMILIES BBY FAMILY INCOME FROM 1947 W 1964, IN CONSTANI'
(1964) DOLLARS.

Millions of Families

0

Lt
In
'-I

(1

0
in

N
C
U

Re: Ferdinand Lundberg: The Rich and the Super-Rich; p 466.
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TABLE V: CONSLJIvIER PRICE INDEXES BY MP J
. OR GRC(JPS AND SUBGRCUPS,
1940 - 1957. (1947 - 49 = 100)
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RETAIL PRICES OF SELEC'ITED FOODS IN U.S. CITIES: 1940 TABLE VI:
1957 (In cents per unit)
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APPENDIX B
THE LOCATION OF GALLERIES ]4 NEW YORK TABLE I:
UPTOWN AND DOWNTOWN - (1940 - 1941 SEASON)
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4

1 A C A Gallery
2 Piinerican British
3 Jrrerican Place
4 Arden
5 Argent
6 Artists
7 Associated Ixnerican
8 Babcock
9 Bignou
10 Buchhol z
11 Carstairs
12 Contenporary Arts
13 Eintcn
14 Durand-Ruel
15 8th Street
16 Ferrargi 1
17 French Art
18 Gimbel Bros
19 Grand Central
20 HarriiTan
21 Julien Levy
22 Kleeman
23 Knoedler
24 Kraushaar
25 Macbeth
26 Matisse
27 Midtcin
28 Much
29 MDntross
30 Murton
31 Neumann
32 Nierendorf
33 Passedoit
34 Pens
35 Pinacotheca
36 Rehn
37 Sterner
38 St Etienne
39 Uptcn
40 Vendaie
41 Wakefield
42 Weyhe
43 Wil lard
44 Museum of Mudern Art
45 Museum of Non-Objective Painting
46 Whitney Museum of American Art

52 West 8th Street
44 West 56th Street
509 Madison Ave
460 Park Ave
42 West 57th Street
113 West 13th Street
711 Fifth Ave
38 East 58th Street
32 East 57th Street
32 East 57th Street
11 East 57th Street
38 West 57th Street
43 East 51st Street
12 East 57th Street
39 East 8th Street
63 East 57th Street
54 East 57th Street
Broadway & 33rd
15 Vanderbilt Ave
61 East 57th Street
15 East 57th Street
32 East 57th Street
14 East 57th Street
730 Fifth Ave
11 East 57th Street
41 East 57th Street
605 Madison Ave
108 West 57th Street
785 Fifth Ave
130 West 57th Street
543 Madison Ave
18 East 57th Street
121 East 57th Street
32 East 57th Street
777 Lexington Ave
683 Fifth Ave
9 East 57th Street
46 West 57th Street
249 West End
9 West 56th Street
64 East 55th Street
794 Lexington Ave
32 East 57th Street
11 West 53rd Street
12 East 54th Street
10 West 8th Street
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THE LOCATION OF GALLERIES IN NEW YORK TABLE II:
UPTOWN AND DOWNTOWN— (i958 - 1959 SEASON)
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1 A C A Gallery
2 Alan
3 Argerit
4 Artists
5 Arts
6 Associated Airerican Artists
7 Avant-Garde
8 Babcock
9 Barone
10 Barzansky
11 Berryman
12 Borgenicht
13 Brata
14 Carnino
15 Caravan
16 Carlebach
17 Car sta irs
18 Castelli
19 Chalette
20 Chase
21 City Center
22 Coeval
23 Collectors
24 Contenporaries
25 Contemporary Arts
26 Crespi
27 Davis
28 De Nagy
29 Dc,wntwon
30 Durlacher
31 Eggleston
32 Frnerich
33 Bate
34 Feigl
35 Findi ay
36 Fine Arts
37 Fleischnian
38 French
38 Fried
39 Gallery G
40 Graham
41 Grand Central
42 Grand Central Moderns
43 Hansa
44 Hartert
45 Belier
46 Herve
47 bias
48 Jackson
49 Jaires
50 Jan is
51 Kennedy
52 Kleenan
53 Knoedler
54 Kootz
55 Kottler
56 Krasner
57 Kraushaar
58 March
59 Marino

63 East 57th Street
766 Madison Ave
236 East 60th Street
851 Lexington Ave
62 West 56th Street
711 Fifth Ave
166 Lexington Ave
805 Madison Ave
1018 Madison Ave
1071 Madison Ave
2852 Broadway
65 East 57th Street
80 East 10th Street
92 East 10th Street
132 East 65th Street
1040 Madison Ave
11 East 57th Street
4 East 77th Street
45 West 57th Street
31 East 64th Street
131 West 55th Street
100 West 56th Street
49 West 53rd Street
992 Madison Ave
19 East 71st Street
232 East 58th Street
231 East 60th Street
24 East 67th Street
32 East 51st Street
11 East 57th Street
969 Madison Ave
17 East 64th Street
32 East 65th Street
601 Madison Ave
11 Eas 57th Street
41 East 57th Street
227 East 10th Street
978 Madison Ave
40 East 68th Street
59 West 54th Street
1014 Madison Ave
15 Vanderbilt Ave
1018 Madison Ave
210 Central Park
22 East 58th Street
63 East 57th Street
611 Madison Ave
123 East 55th Street
32 East 69th Street
70 East 12th Street
15 East 57th Street
785 Fifth Ave
11 East 68th Street
14 East 57th Street
1018 Madiosn Ave
108 East 57th Street
1061 Madison Ave
1055 Madison Ave
95 East 10th Street
46 West 56th Street
424

60 Matisse
61 Midtcn
62 Much
63 New
64 Niveau
65 Nordness
66 Paris
67 Parma
68 Parsons
69 Passedoit
70 Peridot
71 Pens
72 Petite
73 Poindexter
74 Rehn
75 Roko
76 Rosenberg
77 Saidenberg
78 St Etienne
79 Sal peter
80 B Schaefer
81 Schoneman
82 J Seligman
83 Stable
84 Stuttman
85 Tanager
86 Terrain
87 Van Dien-Li1ienfe1d
88 Viviano
89 M Walker
90 Weyhe
91 Wildenstein
92 Willard
93 World House
94 Zabriskie
95 Zodiac
96 Museum of Ikx1ern Art
97 hithey Museum of Iirerican Art

41 East 57th Street
17 East 57th Street
21 East 67th Street
601 Madison Ave
962 Madison Ave
700 Madison Ave
126 East 56th Street
1111 Lexington Ave
15 East 57th Street
121 East 57th Street
820 Madison Ave
1016 Madison Ave
718 Madison Ave
21 West 56th Street
683 Fifth Ave
925 Madison Ave
20 East 79th Street
10 East 77th Street
46 West 57th Street
42 East 57th Street
32 East 57th Street
63 East 57th Street
5 East 57th Street
924 Seventh Ave
831 Madison Ave
90 East 10th Street
20 West 16th Street
21 East 57th Street
42 East 57th Street
117 East 57th Street
794 Lexington Ave
19 East 64th Street
23 West 56th Street
987 Madison Ave
123 East 55th Street
123 East 55th Street
11 West 53rd St
22 West 54th Street
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TABLE III: ACTUAL COST OF COTrRIBW:'ION OF MONIES TO A CHARITABLE
INSTITUTION.

If Net Incane is
less than:

$
2,000
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000
12,000
14,000
16,000
18,000
20,000
22,000
26,000
32,000
38,000
44,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
O,000
90,000
100,000
150,000
200,000

The 'Ix saved per
$ by taking a
deduction for
charitable
contribution is:

Leaving Net Cost
after Tax per $
contributed of:

$

$

0.81
.79
.75
.71
.68
.64
.59
.55
.52
.50
.47
.44
.41
.38
.34
.32
.29
.26
.23
.20
.17
.15
.14

0.19
.21
.25
.29
.32
.36
.41
.45
.48
.50
.53
.56
.59
.62
.66
.68
.71
.74
.77
.80
.83
.85
.86
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TABLE IV: COST OF DONATION OF APPRECIATED ASSETS '10 A CHARITABLE
INSTITtJI'ION.

If Net Income less
Personal Exemption
is:

If a Fully Deductible Donation is made of
Appprectiated Assets with a present value
of $1,000 the actual cost of the Donation
is:
(if original cost was):

4,000
$ 2,000 6,000 8,000
8,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 12,000
12,000 - 14,000
14,000 - 16,000
16,000 - 18,000
18,000 - 20,000
20,000 - 22,000
22,000 - 26,000
26,000 - 32,000
32,000 - 38,000
38,000 - 44,000
44,000 - 50,000
50,000 - 60,000
70,000 - 80,000
80,000 - 90,000
90,000 - 100,000
100,000 - 150,000
150,000 - 200,000
200,000 -

$100

$200

$500

$700

$900

697
587
532
477
408
353
311
272
243
215
186
158
120
91
63
06
23
51
70
80
89

739
601
548
495
428
375
335
297
268
240
211
183
145
116
88
31
02
26
45
55
64

739
644
596
549
489
442
406
372
343
315
286
258
220
191
163
106
77
49
30
20
11

760
672
629
585
530
487
454
422
393
365
336
308
270
241
213
156
127
99
80
70
61

781
701
661
621
571
531
501
472
443
415
386
358
320
291
263
206
177
149
130
120
111

Note: Figures in bold face indicate an actual saving, because tax
saved on elimination of profit on conversion exceeds the actual cost
of contribution.
Re: Ferdinand Lundberg: The Rich and the Super-Rich"; pp 685 - 686
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APPENDIX C: IMPORTANT AUCTION SALES INVOLVING A SIGNIFICANT
PROPORTION OF M)DERN PAINTINGS AND SCULPI'URE HELD AT PARKE-BERNETr
GALLERIES, NEW YORK FRa4 THE 1939/40 w 1959/60 SEASO1S, LISTING
W)RKS IN EACH SALE IN ORDER OF PRICE REALISED.
All works listed in the follcing sales are o/c (oils on canvas)
unless otherwise specified. Only paintings and sculptures, or
equivalent-quality works on paper are listed.
Abbreviations of Medium used in Works Sold at Auction
o/w oil on wood (panel or board)
o/p oil on paper
w/c watercolour
gouache
g
pastel
p
tnpera
t
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SALE A: THE COLLECI'ION OF MRS CORNELIUS J SULLIVAN, PARKE-BERNFI'I'
GALLERIES, NEW YORK, 6 & 7 DEE7'1BER 1939. []rrerican Art Annual, 19
p 682 - 685.1
No* Artist

Title

Price

C!zarme, Paul:

Mile Cezanne
$27,000.
(22 1/2 x 18 1/2)
56 Gogh, Vincent van: Portrait of Mile Ravoux
$19,000.
(19 3/4 x 19 3/4)
61 'Ibulouse-Lautrec, H: Ferrnie dans le Jardin de M.
Forest
$ 5,700.
(o/w, 1889, 24 1/2 x 21 1/2)
185 Chardin, Jean B 5: Still Life
$ 4,500.
(27 x 23)
54 Derain, Andre:
The Window on the Park
$ 3,500.
(51 x 35)
57 Redon, Wilon:
Poppies and Daisies
$ 3,000.
(25 1/2 x 20)
55 Gauguin, Paul:
Autour des Buttes: Martinique $ 2,700.
(35 x 21 1/2)
95 Davies, Arthur B:
Bud to Blossom
$ 2,600.
(17 1/4 x 22)
60 Rouault, Georges:
The Clown
$ 2,500.
(o/w, 22 1/2 x 20)
Flowers
180 Redon, O3ilon:
$ 2,200.
(25 3/4 x 19 3/4)
167 Toulouse-Lautrec, H: Head of a Woman
$ 2,100.
(o/w, 14 x 9 1/2)
Rue a Cagnes
59 Soutine, Chaim:
$ 1,700.
(21 3/4 x 18 1/4)
156 Czanne, Paul:
Geraniums
$ 1,625.
(w/c, 13 1/2 x 9 1/2)
182 Braque, Georges
Still Life: Guitar
$ 1,600.
(25 1/2 x 30)
58 Modigl iani, Amedeo: Lunia Czechowska
$ 1,600.
(36 1Z4 x 23 1/2)
142 Cezanne, Paul:
Pins a Bibemus
$ 1,500.
(w/c, 17 1/2 x 11 1/2)
183 Toulouse-Lautrec, H: Miss Dolly, The English Girl at
the "Star" at Le Havre
$ 1,500.
(o/w, 19 1/2 x 15 3/4)
143 Picasso, Pablo:
Study for La Toilette
$ 1,350.
(w/c, 10 x 6 1/2)
196 Homer, Winslow:
The New Novel
$ 1,050.
(w/c, 8 3/4 x 19 3/4)
195 Davies, Arthur B:
Balance of the Golden Scales $ 1,000.
(30 x 18)
176 Prendergast, Maurice:The Picnic
$ 900.
(37 x 57)
51 Rouault, Georges:
La Famille
$ 900.
(w/c, 21 x 14 1/4)
184 Pissarro, Camille: The Market Place
$ 850.
(g & w/c, 24 x 19)
181

168 Bonnard, Pierre:

Paysage de Printiips
(19 1/4 x 29)
166 Prendergast, Maurice:Upon the Shore
(22 x 34)
429

$ 800.
$ 800.

151 Davies, Arthur B:

$ 220.

149

$ 220.

43
146
160
46
188

Murmuring Voices
(6 1/2 x 15)
Dufy, Raoul:
Still Life
(w/c & g, 20 1/4 x 26 1/4)
Daubigny, Charles F: The Orchard
(o/w, 8 1/2 x 14 3/4)
Davies, Arthur B:
Figure CaTxsition
(t/w, 15 x 7)
Dufy, Raoul:
Sur la Plage
(w/c, 19 3/4 x 24)
Jacob, Max:
Le Chatelet
(g, 13 1/2 x 18 1/2)
Rothwell, Richard: Portrait of a Girl in Wflite
(28 1/2 x 23)
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$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.

SALE B: MODERN FRENCH PAINTINGS COLLECTED BY THE LATE JEROME
S)NEBORWGH, PARKE-BERNETP GALLERIES, NEW YORK, 17 CXIOBER 1940.
[American Art Annual, 1939 - 194 ; P 708 - 709.]
No* Artist

Title

Price

Nature Morte
$10,400.
(71 1/2 x 87)
Le Violoncelliste (Portrait of
Gauguin, Paul:
$ 4,100.
M F Schneklud)
(36 1/2 x 29)
Le Chein
Picasso, Pablo:
$ 3,800.
(60 1/2 x 31)
Puvis de chavannes,P:L'Enfant Prodigue
$ 3,300.
(42 x 58)
Gauguin, Paul:
Le Maison du Pendu
$ 3,200.
(20 x 24)
Pissarro, Camille: Ferme prs Pontoise
$ 1,700.
(22 x 18 1/2)
$ 1,650.
Monet, Claude:
Nympheas
(26 x 40 1/2)
$ 1,400.
Picasso, Pablo:
Le Violon
(24 x 20)
Manet, Edouard:
L'Hciirne au hapeau Haut de
Forme (Study for "Le Buveur") $ 1,300.
(w/c, 11 1/2 x 7 1/2)
La Baigneuse
$ 1,000.
Millet, Jean F:
(o/w, 8 1/2 x 6 1/4)
Rue del i7threuvoir, Montmartre $ 950.
Utrillo, Maurice:
(o/w, 20 x 26)
A la Tourelle, Rue de Mt Cenis $ 900.
(o/w, 23 1/2 x 32 1/2)
Jeune Fille la Tasse
$ 800.
Bonnard, Pierre:
(17 x 12 1/2)
$ 650.
Chagall, Marc:
Fleurs et Paysage
(39 1/2 x 29
$ 400.
r4xligliani, Amedeo: Fenue au Collier
(25 3/4 x 19 3/4)

71 Matisse, Henri:
69
72
75
73
65
81
77
15
47
57
68
64
63
79
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SALE C: FRANK CRCNINSHIEW COLLECPION, PARKE-BERNETP GALLERIES, 20
- 21 OCTOBER, 1943.[Art Prices Current, 1943 - 44, items no 511 1458, p Al2 - A32.]
Paintings and watercolours only (oil unless otherwise stipulated) highest price first.
Jrj*

Artist

Title

Price

.545 De Segonzac, Andre D:L Eglise et la Marne
(1927, 31 3/4 x 39 1/2)
546 Modigliani, Amedeo: MTIe Hebuterne
(28 1/2 x 23)
600 Picasso, Pablo:
Portrait of Georges Braque
(1909, 24 1/4 x 20)
547 Bonnard, Pierre:
The Breakfast Room
(1920 - 25, 26 x 42 1/2)
548 De Segonzac, Andre D:Gulf at St Tropez
(1927, 25 3/4 x 31 3/4)
542
Garden Table
(14 3/4 x 31 3/4)
599 Modigl iani, Amedeo: Ferrrne en Noir
(32 x 21 1/4)
595 De Segonzac, Andr D:Still Life in a Garden
(1927, 21 3/4 x 32)
544 Matisse, Henri:
Figure in Interior
(1920, 13 1/4 x 22)
597 Pascin, Jules:
Girl in Green and Rose
(36 1/4 x 28 3/4)
601 Bonnard, Pierre:
The Yellow Screen
(1917, 3 1/2 x 27 1/2)
606 De Segonzac, ?½ndrg D:Bridge and Roadside
(25 3/4 x 31 3/4)
583
Road by the River
(w/c, 22 x 29 3/4)
602
Green Hat and Parasol
(14 x 32)
607 Laurencin, Marie:
Figures in a Wood
(39 1/4 x 26 1/4)
,
593 De Segonzac, Andre D:Edge of the Forest
(21 1/2 x 18 1/4)
591
Road Under the Trees
(w/c, 25 1/2 x 19 3/4)
596 Chagall, Marc:
Fantasy in Blue
(w/c&g, 19 3/4x25 3/4)
598 Laurencin, Marie:
Princess with Cats
(1920, 32 x 19 1/4)
553 John, Augustus:
The Gypsies
(w/c & g, 19 1/2 x 15 1/4)
531 De Segonzac, Andr D:Bridge on the Marne
(w/c, 16 1/2 x 24 1/2)
609
Blue Lamp Shade
(18 1/2 x 22)
537 Laurencin, Marie:
Portrait of the Artist
(1928, 22 x 18 1/2)
540 De Segonzac, Andre D:Landscape in Provence
(w/c, 20 3/4 x 29 1/2)
539 chagall, Marc:
Anour et Fleurs
(w/c & g, 26 x 20 1/2)
563 Speicher, Eugene:
Chrysanthemums
433

$ 7,250.
$ 4,800.
$ 4,800.
$ 4,100.
$ 4,000.
$ 3,300.
$ 2,900.
$ 2,600.
$ 2,400.
$ 2,100.
$ 2,000.
$ 1,900.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,500.
$ 1,250.
$ 1,200.
$ 1,200.
$ 1,000.
$
-$

950.
950.

$

950.

$

850.

$

850.

$

800.

(20 x 16 1/4)
Nude in a Rocky Landscape
$
(31 1/4 x 24 3/4)
562 Corot, Jean B C:
Castel Saint-Ella
$
(1826 - 27, o/w, 9 1/2 x 14 1/4)
582 De Segonzac, Andr D:Basket of Fruit
$
(w/c, 19 x 24 1/2)
558 Lawson, Ernest:
Queensborough Bridge
$
(1918, 20 x 24)
543 Laurencin, Marie:
Medusa
$
(1927, 18 1/4 x 15 1/4)
538 Chagall, Marc:
Interior with Flowers
$
(1940, w/c & g, 23 1/2 x 17 1/2)
551 De Segonzac, Andre D:Le Nu 1 nbrelle
$
(15 x 21 1/2)
615 Speicher, Eugene:
Gladioli
$
(22 1/4 x 19 1/4)
557 Kisling, Moise:
Reclining Nude
$
(32 x 53 3/4)
536 Derain, Andr:
Head of Sleeping Woman
$
(10 x 12)
603
Woman in Brown
$
(13 x 11)
587 Chagall, Marc:
Flowers
$
(w/c & g, 17 3/4 x 11 3/4)
592
Las Arnoreux
$
(w/c & g, 23 x 17 1/2)
552 Pascin, Jules:
Fleurs Etranges
$
(22 x 13 1/2)
578 Demuth, charles:
Poppies
$
(w/c, 20 x 14)
604 De Segonzac, Andr D:Seated Medel
$
(25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
561
Autumn Landscape
$
(15 1/4 x 22)
560 Davies, Arthur B:
Thetis in a Vale
$
(17 x 22)
580 Covarrubias, Miguel: Inhabitants of Tunis
$
(set of 5 w/c, 16 1/2 x 11 each)
519 Demuth, charles:
Zinnias
$
(w/c, 12 1/4 x 18)
559 Hopper, Edward:
Deck of Trawler
$
(w/c, 14 x 20)
554 Speicher, Eugene:
Tulips and Snapdragons
$
(21 1/2 x 17 1/2)
619 Covarrubias, Miguel: Balinese Girl with Turban
$
(15 x 10)
612 Caroll, John:
Siarrese Cat
$
(44 1/4 x 34 1/4)
572 Covarrubias, Miguel: Impossible Interviews: Alexander
Woolcott and Dr Samuel Johnson. $
(w/c & g, 10 3/4 x 9 3/4)
541 Chagall, Marc:
Spring Flowers
$
(w/c, 18 x 11 1/4)
528 Gromaire, Marcel:
La Bar de Matelots
$
(1927, 21 x 18 1/4)
521 Covarrubias, Miguel: Balinese Girl
$
(w/c&g,141/2x101/2)
613 Chariot, Jean:
The Malinches
$
(1930, 39 x 58)
610 Derain, Andr:

434

775.
750.
700.
675.
625.
550.
550.
550.
525.
500.
500.
450.
450.
425.
425.
400.
375.
375.
360.
350.
350.
350.
320.
325.
300.
275.
260.
250.
250

Girl of Bali
$
(17 1/2 x 13 1/4)
575 Covarrubias, Miguel: On the Beach at Bali
$
(11 1/2 x 15 1/2)
Water Carrier
589 Grorraire, Marcel:
$
(1928, 16 1/4 x 11)
Pond Lilies
616 OKeefe, Georgia:
$
(20 x 16 3/4)
611 Dasburg, Andrew:
Still Life with Tulips
$
(26 x 24 3/4)
529 Dufy, Raoul:
Still Life: Strawberries in a $
Basket
(12 1/2 x 15 1/2)
605 Groirmaire, Marcel: Coffee Grinder
$
(w/c, 16 1/2 x 12 3/4)
517 Covarrubias, Miguel: La Rhumba
$
(w/c & g, 14 x 18 3/4)
Night in Marseilles
590 Ganso, flnil:
$
(w/c & g, 18 1/4 x 14 1/2)
549 Gronraire, Marcel: La Cuisinre
$
(w/c, 16 1/2 x 12 3/4)
Roast Pig
620 Grosz, George:
$
(25 x 18 1/4)
Mother and Child
520 Sterne, Maurice:
$
(1913, w/c & g, 13 3/4 x 17 3/4)
518 Covarrubias, Miguel: Impossible Interviews: Margaret
Sanger and Mrs Dionne.
$
(w/c & g, 11 1/2 x 11)
556 Graves, Morris:
Young Woodpeckers
$
(w/c & g, 29 1/2 x 21 1/2)
574
Bird of the Inner Eye
$
(g, 20 1/2 x 30 1/4)
516 Ganso, Emil:
Harbour in France
$
(1929, g, 12 3/4 x 16 3/4)

617 Sterne, Maurice:

[* Numbers as listed in Art Prices Current.
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I

250.
230.
210.
210.
150.
150.
150.
140.
140.
125.
110.
110.
100.
100.
100.
90.

SALE D: THE MAURICE J SPEISER COLLECrION, SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
GALERIES, NEW YORK, 26 - 27 JANUARY 1944. [Art Prices Current, 1943
- 44; p A33 - A34.]
No* Artist

Title

Price

1524 Modigliani, Pinedeo: Gar?on la Veste Bleue
(36 1/2 x 24)
1511 Soutine, Chaim:
Still Life
35 x 23 1/2)
1557 Utrillo, Maurice:
Eglise Ste Marguerite
(o/w, 26 3/4 x 20 1/4)
Night Scene
1516 Rouault, Georges:
(1925, 23 1/4 x 18 1/2)
1527 Utrillo, Maurice:
Sacre Coeur, Montmartre
(25 1/2 x 21 3/4)
1522 Matisse, Henri:
Nu couch
(15 x 24)
1523 Picasso, Pablo:
Harlequin
(w/c & g, 30 x 22 1/2)
1517 Rouault, Georges:
Head of Woman
(17 3/4 x 11 1/4)
1505 Derain, Andre:
Landscape
(21 1/4 x 25 1/2)
1560 Gris, Juan:
Still Life
(39 x 25 1/2)
1530 Segonzac,Andre D de: 'I\io Figures
(19 3/4 x 28 3/4)
1555 Laurencin, Marie:
Leda and the Swan
(1923, 25 1/2 x 32)
1534 Kandinsky, Wassily: Wriite Centre
(47 x 54)
1553 Modigliani, I\inedeo: Portrait of Girl
(o/w, 14 x 10 1/4)
1554 Picasso, Pablo:
Old Arab
(12 3/4 x 7 1/4)
1562 Benton, Thomas H:
Landscape
(30 x 25)
1558 Modigliani, Arredeo: Portrait of Woman
(28 1/2 x 21)
1525 Valadon, Suzanne:
Flcers
(1924, 25 1/2 x 19 1/4)
1514 Utrillo, Maurice:
MDulin de la Galette
(1922, o/w, 7 x 10 1/2)
1504 Dufy, Raoul:
Vence
(15 x 18)
1528 Pascin, Jules:
The Blue Slippers
(25 3/4 x 21 3/4)
1512 Utrillo, Maurice:
Les Fortifs
(1922. o/w, 13 x 20)
1549 Matisse, Henri:
Le Ruisseau
(15 x 18)
1520 Pascin, Jules:
Girl in Black
(24 x 19 1/2)
1529 Dufresne, Charles G: No Zebras
(38 x 29 1/2)
1510 Chagall, Marc:
Sailor on Leave
(w/c, 25 1/2 x 19 1/4)
1538 Mann, John:
Landscape
436

$ 4,900.
$ 2,050.
$ 2,000.
$ 1,900.
$ 1,900.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,400.
$ 1,000.
$ 1,000.
$

900.

$

875.

$

850.

$

825.

$

825.

$

800.

$

800.

$

775.

$

725.

$

750.

$

750.

$

700.

$

650.

$

650.

$

600.

$

575.

$

550.

(1914, w/c, 16 x 13 1/4)
Landscape
(1913, w/c, 14 x 16 1/4)
1564 Caries, Arthur B:
Flowers
(39 1/2 x 33 1/2)
1503 Chirico, Giorgio de: Combat
(18 x 15)
1521 Derain, Andr:
Head of Woman
(10 x 7 1/4)
1565 Kisling, t.tise:
Jeune Fille Provencale
(1924, 36 x 25 112$
1559 Picasso, Pablo:
Thee Forms
(w/c, 18 3/4 x 24 1/2)
1536 Annenkoff, Georges: Une Rue
(36 x 29)
1569 Kisling, Mise:
Orchard
(35 x 45 1/2)
1551 Derain, Andr:
Evening Landscape
(o/w, 10 1/4 x 22)
1568 Annenkoff, Georges: Choufleur
(43 1/2 x 39 1/2)
1495 Bombois, Camille:
In the Garden
(16 1/4 x 10 1/2)
1539 Demuth, Charles:
Acrobats
(1916, w/c, 7 3/4 x 9 3/4)
1563 Caroll, John:
Idol
(40 x 32 1/2)
1552 Chirico, Giorgio de: Composition: Armour
(19 x 44)
1561 Hartley, Marsden:
Still Life
(20 x 20)
1556 Pascin, Jules:
Reclining Figure
(28 1/2 x 36)
1515 Viaminck, Maurice de:Maisons
Bougival
(13 x 16 1/2)
1519 Friesz, E Othon:
Landscape
(1924 k 28 1/2 x 23 3/4)
1543 Pascin, Jules:
LEn1everrnt dEurope
(w/c, 18 x 22 1/4)
1508 Tchelitchew, Pavel: Clown
(1930, g, 16 x 31 1/4)
1575 Kisling, Moise:
Milking the Goat
(39 x 32)
1540 Demuth, Charles:
Vaudeville
(w/c, 10 3/4 x 8 1/4)
1526 Kisling, IYbise:
Still Life
(32 x 29 1/2)
1578 Levy, Rudolf:
Flowers
(31 x 24)
1548 Valadon, Suzanne:
Spring Landscape
(1921, o/w, 12 3/4 x 16 1/4)
1576 Berard, Christian: Reclining Head
(1921, 13 x 18)
1518 Caroil, John:
Head of Girl
(20 x 16)
1566 Krogh, r L:
The Dancer
(1925, 36 x 23 3/4)
1547 Bombois, Camille:
The River
(9 3/4 x 13)
1506 Friesz,E Othon:
Landscape
1537 Mann, John:
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$

525.

$

500.

$

500.

$

500.

$

500.

$

500.

$

475.

$

475.

$ 450.
$

425.

$

425.

$

425.

$

400.

$

400.

$

400.

$

400.

$

400.

$

380.

$

375.

$

350.

$

325.

$

300.

$

300.

$

300.

$

300.

$

280.

$

275.

$

275.

$

250.

$

250.

(15 x 18)
Arbres
(13 3/4 x 10 1/2)
1546 Segonzac, Andr D de:Landscape
(o/w, 9 3/4 x 13)
1577 Gimmi, Willy:
Nude
(1922, 19 3/4 x 24)
1579 Rimbert, R:
L 'lise de Campagrie
(32 x 23 1/2)
1550 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Landscape
(w/c, 17 1/2 x 21)
1572 Dongen, Kees van:
Figure
(25 1/2 x 21 1/4)
1500 Grosz, George:
Morning Toilet
(w/c, 25 1/2 x 16 1/2)
1507 Zadkine, Ossip:
Gourrret
(g & w/c, 30 x 21 1/2)
1498 Jacob, Max:
Flowers
(w/c & g, 18 1/2 x 5 1/4)
1574 Perdriat, Helene M M:Jacqueline
(29 1/2 x 32)
1573 Zadkine, Ossip:
'&man at Window
(1928, g, 24 1/4 x 17)
1502 Berard, Christion: Seated Figure
(1928, 18 1/4 x 12 3/4)
1571 Dufresne, Charles G: Fete Champetre
(15 x 21 1/4)
1509 Floch, Joseph:
Portrait of Boy
(19 1/2 x 18 1/4)
Still Life: Salorre
1568 Nash, Paul:
(30 x 20)
1533 Girmii, Willy:
Tree Nudes
(1923, 36 1/4 x 28 3/4)
1532 Kisling, Moise:
Nu
(1917, 18 1/4 x 11 3/4)
1581 Lanskoy, Pndre:
Still Life
(23 1/2 x 32)
1592 Thomas, Andre:
Still Life
(13 x 16)
1490 Laurencin, Marie:
Ludmilla
(o/w, 7 x 5 1/2)
Delicatessen Shop Window
1541 Grosz, George:
(1929, w/c, 22 x 17 1/2)
1580 Kikoine, Michel:
Landscape
21 1/2 x 25 1/2)
1531 Leonid, B:
Landscape with Figures
(26 x 18 1/4)
1570 Friesz, E Othon:
Paysage
(w/c, 24 3/4 x 18 1/4)
Still Life: Flowers andFruit
1535 Menkes, Zugnunt:
(21 3/4 x 18 1/2)
1544 Kandinsky, Wassily: Profile Head
(1915, 12 3/4 x 8 1/2)
1501 Biddle, George:
Flower Market: Tehauntepec
(w/c, 19 x 14 3/4)
1542 Sterne, Maurice
Head of Girl
(g, 12 x 8 1/4)
1545 Derain, Andr&
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$

240.

$

225.

$

210.

$

210.

$

210.

$

200.

$

200.

$

200.

$

190.

$

190.

$

185.

$

180.

$

180.

$

175.

$

175.

$

160.

$

160.

$

160.

$

160.

$

155.

$

140.

$

140.

$

140.

$

120.

$

120.

$

110.

$

100.

$

100.

SALE E: STANLEY N BARBEE COLLECTION, SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
GALLERIES, NEW YORE, 20 APRIL 1944. [Art Prices Current, 1943 1944, p A62 - A63.]
Jr*

Artist

Title

Price

2898 Degas, H G Edgar: Trois Danseuses
$ 9,500.
(pastel, 27 3/4 x 22 3/4)
Le Clairon
2899 Manet, Edouard:
$ 8,000.
(1882, 39 3/4 x 32)
2888 Renoir, P Auguste: Frvie Assise
$ 8,000.
(1889, 15 x 11 1/2)
2887 Seurat, Georges P: L'Ile de la Grande Jatte
$ 6,400.
(o/w, 6 x 9 3/4)
Charles Debraun
2891 Daurnier, Honore:
$ 6,000.
(1860 - 63, 13 1/2 x 9 1/4)
La Chanteuse de Cafe Concert
2896 Manet, Edouard:
$ 6,000.
(1876 - 78, 32 x 25 3/4)
2885 Daumier, Honore:
Don çLiichote et Sancho Pansa
$ 5,500.
(10 x 8)
2894 Vuillard, Edouard: Intimacy
$ 4,900.
(1900 - 25, 25 x 24 1/2)
2892 Renoir, Pierre A: Apricots et Figues
$ 4,250.
(1889 - 90, 12 3/4 x 16 1/4)
2893 Sisley, Alfred:
Junction of the Loing and the
$ 4,100.
Seine
(1875, 19 3/4 x 26)
$ 4,000.
2895 Degas, H G Edgar: Frute a sa Toilette
(pastel, 32 3/4 x 24 1/2)
$ 3,800.
2879 Gauguin, Paul:
Tahiti
(1891, 15 x 11 1/4)
2884 Rouault, Georges: Fille de Cirque
$ 3,700.
(1937, 23 1/4 x 15 1/4)
$ 3,600.
2900 Boudin, Eugene L: Sortie du Port du Havre
(1883, 47 x 64 1/2)
$ 3,200.
2890 Braque, Georges:
Nature Mz)rte
(1925, o/w, 18 1/4 x 27)
$ 3,000.
The Tigress
2904 Austin, Darrel:
(1942, 30 x 36)
$ 2,250
Satyres et Nymphes
2880 Cezanne, Paul:
(1864 - 68, 9 1/2 x 12)
2886 Thulouse-Lautrec, H:Danestique et lad Prorrenant des
$ 2,100.
Chevaux
(1880, 12 x 19 3/4)
$ 1,800.
Llnnocence
2883 Greuze, Jean B:
15A34 x 12 1/4)
$ 1,700.
Fenetre Cuverte
2889 Dufy, Raoul:
(1938, 14 3/4 x 18 1/4)
$ 1,500.
2902 Hartley, Marsden: Sea WindcM
(o/w, 28 x 22)
$ 1,150.
2901 Van Dongen, Kees: Lilacs
(1937,
51
1/2
x
38
1/2)
/
$ 1,100.
2880 Cezanne, Paul:
Pont ou Aqueduc
(1888 - 94, w/c, 12 1/2 x 18 1/2)
Roof Gossips: Greenwich Village $ 925.
2908 Sloan, John:
(1913, 20 x 24)
$ 850.
2905 Schreiber, Georges: Going Hale
(1939, 28 x 36)
$ 800.
2874 Dufy, Raoul
Ascot
(19 1/4 x 24 1/4)
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2878 Lieberman, Max:

Picnic in the Wcxjds
$ 800.
(1920, 19 1/2 x 14)
2876 Dufy, Raoul:
Rgate: Le Bassin Deauville $ 750.
(1929, 15 x 18 1/4)
2877 Daubigriy, Karl:
Beach at Trouville
$ 750.
(13 1/2 x 22 3/4)
2907 Luks, George B:
FlcMer Venders
$ 750.
(16 x 20)
2910 Soyer, Raphael:
In the Studio
$ 750.
(36 1/4 x 22)
2909 Kisling, Moise:
Girl with Braids
$ 500.
(16 1/4 x 13)
2906 Eilshemius, Louis: Green Valley
$ 350.
(1905, o/w, 13 1/2 x 18 1/2)
2903 Jones, Joe:
Water Hole
$ 300.
(1939, 26 1/2 x 36)
2872 Fiene, Ernest
Early Surriner
$ 275.
(24 x 20)
2871 Levi, Julian
Thanksgiving Day
$ 200.
(1938, 14 x 20)
[* Numbers as listed in Art Prices Current: 1943 - 44; p A62 - A63.]
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SALE F: PROPERTY OF THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART AND ThUSTEES (property
of the latter marked by "), PARKE-BERNETr GALLERIES, 11 APRIL 1944.
Artist

Title

Price

3177 Corot, J B Camille: La Grande Metaire
$20,000.
(1860,- 65, 21 3/4 x 32)
3178 Cezanne, Paul:
Mne Cezanne
$16,000.
(1885 - 7, 18 1/4 x 15)
3188 Picasso, Pablo:
La Statuaire
$ 5,600.
(1925, 51 1/2 x 38 1/4)
3179 Matisse, Henri:
Girl in Green
$ 5,400.
(1921, 25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
3176 Cezanne, Paul:
The Water Can
$ 5,300.
(1880 - 2, 10 1/2 x 13 3/4)
3186 Matisse, Henri:
Nu de Dos
$ 4,600.
(1903, 37 3/4 x 31 1/2)
3182 Cezanne, Paul:
The Road
$ 4,200.
(1871 -2, 23 1/2 x 28 1/4)
3174 Cezanne, Paul:
Still Life: Pears and Knife
$ 4,100.
(c 1878, 8 1/4 x 12)
3185 Picasso, Pablo:
Guitar and Fruit
$ 3,600.
(1927, 51 1/2 x 38 1/2)
3181 Derain, Andre:
Guitar Player
$ 2,600.
(1928, 32 1/2 x 38 1/4)
3187 Modigliani, Arnedeo: La Robe Noir
$ 1,600.
(1917, 36 1/2 x 24)
3162 Cezanne, Paul:
Provencal House and Trees
$ 1,550.
(1890, w/c, 12 1/2 x 19 1/4)
3148
House and Barrier
$ 1,500.
(w/c, 7 1/2 x 4 3/4)
3166
Mont Ste Victoire
$ 1,450.
(1900, w/c, 11 3/4 x 18 3/4)
3184 Laurencin, Marie:
Deux Filles
$ 1,300.
(1928, 36 1/4 x 29)
/
3171 Cezanne, Paul:
Trees Among Rocks
$ 1,250.
(1900 - 4, w/c, 18 1/2 x 11 1/4)
3180 Derain, Andre:
Hill at Monteuil
$ 1,100.
(1912 - 19, 28 3/4 x 36 1/4)
3161 Chagall, Marc:
'I\iilight
$ 1,050.
(g, 26 x 20 3/4)
3159 Derain, Andre:
The Farm
$ 950.
(1922 - 24, 20 x 24)
3175 Rouault, Georges:
Ne Blessant pas Volontiererrent
le Pauvre ou L 'Orphel in
$ 850.
(1929, g, 20 x 14)
3158 Chagall, Marc:
Still Life
$ 650.
(1939, w/c & g, 21 1/2 x 17 1/2)
3151 Eilshemius, Louis M: Croquet
$ 650.
(c 1906, 19 3/4 x 30)
3150 Nakaniura, Kanzi:
Betsey
$ 650.
(o/w, 8 1/2 x 6 3/4)
3170 Dufy, Raoul:
Villa dans le Midi
$ 600.
(w/c, 19 1/4 x 25)
3183 Pascin, Jules:
Spanish Girl
$ 600.
(32 x 25 1/2)
3153 Hartley, Marsden:
The Spent Wave
$ 575.
(1937 - 8, o/w, 22 1/2 x 28 1/4)
3160 Chagall, Marc:
Les Amoreux
$ 550.
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3173 Derain, Andre:
3169 De Segonzac, Andre:
3192 Davies, Arthur B:
3167 Dufy, Raoul:
3157 Laurencin, Marie:
3168 Picasso, Pablo:
3189 Krogh, Per L:
3163 Lager, Fernand:
3155 Kandinsky, Wassily:
3191 Lger, Fernand:
3156 Dufresne, Charles G:
3145 Grarinaire, Marcel:
3194 Krogh, Per L:
3140 Kisling, Mise:
3195 Leonid:
3146 Lurcat, Jean:
I
3149 Hart, George 0:
3154 Lager, Fernand:
3152 Maurer, Alfred:

(1940, w/c & g, 23 x 17 1/2)
Tate de Ferrine
$
(10 1/4 x 9 3/4)
Farm on a Hillside
$
(w/c, 18 1/2 x 23 1/4)
Day of Good Fortune
$
(1920, 18 x 30)
River Scene
$
(1903, w/c, 9 1/2 x 12 1/2)
Deux Jeunes Filles
$
(1927, 9 3/4 x 13 1/4)
Le Gueridon
$
(1920, g, 10 1/2 x 8 1/2)
Portrait of the Artist
$
(o/w, 28 1/2 x 21 1/4)
Abstraction: Three Globes
$
(1922, w/c, 12 x 9 1/4)
Blue on Black
$
(1935, w/c, 12 1/2 x 19 3/4)
Le Trone D 'Arbre
$
(1935, 25 1/2 x 19 1/2)
Orpheus and the Beasts
$
(15 1/4 x 11 1/2)
Girls and Boats
$
(1928, w/c, 15 1/2 x 12 1/2)
Rural Scene
$
(o/w, 23 1/4 x 30 1/4)
Young Girl in Garden
$
(192, 45 3/4 x 35 1/4)
La Peche a LHaveneau dans les
Bouchots
$
(1937, 21 1/4 x 31 3/4)
Canposition: Design for a Rug $
(1922, w/c & g, 10 3/4 x 14 3/4)
Melia Brook, Fez
$
(1929, w/c, 14 3/4 x 19 1/2)
Abstraction: 'I\qo Figures
$
(1912 - 16, w/c, 14 x 10 1/4)
Portait of Girl
$
(w/c, 21 1/2 x 18)
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525.
450.
250.
250.
250.
250.
225.
225.
200.
200.
150.
150.
130.
125.
120.
90.
90.
80.
80.

SALE G: PROPERTY OF WALTER P CHRYSLER JR., SALE AT PARKE-BERNETI'
GALLERIES, 22 MARCH 1945.
Jç*

Artist

Title

Price

Buste de Frrne: Jeune Fille
$ 3,100.
(1906, 32 x 25 1/2)
Still Life: Grapes
2265 Braque, Georges:
$ 2,700.
(1918, 21 x 27)
Still Life with Fruit
2269
$ 2,700.
(13 3/4 x 25 1/2)
Cariposition: Fond Vert et Bleu $ 2,700.
2276 Picasso, Pablo:
(1922, 32 1/4 x 39)
Landscape
2278 Soutine, Chaim:
$ 2,500.
(26 x 32 1(2)
L 'Attente a la Gare
2261 Daumier, Honore:
$ 2,350.
(o/w, 9 x 13)
Still Life
$ 2,100.
2262 Ivlanet, Eduard:
(16 3/4 x 24 1/4)
Fenire Assise dans un Fauteuil $ 1,900.
2266 Matisse, Henri:
(17 x 13 1/2)
$ 1,900.
2260 Picasso, Pablo:
Head of Woman
(1922, o/w, 9 1/2 x 7 1/2)
$ 1,800.
Tte de Ferrine
2270 Matisse, Henri:
(1906, 21 1/2 x 18)
$ 1,700.
2292 Gris, Juan:
La Table Devant la Mar
(1925, 29 x 36 1/2)
$ 1,700.
2267 Picasso, Pablo:
La Maternit
(1901, 18 x 13)
Study for Denxiselles D'Avignon$ 1,600.
2245 Picasso, Pablo:
(1907, p, 8 3/4 x 6 1/2)
$ 1,500.
Nature Morte
2254 Braque, Georges:
(13 x 18)
$ 1,400.
Bol et Paquet de Cigarettes
2273 Gris, Juan:
(13 x 16)
$ 1,400.
2283 Mondrian, Piet:
Composition, 1936.
(48 x 23 1/2)
$ 1,325.
2253 Gris, Juan:
Cornpotiere et Livre
(1925, 13 x 16)
Landscape with Tropical Trees $ 1,300.
2268 Soutine, Chaim:
(21 1/2 x 37)
$ 1,150.
Pitcher and Fruit
2272 Braque, Georges:
( p , 18 3/4 x 25)
$ 1,100.
2264 Gris, Juan:
La Bouteille de Bass
(1925, 18 1/4 x 21 1/2)
$ 1,100.
Project for a MDnunent
2263 Picasso, Pablo:
(1930, o/w, 26 x 18 1/4)
$ 975.
Thte de Fenme
2259 Matisse, Henri:
(1917, 13 x 9 1/2)
$ 925.
2257 Gris, Juan:
La Corbeille
(1924, 13 x 16 1/4)
$ 850.
'Ite Cubiste
2256 Picasso, Pablo:
(1910, 14 1/2 x 12 1/2)
$ 850.
2249 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Landscape
(21 1/2 x 29)
$ 800.
2304 Miro, Joan:
Ccxnposition, 1927.
(38 x 51 1/2)
$ 800.
2237 Renoir, P Auguste: Paysage
2274 Picasso, Pablo:

(w/c, 6 1/4 x 8 3/4)
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2243 Gris, Juan:

Fruits et Couteau
$
(1924, 16 x 9 1/4)
2233 Picasso, Pablo:
Verre, Pctrine et Couteau
$
(1922, o/c with sand, 9 x 11)
2247 Braque, Georges:
Still Life with Lemons
$
(o/w, 8 1/2 x 16 1/2)
2229 Picasso, Pablo:
La Plage
$
(1922, 14 1/2 x 10)
2244
Guitar on a Table
$
(1921, g & w/c, 10 1/2 x 8 1/4)
2275 De Chirico, Giorgio: L'Annunciation
$
(1926, 46 x 35)
2250 Picasso, Pablo:
Deux tes Cubistes
$
(1910, 14 x 13 3/4)
2255 Rouault, Georges:
Deux Fenrnes
$
(1913, g & w/c, 12 x 7 1/2)
,
2281 Masson, Andre:
La Poursuite
$
(1927, 36 1/4 x 24)
2242 Braque, Georges:
Still Life
$
(6 1/2 x 9 1/2)
2221 Derain, Andre:
Boats in the Harbour, St Tropez$
(18 x 15)
2282 Masson, Andre:
[in Chevalier
$
(1925, o/c with sand, 36 1/4 x 20)
/
2301 Miro, Joan:
Primitive
$
(1936, o/w, 32 1/2 x 40 1/4)
2236 Picasso, Pablo:
Cornpotire et Guitaure
$
(1919, g & w/c, 4 3/4 x 6 1/4)
2288 De thirico, Giorgio: Las Jeux Terribles
$
(1925, 32 x 25 1/2)
/
2235 Miro, Joan:
Composition in White
$
(1927, 21 3/4 x 18 1/4)
2240 Picasso, Pablo:
Verre et Potrrne
$
(1923, 9 x 11)
2224 Picasso, Pablo:
Street Scene
$
(very early, o/w, 3 1/2 x 5 1/2)
2248 Eilshomius, Louis: Blue Mountain and River
$
(1919, o/w, 20 1/4 x 30 1/2)
2246 Derain, Andre:
Still Life: Apples and Pears $
(13 x 21 1/2)
2295 Berman, Eugene:
L 'Orage
$
/
(1929, 36 1/2 x 29)
2277 Lager, Fernand:
Composition avec Figures
$
(1931, 25 x 18)
2305 Arp, Hans:
Construction in Low Relief
$
(board, 25 3/4 x 29)
2241 Mir6, Joan:
Abstract, 1933.
$
(14 1/2 x 9)
2294 Rivera, Diego:
Caballero
$
(1914, 76 1/2 x 51)
2223 Klee, Paul:
Memories of Nymphenburg
$
(w/c, 6 x 4 3/4)
2287 Masson, Andre:
Chevaux Devorant Las Oiseaux $
(1927, 19 3/4 x 43 1/4)
2232 Arp, Hans:
Torse et Tete D'Un Oiseau
$
(1930, wood, 12 1/2 x 15 1/2)
2252 Arp, Hans
Feuilles
$
(1930, wood, 24 1/2 x 19)
/
2303 Masson, Andre:
Las Masques
$
(23 3/4 x 29)
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775.
700.
675.
625.
625.
600.
600.
600.
575.
550.
550.
525.
500.
500.
425.
425.
425.
400.
375.
350.
325.
325.
300.
300.
300.
280.
275.
260.
250.
250.

2258 De Chirico, Giorgio: La Visite aux Rains Mysterieux
- Paquebot Avec Figures.
$
(15 1/2 x 18)
Forms - Ccxnposition, 1930.
2293 Lur?at, Jean:
$
(38 1/2 x 51)
/
The Enchanted Sea
2239 Derain, Andre:
$
(1908 - 10, w/c, 18 3/4 x 24 1/2)
Le Bain
2234 Groniire, Marcel:
$
(1927, w/c, 15 3/4 x 12 1/4)
Canposition avec Figure
2302 Leger, Fernand:
$
(1930, 19 3/4 x 25 1/2)
Figure in Landscape
2284 Survage, Leopold:
$
(1921, 25 1/2 x 36 1/2)
Radio Horse
2291 Burliuk, David:
$
(1937, 28 x 34)
La Chase
2251 Masson, Andre:
$
(p/c, 19 3/4 x 29)
2279 Moholy-Nagy, Lazlo: Abstraction
$
(1925, 37 1/4 x 29 3/4)
Balcon I, 1930.
2299 Arp, Hans
$
(o/w, 28 1/2 x 40 1/2)
Fragnent Encadre
2280
$
(1938, 26 3/4 x 34 3/4)
Abstract Sculpture
2289 Arp, Hans:
$
(board, 32 x 28)
2227 Lurat, Jean:
Trois Figures
$
(1934, g, 15 3/4 x 22)
LHanne avec son Pipe
2296 Metzinger, Jean:
$
(1914, 51 x 38)
2285 Arp, Hans:
Roue, 1930.
$
(40 1/2 x 28 1/2)
Balcon II, 1930.
2300
$
(28 1/2 x40 1/2)
2297 Herbin, Auguste:
Traverse a Cassis
$
(1923, 23 3/4 x 29)
2230 Lur?at, Jean:
Still Life
$
(10 3/4 x 16 1/4)
2290 Maurer, Alfred H:
Still Life
$
(18 x 21 1/2)
/
2231 Miro, Joan:
Abstract Canposition
$
(o/p & g, 5 1/4 x 7 3/4)
2216 Orozco, J Clemente: Three Figures
$
(1933, w/c, 7 1/4 x 5 3/4)

225.
225.
225.
200.
200.
185.
180.
175.
175.
170.
160.
150.
150.
150.
140.
140.
140.
135.
125.
120.
120.

[[* Numbers as listed in Art Prices Current: 1944 - 45; p A51 A53.]
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SALE H: PROPERTY OF J K THANNHAUSER, SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
GALLERIES, 12 APRIL 1945.
f)*

Artist

2472 Corot, Camille:
2458 Manet, Edouard:
2459 Sisley, Alfred:
2466 Van Gogh, Vincent:
,
2464 Cezanne, Paul:
2468 Manet, Eouard:
2461 Renoir, P Auguste
2467 Gauguin, Paul:
2465 Picasso, Pablo:
2470 Matisse, Henri:
2471 Degas, H Edgar:
2453 Bonnard, Pierre:
2460 Pissarro, Camille:
2469 Degas, H Edgar:
2462 Monet, Cluade
2454 Renoir, P Auguste:
2476 Monet, Claude:
2456 Renoir, P Auguste:
2455 Czanne, Paul:
2463 Matisse, Henri:
2448 Picasso, Pablo:
2477
,
2457 Daumier, Honore:
2445 Gris, Juan:
2452 Matisse, Henri:

Price

Title

Campagne Ranaine
$ 6,000.
(1856, 38 1/2 x 53 1/4)
$ 5,750.
Mature Morte: Les Prunes
(1882 -3, 8 1/2 x 9 3/4)
Chemin des Fontaines a Veneux$ 5,000.
Nadon
(1885, 19 1/2 x 25 1/2)
Jeune Fille au Ruban Rouge
$ 5,000.
(1885 - 8, 23 3/4 x 19 3/4)
Route Tournante en Sous-Bois $ 4,750.
(1873 - 5, 21 3/4 x 18)
Jeune Fenine aux cheveaux
$ 4,750.
Tornbant sur les Epaules
7, 24 x 19 3/4)
(1873
$ 4,600.
Villa a Cagnes
(12 x 17)
$ 4,500.
Village Sous la Neige
(1903, 30 x 26 1/4)
$ 4,250.
Les Arnants
(1900, 26 x 20)
$ 3,250.
Les Aubergines
(1908, 46 x 35 1/2)
$ 3,000.
Danseuse en Violet
23
1/4
x
18
1/4)
(P,
$ 2,850.
Bords de la Seine
(1911, 15 1/2 x 24 1/2)
$ 2,750.
Apres-Midi, Eragny
(1899, 18 1/4 x 21 3/4)
$ 2,600.
Fame Regardant un Album
(p, 37 3/4 x 25 1/4)
Antibes et les Alpes Maritimes $ 2,500.
(1888, 24 x 20)
$ 2,400.
Still Life
(1916, 7 1/4 x 15)
$ 2,200.
Nyrnpheas
(1907, 36 1/2 x 29)
Landscape with View of the Sea $ 2,100.
(8 1/2 x 11 3/4)
Dans le Jardin du Jas de
$ 2,000.
Bouffan
(1867 - 70, 9 1/4 x 12)
$ 2,000.
Paysage: Collioure
(1909, 24 x 29)
$ 1,850.
Jardin du Luxembourg
(1901, p/carton, 18 1/4 x 25 1/2)
$ 1,050.
Nu Debout
(25/12/23, green ink wash,
42 1/2 x 28 1/4)
$ 1,000.
Les Avocats
(8 3/4 x 11 /12)
$ 875.
Fruits
(1923, 9 1/2 x 13 3/4)
$ 750.
La Sentier des Champs
(o/w, 13 x 15 1/4)
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2449 Gauguin, Paul:

700.

2479

650.

2441
2475
2437
2451
2450
2442
2478
2446
2438
2443

$
A Venus
(1889, o/w, 8 1/4 x 8 1/2)
$
Vlarninck, Maurice de:L'Eglise
(21 3/4 x 25 1/2)
$
Paysage Sous-Bois
Cezanne, P:
(1885 - 95, w/c, 18 1/2 x 12)
/
$
Still Life
Derain, Pndre:
(26 1/4 x 32 1/2)
$
Verdure
Cezanne,P:
(w/c, 12 x 17 1/2)
$
Nu Allong sur Fond Vert
Laurencin, Marie:
(13 x 16 1/4)
$
Nu
Derain, Pndre:
(11 3/4 x 10 3/4)
$
Sous-Bois
Cezanne, P:
(1895 - 1900, w/c, 17 x 11 1/2)
$
Still Life
Lurat, Jean:
(32 x 21)
$
Vlaminck, Maurice de: Village
(w/c & g, 15 3/4 x 21)
$
Las Arbres
Czanne,P:
(1892 - 94, w/c, 11 x 17)
$
Pears
Derain, Andre:
(5 3/4 x 8)
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600.
600.
500.
425.
400.
375.
300.
300.
250.
225.

SALE I: PROPERTY OF MRS J D CAMERON BRADLEY, ALBERT C1I'I'ON, EE1ARD A
BRAGALINE (AND OTHERS), SALE AT PARKE-BERNETI' GALLERIES, 10 - 11
DECE4BER 1947.
No* Artist

Price $

Title

1210 Matisse, Henri:

4,900.

1219

4,500.

1162
1163
1161
1167
1160
1145
1207
1223
1206
1170
1211
1137
1144
1186
1208
1233
1209
1168
1182
1169
1198
1231
1213
1205
1148

Le Bouquet d 'AnerrDnes
(24 x 18 1/4)
La Route de Stain-Germain
Sisley, Alfred:
(1872, 18 x 23 1/4)
Renoir, P Auguste: Villefranche Vue de Saint-Jean
(18 x 22)
Mother and Child
Cassatt, Mary:
(P, 28 x 22)
Figure in Interior
Matisse, Henri:
(10 1/2 x 14)
Cabaret de Maria Vizier, Rue de
Utrillo, Maurice:
?'bnt Cenis
(28 3/4 x 21 1/4)
Mcntrnartre
Utrillo, Maurice:
(g, 13 1/4 x 20)
Nature Morte
Matisse, Henri:
(c 1905, 15 x 18 1/4)
Toits de Paris
Utrillo, Maurice:
(18 x 21 3/4)
Harvesters
Munch, Edvard:
(1922, 39 1/4 x 47 1/2)
Paysage
Chagall, Marc:
(25 1/4 x 33)
Le Ferrite 1 'Oeillet
Laurencin, Marie:
(1927, 21 1/2 x 18 1/2)
Mne I'bri
Dufy, Raoul:
(25 x 21 1/4)
Corbeille de Fruits
Bonnard, Pierre:
(w/c, 20 1/4 x 29 1/4)
Petit Paysage
Derain, Andre:
(13 x 16)
Still Life: Yellow Apples
Braque, Georges:
(1925, 9 xAO 1/2)
Dans la Foret
Laurencin, Marie:
(1920, 32 x 39 1/4)
Jeune Fille Assise
Pascin, Jules
(28 3/4 x 23 1/2)
Sisters
Cassatt, Mary:
(p, 14 3/4 x 21)
Chirico, Giorgio de: Castor and Pollux: I
(32 x 39 3/4)
Mann, John:
New York
(1920, w/c, 15 1/4 x 18 1/4)
Chirico, Giorgio de: Castor and Pollux: II
(31 1/2 x 41)
Moulin de la Galette.
Utrillo, Maurice:
(o/w, 7 x 9 1/2)
Jeune Fille Proven?al
Kisling, Moise:
(36 x 25 1/2)
Bonnard, Pierre:
Studio
/
(g, 16 1/2 x 18 1/2)
Nu
Derain, Andre:
(16 3/4 x 13)
Vlarninck, Maurice de:Flowers
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4,000.
2,600.
2,300.
1,800.
1,700.
1,600.
1,500.
1,450.
1,300.
1,200.
1,100.
1,000.
975.
900.
850.
800.
750.
750.
750.
700.
675.
650.
600.
600.
600.

(21 3/4 x 18 1/4)
Still Life
(w/c, 22 1/2 x 17)
Horses on Seashore
1123 Dufy, Raoul:
(w/c & g, 15 1/2 x 28 3/4)
Nude
1217 Derain, Andr:
(23 x 21 1/4)
La Danse
1215 Laurencin, Marie:
(1931, 18 1/4 x 21 1/2)
1224 Vlaniinck, Maurice: Coast of Normandy
(26 x 32)
1234 Chirico, Giorgio de: Gladiator
(51 1/4 x 38)
1113 Mann, John:
Palisades on the Hudson
(1914, 14 x 16 1/2)
Eve Curie
1130 Derain, Andre:
(14 x 9)
Buste de Ferrrre
1153 Derain, Andr:
(21 1/2 x 12 1/4)
1212
Still Life
(21 3/4 x 18 1/4)
Delaware River Valley,
1142 Mann, John:
Pennsylvania
(1916, w/c, 16 1/2 x 19 1/4)
Intriur
1196 thagall, Marc:
(g, 6 1/4 x 11 3/4)
1177 thirico, Giorgio de: Ruins in Roan
(21 3/4 x 25 1/2)
Arrnoires dans une Valee
1237
(24 x 34 3/4)
1173 Eilshernius:
Bathers
(1918, 18 1/2 x 30 1/4)
1194 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Village Street
(w/c, 17 3/4 x 20 1/4)
1155 Chirico, Giorgio de: Sun la Place
(w/c, 19 1/4 x 13 1/2)
1199 Derain, Andre:
Countess di Frasso
(11 x 8 3/4)
1201 Vertes, Marcel:
Aleko
(28 1/2 x 16)
1141 Vlanuinck, Maurice de:Paysage
(w/c, 16 x 21 1/2)
1149 Derain, Andre:
Girl
(16 x 13)
Reclining Nude
1238 thote, Andr:
(24 x 34 3/4)
1197 thirico, Giorgio de: 1\o Figures
(o/w, 8 x 5 3/4)
1228 Eilshernius:
Opal
(20 x 30 1/2)
1134 Friesz, Othon:
Port de Toulon
(1929, 18 x 25 1/2)
1189 Laurencin, Marie:
Scene de Ballet
(w/c, 10 1/2 x 14 1/2)
1239 Souverbie, Jean:
Baigneuses
(1927, 24 x 29)
1139 Braque, Georges:
Still Life
(o/w, 3 x 91/2)
Le Cirque Medrano
1174 Dufy, Jean:
(1922, 26 x 31 3/4)
1171 Chagall, Marc:
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550.
525.
500.
500.
500.
450.
450.
425.
400.
400.
400.
375.
350.
350.
350.
350.
325.
325.
325.
325.
300.
300.
250.
250.
250.
250.
250.
225.
225.

1195 Mann, John:
1229 Sterne, Maurice:
1188 Dufy, Jean:
1235 Chagall, Marc:
1236 Miro, Joan:
1193 Laurencin, Marie:
1109 Laurencin, Marie:
1140
1191 Dufy, Jean:
1111 Tainayo, Ruffino:
1114 Dufy, Jean:
1184 Dufy, Jean:
1132 Graves, Morris:
1120 Laurencin, Marie:
1133 Lurat, Jean:
1121 Dufy, Jean:
1214 Ernst, Max:
1154 Lurcat, Jean
1242 Lee, Doris:
1231 Muller, Otto:
1190 Dufy, Jean

Maine Landscape
(1914, w/c, 18 1/2 x 16)
Dawn
(33 1/2 x 30)
Le Port
(w/c, 17 1/4 x 23 3/4)
Matelot a Toulon
(g, 30 x 21)
Composition
(g, 30 x 21)
Three Figures
(w/c, 9 1/4 x 13)
Three Figures
(w/c, 13 3/4 x 9 3/4)
Les Espagnoles
(w/c, 7 1/4 x 9 1/4)
Le Cirque
(g & w/c, 17 1/4 x 23 1/4)
Watermelon
(1939, o/w, 5 x 7 1/4)
Harbour Scene, Sunset
(w/c, 18 x 24)
Le Quai
(w/c, 18 x 24)
Young odpeckers
(w/c & g, 29 1/2 x 21 1/2)
Girl in Pink
(w/c, 11 1/2 x 9 1/2)
The Shore
(1939, g, 15 x 20)
Llnstitut, Paris
(w/c, 15 x 23 1/4)
Flowers
(25 3/4 x 32)
Reclining Nude
(1927, 15 1/2 x 29 1/4)
Landscape with Hunter
(22 x 36)
Nude in Landscape
(47 x 35)
Le Port
(e/c, 18 1/2 x 24 1/2)

450

225.
225.
210.
200.
200.
200.
185.
185.
180.
180.
175.
170.
170.
170.
170.
160.
160.
160.
150.
150.
140.

SALE J: PROPERTY OF JOSEPH H HIRSHHORN AND STANLEY N BARBEE, SALE AT
PPKE-BERNErr GALLERIES, 10 NOVEMBER 1948.
Artist

Title

Price

4956 Renoir, Auguste P: Frrne Assise
$ 6,250.
(1889, 15 x 11 1/2)
4962 bnet, Claude:
Vase de Capucines
$ 5,500.
(1880, 31 x 24 1/2)
4961 Utrillo, Maurice:
La Rue Norvins
$ 2,800.
(1920, 29 x 20)
4945 Cezanne, Paul:
Les Grandes Arbres au Jas de
Bouffon
$ 2,600.
(1885 - 7, w/c, 12 x 19 1/4)
4960 Chagall, Marc:
Concert Bleu
$ 2,600.
(1945, 49 1/2 x 40)
4948 Rouault, Georges:
Christ and the Fisherman
$ 2,250.
(13 x 9 1/4)
4946 Toulouse-Lautrec, H: Danestique et Lad Prornenant des
chevaux
$ 2,100.
(1880, 12 x 19 3/4)
4942 Rouault, Georges:
ClcMn in Interior
$ 2,000.
(21 1/2 x 15 1/2)
4964 Utrillo, Maurice:
LAbri St Joseph
$ 2,000.
(o/w, 26 x 19 1/4)
4958 Chagall, Marc:
Une Seule Pensee
$ 1,900.
(36 x 28 1/2)
4953 Utrillo, Maurice:
Rue Ste Rustique
$ 1,700.
(22 x 18 1/2)
4932 Chagall, Marc:
Fin de Journee
$ 1,500.
(1945, 22 1/4 x 26 1/4)
4934 Renoir, P Auguste: Garden in Cagnes
$ 1,350.
(c. 1900, 8 3/4 x 10 3/4)
4955 Gris, Juan:
Abstraction: "Le Jour"
$ 1,300.
(19 1/2 x 13 1/2)
4957 Pascin, Jules:
Girl in Green and Rose
$ 1,300.
(36 1/4 x 28 3/4)
4947 Rouault, Georges:
L'Horm au Gilet Rouge
$ 1,300.
(1930, 14 1/2 x 12 1/2)
4954 Picasso, Pablo:
Dora Maar
$ 1,250.
(17 1/2 x 15 1/4)
4936 Ensor, Jan-es:
The Artist (Sous les Phases de
la Lune, Ma Portrait)
$ 1,000.
(1937, o/w, 13 1/4 x 10)
Nude in Contemplation
$ 1,000.
4943 Henner, Jean J:
(14 x 10 3/4)
4963 Redon, Wilon:
Fecondit: Ferrne dans les
Fleurs
$ 1,000.
(p, 25 1/4 x 19 1/2)
4944 Boudin, Eugene L:
Fecanip: Harbour Scene
$ 850.
(1891, 13 1/4 x 16 1/4)
4941 chagall, Marc:
$ 625.
La Satyre et La Passant.
(w/c, 20 x 16)
4935 Derain, Andre:
Girl with Coral Necklace
$ 600.
(23 x 19)
4950
La Sourire
$ 525.
(16 x 13)
Wanan
4965
$ 500.
(35 1/2 x 28 1/4)
451

4926
4966
4952
4951
4930
4933
4939
4940
4937
4938
4927
4921
4949

Head of man
(13 1/2 x 12 1/2)
Eilshemius, Louis: Landscape with Boat
(1907, 20 x 30)
Daubigny, charles F: Sundown, I\ilight Landscape
(o/w, 8 x 13 3/4)
M3nticelli, Adoiphe: The Concert
(o/w, 10 3/4 x 16)
Segonzac, Andre D de:Blue Lamp Shade
(1927, w/c, 15 1/2 x 22)
Seated Nude
Pascin, Jules:
(24 x 18)
Naissance dun Oiseau
Masson, Andre:
(1942, 24 x 28)
Yvee
Vytlacil, Vaclav:
(g & t, 28 x 16)
In the Tyrol
Mann, John:
(w/c, 15 1/4 x 18 1/4)
Surimer
(1913 k w/c, 15 x 18)
L'Enlevement D'Europe
Pascin, Jules:
(w/c, 18 x 22 1/4)
Round a Fountain
Pascin, Jules:
(w/c, 10 1/2 x 8 1/4)
Chirico, Giorgio de: L'Inutile Victoire
(1928, 18 1/4 x 15)

$ 450.
$ 450.
$ 400.
$ 400.
$ 400.
$ 400.
$ 300.
$ 300.
$ 275.
$

$ 175.
$ 150.
$ 125.

[* As listed in Art Prices Current: 1948 - 49; p A112 - A114.

452

250.

I

SALE K: PROPERTY OF JOSEF VON STERNBERG, SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
GTLLERIES, 22 NOVE v1BER 1949.
Je*

Artist

Title

Price

742 Modigliani, Pmedeo: Le Grand Nu
$12,500.
(1918, 28 x 46)
741 Degas, Edgar:
Danseuses
$ 8,400.
(P, 35 1/2 x 27 1/4)
740 Kokoshka, Oscar:
Tower Bridge, London
$ 5,500.
(1925, 30 x 50)
734 Modigliani, Pniedeo: Mne Zborowski
$ 4,000.
(1918, o/w, 28 1/2 x 16 1/4)
739 Picasso, Pablo:
La Gorrineuse
$ 3,600.
(1901, 31 1/4 x 20 3/4)
743 Chagall, Marc:
Las Amoreux dans les Fleurs
$ 3,300.
(1930, 50 1/2 x 34 3/4)
737 Matisse, Henri:
Las Concorribres
$ 2,550.
(1907, 15 x 18)
736 Rouault, Georges:
Clowns
$ 2,500.
(c 1930, 18 1/2 x 11 1/2)
731 Utrillo, Maurice:
La Rue des Abbesses
$ 2,400.
(1915, 14 3/4 x 18)
727 Chagall, Marc:
Village Street
$ 1,500.
(/c & g, 21 x 25 3/4)
725 Klee, Paul:
Cote Meridional
$ 1,400.
(1925, 14 1/2 x 18 3/4)
730 Bombois, Camille:
La Chute d 'Eau
$ 1,100.
(1943, 24 x 28 1/2)
728 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Snowy Landscape
$ 1,100.
(28 1/2 x 36)
Cathederal
732
$ 1,000.
(25 x 31 1/2)
745 Grosz, George:
World of Asphalt
$ 675.
(1931, 47 1/2 x 35)
744 Pascin, Jules:
Two Models
$ 650.
(31 1/2 x 24 1/4)
721 Kisling, Moise:
$ 475.
Nude
(16 1/4 x 10 3/4)
746 Schiele, Egon:
$ 450.
Wachau on the Danube
(1914, 39 1/4 x 47 1/4)
Maternity
733 Dix, Otto:
$ 400.
(1932, o/w, 31 x 22)
735 Pascin, Jules:
Standing Nude
$ 400.
(1925, 25 1/2 x 21 1/4)
$ 325.
720 Gromaire, Marcel:
Maison Mariakerke
(1935, 12 3/4 x 16)
724 Pechstein, Max H:
Nude with Flower (Palau, 1917) $ 250.
(29x23)
715 Derain, Andre:
Figures in Landscape
$ 225.
(w/c, 19 x 25)
726 Masareel, Frans:
Port de Boulogne
$ 225.
(1927, 28 3/4 x 39 3/4)
729 Pechstein, Max H:
Ripe Wheat Fields
$ 200.
(1922, 32 x 39 1/2)
Dark Afternoon
722 Nolde, flnil:
$ 175.
(28 3/4 x 34 1/2)
$ 125.
723 Van Dongen, Kees:
Yung Ting
(1910, 28 1/2 x 21 1/2)
453

His Wife
(t, 32 1/2 x 24 1/2)
712 Schmidt-Rotluff, K: Poppies
(w/c, 26 3/4 x 19 1/4)
Red Bridge
716
(1921, w/c, 18 3/4 x 24)
Landscape with Clouds
768
(1922, w/c, 18 3/4 x 24)

747 Muller, Otto:

$ 125.
$ 100.
$ 100.
$

[* As Listed in Art Prices Current, 1949 - 50; p A30 - A32.]
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60.

SALE L: PROPERTY OF ALBERT E McVITTY AND KEITH WARNER, SALE AT
PA-BERNETr GPLERIES, 15 DFEE7'1BER 1949.
No* Artist

Title

Price

The Deer
(1926, 51 x 35)
iai Malaquais, Paris
1165 Sisley, Alfred:
(1873, 12 3/4 x 16)
Little Girl in Green Bonnet
1139 Cassatt, Mary:
(p, 24 1/4 x 13)
Still Life
1157 Chagall, Marc:
(g, 24 3/4 x 18 3/4)
Bois de Boulogne
1155 Edzard, Dietz:
(24x29)
/
L'Entre au Theatre
1109 Guys, Constantin:
(w/c, 14 1/2 x 9 1/2)
St Adresse
1161 Dufy, Rauol:
(23 1/2 x 28 3/4)
1164 Raffaelli, Jean F: Boulevard Asnieres
(21 1/2 x 27 1/2)
The Meeting
1172 Rouault, Georges:
(20 x 25 1/2)
1167 Utrillo, Maurice:
Street Scene, Paris
(20 1/2 x 25 1/2)
1158 Vlaminck, Maurice de:La Cruche aux Fleurs
(16 x 13)
Rue Sannois
1171 Utrillo, Maurice:
(o/w, 21 x 29 1/2)
Market Place
1119 Boudin, Eugene L:
(1896, o/w, 18x 14 1/2)
La Grand Pont a Chablis
1162 Bombois, Caxriille:
(26 x 36)
'bther and Child
1170 Cassatt, Mary:
(26 x 20 1/2)
Enfants et Oiseaux
1146 Masson, Andre:
(1932, 25 1/2 x 21)
1116 Hassam, Childe:
StreetScene
(13 1/2 x 10 1/2)
Girl with Fruit
1179 Pascin, Jules:
(36 x 29)
Paris StrTeet Scene
1165 Adrion, Lucien:
(24 x 20)
Paysage
1132 Renoir, Auguste:
(7 1/2 xN9 1/2)
1122 Vlaininck, Maurice de:La Fermiere
(15 x 18)
Maine Coast
1118 Mann, John:
(1919, w/c, 13 1/4 x 16 1/4)
1158 Eisendick, Suzanne: La Seine ^ Sarnois
(21 x 20)
Back of the Water
1148 Mann, John:
(1942, w/c, 15 x 19 1/2)
1180 Stevens, Alfred:
Young Girl
(27 1/2 x 20)
niones
1159 Laurencin, Marie:
(22 x 18)
1131 Weber, Max:
Las Andes
(15 1/2 x 19 1/4)
1174 Kokoshka, Oscar:
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$ 2,800.
$ 1,600.
$ 1,575.
$ 1,300.
$ 1,300.
$ 1,109.
$ 1,100.
$ 1,100.
$ 1,100.
$ 1,000.
$

950.

$

900.

$

850.

$

750.

$

750.

$

700.

$

625.

$

650.

$

600.

$

600.

$

600.

$

550.

$

525.

$

500.

$ 500
$

450.

$

450.

The Terrace
$
(20 x 23 1/2)
Girl with Mandolin
1142 Laurencin, Marie:
$
(1948, 22 x 18)
Abstraction
1127 Leger, Fernand:
$
(1942, g, 17 1/2 x 22)
La Maison de Jeanne d'Arc
1108 Utrillo, Maurice:
$
(g, 6 1/4 x 9 1/2)
Virage de la Rue Lepic
1125
$
(o/w, 9 1/2 x 12 1/2)
1175 Vlarninck, Maurice de:Vue d'un Village
$
(18 x 24)
Still Life
1173 Dufy, Jean:
$
(25 1/2 x 20)
1112 Hassarn, Childe:
Girl Standing by Mantel
$
(o/w, 7 x 10)
1117
Paris: Cabs in Snow
$
(1888, o/w, 9 3/4 x 6 1/4)
1177 Kisling, Moise:
Reclining Nude
$
(32 x 53 3/4)
1113 Paffaelli, Jean F: Au Bois de Boulogne
$
(o/w, 9 1/2 x 4 1/2)
1163 Chirio, Giorgio de: Chevaux Sur la Plage Antique £
(29 x 36)
1178 Avery, Milton:
Mother and Child
$
(1943, 48 x 32)
1143 Dufy, Jean:
Boats
$
(24 x 18)
1115 Dufy, Raoul:
Taormina
$
(w/c & g, 19 x 24 1/2)
1152 Grosz, George:
I woke Up in the Night and Saw
a House
$
(o/w, 26 x 20 1/2)
1169 Baffaelli, Jean F:
Votre Sant4, Mare Beautemps $
(32 x 26 1/2)
1120 Davies, Arthur B:
Four Nude Figures
$
(w/c, 17 x 22)
1147 Grosz, George:
Landscape at Point Rouge
$
(1927, 25 1/2 x 19 1/4)
1149 Lebourg, tharles A: Aux Bords de la Seine
$
(16 x 26)
1124 Signac, Paul:
Boats
$
1897, w/c, 13 x 19)
1145 Rivera, Diego M:
Still Life
$
(1916, 23 1/2 x 28 3/4)
1138 Weir, J Alden:
Bit of New England
$
(24 x 20)
1106 Bombois, Camille:
Pice dEau
$
(5 1/2 xx 8 1/2)
1151 Avery, Milton:
Profile with Flowers
$
(1944, g, 29 x 21)
1160
The Letter
$
(1944, g, 22 x 30)
1123 Cobelle, tharles:
Le Jardin des Thilleries
$
(w/c, 20 1/4 x 26 1/2)
1134 OKeefe, Georgia:
Cactus and Indian Paint Brush $
(1940, 5 3/4 x 7)
1133 Lawson, Ernest:
High Bridge over Harlem River $
(o/w, 15 1/2 x 20)
1114 Morisot, I3erthe:
Head of Little Girl
$
1144 Adrion, Lucien:
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425.
425.
400.
400.
400.
400.
375.
375.
375.
375.
375.
350.
325.
300.
300.
300.
300.
275.
275.
275.
275.
250.
250.
240.
225.
225.
225.
225.
225.
225.

SALE M: PROPER1 OF KEITh WARNER, MRS E GRUENPAUM AND OTHER CMNERS;
SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT GALERIES, 16 MARCH 1950. [Art Prices Current:
Vol
(1949 - 50); p A86 - A89.]
Artist

Title

Price $

2276 Renoir, P Auguste: Bust of a Girl
(11 x 12)
2282 Degas, H Edgar:
Ferrine Sa Toilette
(p, 24 1/2 x 19)
2247 Renoir, P Auguste: Landscape
(12 1/2 x 16)
Head of Christ
2281 Rouault, Georges:
(25 x 18 1/2)
2280 Utrillo, Maurice:
La Maison de Mimi Pinson
(18 x 22)
2273 Rousseau, H (le Douarinier) :Le Grand-Pare
(16 x 12 3/4)
Blue
2242 Chagall, Marc:
(26 x 14)
2272 Chagall, Marc:
Flowers
(26 x 21 1/2)
2260 Weber, Max:
The Manuscript
(1943, 26 x 32)
2270 Utrillo, Maurice:
Dimanche
(14 1/2 x 19)
2258 Chagal 1, Marc:
Midnight Rendezvous
(1926, g, 18 3/4 x 24 1/4)
2269 Edzard, Dietz:
Au Bois de Boulogue
(20 x 26)
2229 Mann, John:
Fisherman and Boats
(1939, w/c, 17 3/4
/ x 23 1/4)
2267 Soutine, Chaim;
La Boeuf Accroche
(26 x 20)
2274 Utrillo, Maurice:
La Tourelle
(21 1/2 x 25 1/2)
2252 Chirico, Giorgio de: Piazza
(23 1/2 x 15 1/4)
2223 Bonnard, Pierre:
Still Life with Roses
(w/c, 20 x 16 3/4)
2263 Utrillo, Maurice:
Street in Montmartre
(21 1/2 x 18)
Fillette Dans un Fauleuil
2256 Cassatt, Mary:
(18 x 15)
2245 Rouault, Georges:
Christ in the Market Place
(1930, g, 14 3/4 x 11/3/4)
2265
Passion 92
(g, 21 1/2 x 16 1/2)
2254 Vlarni.nck, Maurice de:Bouquet
(16 1/4 x 13)
Roses
2261
(18 1/4 x 13)
2221 Renoir, P Auguste: Paysage
(7 1/2 x 9 1/2)
2275 Vlarninck, Maurice de:Still Life
(27 1/4 x 28)
2233 Vuillard, Edouard: Woman with a Blue pron
(o/w, 8 3/4 x 6 3/4)
2235 Rouault, Georges:
Clown
458

3,700.
2,700.
2,000.
1,900.
1,800.
1,700.
1,250.
1,200.
1,150.
1,100.
1,000.
1,000.
1,000.
1,000.
1,000.
900.
850.
800.
775.
700.
700.
700.
700.
675.
650.
625.
550.

(16 x 11)
The Watermill
(22 x 18)
2239 Laurencin, Marie:
Fleurs Dans un Vase
(1940, 18 x 14 1/2)
2228 Utrillo, Maurice:
Menilmontant
(1923, g, 12 1/4 x 14)
2268 Adrion, Lucien:
La Plage Nice
(1929, 29 x 36)
2243 Dufy, Jean:
Still Life
(g, 23 1/2 x 17 3/4)
2227 Dufy, Raoul:
Girls and Horses at the Beach
(w/c, 19 3/4 x 25 1/4)
2225 Mann, John:
Landscape
(w/c, 16 x 13 1/4)
2234 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Les Champs de Bretagne
(15 x 18)
2232 Bartbois, Camille:
Le Pont
(9 1/2 x 13 3/4)
2231 Segonzac, Andre D de:La Midinette
(o/w, 13 3/4 x 10 1/2)
2241 Bornbois, Camille:
Snowscape
(16 x 13)
2251 Brook, Alexander:
Lady Apples
(1930, 16 1/4 x 20)
2230 Dufy, Raoul:
On the Thrf
(w/c, 18 1/2 x 24 3/4)
/
2283 Hel ion Jean:
L 'Honue au Journal
(1943, 43 x 29)
2237 Derain, Andre:
Portrait of a Woman
(18 x 15)
2255 Kisling, Moise:
Flowers
(29 x 21)
2238 Chirico, Giorgio de: Au Bond de la Mar
(13 1/4 x 18 1/4)
2220 Bombois, Camille:
La Baigneuse
(6 1/4 x 8 3/4)
2219 thirico, Giorgio de: Fquestrian Compostion
(g, 11 x 14 1/2)
2249 Masson, Andre:
Paysage an Forme de Poissons
(14 x 18)
2288 Derain, Andre:
Portrait of a Young Girl
(o/w, 26 x 21)
2226 Laurencin, Marie:
Girl in Blue
(13 1/2 x 10 1/2)
2257 Austin, Darrel:
The Dancer
(1943, p, 20 x 12)
2259 Avery, Milton:
Beach Umbrellas
(1944, g, 22 x 30)
2271 Dufy, Jean:
View of the Louvre
(1928, 23 1/2 x 28 3/4)
2222 Dufy, Raoul:
Thees
(w/c, 17 1/4 x 21 1/2)
2253 Friesz, Othon:
Paysage
(1935, 21 1/2 x 25 1/2)
2284 Adrion, Lucien:
Place de 1 'Opra
(1938, 29 x 36 1/2)
2248 Coubine, Othon:
Flowers
(29 x 23 1/2)
2246 Derain, Andre:
Nude Seated
2250 Bornbois, Camille:
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500.
475.
475.
450.
450.
450.
450.
450.
325.
325.
300.
300.
300.
300.
275.
275.
250.
225.
225.
225.
200.
200.
175.
175.
175.
175.
175.
150.
150.
150.

(11 x 8 12)
La Plage a Nice
£24 1/2 x 30)
A la Plage
(1930, 24 x 29)
chirico, Giorigio de:Les Astrologues
(47 x 21 1/4)
Paysage Rocheux
Courbet,Gustave:
(o/w, 11 3/4 x 6 1/2)
Standing Nude
Grosz, George:
(1940, 24 x 16)
Nude Bathing
Hassam, Childe:
(1909, o/w, 8 1/2 x 5 1/2)
La Toilette
Pascin, Jules:
(25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
/
Segonzac, Andre D de:Landscape
(o/w, 9 3/4 x 13)
Blatas, Arbit:
Young Artist
(29 x 24)
Myers, Jerome:
Summer Festival
(1934, 24 1/2 x 40)
Busquets, Jean:
Parc du Bagatelle
(24 x 29)
Kisling, Moise:
Alpine Landscape
(22 x 15 1/4)
Kronberg, Louis:
Mlle de la Rocke
(24 x 18)
Lawson, Ernest:
Bright Day in Spain
(18 x 22)
Nu Couch
Coubine, Othon:
(24 x 28 1/2)
Davies, Arthur B: Hours and the Freedom of the
Fields
(18 x 30)
Morning, Cape Cod
Grosz, George:
(1939, 2w/c, 13 3/4 x 18)
Childs Play
Hayter, William:
(1934, w/c, 25 x 24)

1150 Adrion, Lucien:

$ 200.

1153

$ 200.

1176
1121
1141
1107
1140
1111
1181
1184
1154
1135
1183
1137
1156
1136
1130
1128
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$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 200.
$ 175.
$ 175.
$ 160.
$ 150.
$ 150.
$ 150.
$ 125.
$

125.

$ 110.
$ 100.

2240 Avery, Milton:
2278

(22 x 8 1/4)
Still if e with Lemons
(1945, 18 x 23 1/2)
Master and Pupil
(1944, g, 30 x 22)
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125.
125.
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(1880, 33 1/4 x 61)
450 Raffaelli, Jean F: At the Outskirts of a Town
16 1/4 x 16 1/2)
447 Geurjon, Claude:
Biise St Pierre et Sacre Coeur
de tntinartre (1950, 20 x 24)
476 Laurencin, Marie:
Girl
(13 1/2 x 9 3/4)
472 Gall, Francois:
Au Cafe
(18 x 22)
444 Grosz, George:
Weilnachszeit
(1925, w/c, 25 1/2 x 38 1/4)
449 Villacres, A:
Le Pantheon, Paris
(20
24)
477 De Nittis, Giuseppe: Las Ecjuipages
(4 x 6 3/4)
431 Chariot, Jean:
Yucatan Famiiy
(1933, 6 x 6)
432 Chariot, Jean:
Syrrmetry
(1933, 8 x 6)
452 La Sidaner, Henri A: Garden Gate
(33 x 27)
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300.
275.
275.
260.
225.
225.
210.
200.
200.
200.

SALE 0: PROPERTY OF A PHILADELPHHIA PRIVATE COLLEL"IOR, RUSSELL R
BRCN, ADOLPH INGRE AND OTHERS; SALE AT PARKE-BERNE'IT GALLERIES, 22
APRIL 1954.
1Tr,*

Artist

Title

Price $

Baigneurs et Baigneuses
(8 x 15 3/4)
Orphe Charme les Humains
2623 Corot, Camille:
(16 1/2 x 24)
Paysage Pres de Cagnes
2620 Renoir,P Auguste:
(14 x 18)
2618 Van Gogh, Vincent: La Chaumiere Sous les Arbres
(19 1/2 x 18)
Les Petits Cavaliers
2617 Manet, Edouard:
(18 1/2 x 30 1/2)
Head of Christ
2621 Rouault, Georges:
(23 1/4 x 20 1/2)
Landscape Through a Window
2605 Bonnard, Pierre:
(24 x 13)
2613 ¶Itulouse-Lautrec, H: Domestique et Lad Pranenant
des Chevaux
(1880, 12 x 19 3/4)
Mntrnartre
2622 Utrillo, Maurice:
(25 x 36 1/2)
Faubourg de Paris
2616 Signac, Paul:
(1883, 28 3/4 x 36 1/4)
2611 Segonzac, Andre D de:Paysage
(20 x 25 1/2)
2606 Pissarro, Camille: Deux Paysannes
(1889, g, 13 1/2 x 9 1/2)
2595 Pissarro, Camille: Gardeuses de Vaches Eragny
(1890, o/w, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2)
2597 Vlaniinck, Maurice de:Still Life
(22 x 15)
Scene d'Hiver
2615 Utrillo, Maurice:
(24 x 31 1/2)
2591 Renoir, P Augiiste: Still Life
(8 1/4 x 10 1/2)
2609 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Winter Landscape
(22 x 26)
Glouscester, Mass
2593 Hassam, Childe:
(1917, o/w, 10 1/2 x 14)
Prof il: Le Diaphane
2608 Redon, Olilon:
(p, 15 x 14 1/4)
Harlequin
2598 Laurencin, Marie:
(1940, 24 x 19 3/4)
Souvenir
2607 Ensor, James:
(1926, 28 x 24)
The Woman Taken in Adultery
2586 Pippin, Horace:
(20 1/4 x 24 1/4)
2601 Vlarninck, Maurice de:Marine
(26 x 32)
Jeune Fille
2630 Laurencin, Marie:
(46 x 35)
Landscape at Gethsemane
2589 Rouault, Georges:
(o/w, 9 x 13)
On Horseback by the Seaside
2614 Lieberman, Max:
(27 1/2 x 39 1/2)
2619 Cezanne, Paul:
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10,000.
9,000.
6,000.
5,500.
5,250.
5,000.
4,300.
4,000.
3,800.
2,750.
2,600.
2,250.
2,100.
1,900.
1,850.
1,650.
1,400.
1,350.
1,350.
1,200.
1,100.
950.
950.
900.
825.
800.

2583 Rouault, Georges:

750.

Clown

(16 x 11)
Trees In Autumn
2587 Cross, H Edrrnd:
(o/w, 11 1/4 x 15 1/4)
Lac d i7½nnecy
2603 Friesz, Othon:
(23 1/2 x 29)
St Tropez
2628 Picabia:
(32 x 39 1/2)
Violette Heymann
2599 Redon, O3ilon:
(12 x 9)
Son Fils
2600 Guillarnin, Armand:
(21 3/4 x 18)
The Promised Land
2631 Hassam, Childe:
(o/w, 6 x 16 3/4)
Moscone Bianco
2588 Caffe, Nino:
(o/w, 14 x 25)
Jeune Fille
2610 Kisling, Moise:
(39 1/4 x 29)
2582 Eisendieck, Suzanne: Dirnanche ^ la Marne
(18 x 21 1/2)
La Dame aux Faucons
2596 Foujita, T:
(1948, t, 25 1/2 x 17)
Still Life
2590 Buffet, Bernard:
(1950, 20 x 25 1/2)
Jeunes Filles et Chien
2629 Edzard, Dietz:
(22 1/2 x 18)
2581 Laurencin, Marie:
Young Girl
(18 x 15)
Abstract
2584 Lager, Fernand:
(1938, g, 13 x 16 1/4)
Finistere
2612 Moret, Henry:
(1909, 29 x 23 1/2)
Jeune Fille
2592 Edzard, Dietz:
(16 x 13)
La Marie de Bievres
2625 Adrion, Lucien:
(1940, 26 3/4 x 46)
2627 Grau-Sala, Eilio: At the Aquarium
(23 1/2 x 29)
Abstraction
2576 Lager, Fernand:
(1938, g, 11 1/2 x 8 1/2)
Cafe
de la Paix
2602 Adrion, Lucien:
(25 1/2 x 31 3/4)
2594 Hartley, Marsden:
Sagebrush, New Maxico
(1918, p, 17 1/2 x 27)
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650.
650.
650.
650.
525.
525.
500.
500.
450.
450.
425.
425.
425.
375.
375.
325.
400.
325.
300.
250.
250.

SALE P: PROPERTY OF ARTHUR BRADLEY CAMPBELL; SALE AT PAR E-BERNETI'
GALLERIES, 27 OCTOBER 1954.
No* Artist

Title

Price $

Le Vieux bulin, Prs de Cannes
(26 x 32 1/2)
The Water Can
Cezanne, Paul:
(10 1/2 x 13 3/4)
Modigliani, Pjredeo: Raimondo
(o/w, 20 1/4 x 13)
Nu au Fauteuil
Matisse, Henri:
(18 1/8 x 15)
Blue Interior
Matisse, Henri:
(1947, 25 1/2 x 21)
Le Conptier
Picasso, Pablo:
(22 x 18)
Still Life with Fruit
Braque, Georges:
(13 3/4 x 25 1/2)
Still Life
Braque, Georges:
(9 1/2 x 13 3/4)
Clowns and Flowers
Rouault, Georges:
(19 7/8 x 14)
Still Life with Wicker Basket
Derain, Andre:
(21 3/4 x 18)
Cirque Medrano
Picasso, Pablo:
(18 1/2 x 15)
Rouault, Georges:
Head of Clown
(1930, P & o, 11 x 8)
Laurencin, Marie:
Les Deux Soeurs
(1930, 26 x 21 3/4)
Still Life
Harnett, William:
(1878, 12 x 10)
Homer, Winslow:
Lady on Hillside
(g, 6 x 8 1/2)
Dali, Salvador:
Cardinal, Cardinal
(t & o/w, 6 1/4 x 8 3/4)
Benton, Thomas Hart: After Many Days
(o/w, 31 x 21)
Hinky Dinky Parley Voo
Cadnius, Paul:
(o & t, 36 1/2 x 36)
Desert Woman
Kuniyoshi, Yasuo:
(c, 16 x 16 x 12 1/4)
The Shower
Cadmus, Paul:
(t, 14 3/4 x 14 3/4)
The Tree
Austin, Darrel:
(20x24)
Masson, Andre:
La Sorcire
(1942, t & o, 36 x 25)
Matta, Sebastian A: Thorie de 1 'Arbre
(29 1/2 x 37 1/2)
Killer in Costume
Martin, Fletcher:
(1942, 42 x 30 1/4)
Avery, Milton:
Swans C a Lake
(36 x 28)

397 Soutine, Chaim:
396
392
398
390
391
393
388
395
400
394
389
399
380
382
379
383
385
384
381
386
387
402
404
401
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20,500.
19,000.
15,250.
13,750.
12,000.
9,800.
9,750.
4,600.
4,500.
4,100.
4,000.
3,000.
2,500.
2,200.
2,200.
2,000.
1,100.
1,050.
1,050.
1,000.
900.
800.
500.
400.
325.

SALE Q: PROPERTY OF OLIVER P JAMES AND OTHERS; SALE AT PARKEBERNE G1LLERIES, 19 OCIJBER 1955.
r* Artist

Title

Price $

240246 Various Old Masters
247252 Early Renaissance

600.4,000.

Nativit
(1902, 17 1/2 x 24 1/2)
La Drarne
272 Daumier, Honore:
(8 1/4 x 13 1/4)
Fente aux Mineuses
282 Bonnard, Pierre:
(19 x 24 1/2)
280 Cezanne, Paul:
La Toilette
(14 1/8 x 10 7/8)
269 Manet, Edouard:
Quattre Mandarines
(7 1/2 x 9 1/2)
Christ et la Pauvre
279 Rouault, Georges:
(24 1/2 x 19)
274 Soutine, Chaim:
Still Life
(21 3/4 x 15)
268 Matisse, Henri:
Gorges du Loup
(18 1/4 x 32)
La Guitaure Noire
275 Gris, Juan:
(1926, 19 3/4 x 29)
278 Braque, Georges:
Nature Morte
(15 x 21 3/4)
277 Picasso, Pablo:
Ferrite Endormie
(18 1/4 x 21 1/2)
258 Prendergast, Maurice:Sunset and Sea Fog
(18 x 29 1/2)
Signs and Thansfiguration
276 Miro, Joan:
(1949, 20 x 24 1/4)
273 Matisse, Henri:
Tate de Ferrite: Lorette
(13 x 9 1/2)
266 Dufy, Raoul:
Square at Hyeres
(18 1/4 x 21 1/2)
267 MDndrian, Piet:
Abstraction
(1927, 14 x 14)
283 Picasso, Pablo:
La Cabine de Bain
(8 5/8 x 6 1/4)
271 Courbet, Gustave:
Dr Muret
(1875, o/w, 19 1/2 x 13 1/2)
270 Gericault, Theodore: Study of Nude Man
(9 x 11 3/4)
260 Tamayo, Ruffino:
The Toast
(1945, 20 x 26)
,
264 Segonzac, Andre D de:Nature MDrte
(w/c, 18 x 22)
La Nugue
285 Derain, Andre:
(15 x 13)
261 Tanguy, Yves:
L'Arche du Soleil
(1947, 18 x 15)
284 Lager, Fernand:
Nature Mz)rte: Tronc d iZ\rbre
(15 x 22)
259 Grosz, George:
Approaching Storm
281 Gauguin, Paul:
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24,000.
18,000.
17,500.
15,500.
12,500.
11,250.
10,000.
8,750.
6,750.
6,500.
5,000.
4,400.
4,250.
4,000.
4,250.
2,600.
2,600.
2,500.
2,500.
2,500.
2,350.
1,500.
1,400.
1,200.
950.

253 O'Keefe, Georgia
254 OKeefe, Georgia
257 Dove, Arthur B:
255 Dove, Arthur B:
256 Davis,Stuart:
263 Masson, Andr:
262 Davis, Lew:
265 Lur?at, Jean:

(20 x 23)
Canadian Barn
(9 x 12)
Abstraction: Red and Black
Night (o/w, 12 1/2 x 9 1/2)
Flour Mill - No 1
(18 x 12)
Route 25-A
(11 x 17)
Matches - No 2
(g/w, 1 x 14)
Enfant a la Bougie
(1944, t & sand, 10 x 12 5/8)
Street Belc the Pit
(1940, o/w, 16 x 20)
Coucher de Soleil sur la Mer
(o/w, 8 x 13 1/2)
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950.
900.
800.
650.
500.
450.
450.
250.
225.

PROPERTY OF F D HEASTAND, JOHN WHITNEY (DCSD), MJR'ION G
SALE R:
SALE AT PARKE-BERNETP GALLERIES, 25 JANUARY
NEUMANN (A cIrHERS);
1956.
Artist
1623 Monet, Claude:
1622 Sisley, Alfred:
1621 Corot, Camille:
1620 Signac, Paul:
1619 Rouault, Georges:

Title

Price $

LEglise Sur la Falaise,
Varengevil le
(1882, 26 x 32 1/4)
Le Barrage de la Machine
Marly (1873, 15 x 24)
La Soir au Lac d'Albano
(15 x 23)
Seine at Argenteuil
(1890, 23 x 35 1/2)
Le Pierrot
(16 1/4 x 12)

Fleurs
(1887, 14 x 11 3/4)
Eglise de St Severin
1613 Utrillo, Maurice:
(24 x 20)
1628 De Chirico, Giorgio: Le Rivage de la Thessalie
(36 1/4 x 29)
Strawberry Ice Cream
1614 Tarnayo, Ruffino:
(23 1/2 x 35 1/2)
Monhegan Island, Maine
1617 Bellows, George:
(o/w, 18 x 21 3/4)
Relaxation
1597 Kuniyoshi, Yasuo:
(16 x 12)
Le Maquis Montmartre
1593 Utrillo, Maurice:
(15 x 18)
Bateaux Sur la Seine
1587 Signac, Paul:
(9 1/2 x 12 1/2)
1571 Vuillard, Edouard: Interior with Two Figures
(p, 10 3/8 x 15 1/8)
1574 Vuillard, Edouard: La Danse
(p, 18 x 24 1/2)
Cavalcade
Fantastique
1567 Dali, Salvador:
(1953, w/c, 19 1/2 x 29 1/2)
Labyrinth
1615 Dali, Salvador:
(1941, 16 x 25)
Sea Forms
1594 Ernst, Max:
(21 1/4 x 25 1/2
Jeune Fille
1595 Laurencin, Marie:
(16 x 13)
Dancing Clowns
1598 Luks, George B:
(18 x 24 1/2)
The Harbour
1560 Marquet, Albert:
(w/c, 11 x 15)
The Fisherman
1592 Bombois, Camille:
(13 1/4 x 18 1/4)
Still Life
1596 Kisling, Moise:
(21 3/4 x 18)
1606 De Chirico, Giorgio: Two Figures
(26 x 19 1/2)
Park Landscape
1584 Valtat, Louis:
(10 3/4 x 13 3/4)
Girl with Yellow Hat
1625 Avery, Milton:
1599 Fantin-Latour, H:
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10,000.
10,000.
5,250.
3,250.
3,100.
2,700.
2,500.
1,950.
1,700.
1,500.
1,500.
1,500.
1,450.
1,200.
1,100.
1,000.
900.
750.
750.
700.
700.
675.
625.
600.
600.
575.

(1944, 36 x 52)
Sunset
Over Long Island
1585 O'Keefe, Georgia:
(9 3/4 x 13 3/4)
Une Ferrrre Couronne
1586 Laurencin, Marie:
14 x 10 1/2)
St
Tropez
1605 Kisling, Mcise:
(1918, 25 1/2 x 32)
1631 Twachtirn, John H: Winter Landscape
(22 1/4 x 22 1/4)
Jewelbearing Thee of Amity
1611 Davies, Arthur B:
(18 1/2 x 40)
Bathing Nudes
1608 Eilshemius
(1916, 22 x 29 3/4)
Jeune Fille
1559 Laurencin, Marie
(w/c, 12 1/4 x 9 1/4)
Day
of Good Fortune
1602 Davies, Arthur B:
(18 x 30)
Guilty Cats
1609 De Diego, Julio:
(1944, o/w, 30 x 24)
1612 Sutherland, Graham: Head
(1952, 36 x 28)
Mexican Scenes
1635 Rey, Lopez:
(1946, o/w, 12 x 16)
Young Girl
590 Laurencin, Marie:
(16 x 13)
Jeune Fille au Bois
1589 Edzard, Dietz:
(16 x 12 1/2)
Berlin Street Scene
1577 Grosz, George:
(w/c, 26 1/2 x 18 1/2)
Rocks at Appledore
1570 Hassam, Childe
(1911, w/c, 10 3/4 x 15)
Brooklyn Bridge
1636 Wilson, Solaron:
(24 x 18)
Paysage de Tour
1632 Dufy, Jean:
(g & w/c, 21 3/4 x 17 1/4)
1627 Cikovsky, Nicolai: Long Island Landscape
(1945, 18 x 28)
Solitaire
1580 Clemens, Paul:
(10 x 8)
Swans on a Lake
1610 Avery, Milton:
(36 x 28)
Dancing Group
1568 Davies, Arthur B:
(w/c, 20 x 8)
Dance Band
1576 Dufy, Jean:
(w/c, 13 x 23 1/2)
Scouts
1624 Eilshemius
(40 1/2 x 61)
Le Plat de Fruits
1633 Cairoin, Charles:
(15 x 22)
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575.
550.
525.
525.
475.
475.
475.
450.
450.
450.
440.
425.
400.
350.
350.
350.
300.
275.
250.
250.
250.
225.
225.
175.

SALE S:
PROPERTY OF GEORGES LtJRCY; SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
G1LLERIES, 7 NOVU'IBER 1957.

No* Artist

Title

Price $

625 Renoir, P Auguste: La Serre
(1874, 23 1/4 x 28 3/4)
Mau Taporo
622 Gauguin, Paul:
(1892, 35 x 26)
619 Toulouse-Lautrec, H: Aux Ambassadeurs, Gens Chics
(g/c, 31 x 25 1/2)
Ferrme Dans un Jardin
605 Monet, Claude:
(1881, 33 1/4 x 26 1/2)
Still Life with Cat
610 Bonnard, Pierre:
(1920, 35 1/2 x 29 1/2)
590 Vuillard, Edouard: Aux Thilleries
(1900, o/w, 14 1/4 x 13)
629 Toulouse-Lautrece, H:Aristide Bruant aux
Ambassadeurs
(g & w/c, 54 1/2 x 36 1/2)
595 Pissarro, Camille: Le Pont Neuf, Paris
(1901, 28 3/4 x 36 1/4)
Ferm Nue
621 Bonnard, Pierre:
(29 x 17 3/4)
Danseuses
614 Degas, H Edgar:
(p, 24 1/2 x 17)
617 Renoir, P Auguste: Roses
(18 x 21 1/2)
La Loing ^ Moret
618 Sisley, Alfred:
(1888, 28 x 36)
634 Degas, H Edgar:
Danseuses Russes
(P, 21 x 13 1/4)
624 Monet, Claude:
Le Bassin aux Nympheas a
Givepiy (1903, 40 x 28 1/2)
609 Sisley, Alfred:
Entree du Village des Sablons
(1888, 23 x 30 1/2)
600 Sigriac, Paul:
Beach Scene, St Brieuc
(1888, 24 x 36)
616 Sisley, Alfred:
River Landscape
(15 x 18)
585 Braque, Georges:
Dens le Boudoir
(13 x 21 1/2)
Ferrne au Voile Rouge et
578 Gauguin, Paul:
Soleils
(o/w, 7 x 10 1/2)
Beach at Deauville
594 Boudin, Eugene:
(1892, 20 x 29 1/2)
599 Boudin, Eugene:
Venice
(1895, 19 1/2 x 28 1/2)
Paris
632 Dufy, Raoul:
(1934, 76 x 61)
593 Renoir, P Auguste: I4ne La Brun et sa Fille
(8 1/4 x 6 3/4)
Arbre Dans le Chemin Creux
604 Derain, Andr:
(16 x 13)
628 Soutine, chaim:
Paysage aux Vaches
(o/w, 14 x 25 1/2)
602 Pissarro, Camille: La Chemin de Halage, Pontoise
(1879, 21 1/2 x 18)
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200,000.
180,000.
95,000.
92,000.
70,000.
70,000.
62,000.
57,000.
50,000.
50,000.
37,500.
37,500.
35,000.
35,000.
35,000.
31,000.
31,000.
25,000.
24,000.
23,000.
23,000.
26,000.
22,500.
22,000.
19,000.
18,000.

631 Gauguin, Paul:

Paris: L'Qmiibus de Vaugirard
(1884, 24 1/2 x 32 1/2)
607 Sigriac, Paul:
River Scene
(18 x 25 3/4)
635 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Le Potager
(32 x 39)
608 Vlaminck, Maurice de:La Chaumiere
(28 1/2 x 36)
Harbour of Thouville
581 Boudin, Eugene:
(1897, o/w, 12 1/4 x 16)
Le Violoniste Sous les Roses
613 Chagall, Marc:
(g, 24 1/2 x 19 1/2)
Le Saucisson
584 Braques, Georges:
(9 1/2 x 14)
633 Chagall, Marc:
L'Esprit des Roses
(36 x 28 1/2)
582 Renoir, P Auguste: Still Life: Fruit
(11 3/4 x 15 1/4)
612 Dufy, Raoul:
Chambre Sur la Mar
(18 x 15)
580 Boudin, Eugene:
Deauville
(1882, 14 1/4 x 22 3/4)
606
Tourgeville
(1893, 14 1/4 x 22 3/4)
597 Picasso, Pablo:
Still Life
(coloured crayon, 24 x 17 1/2)
601 Utrillo, Maurice:
Avenue des Ternes, Paris
(1924, 15 x 22 3/4)
611 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Still Life
(25 x 19 1/2)
620 Cross, H Edirond:
Paysage
(29 x 36)
630 Boudin, Eugene:
Petite Rade
(1894, o/w, 16 x 12 3/4)
592 Picasso, Pablo:
Intrieur
(1919, 13 1/4 x 9 1/2)
603 Vlaniinck, Maurice de:Still Life
(30 x 25)
615 Valadon, Suzanne:
La Vachre
(1922, 24 x 29)
598 Chagall, Marc:
In the Alps
(g, 25 x 19 1/2)
637 Derain, Andre:
Dancers
(w/c, 24 x 29 1/2)
626 Dufy, Raoul:
Fontaine de Vence
(25 1/2 x 21)
627 Segonzac, Andre D de:Paysage
(20 1/2 x 31 1/2)
586 Boudin, Eugene:
Fishermen on the Beach
(o/w, 4 3/4 x 9 1/2)
596 Derain, Andre:
Vase de Fleurs
(21 3/4 x 18)
638 Dufy, Raoul:
Paysage MJntagneux
(21 x 25 1/4)
583 Renoir, P Auguste: Still Life: Fish
(6 3/4 x 15)
623 Vlarninck, Maurice de:Still Life
(20 1/2 x 17 1/2)
636 Guillamin, Armand: Paysage dHiver
(29 x 36)
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17,500.
17,500.
17,000.
13,000.
12,500.
12,500.
12,000.
12,000.
12,000.
10,500.
10,000.
10,000.
10,000.
10,000.
9,500.
9,000.
8,000.
8,000.
8,000.
7,750.
7,500.
6,500.
6,000.
6,000.
5,500.
5,500.
5,500.
5,500.
5,500.
5,000.

586 Boudin, Eugene:
579 Vuillard, Edouard:
591 Dufy, Raoul:
576 Pissarro, Camille:

Fishing Fleet
(o/w, 4 x 9 3/4)
Chanteuse en Rouge
(p, 21 x 8)
Palazzo Ducale, Venice
(1938, g & w/c, 19 1/2 x 25)
Port of Le Havre
(1903, 7 1/2 x 11 1/2)
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4,500.
4,250.
4,000.
4,000.

PROPERTY OF GEORGES LURCY; SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
SALE T:
GALLERIES, 8 & 9 NOVE4BER 1957.
No* Artist

Price $

Title

Three Graces
(1952, w/c, 39 1/2 x 29 1/2)
New York Harbour
684 Dufy, Raoul:
(1937, w/c, 19 x 25)
Eagle in Flight
686 Derain, Andre:
(crayon & w/c, 18 1/2 x 24)
Miie Georges Benard
712 Laurencin, Marie:
(36 x 25)
Still Life: Blue Flowers
704 Chagall, Marc:
(w/c, 26 x 20)
La Nyniphe
698 Laurencin, Marie:
(1938, w/c, 18 1/2 x 15 1/2)
688 Segonzac, Andre D de:Le Port de Toulon
(w/c, 18 1/2 x 24)
680 Utrillo, Maurice: La Caserne de Lourcine,
Boulevard du Port-Royal
(1923, g, 10 x 13 1/4)
Bridge on Seine
711 Friesz, Othon:
(25 1/2 x 19)
MDorish Groom with Horse
713 Dedreux, Alfred:
(1958, 25 1/2 x 31)
702 Segonzac, Andre D de:Baigneuse au Soleil
(15 x 21 1/2)
River Landscape
700 Marquet, Albert:
(20 3/4 x 25 1/4)
Vue Sur Cannes
706 Van Dongen, Kees:
(32 x 39)
Canal
672 Sisley, Alfred:
(o/w, 4 3/4 x 5 3/4)
Hiver,
Alpes Francaises
682 Marquet, Albert:
o/w, 12 3/4 x 16)
709 Laurencin, Marie: Lady
(1913, 36 1/4 x 28 1/2)
Usine et Viaduc
690 Marquet, Albert:
(15 x 18 1/2)
699 Segonzac, Andre D de:River Landscape
(w/c, 14 1/2 x 20 1/2)
Nature MDrte
707 Dufresne, C:
(41 x 41)
Entrance to Wood
697 Kisling, MDise:
(28 1/2 x 21 1/2)
683 Segonzac, Andre D de:Eglise de Province
(w/c, 11 3/4 x 18 1/4)
Romance
678 Vertes, Marcel:
(1942, 15 x 18)
666 Gromaire, Marcel: Thees
(1927, w/c, 12 1/2 x 9 1/2)
677 De la Fresnaye, R: Landscape
(o/w, 9 1/2 x 13 1/2)
Still Life
687 Vertes, Marcel:
(18 1/4 x 12 1/4)
708 Dufrenoy, Georges: Winter Scene
(36 x 28 1/2)
Girl
681 Vertes, Marcel:
(w/c, 23 x 19 1/2)
705 Dali, Salvador:
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5,000.
3,700.
3,500.
2,750.
2,700.
2,600.
2,500.
2,500.
2,400.
2,000.
2,000.
1,800.
1,800.
1,800.
1,550.
1,400.
1,400.
1,300.
1,100.
1,100.
1,050.
900.
850.
800.
700.
600.
125.

PROPERTY OF MRS HENRY JOHN HEINZ II,
MYRON J ISRAEL,
SALE U:
H E HUGUES LE GALLAIS, JOSEPH PFrERS AND OTHER; SALE AT PARKEBERNEI'P GALLERIES, 19 MARCH 1958.
No* Artist

Title

Price $

Corbeille de Fleurs
(19 x 24)
2824 Pissarro, Camille: Aprs-Midi, Soleil, Rouen
(1896, 21 1/2 x 25 3/4)
Le Moulin
2843 Signac, Paul:
(1896, 25 1/2 x 31 3/4)
2821 Corot, Camille:
Italienne de Prof ii, Une Cruche
Sur la Tete (18 1/2 x 13 1/2)
Reclining Nude
2830 Matisse, Henri:
(25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
Bois de Clamart
2842 Soutine, Uiaim:
(32 x 20)
Landscape by Sea
2849 Corot, Camille:
(38 3/4 x 51)
2820 Renoir, P Auguste: Lltalienne
(9 x 8)
2845 Vlarninck, Maurice de:Cour de Ferrne
(25 1/2 x 31 1/2)
2837 Vuillard, Edouard: FenaTe avec Chien Favori
(p/p, 29 1L2 x 23)
Paysage Pres de Cagnes
2846 Soutine, Chaim:
(14 3/4 x 22 1/2)
Abstraction
2818 Gris, Juan:
(19 1/2 x 13 1/2)
2823 Renoir, P Auguste: Apples
(9 1/4 x 13 3/8)
2831 Soutine, Chaim:
Artists Studio
(18 x 22)
2848 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Landscape with Farmhouses
(21 1/2 x 25 1/2)
2841 Kirchner, Ernst L: Houses in Sertigal
(36 x 47)
2839 Derain, Andr:
Nature Morte
(18 x 21 1/2)
Paysage Biblique
2840 Rouault, Georges:
(20 x 25 1/2)
2854 Redon, Odilon:
Rose Windc (Le Vitrail)
36 1/4 x 29)
Eglise de Couchey (Cote d Or)
2844 Utrillo, Maurice:
(15 1/2 x 18 1/4)
Vieil Arbre
2847 Lorjou, Bernard:
(1956, 39 1/2 x 29)
2850 Valtat, Louis:
Fenine Assise
(28 1/2 x 36 1/4)
Street in Montmartre
2834 Utrillo, Maurice:
(14 1/2 x 11 1/2)
Plage Thouville
2819 Boudin, Eugene:
(o/w, 7 1/4 x 10 1/4)
Alter Mann und Weib
2827 Nolde, Enil:
(31 x 27 1/2)
Montmartre with Sacre Coeur
2838 Utrillo, Maurice:
(11 x 14)
Blue Mountain
2805 Mann, John:
2832 Gauguin, Paul:
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54,000.
40,000.
25,000.
16,000.
11,000.
10,000.
9,000.
9,000.
9,000.
8,600.
7,000.
6,750.
6,000.
5,550.
5,000.
4,500.
4,250.
4,250.
4,000.
4,000.
3,750.
3,750.
3,500.
3,400.
3,100.
3,100.
2,800.

(1910, w/c, 15 x 18)
Fri:ne, Oiseau, Etoile
(g/linen, 8 x 19 1/2)
2826 Jawlensky, Alexej: Lady with Blue Hat
(25 1/4 x 19 3/4)
2835 chirico, Giorgio de: La Cheval D Agarnemnon
(39 1/4 x 32)
Fleurs et Mandoline
2822 Edzard, Dietz:
(32 x 25 1/2)
Ferrne en Norrnandie
2815 Boudin, Eugene L:
(o/p,73/4x93/4)
The Dancers
2804 Derain, Andre:
(w/c, 19 x 24)
2836 Guillamin, Armand: Scene near Saardam, Holland
(24 x 28 3/4)
2829 Guillamin, Armand: Paysage
(17 x 21 1/2)
2806 Dufy, Raoul:
Mediterranean Metive
(w/c & g, 17 1/2 x 21 1/2)
2801 Klee, Paul:
Kleiner Abenteurer
(1938, w/c, 17 1/4 x 11 1/2)
2801 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Le Village
(w/c & g, 15 3/4 x 21 1/4)
2813 Boudin, Eugene L:
Harbour Scene
(5 1/4 x 8 3/4)
2866 Campigli, Massirrc: Promenade
(1956, 21 1/2 x 32)
2857 Marchand, Andr:
Nature Morte au Pot Blanc
(1944, o/w, 18 x 21 1/2)
2859 Buffet, Bernard:
Hyacinths
(1952, 26 x 18)
2817 Severini, Gino:
Still Life with Doves
(g, 9 1/2 x 14 1/2)
2810 Renoir, P Auguste: Landscape Study
(3 x 6 1/2)
2828 Wood, Grant:
American Countryside
(1931, o/w, 13 x 15)
2865 Chirico, Giorgio de: Gladiators
(18 x 13 1/4)
2833 Ensor, James:
Le Christ et les Anges
(20 x 24)
2851 Loiseau, Gustave:
Beach at Fecamp
(21 1/2 x 32 3/4)
Nus et Architectures
2855 Masson, Andre:
(28 1/2 x 36)
2868 Kisling, Moise:
Young Girl
(26 x 20)
2860 Pignon, Edouard:
Au Modiste
(1952, 25 1/2 x 32)
2814 Banbois, Camille:
Dans la Foi4t
(10 3/4 x 7 3/4)
,
2816 Derain, Andre:
Dancers
(o/w, 8 1/2 x 10 1/2)
2811 Derain, Andre:
Nature Morte sur Scene
(6 1/2 x 12 1/2)
2864 Davis, Gladys R:
Nude at Dressing Table
(30 x 25)
2872 Nicholson, Ben:
Still Life: The Pendulum
(1934, 01w, 19 1/4 x 9)
2858 Zao-Wou-Ki:
Le Chasseur
2799 Miro, Joan:
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2,600.
2,300.
2,250.
2,200.
2,000.
2,000.
2,000.
1,750.
1,700.
1,700.
1,700.
1,600.
1,400.
1,400.
1,300.
1,300.
1,100.
1,000.
900.
900.
900.
900.
850.
850.
750.
700.
600.
500.
500.
500.

2867 Bauchant, Andr:
2861 Guerin, Armand:
2872 Eilshemius
2863 Evergood, Phillip:
2869 Guerin, Armand:
2873 Maurer, Alfred:
*[Jt

Prices current: Vol

(15 x 18)
Asters
(1930, 25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
Ia Seine et les iais
(o/w, 25 x 31 1/4)
Sunday in the Park
(30 x 27)
Love Nests
(1954, 19 1/2 x 23)
Place ciu Tertre, Paris
(20 x 23 1/2)
Landscape
(o/w, 21 1/2 x 18)
(1957 - 58); P A106 - AllU.]
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400.
400.
350.
350.
350.
225.

PROPERTY OF ARNOLD KIRKEBY, SALE AT PARKE-BERNETT
SALE V:
G/-\LLERIES, 19 NOVEJ4BER 1958.
J3r*

Artist

Title

Price $
I

Garcon Couche
125,000.
(21 1/4x 25 3/4)
635 Renoir, P Auguste: Jardin a Sorrente
105,000.
(26 1/8 x 32 1/2)
630 Renoir, P Auguste: La Cousseuse
87,000.
(25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
Jean Monet dans son Berceau
632 Monet, Claude:
85,000.
(45 3/4 x 35)
639 Van Gogh, Vincent: Bateau 1 Amarre
67,500.
(18 1/4 x 21 1/2)
Deux Danseuses en Jupes Vertes,
625 Degas, H G Edgar:
Decor de Paysage (55 x 31 1/2) 66,000.
638 Modigliani, Anedeo: Gentleman
66,000.
(39 1/2 x 25 1/2)
628 Pissarro, Camille: Vue de Pontoise, la Route
d'J\nvers (1881, 22 x 36)
62,500.
648 Rouault, Georges:
crpuscu1e: Paysage Lgendaire 62,000.
(40 1/2 x 28 1/2)
646 Vlaminck, Maurice de:River Scene
60,000.
(25 1/4 x 31 1/2)
621 Bonnard, Pierre:
La Jeune Venduese de Fruits
40,000.
(23 3/4 x 18)
633 Manet, Edouard:
Ferrane Debout dans le Jardin
de Bellevue. A50 1/2 x 40)
39,000.
629 Signac, Paul:
Les Bateaux Pecheurs en
34,000.
Partance (1925, 29 x 36 1/4)
624 Morisot, Berthe:
Le Mare aux Oies
31,000.
(25 1/4 x 21)
,
634 Segonzac, Andre D de:Nature Morte aux Pannes
30,000.
(25 1/4 x 1 3/4)
627 Renoir, P Auguste: Etude de Tetes de Femnnes et
d'Enfants (21 1/4 x 17 1/2)
28,500.
622 Renoir, P Auguste: 'Ites d'Enfants
28,000.
(21 1/4 x 14 1/2)
623 Utrillo, Maurice:
Le Lapin Agile Montmartre
28,000.
(1913, o/w, 23 x 30 3/4)
631 Vuillard, Edouard: Au Bord de la Seine
22,000.
(29 1/2 x 41)
20,000.
644 Signac, Paul:
Cherbourg: Le Bassin-a-Flot
(1931, 20 3/4 x 28 3/4)
Le Pur Sang
649 Dufy, Raoul:
19,000.
(18 1/4 x 21 3/4)
17,000.
626 Bonriard, Pierre:
Aprs le Thtre
(o/w, 18 x 5)
647
17,000.
Rene
(20 x 16)
640 Utrillo, Maurice:
Une Rue de Village
17,000.
(25 1/2 x 21 1/2)
637 Utrillo, Maurice:
16,000.
Sannois (Seine-et-Oise)
(21 1/4 x 25 1/2)
636 Cezanne, Paul:

*[Art Prices Current: Vol (1958 - 59); p A25 - A28.]
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SALE W: PROiERI'Y OF RALPH M COE, F W BURNHAM AND (Y[HERS, SALE
HELD AT PARKE-BERNETr GALLERIES, 14 JANUARY 1959.

No* Artist

Title

Price $

1913 Van Gogh, Vincent: Parc de 1 'Hpital St Remi
74,000.
(25 x 19 1/2)
1907 Pissarro, Camille: Charing cross Bridge, London
40,000.
(1891, 23 1/2 x 28 3/4)
1919 Renoir, P Auguste: Au bord de la Mar
28,000.
(21 1/4 x 25 1/2)
1901 Marisot, Berthe:
Jeanne Foumanoir, with Little
Dog Colas
25,000.
(25 3/4 x 32)
1918 Courbet, Gustave:
Chateau de Chillon, Lake
of Geneva (35 x 45 1/4)
19,000.
1922 Vuillard, Edouard: Le Pagode
19,000.
(34 3/4 x 27 1/4)
1916 ?'bnet, Claude:
coastal Scene, Etretat
16,000.
(1881, 23 1/2 x 29)
1902 Redon, Qlilon:
Pot of Geranuims
15,000.
(25 1/2 x 19 3/4)
15,000.
1917 Vlaniinck, Maurice de:Le Potager
(32 x 39)
1903 Van Gogh, Vincent: Paysanne Ratissant
9,000.
(15 x 10 1/2)
1906 Derain, Andre:
Westminster: Blue and Grey
9,000.
(1906, 29 1/2 x 37)
1882 Hassam, Childe:
Brittany Cottages
8,750.
(1897, 21 1/2 x 18)
1920 Guillaumin, Armand: Agay, Le Ressac
8,500.
(Alpes Maritirrs) (26 x 32)
1915 Vlaminck, Maurice: Outgoing Fishing Fleet
8,500.
(25 3/4 x 32)
1880 Pascin, Jules:
Two English Girls
7,750.
(22 x 17)
Frrne ^ 1'Eventail
6,000.
1911 Courbet, Gustave:
(1861, 36 x 25 1/2)
5,500.
1921 Monet, Claude:
La Bruma Senlisse
(21/1/2x 29)
5,250.
1914 Guillaumin, Armand: Bay of Agay (Alpes-Maritimas)
.29 x 39 1/2)
5,250.
1912 Utrillo, Maurice:
Eqlise de Bievre (Seine)
(1927, 28 1/2 x 39 1/2)
4,250.
1884 Utrillo, Maurice:
Vue dun Chateau
(15 x 18)
4,000.
1881 Bonnard, Pierre:
Baigneuses
(o/w, 15 x 12 1/2)
4,000.
1910 Kirchner, Ernst:
Maler und Mxlell
(1921, 29 1/2 x 23 1/2)
3,800.
1878 Boudin, Eugene:
Petite Marine
(o/w, 11 x 8 1/4)
3,750.
Reclining Nude
1926 Kisling, Moise:
(32 x 53 3/4)
3,600.
Venice.
1905 Dufy, Baoul:
(1936, w/c & g, 19 3/4 x 25 3/4)
3,500.
1893 Guillaumin, Armand: Chemin Crozant
(1898, p, 19 x 21 1/2)
3,400.
1887 Moses, A M "Grandma":Horses, Horses
478

(17 1/2 x 22 1/2)
1883 Monticelli, Adolphe: Reception in Park
(o/w, 15 x 23)
Epress Eugenie and Court
1894
(o/w, 16 1/2 x 24)
La Jetes de Honfleur
1908 Valloton, Felix:
(1920, 21 1/2 x 25 3/4)
Le Panth&n et St Etienne du
1888 Vivin, Louis:
Mont, Paris. (23 1/4 x 28 3/4)
1873 Lepine, S V Edouard: Pont St Michel
(7 x 9 1/2)
1909 Von Jawlensky, Alexei:Head
(o/p, 15 3/4 x 12)
Still Life
1886 Hartley, Marsden:
(20 x 15 3/4)
Still Life
1879 Valtat, Louis:
(21 1/2 x 18)
Athens, Acropolis
1897 Dufy, Jean:
(18 x 22)
Environs de St Tropez
1889 Camoin, Charles:
(13 x 22)
1900 Daubigny, C Francois:River Landsacpe
(24 1/2 x 37)
1899 Vollon, Alexis:
La Seine
(19 3/4 x 24)
Still Life
1885 Valtat, Louis:
(22 x 18 1/2)
Skaters
1896 Ernst, Max:
(o/w, 15 3/4 x 11 3/4)
Bridge
1925 Venard, Claude:
(1955, 45 x 57 1/2)
1923 Matta, Sebastian A: Chile in Morning
(27 x 53)
Rue de l'Opra, Paris
1898 Padina-Moser, A:
(1955, 19 3/4 x 25 1/2)
Still Life
1895 Dufy, Jean:
(15 1/2 x 15 1/2)
Boats
on Stream
1877 Van Dongen, Kees:
(o/w, 11 1/4 x 7 1/2)
Le Cirque
1874 Baibois, Camille:
(7 3/4 x 10)
Cows in Pasture
1892 Boudin, Eugene:
(12 x 15 3/4)
Le Jardin
1924 Lur?at, Jean:
(1927, 32 x 46)
Le Poisson
1876 Edzard, Dietz:
(10 1/4 x 22 3/4)
*[pit Prices Current: Vol

(1958 - 1959); p A7l - A75.J
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3,250.
3,250.
3,100.
2,700.
2,100.
1,900.
1,800.
1,700.
1,650.
1,600.
1,600.
1,600.
1,400.
1,300.
1,300.
1,200.
1,100.
900.
850.
700.
800.
400.
300.

SALLE X: PROPERTY OF IAN W(X)DNER, CHARLES E I<AHR, MRS STERNSENSWARrLING, JOR4N H STERNSEN AND MRS H IRVING, SALE HELD AT PARKEBERNE'I'I' GALLERIES, 15 APRIL 1959.
* Artist

Price $

Title

Alexander Cassatt and his Son,
Robert Kelso Cassat
(1884, 39 1/2 x 32)
ai Napoleon Rouen
3270 Pissarro, Camille:
(1883, 20 1/2 x 25)
3259 Renoir, P Auguste: Jeune Garcon
(1890, 16'1/2 x 12 1/2)
La Lisire de la For4t de
3265 Sisley,Alfred:
Fontainbleau, le Matin
(23 3/4 x 29)
Still Life
3283 Picasso, Pablo:
(3945, 26 x 39)
Tete de Ferrine
3278 Picasso, Pablo:
(o/w, 25 1/4 x 21 1/4)
3267 Renoir, P Auguste: Coco
(p, 22 1/4 x 17 1/2)
Sunflowers
3245 Braque, Georges:
(15 x 13 1/4)
3273 Modigliani, Arnedeo: Lady
(24 1/2 x 17)
3274 Munch, Edvard:
Kornacker (Wheatfield)
(1917, 29 3/4 x 39)
3257 Braque, Georges:
Still Life
(22 x 15)
3264 Monet, Claude:
Prairie Ensoleilles, Giverny
(36 1/2 x 32 1/4)
3253 Vuillard, Edouard: Women Sewing
(o/w, 12 x 16 1/2)
3258 Gauguin, Paul:
La Seine a Paris
(15 x 18)
3285 Munch, Edvard:
Fran Jeloya: Landscape with
Birches
(1914 - 15, 27 3/4 x 43 1/2)
3269 Utrillo, Maurice:
Chateau de Chillon, Lac de
Geneve
(o/w, 23 1/4 x 30 1/4)
3263 Vlaminck, Maurice de:Vieux Ponts de Mantes
(23 1/2 x 20)
3260 Pissarro, Camille: Paysage Prs de Pontoise
(1888, g, 13 1/2 x 10 1/2)
3252 Rouault, Georges:
Head of Clown
(1930, g & p, 20 1/4 x 14 1/2)
3251 Gauguin, Paul:
Woman
(13 x 10 1/2)
3287 Miro, Joan:
Abstraction
(1932, t/w, 19 x 25)
3241 Renoir, P Auguste: Paysage aux Collettes
(7 1/2 x 16 1/4)
3286 Utrillo, Maurice:
Rue du Mont Cenis, Montmartre
(o/w, 25 x 32 1/2)
3248 Modigliani, Amedeo: Head of Woman
(o/p, 19 3/4 x 12 3/4)
3246 Klee, Paul:
Haus an de See
3272 Cassatt, Mary:
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39,000.
35,000.
34,000.
32,500.
26,000.
21,000.
20,000.
19,000.
19,000.
14,00u.
13,500.
13,500.
10,000.
9,000.
9,000.
9,000.
9,000.
8,500.
7,750.
7,500.
7,500.
7,500.
7,250.
6,500.
6,250.

(1924, t, 12 x 10 3/4)
Plage
(13 1/4 x 18 1/4)
3250 Klee, Paul:
Em Weib Fuer Goetter
(1938, g, 17 1/2 x 24)
3255 Vlaininck, Maurice de:Village Street in Winter
(mixed media, 18 1/2 x 21 1/2)
3281 Utrillo, Maurice:
g1ise de Dernremy (Vosges)
(g/w, 19 1/2 x 26)
Dahlias
3244 Manet, Edouard:
(9 x 19 1/4)
3277 Van Gogh, Vincent: Canal Near Nuenen
(18 1/4 x 13 1/4)
3297 Hartley, Marsden:
New Mexico
(28 x 36)
3262 Weod, Grant:
Spilt Milk
(1935, g/w, 26 1/4 x 19 1/2)
3243 Morisot, Berthe:
Nature Morte
(18 1/4 x 11 3/4)
,
3295 Derain, Andre:
Quattre Roses
(11 x 16)
3280 Moses, A M "Grandma" :Now We Can Skate
(o/w, 18 1/2 x 24 1/4)
/
3247 Derain, Andre:
Head of a Young Girl
()
3297 Signac, Paul:
Seascape
(1885, 13 x 18 1/4)
3290 Edzard, Dietz:
Still Life
(32 x 25 1/2)
3296 Jongkind, Johan B: River Scene at Night
(12 1/4 x 17 1/2)
3268 Moses, A M "Grandma":On Banks of Hudson
(o/w, 25 1/4 x 37 1/4)
Les Sources de la Lison
3266 Courbet, Gustave:
(32 x 26)
3276
La Chute d'Eau
(18/4, 32 x 25 3/4)
3240 Degas, H Edgar:
Paysage
(p, 10 1/2 x 13 1/2)
3284 Magritte, Rene:
LAvenir des Voix
(19 3/4 x 25 1/2)
3261 Severini, Gino:
Groupe de Choses Presentes et
Lointaines (g, 25 1/4 x 19)
River Landscape
3271 Banbois, Camille:
(26 x 21 1/4)
3288 Jawlensky, Alexej: Bauerntheater
(o/w, 21 x 19 1/2)
3289 Avery, Milton:
Harpo Marx
(30 x 22)
3254 Caillebotte, Gustave:L'Haiiard
(23 1/2 x 29)
3249 Metzinger, Jean:
Abstraction with Roulette
(15 x 21 3/4)
3238 Baumeister, Willi: Hades Gestalten
(18 x 21 1/4)
3282 Matta, Sebastian A: L'Appel du Volcan, Conca del
Agua (1954, 32 x 41 1/4)
3298 Maurer, Alfred H:
Landscape
(o/w, 18 x 21 3/4)
3275 Pechstein, Max:
Frau Mit Speigel
3256 Dufy, Raoul:

La
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5,750.
5,500.
5,000.
4,750.
4,250.
4,250.
4,000.
3,750.
3,100.
3,000.
3,000.
2,700.
2,600.
2,300.
2,200.
2,100.
2,000.
2,000.
2,000.
2,000.
1, /50.
1,700.
1,600.
1,500.
1,500.
1,300.
1,200.
1,000.
1,000.
1,000.

(1917, 32 x 27)
Mde1
(22 x 10)
Clown
Bombois, Camille:
(18 1/2 x 14 1/2)
Harbour Scene
Dufy, Jean
(9 x 21 3/4)
Vollon, Alexis:
View of the Seine
(21 1/4 x 25 1/2)
Felixmuller, Conrad: Winter: Two Figures
(1919, 26 x 22)
Jawlensky, Alexej: Meditation
(7 x 5 1/2)
Garçon de la Lune
Jppe1, Karel:
(1953, 30 x 25)

3239 Soyer, Raphael:

950.

3242

850.

3237
3291
3293
3236
3294

*[p Prices Current: Vol

(1958 - 59); p Al22 - Al26.]
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850.
600.
550.
450.
400.
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B J?UBLISHED SOURCES
a) CATAIAXtJES
A checklist of exhibitions, and available catalogues, put on by the
Museum of Modern Art is held by the Library of the Museum of Modern
Art.
A checklist of exhibitions is also included in Russell Lynes: "Good
Old Modern"; pp 446 - 469.
Catalogues of exhibitions staged by the Whithey Museum of American
Art fran 1932 - 1945 are included in the Whithey Museum of American
Art Records, Archives of American Art, microfilm rolls number NWh-5
& NWh6.
Catalogues of exhibitions held fran 1946 - 1966 are included in the
Whithey Museum of American Art Records, Archives of American Art,
microfilm rolls number N604 to N6(J9.
A checklist of exhibitions staged by the Solomon R Guggenheim
Foundation, the Museum of Non-Objective Painting, or the Solanon R
Guggenheim Museum (with details of the availability of catalogues):
is included in "Guggenheim Museum Collection 1880 - 1945" Chronological List of Exhibitions Organized by the Guggenheim
Museum"; pp 700 - 7U9.
(The rrre important of the above are cited below.)
i) INDIVIDUAL SUBJECI' EXhIBITIONS (Listed alphabetically by subject)
"A Corporation Collects (Abbot Chemical Corp)", American Federation
of Arts (touring exhibition), 1959.
"Harry N Abrams Family Collection", Jewish Museum, New York, 29/6 5/9/1966.
"Selections from the Larry Aldrich Contemporary Collection", Larry
Aldrich Museum, Ridgefield, Conneticut, 1964.
"Art of This Century (Objects - Drawings - Photographs - Paintings Sculpture - Collages 1910 to 1942)", Art of This Century Gallery,
New York, 1942.
"Modern Paintings - The Lee Ault Collection" (benefit exhibition in
aid of the Pirrerican Field Service), Valentine Gallery, New York,
10/4 - 29/4/1944.
"A Collection in the Making - Susan Morse Hilles and Richard Brown
Baker", Rhode Island School of Design, 18/3/ - 19/4/1959.
"Selections from the Collection Richard Brown Baker", Squibb
Gallery, 4/10 - 4/11/1979.
"Fortissimo! Thirty Years from the Richard Brown Baker Collection of
Contemporary Art", Museum of Art, Rhode Is land School of Design, 1/3
- 28/4/1985.
"Collection of Mr and Mrs Walter Bareiss - 50 Selections", Museum
of Modern Art, Guest House, 23/4 - 11/5/1958 (sponsored by the
Junior Council).
"German Expressionist Prints from the Walter Bareiss Collection",
Yale University Art Gallery, 25/10/1966 - 1/1/1967.
"Sarrmlung Walter Bareiss", NeueStaatsGalerie Munchen, 1965.
"The Lillie P Bliss Collection", Museum of Modern Art, New York,
1934.
"Works y Living Artists in the Collection of Mr and Mrs Leigh B
Block", Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 11/2 - 9/4/1978.
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"One Hundred European paintings and Drawings form the Collection of
Mr and Mrs Leigh B Block", National Gallery of Art, Washington D C,
4/5 - 11/6/1967.
"Lawrence H Bloedel Collection of American Art", hithey Museum of
Jirerican Art, November 1977.
"Collection of Mrs Harry Lynde Bradley", Milwaukee Art Centre, 1968.
"Personal Selections from the Mrs Harry Lynde Bradley Collection",
Milwaukee Art Centre, 1975.
"Encyclopaedia Brittannica Collection of Contemporary American
Painting", 1946 (catalogue for touring exhibition).
"William E Campbell Collection", Pens Gallery, New York, 1/11 13/11/1954.
"Homage to Rodin" (B Gerald Cantor Collection), Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, 14/11/1967 - 7/1/1968.
"Selected Exhibition of the Walter P Chrysler Jr Collection",
Detroit Institute of Arts, 1937.
"Collection of Walter P Chrysler Jr", Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,
16/1 - 4/3/1941.
"Paintings from the Collection of Walter P Chrysler Jr", Portland
Museum of Art, March 1956.
"French Paintings from the Collection of Walter P Chrysler Jr",
Dayton Art Institute, 25/3 - 22/5/1960.
"The Controversial Century - 1850 - 1950" (Walter P Chrysler Jr
Collection)", Chrysler Museum, Provincetown, Massechusets, 1962.
"The Stephen c Clark Collection", Addison Gallery of American Art,
Andover, 1940.
"A Collector's Taste: The Stephen c Clark Collection", Knoedler &
Co, New York, 11/1 - 30/1 1954.
"Collection of Mr and Mrs Palph F Cohn", Knoedler & Co, New York,
May 1960.
"Modern Art in Advertising: An Exhibition of Designs for the
Container Corporation of America", Art Institute of Chicago, 1945.
"Nathan Cumnings Collection", Davenport Municipal Art Gallery, 21/3
- 11/4/1965.
"Selections from the Nathan Cummings Collection", Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, 1/7 - 7/9/1970.
"Adelaide Milton de Groot Collection", Wadsrth Atheneum, Hartford,
Conneticut, 1/2 - 12/2/1950.
"Masterpieces from the Collection of Adelaide Milton de Groot",
Perls Gallery, New York, 14/4 - 3/5/1958; and Columbus Gallery of
Fine Arts, 2/12/1958.
"The Mr and Mrs Deorge Gard de Sylva Collection of French
Impressionist and Modern Paintings and Sculpture", Los Angeles
County Museum, November 1950.
"Mr and Mrs Lawrence A Fleischman Collection of American
Paintings", University of Michigan Museum of Art, 15/11 - 6/12/1953.
"Collection in Progress - Barbara and Lawrence Fleischman: 125 Works
from the Collection", Detroit Institute of Arts, July 1955.
"American Painting 1760 - 1960", Milwaukee Art Centre, 3/3 3/4/1960.
"Selections from the Lawrence and Barbara Fleischman Collection of
American Art", University of Arizona Art Gallery, 1/2 - 29/3/1964.
"The Collection of Mrs and Mrs William Goetz", California Palace of
the Legion of Honour, San Francisco, 18/4 - 31/5/1959.
"Private Collection of Mr and Mrs Vladimir Golschmann of St Louis",
Cincinnati Modern Art Society, Cincinnati Art Museum, 30/4 1/4/1947.
"Vladimir Golschmann Collection", Paul Rosenberg Gallery, New York,
6/10 - 25/10/1947.
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"The Vladimir Golschmann Collection (modern paintings, drawings,
prints, aincient bronzes and African sculptures)", Baltimore Museum
of Art, June - October 1958.
"The Philip L Goodwin Collection", Museum of ?&dern Art Bulletin:
26: 1 (Autumn 1958).
"Gifts to the Albright Knox Art Gallery fran A Conger Goodyear",
Aibright Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, 14/12/1962 - 6/1/1963.
"Paintings, sculpture, drawings, prints collected
A Conger
Goodyear", Aibright Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, 30/4 5/1966.
"Selections f ran the Collection of Dr and Mrs T Hanley of Bradford,
Pennsylvania", Gallery of Modern Art, New York, 3/1 - 12/3/1957.
"Exhibition of the Averell and Marie Harriman Collection", National
Gallery of Art, Washington D C, 15/4 - 14/5/1961.
"The Collection of Mr and Mrs Ben Heller", Museum of Modern Art,
Department of Circulating Exhibitions, 1961.
"A Century of American Painting" (Alfred A Holbrook Collection).
Centennial Club, 1/11 - 23/11/1941.
"Contemporary Art of 79 Countries" (The International Business
Machines Corporation Collection), Gallery of Science and Art, New
York World's Fair, 1939.
"Contemporary Art of the United States (f ram the Collection of the
International Business Machines Corporation)", Gallery of Science,
Golden Gate Exposition, 1940.
"The Private Collection of Martha Jackson", University of Maryland
Art Gallery, 22/6 - 30/9/1973.
"Three Generations of Twentieth Century Art" (The Sidney and Harriet
Janis Collection of the Museum of Modern Art), Museum of Modern
Art, New York, 1972.
"Seven Decades of Twentieth Century Art" (The Sidney Janis
Collection), La Jolla Museum of Contporary Art, 29/3 - 11/5/1980.
"The Mary E Johnston Collection", Contemporary Arts Centre,
Cincinnti, 20/4 - 12/5/1956.
"T Catesby Jones Collection (as given to the Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts)", Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, December 1948.
"The Lane Collection - Twentieth Century Paintings in the American
Tradition",. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 13/4 7/8/1983.
"Sixty-nine Paintings fran the Collection of Mrs Albert D Lasker"
(For the Benefit of the American Cancer Society), Dallas Museum of
Fine Arts, 6/3 - 29/3/1953.
"The Adele R Levy Collection: A Memorial Exhibition", Museum of
Modern Art, July 1961.
"Edith and Milton Lowenthal Collection", Whithey Museum of American
Art, 1/10 - 1/11/1952.
"Modernist Art f rain the Edith and Milton Lowenthal Collection",
Brooklyn Museum, 2/3 - 10/5/1981.
"From the Collection of Lt Wright Ludington", Dayton Art Institute,
December 1944. (Also shown at the Cincinnati Art Museum, n d.)
"Wright S Ludington: Four Decades of Gifts to the Santa Barbara
Museum of Art", Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 1982.
"Collection of Samuel and Florene Marx", Musuem of Modern Art, New
York, 1965.
"German Expressionist Paintings f ran the Collection of Mr and Mrs
Morton D May", Denver Art Museum, 1960.
"The Morton D Collection of German Expressionist Paintings",
University Art Museum, University of Texas (at Austin), 20/10 24/11/1974.
"Painting Towards Architecture" (Collection of Miller & Co), M
Knoedler & Co, New York, 2/11 - 20/11 (n d) ['Iuring exhibition,
1947 - 1949].
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"Salvador Dali 1910 - 1965 with the Reynolds Morse Collection",
Gallery of Modern Art, New York, 18/12/1965 - 28/2/1966.
"Modern American Paintings fran the Collection of Mr and Mrs
B
Neuberger", Samuel Kootz Gallery, New York, 15/4 - 4/5/1946.
"Roy and Marie Neuberger Collection - Modern American Painting and
Sculpture", Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 17/11 19/12/1954.
"American Art 1910 - 1960 - Selections f ran the Collection of Mr and
R Neuberger", M Knoedler & Co, New York, 8/6 - 9/9/1960.
Mrs
"An American Collection - The Neuberger Collection (Paintings,
Drawings and Sculpture)", Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of
Design, 1968.
"The Morton G Neumann Family Collection", National Gallery of Art,
Washington D C, 31/8 - 31/12/1980. (Vols I & II).
"The Morton G Neumann Family Collection", National Gallery of Art,
Washington D C, 25/10/1981 - 24/1/1982 (Vol III - Picasso Prints
and Drawings).
"Exhibiton of 50 Drawings f ran the Collection of John S Newberry
Jr.", Detroit Institute of Arts, 1/6 - 6/9/1949.
"Exhibiton of 25 Recent Additons to the Collection of John S
Newberry Jr", Detroit Institute of Arts, 15/5 1/10/1951.
"An American Choice: Collection of Muriel Kalilis Steinberg Newman",
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1981.
"The Katherine Ordway Collection", Yale University Art Gallery, New
Haven, 1983.
"Sculpture 1850 - 1950" - (collection of Mrs Fletcher Le B B Daley
nee Lois Orswell), Rhode Island School of Design, 30/3 - 18/5/1950.
"The Betty Parsons Collection", Finch College Museum of Art, 13/3 24/4/1968.
"Mr and Mrs Henry Pearlman: A Loan Exhibition of Paintings,
Watercolours and Sculpture", M Knoedler & Co, New York, 27/1 21/2/1959.
"Exhibition of Paintings, Watercolours and Sculptures from the
Collection of Mr and Mrs Henry Pearlman", Brooklyn Museum, 1974.
"A Selection of Paintings from the 1950s and 1960s from the
Collection of Gifford and Joann Phillips", Art Galleries,
University of California, Santa Barbara, 12/3 - 7/4/1968.
"A St Louis Private Collection" (Joseph Pulitzer Jr), St Louis City
Art Museum, Surriner - Autumn 1947.
Louise and
"Modern Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture Collected
Joseph Pulitzer Jr.", M Knoedler & Co, New York, 9/4 - 4/5/1957 and
Fogg Art Museum, Harvard, 16/5 - 15/9/1957. (Vols I & II).
"Reader's Digest Collection", M Knoedler & Co, New York, 15/5 8/6/1963.
"Selections f ran the Reader's Digest Collection", Wildenstein & Co,
London, 14/1 - 8/2/1986.
"Forty Paintings f rom the Edward G Robinson Collection", Museum of
Modern Art, New York, 4/3 - 12/4/1953.
"The Gladys Lloyd and Edward G Robinson Collection", Los Angeles
County Museum, 11/9 - 11/11/1956.
"Collection of the Sara Roby Foundation", Whithey Museum of American
Art, 29/4 - 14/6/1959.
"Twentieth Century Art form the Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller
Collection", Museum of Modern Art, 1969.
"Current Trends in British and American Painting fran the Collection
of Edward W Root", Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica, New
York, 3/12 - 31/12/1950.
"The Edward Root Collection", Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
12/2 - 12/4/1953.
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"Edward Wales Root Bequest", Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute,
Utica, New York, 5/ll/1961,-,24/2/1962.
"Matres de la Premiere Generation du Vingtieme Siecle" (Peter and
Elizabeth Rubel Collection), Swiss Institute for Art Research,
Zurich, (exhibited at Pens Gallery, New York, 13/3 - 13/4/1957).
"A Memorial Exhibiton: Selections fran the Nathaniel Saltonstall
Collection", Institute of Contemporary Arts, Boston, 11/11 14/12/1969.
"Selections from the Joseph L Shulman Collection", Wadsworth
Atheneum, Hartford, Conneticut, 5/3 - 13/4/1975.
"The James Thrall Soby Collection" (Works given or pledged to the
Museum of Modern Art), M Knoedler & Co, New York (benefit exhibition
for the Museum of Modern Art), 2/2 - 25/2/1961.
"The Otto and Eloise Spaeth Collection", Munson-Williams-Proctor
Institute, Utica, New York, October 1952.
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